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Re´sume´
La cryptographie a` base de re´seaux euclidiens est un domaine prometteur pour la construction de prim-
itives cryptographiques post-quantiques. Un proble`me fondamental, lie´ aux re´seaux, est le proble`me
du plus court vecteur (ou SVP, pour Shortest Vector Problem). Ce proble`me est suppose´ eˆtre diffi-
cile a` re´soudre meˆme avec un ordinateur quantique. Afin d’ame´liorer l’efficacite´ des protocoles cryp-
tographiques, on peut utiliser des re´seaux structure´s, comme par exemple des re´seaux ide´aux ou des
re´seaux modules (qui sont une ge´ne´ralisation des re´seaux ide´aux). La se´curite´ de la plupart des sche´mas
utilisant des re´seaux structure´s de´pend de la difficulte´ du proble`me SVP dans des re´seaux modules,
mais un petit nombre de sche´mas peuvent e´galement eˆtre impacte´s par SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux.
La principale construction pouvant eˆtre impacte´e par SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux est la fonction
multiline´aire GGH13. Cette fonction multiline´aire est principalement utilise´e aujourd’hui pour con-
struire des obfuscateurs de programmes, c’est-a`-dire des fonctions qui prennent en entre´e le code d’un
programme et renvoie le code d’un programme e´quivalent (calculant la meˆme fonction), mais qui doit
cacher la fac¸on dont le programme fonctionne.
Dans cette the`se, nous nous inte´ressons dans un premier temps au proble`me SVP dans les re´seaux
ide´aux et modules. Nous pre´sentons un premier algorithme qui, apre`s un pre-calcul exponentiel, permet
de trouver des vecteurs courts dans des re´seaux ide´aux plus rapidement que le meilleur algorithme
connu pour des re´seaux arbitraires. Nous pre´sentons ensuite un algorithme pour les re´seaux modules
de rang 2, e´galement plus efficace que le meilleur algorithme connu pour des re´seaux arbitraires, a`
condition d’avoir acce`s a` un oracle re´solvant le proble`me du plus proche vecteur dans un re´seau fixe´.
Ce deuxie`me algorithme peut ensuite eˆtre utilise´ pour construire un algorithme LLL pour des modules
de rang arbitraire. Le pre´-calcul exponentiel et l’oracle pour le proble`me du plus proche vecteurs
rendent ces algorithmes inutilisables en pratique.
Dans un second temps, nous nous inte´ressons a` la fonction GGH13 ainsi qu’aux obfuscateurs qui
l’utilisent. Nous e´tudions d’abord l’impact des attaques statistiques sur la fonction GGH13 et ses
variantes. Nous nous inte´ressons ensuite a` la se´curite´ des obfuscateurs utilisant la fonction GGH13 et
proposons une attaque quantique contre plusieurs de ces obfuscateurs. Cette attaque quantique utilise
entre autres un algorithme calculant un vecteur court dans un re´seau ide´al de´pendant d’un parame`tre
secret de la fonction GGH13.
1
Abstract
Lattice-based cryptography is a promising area for constructing cryptographic primitives that are plau-
sibly secure even in the presence of quantum computers. A fundamental problem related to lattices is
the shortest vector problem (or SVP), which asks to find a shortest non-zero vector in a lattice. This
problem is believed to be intractable, even quantumly. Structured lattices, for example ideal lattices or
module lattices (the latter being a generalization of the former), are often used to improve the efficiency
of lattice-based primitives. The security of most of the schemes based on structured lattices is related
to SVP in module lattices, and a very small number of schemes can also be impacted by SVP in ideal
lattices.
In this thesis, we first focus on the problem of finding short vectors in ideal and module lattices.
We propose an algorithm which, after some exponential pre-computation, performs better on ideal
lattices than the best known algorithm for arbitrary lattices. We also present an algorithm to find
short vectors in rank 2 modules, provided that we have access to some oracle solving the closest vector
problem in a fixed lattice. This second algorithm can then be used to construct an LLL algorithm for
module lattices of arbitrary rank. The exponential pre-processing time and the oracle call make these
algorithms unusable in practice.
The main scheme whose security might be impacted by SVP in ideal lattices is the GGH13 multi-
linear map. This protocol is mainly used today to construct program obfuscators, which should render
the code of a program unintelligible, while preserving its functionality. In a second part of this thesis,
we focus on the GGH13 map and its application to obfuscation. We first study the impact of statistical
attacks on the GGH13 map and on its variants. We then study the security of obfuscators based on the
GGH13 map and propose a quantum attack against multiple such obfuscators. This quantum attack
uses as a subroutine an algorithm to find a short vector in an ideal lattice related to a secret element
of the GGH13 map.
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Re´sume´ long en franc¸ais
L’un des principaux objectifs de la cryptographie est de garantir la confidentialite´ des messages, en les
chiffrant durant les phases de transmission. Historiquement, les me´thodes de chiffrement utilisaient des
cle´s syme´triques secre`tes, partage´es entre l’expe´diteur et le destinataire. Ces sche´mas de chiffrement
sont appele´s sche´mas de chiffrement syme´triques, et ne´cessitent une rencontre entre l’expe´diteur et le
destinataire (ou l’utilisation d’un tiers de confiance) avant de pouvoir communiquer en toute se´curite´.
Cette ne´cessite´ d’une rencontre entre l’expe´diteur et le destinataire n’est pas raisonnable pour les
applications actuelles de la cryptographie, par exemple sur Internet. Heureusement, Diffie et Hellman
ont de´crit en 1976 le premier sche´ma cryptographique a` cle´ publique [DH76]. Dans un sche´ma a` cle´
publique, chaque utilisateur posse`de sa propre cle´ secre`te (qu’il ne doit partager avec personne), ainsi
qu’une cle´ publique, qu’il peut diffuser publiquement. Cette cle´ publique permet a` n’importe qui de
chiffrer un message, cependant, seulement l’utilisateur posse´dant la cle´ secre`te correspondante pourra
de´chiffrer le message et retrouver le texte d’origine. En d’autres termes, le cle´ publique et le message
chiffre´ ne doivent re´ve´ler aucune information sur le message sous-jacent. Un sche´ma de chiffrement a` cle´
publique peut eˆtre utilise´ pour garantir la confidentialite´ d’une communication, sans que les personnes
communiquant n’aient besoin de se rencontrer au pre´alable. En effet, le destinataire peut envoyer sa
cle´ publique a` l’expe´diteur. L’expe´diteur utilise la cle´ publique pour chiffrer son message, et renvoie le
message chiffre´ au destinataire, qui pourra le de´chiffrer graˆce a` sa cle´ secre`te. Un attaquant e´coutant
la conversation ne connaˆıtra que la cle´ publique et le message chiffre´, qui par de´finition ne doivent rien
re´ve´ler du message transmis. Les protocoles cryptographiques de communication utilise´s aujourd’hui
utilisent en ge´ne´ral un sche´ma de chiffrement a` cle´ publique pour e´changer une cle´ secre`te syme´trique
entre les participants, puis un sche´ma de chiffrement syme´trique utilisant cette cle´ secre`te syme´trique
pour le reste de la conversation. Cette proce´dure est plus efficace que l’utilisation d’un sche´ma de
chiffrement a` cle´ publique pour toute la conversation, car les sche´mas syme´triques sont en ge´ne´ral plus
efficaces que ceux a` cle´ publique.
La se´curite´ des sche´mas a` cle´ publique repose en ge´ne´ral sur des hypothe`ses “ simples”, c’est-a`-
dire qui peuvent eˆtre de´crites en quelques phrases. Plus pre´cise´ment, sous l’hypothe`se que certains
proble`mes mathe´matiques sont difficiles a` re´soudre, il est possible de prouver qu’aucun attaquant (pour
un certain mode`le d’attaquant) ne peut retrouver le message envoye´, s’il a seulement acce`s a` la cle´
publique et au message chiffre´. Le protocole de Diffie-Hellman mentionne´ ci-dessus repose sur un
proble`me lie´ au logarithme discret. E´tant donne´ un groupe G cyclique, un ge´ne´rateur de ce groupe g
et un e´le´ment h arbitraire dans le groupe, le proble`me du logarithme discret consiste a` calculer le
logarithme de h en base g, c’est-a`-dire l’entier α tel que h = gα. La difficulte´ suppose´e de ce proble`me
a depuis e´te´ utilise´e pour la construction de nombreuses autres primitives cryptographiques. Un autre
proble`me de the´orie des nombres tre`s important en cryptographie est la factorisation. E´tant donne´ un
produit pq de deux grands nombres premiers p et q, l’objectif est de retrouver p et q. Un proble`me lie´
a` la factorisation est utilise´ pour e´valuer la se´curite´ du chiffrement RSA [RSA78], qui est toujours tre`s
utilise´ aujourd’hui. Dans cette the`se, nous nous inte´resserons a` une troisie`me cate´gorie de proble`mes
mathe´matiques pouvant servir de base a` des protocoles cryptographiques, en lien avec les re´seaux
euclidiens.
Re´seaux euclidiens. Un re´seau (euclidien) L est un sous-ensemble de Rm forme´ de toutes les com-
binaisons line´aires entie`res d’un ensemble de n vecteurs line´airement inde´pendants b1, . . . , bn ∈ Rm.
L’ensemble (b1, . . . , bn) est appele´ une base du re´seau L, et l’entier n est son rang (cf figure 0.1).
Le proble`me algorithmique essentiel lie´ aux re´seaux euclidiens est, e´tant donne´e une base arbitraire
d’un re´seau arbitraire, de trouver un vecteur non nul le plus court du re´seau (en norme euclidienne).
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• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • ••••• b1
b2
Figure 0.1: Un re´seau de dimension 2, avec une base
Ce proble`me s’appelle le proble`me du plus court vecteur, abre´ge´ en SVP, pour ‘shortest vector problem’
en anglais (cf figure 0.2). Asymptotiquement, les algorithmes les plus rapides connus pour re´soudre le
proble`me du plus court vecteur sont des algorithmes de crible, dont le temps de calcul est exponentiel
en la dimension n du re´seau [AKS01, AS18]. Il existe e´galement des variantes de ce proble`me, qui
demandent de trouver un vecteur non nul du re´seau dont la norme euclidienne est au plus γ fois la
norme d’un vecteur non nul le plus court. Le facteur d’approximation γ ≥ 1 est un parame`tre de ce
nouveau proble`me, appele´ γ-approx-SVP (cf figure 0.3).
• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
Figure 0.2: Un vecteur non nul le plus court
• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
Figure 0.3: Une solution au proble`me γ-approx-
SVP pour γ = 2
La difficulte´ de ce proble`me diminue lorsque γ augmente (le cas γ = 1 est le proble`me SVP). En 1987,
Schnorr introduisit une hie´rarchie d’algorithmes pour re´soudre le proble`me γ-approx-SVP [Sch87]. Les
compromis entre temps et facteur d’approximation atteints par les algorithmes de Schnorr sont donne´s
sur la figure 0.4. En pratique, on utilise l’algorithme BKZ [SE94], qui est une variante heuristique des
algorithmes de Schnorr. Une analyse du temps de calcul de l’algorithme BKZ a e´te´ effectue´e par Hanrot,
Pujol et Stehle´ [HPS11], montrant que cet algorithme atteint e´galement les compromis temps/facteur
d’approximation de la figure 0.4. Le plus petit facteur d’approximation γ pour lequel l’algorithme BKZ
termine en temps polynomial est 2O(
n log logn
logn ). Il n’existe actuellement pas d’algorithme polynomial
re´solvant le proble`me approx-SVP pour des facteurs d’approximation plus petits.
Temps
Facteur
d’approximation
2O˜(n)2O˜(n
0.5)poly
2O˜(n)
2O˜(n
0.5)
poly
Figure 0.4: Compromis entre temps et facteur d’approximation pour l’algorithme BKZ
Un autre proble`me important lie´ aux re´seaux euclidiens est le proble`me du plus proche vecteur
(ou CVP, pour ‘closest vector problem’ en anglais). E´tant donne´s une base arbitraire d’un re´seau
arbitraire L, et un point t ∈ Rm, l’objectif de ce proble`me est de trouver un point de L le plus proche
de t. Encore une fois, il existe une variante de ce proble`me, appele´e γ-approx-CVP, qui consiste a`
trouver un point de L a` distance au plus γ ·dist(L, t) de t, ou` dist(L, t) est la distance minimale entre t
et un point de L (cf figures 0.5 et 0.6). Les meilleurs algorithmes connus pour re´soudre γ-approx-CVP
ont la meˆme complexite´ asymptotique que les meilleurs algorithmes pour γ-approx-SVP. En particulier,
le meilleur algorithme re´solvant CVP exactement a une complexite´ exponentielle en n et le plus petit
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facteur d’approximation qui peut eˆtre atteint par un algorithme polynomial est 2O(
n log logn
logn ).
• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
•
t
Figure 0.5: Une solution au proble`me CVP avec
cible t
• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
•
t
Figure 0.6: Une solution au proble`me γ-approx-
CVP avec cible t et γ = 2
Cryptographie base´e sur les re´seaux. Les proble`mes SVP et CVP inte´ressent les cryptographes
car ils sont suppose´s eˆtre difficiles a` re´soudre, meˆme en pre´sence d’un ordinateur quantique. Ils diffe`rent
en cela des deux autres proble`mes de the´orie des nombres mentionne´s ci-dessus (la factorisation et le
logarithme discret), qui peuvent eˆtre re´solus en temps polynomial quantique graˆce a` l’algorithme de
Shor [Sho97]. Les proble`mes de re´seaux sont donc de bons candidats pour construire des primitives
cryptographiques post-quantique.
La description des proble`mes SVP et CVP n’est cependant pas tre`s adapte´e a` la construction de
primitives cryptographiques. La principale raison a` cela est la de´finition de ces proble`mes en termes
de re´seaux arbitraires, alors que les protocoles cryptographiques requie`rent en ge´ne´ral que le proble`me
soit difficile presque suˆrement pour un choix de re´seau ale´atoire. Cette difficulte´ a e´te´ re´solue par
l’introduction de nouveaux proble`mes, appele´s LWE et SIS [Reg05, Ajt96,MR07]. Ces proble`mes sont
des proble`mes cas-moyen, c’est-a`-dire qu’il sont suppose´s eˆtre durs a` re´soudre pour une instance tire´e au
hasard, ce qui les rend adapte´s a` la construction de primitives cryptographiques. De plus, il est prouve´
que ces proble`mes sont au moins aussi difficiles a` re´soudre que des proble`mes pire-cas sur des re´seaux,
comme par exemple le proble`me d’approximation de vecteurs courts inde´pendants (ou approx-SIVP,
pour ‘approximate short independent vectors problem’ en anglais). E´tant donne´e une base arbitraire
d’un re´seau arbitraire L, ce proble`me consiste a` trouver n vecteurs de L line´airement inde´pendants et
de norme au plus γ ·λn, ou` λn est le plus petit re´el tel qu’il existe n vecteurs line´airement inde´pendants
dans L plus petits que λn. Si l’on suppose qu’une telle variante du proble`me approx-SVP est difficile
a` re´soudre avec un ordinateur quantique, alors les proble`mes LWE et SIS sont e´galement difficiles a`
re´soudre, meˆme avec un ordinateur quantique. On peut donc les utiliser pour construire des primitives
cryptographiques post-quantique. Mentionnons e´galement le fait les proble`mes LWE et SIS ne sont pas
strictement plus difficiles a` re´soudre que approx-SVP (ou approx-SIVP). En effet, il existe e´galement
une re´duction montrant que si approx-SVP ou approx-SIVP sont faciles a` re´soudre, alors SIS et LWE le
sont aussi. Les proble`mes SIS et LWE sont d’une certaine fac¸on une reformulation du proble`me SIVP,
qui le rend plus adapte´ a` la construction de primitives cryptographiques.
Un exemple de primitive cryptographique pouvant eˆtre construite a` partir du l’hypothe`se LWE
est le sche´ma de chiffrement a` cle´ publique de Regev [Reg05]. Ce sche´ma de chiffrement est prouve´
eˆtre suˆr sous l’hypothe`se que le proble`me LWE est difficile a` re´soudre. Depuis 2005, de nombreuses
autres primitives cryptographiques reposant sur la suppose´e difficulte´ des proble`mes LWE et SIS ont
e´te´ construites. En particulier, les hypothe`ses a` base de re´seaux ont permis la construction de prim-
itives avance´es, telles que le chiffrement totalement homomorphe.1 En effet, la premie`re construction
de chiffrement totalement homomorphe fut propose´e par Gentry en 2009 [Gen09] et utilisaient des hy-
pothe`ses lie´es a` des re´seaux (ainsi qu’une hypothe`se de se´curite´ circulaire). Les hypothe`ses utilise´es
pour cette constructions ne sont ni LWE ni SIS, mais une autre construction fut propose´e plus tard
reposant sur le proble`me LWE [BV11] (et toujours une hypothe`se de se´curite´ circulaire). Une autre
primitive construite en utilisant des techniques lie´es aux re´seaux est l’obfuscation de programmes (qui
sera de´finie dans quelques paragraphes). Bien qu’utilisant des re´seaux, les constructions d’obfuscateurs
que nous avons aujourd’hui ne sont cependant pas prouve´es suˆres sous des hypothe`ses de se´curite´
standard. Nous reviendrons aux obfuscateurs a` la fin de cette introduction.
1Un sche´ma de chiffrement totalement homomorphe est un sche´ma de chiffrement ou` l’ont peut effectuer un nombre
arbitraire de multiplications et d’additions sur les chiffre´s. Cela doit produire un message chiffre´ qui se de´chiffrera en
un message correspondant au re´sultat des meˆme ope´rations (multiplications/additions), applique´es aux messages sous-
jacents.
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En conclusion, les proble`mes de re´seaux tels que LWE et SIS permettent a` la fois de construire des
primitives (suppose´es) post-quantique, mais e´galement de concevoir des primitives avance´es.
Re´seaux structure´s. Les protocoles base´s sur les re´seaux sont ge´ne´ralement moins efficaces que leurs
e´quivalents base´s sur la factorisation ou le logarithme discret. La principale raison a` cela est qu’un re´seau
est repre´sente´ par une matrice, dont la taille est quadratique en la dimension du re´seau. De meˆme, le
temps ne´cessaire pour calculer un produit matrice-vecteur (qui est l’ope´ration de base sur les re´seaux)
est quadratique en la dimension. Cependant, le temps ne´cessaire pour re´soudre les proble`mes SVP ou
CVP dans un re´seau est seulement exponentiel en la dimension (et non en le carre´ de la dimension).
Ainsi, pour atteindre un niveau de se´curite´ de λ bits (i.e., la meilleure attaque doit prendre un temps
au moins 2λ), il est ne´cessaire de travailler avec des parame`tres de taille Ω(λ2).
Afin d’ame´liorer l’efficacite´ des protocoles, il est possible de travailler avec des re´seaux structure´s,
comme par exemple des re´seaux ide´aux. Dans un re´seau ide´al, les vecteurs correspondent a` des
polynoˆmes, qui vivent modulo un polynoˆme P de degre´ n (de sorte que les polynoˆmes ont tous un
repre´sentant de degre´ n − 1, qui peut eˆtre vu comme un vecteur de dimension n en regardant ses
coefficients). Une base d’un re´seau ide´al correspond a` la matrice de multiplication par un polynoˆme a
modulo P (ce qui est bien une ope´ration line´aire).2 Graˆce a` cette correspondance avec les polynoˆmes,
les matrices peuvent maintenant eˆtre repre´sente´es par un polynoˆme (de taille line´aire), et les multiplica-
tions matrice-vecteur peuvent eˆtre effectue´es en temps quasi-line´aire en n (car la multiplication de deux
polynoˆmes peut s’effectuer en temps quasi-line´aires en leur degre´). De fac¸on plus ge´ne´rale, dans les
re´seaux ide´aux, les vecteurs sont remplace´s par des e´le´ments d’un corps de nombre K de dimension n
(qui sera K = Q[X]/P (X) pour le polynoˆme P de´fini ci-dessus), et les re´seaux sont des ide´aux dans ce
corps de nombres (d’ou` la terminologie “re´seaux ide´aux”).
Comme pre´ce´demment, il existe des proble`mes cas-moyen, appele´s Ring-LWE et Ring-SIS [SSTX09,
LPR10] (ou RLWE et RSIS). Ces proble`mes sont des variantes structure´es des proble`mes originaux LWE
et SIS ou`, encore une fois, les vecteurs sont remplace´s par des polynoˆmes et les matrices correspondent
a` l’ope´ration de multiplication par un polynoˆme. Il a e´te´ montre´ que ces proble`mes ne sont pas plus
faciles a` re´soudre que le proble`me approx-SIVP, restreint aux re´seaux ide´aux. Puisque l’on se restreint
maintenant a` des re´seaux avec une structure alge´brique supple´mentaire, il est naturel de se demander
Le proble`me SVP est-il toujours difficile lorsqu’on se restreint a` des re´seaux ide´aux ?
Cette question sera centrale dans cette the`se. Il est e´galement possible d’obtenir des compromis
entre efficacite´ et se´curite´, en utilisant des re´seaux modules, et leurs proble`mes cas-moyen associe´s
module-SIS et module-LWE [BGV14, LS15]. Un re´seau module est un re´seau dont une base peut eˆtre
repre´sente´e par une matrice par blocs, ou` chaque bloc est la base d’un re´seau ide´al.3 La figure 0.7
repre´sente une base d’un re´seau module avec m×m blocs. La notation Ba de´signe une base de l’ide´al
engendre´ par a, c’est-a`-dire la matrice de multiplication par a modulo P . L’entier m est appele´ le rang
du module. En variant la taille des blocs, on peut aller des re´seaux ide´aux (un seul bloc de la taille de
la matrice) aux re´seaux ge´ne´raux (n× n blocs de taille 1). Comme pre´ce´demment, il a e´te´ prouve´ que
les proble`mes module-SIS et module-LWE sont au moins aussi difficiles que le proble`me approx-SIVP
restreint aux re´seaux modules.
Bam,1
Ba1,1
Bam,m
Ba1,m
· · ·
· · ·
...
...
. . .
n/m
n
Figure 0.7: Base d’un re´seau module de rang m
Faisons quelques remarques sur les re´ductions inverses. Pour rappel, dans le cas des re´seaux
ge´ne´raux, on sait que les proble`mes SIS et LWE sont e´quivalents au proble`me approx-SIVP. C’est
2Cela de´finit en fait la classe plus restreinte des re´seaux ide´aux principaux. Afin de simplifier les descriptions dans
cette introduction, nous supposerons que tous les ide´aux sont principaux.
3Encore une fois, on suppose ici que tous les ide´aux sont principaux.
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e´galement vrai pour les re´seaux modules : les proble`mes module-LWE et module-SIS sont e´quivalents
au proble`me approx-SIVP restreint aux modules. En revanche, ce n’est pas le cas des re´seaux ide´aux.
Pour ces re´seaux, nous savons simplement que RLWE et RSIS sont au moins aussi difficiles que approx-
SIVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux, mais il se pourrait qu’ils soient strictement plus difficiles. Le proble`me
RLWE est en fait e´quivalent a` approx-SIVP dans des re´seaux modules [AD17]. Il se pourrait donc que
le proble`me approx-SIVP pour les re´seaux ide´aux soit strictement plus facile que le proble`me RLWE,
lui meˆme e´quivalent a` module-LWE et approx-SIVP dans des re´seaux modules, eux-meˆmes strictement
plus faciles que LWE et approx-SIVP.
Concluons ce paragraphe en mentionnant un autre proble`me de re´seau standard : le proble`me
NTRU [HPS98]. E´tant donne´s un polynoˆme P de´finissant un anneau R = Z[X]/(P ), un module q ∈ Z
et un e´le´ment h = f/g mod q, avec f, g des e´le´ments de R dont les coefficients sont beaucoup plus petits
que q, le proble`me NTRU consiste a` retrouver f et g. Contrairement aux proble`mes RLWE et RSIS,
on ne sais pas si le proble`me NTRU est plus difficile que certains proble`mes pire-cas sur des re´seaux
structure´s. Cependant, ce proble`me a e´te´ e´tudie´ pendant plus de 20 ans et est maintenant conside´re´
comme un proble`me de re´seaux standard.
La fonction GGH13. Un sche´ma de chiffrement par niveaux est une primitive cryptographique
permettant a` une autorite´ d’encoder des e´le´ments d’un anneau. E´tant donne´ des e´le´ments encode´s,
n’importe qui doit ensuite pouvoir publiquement les multiplier ou les additionner, pour obtenir un
encodage de l’addition ou de la multiplication des e´le´ments correspondants. Il doit e´galement eˆtre
possible, apre`s avoir effectue´ un nombre κ de multiplications (ou` κ est un parame`tre du sche´ma de
chiffrement par niveaux), de tester publiquement si un e´le´ment ainsi cre´e´ encode ze´ro ou non. A` part
cette proce´dure, appele´e test de nullite´, les encodages ne doivent rien re´ve´ler des e´le´ments encode´s. Les
sche´mas de chiffrement par niveaux, s’ils existent, auraient de nombreuses applications en cryptogra-
phie. La plus simple, mais que l’on ne sait actuellement pas re´aliser a` partir d’hypothe`ses standards,
et l’e´change de cle´ en un tour entre κ+ 1 participants, pour un entier κ ≥ 3. Dans un tel protocole, les
utilisateurs commencent par ge´ne´rer une paire de cle´s publique et secre`te. Ils diffusent ensuite publique-
ment leur cle´ publique a` tous les autres utilisateurs. Chacun cre´e ensuite une cle´ secre`te syme´trique s
en combinant les cle´s publiques des autres utilisateurs avec sa propre cle´ secre`te. Cette cle´ secre`te
syme´trique s doit eˆtre la meˆme pour tous les utilisateurs, afin qu’ils puissent ensuite l’utiliser pour
communiquer via un protocole syme´trique. A` l’inverse, un attaquant qui aurait intercepte´ toutes les
cle´s publiques ne doit pas obtenir d’information sur la cle´ secre`te syme´trique s.
La fonction GGH13, propose´e par Garg, Gentry et Halevi en 2013 [GGH13a] est le premier candidat
de sche´ma de chiffrement par niveaux. Cette construction utilise des polynoˆmes modulo un polynoˆme P ,
et repose sur des techniques similaires a` celles utilise´es pour les proble`mes de re´seaux ide´aux. Par
exemple, les encodages sont de la forme f/g mod q, pour des polynoˆmes f et g avec de petits coefficients
(comme dans le proble`me NTRU). Ainsi, il est au moins aussi facile d’attaquer la fonction GGH13 que
le proble`me NTRU. De meˆme, la fonction GGH13 utilise des re´seaux ide´aux, et trouver un vecteur
court dans ces re´seaux ide´aux peut permettre de l’attaquer.
Pour conclure, attaquer la fonction GGH13 est au moins aussi facile que de re´soudre certains
proble`mes standards de re´seaux ide´aux, mais nous ne connaissons pas de re´duction inverse. C’est
pourquoi la fonction GGH13 est appele´e un candidat : nous ne savons pas comment prouver sa se´curite´
a` partir d’hypothe`ses standards. En fait, depuis son introduction en 2013, de nombreuses attaques ont
e´te´ propose´es contre la fonction GGH13 et ses applications [HJ16,MSZ16]. Ces attaques ne cassent pas
comple`tement la fonction GGH13, mais elles e´liminent un nombre important d’applications possibles
du sche´ma de chiffrement par niveaux.
La principale application de la fonction GGH13 qui n’est pas encore comple`tement casse´e est
l’obfuscation. Un obfuscateur est un algorithme qui prend en entre´e le code d’un programme et le
rend inintelligible, tout en pre´servant la fonctionalite´ du programme. En d’autre termes, le nou-
veau programme doit se comporter comme une boˆıte noire, il doit permettre a` un utilisateur de
l’exe´cuter mais ne doit rien re´ve´ler d’autre que le comportement entre´e/sortie du programme. Les
obfuscateurs sont tre`s de´sire´s en cryptographie et des candidats ont e´te´ propose´s, utilisant la fonction
GGH13 [GGH+13b, GMM+16].4 Encore une fois, ces constructions sont des candidats, leur se´curite´
4Tous les candidats obfuscateurs n’utilisent pas la fonction GGH13, mais certains l’utilisent, dont notamment le
premier candidat [GGH+13b].
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n’est pas prouve´e sous des hypothe`ses de se´curite´ standards, et un certain nombre de constructions
sont sujettes a` des attaques [MSZ16,CGH17,CHKL18,Pel18].
Contributions
Pendant ma the`se, je me suis inte´resse´e a` la difficulte´ des proble`mes de re´seaux structure´s. Je me suis
concentre´e a` la fois sur des proble`mes fondamentaux, tels que approx-SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux ou
modules, ainsi qu’a` des questions plus concre`tes, comme la se´curite´ de la fonction GGH13 et de certains
obfuscateurs l’utilisant.
Approx-SVP dans les re´seaux ide´aux
Dans le premier chapitre de cette the`se, on s’inte´resse a` la question de´ja` mentionne´e ci-dessus : le
proble`me (approx-)SVP est-il plus facile lorsque l’on se restreint a` des re´seaux ide´aux ? Une premie`re
re´ponse a` cette question a e´te´ donne´e par Cramer, Ducas et Wesolowski en 2017 [CDW17]. Ils
ont montre´ qu’avec un ordinateur quantique, un attaquant pouvait re´soudre en temps polynomial le
proble`me γ-approx-SVP pour un facteur d’approximation γ aussi petit que γ = 2O˜(
√
n). Cet algorithme
ne peut s’utiliser que pour certains polynoˆmes P , de´finissant des corps cyclotomiques de conducteur
une puissance d’un nombre premier. Ces polynoˆmes P sont ceux qui sont les plus utilise´s par les con-
structions cryptographiques. Pour rappel, dans le cas ge´ne´ral, le plus petit facteur d’approximation
atteignable en temps polynomial (meˆme avec un ordinateur quantique) est γ = 2Ω(n log logn/ logn). Ainsi,
l’algorithme CDW fournit une acce´le´ration quantique par rapport aux re´seaux ge´ne´riques (cf figure 0.8,
l’algorithme CDW est responsable du “saut” de la courbe quantique en γ = 2O˜(
√
n)).
Dans le chapitre 3, nous proposons une extension de l’algorithme CDW. Apre`s un pre´-calcul ex-
ponentiel, notre algorithme atteint tous les compromis interme´diaires entre l’algorithme CDW et
l’algorithme BKZ pour γ polynomial. Notre algorithme fournit e´galement une ame´lioration dans le
cas classique, pour de petits facteurs d’approximation (cf figure 0.9). Notre algorithme fonctionne
pour n’importe quel polynoˆme de de´finition P , mais les compromis de la figure 0.9 de´pendent du
polynoˆme P . Le principal inconve´nient de notre algorithme est le pre´-calcul exponentiel (qui s’effectue
en temps 2O˜(n) pour les corps cyclotomiques). Cela rend notre algorithme inutilisable en pratique. Il
convient d’observer cependant que ce pre´-calcul ne de´pend que du corps de nombres (c’est-a`-dire du
polynoˆme P ), et peut donc eˆtre re´utilise´ pour diffe´rents ide´aux dans le meˆme corps de nombre. Cette
contribution correspond a` la publication suivante.
[PHS19] Alice Pellet-Mary, Guillaume Hanrot, et Damien Stehle´. Approx-SVP in ideal lattices with
pre-processing. Dans Advances in Cryptology – EUROCRYPT, pages 685–716. Springer, 2019.
Temps
Facteur
d’approximation
quantique
classique
2O˜(n)2O˜(n
0.5)poly
2O˜(n)
2O˜(n
0.5)
poly
Figure 0.8: Pre´ce´dents compromis
temps/facteur d’approximation pour approx-
SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux de corps cyclo-
tomiques puissance d’un nombre premier.
Temps
Facteur
d’approximation
quantique
classique
2O˜(n)2O˜(n
0.5)poly
2O˜(n)
2O˜(n
0.5)
poly
Figure 0.9: Nouveaux compromis pour approx-
SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux dans les meˆme
corps (avec un pre´-calcul en temps exp(O˜(n))).
Une limitation importante de notre algorithme est qu’il re´sout le proble`me approx-SVP seulement
dans des re´seaux ide´aux. Cependant, comme on l’a vu pre´ce´demment, on sait que les proble`mes
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RLWE et RSIS sont au moins aussi difficiles a` re´soudre que le proble`me approx-SVP dans des re´seaux
ide´aux, mais la re´ciproque n’est peut-eˆtre pas vraie. Rappelons aussi que la plupart des sche´ma cryp-
tographiques utilisent les proble`mes RLWE et RSIS comme hypothe`ses de se´curite´, et non le proble`me
approx-SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux. Ainsi, meˆme s’il existait un algorithme polynomial classique
re´solvant le proble`me SVP dans des re´seaux ide´aux, cela n’aurait que peu d’impact sur la se´curite´ de
la plupart des sche´mas cryptographiques. Dans les chapitres qui suivent, nous nous inte´ressons a` cette
limitation et explorons deux directions. La premie`re direction consiste a` essayer d’e´tendre notre algo-
rithme pour les re´seaux ide´aux aux re´seaux modules. Rappelons que le proble`me RLWE est e´quivalent
au proble`me SIVP dans les re´seaux modules. Ainsi, trouver des vecteurs courts dans des modules
(meˆme de petit rangs 2 ou 3 par exemple), aurait un impact sur les sche´mas cryptographiques dont
la se´curite´ repose sur les proble`mes NTRU et LWE. La seconde direction consiste a` s’inte´resser a` la
se´curite´ de la fonction GGH13, qui est actuellement la principale construction cryptographique dont la
se´curite´ peut eˆtre impacte´e par des algorithmes trouvant des vecteurs courts dans des re´seaux ide´aux.
Un algorithme LLL pour les modules
Lorsque l’on veut trouver des vecteurs courts dans un re´seau module, une ide´e naturelle est d’essayer
de ge´ne´raliser l’algorithme LLL [LLL82] a` l’anneau des entiers d’un corps de nombre. En effet, les
blocs dans la base d’un re´seau module peuvent eˆtre vus comme des e´le´ments d’un anneau R (qui est
l’anneau des entiers d’un corps de nombre), ce qui permet de voir la base du module comme une
matrice a` coefficients dans R, de dimension m×m, ou` m est le rang du module. Si le rang du module
est petit, cette matrice a` coefficients dans R aura une petite dimension. L’algorithme LLL (sur Z),
permet de trouver en temps polynomial une γ-approximation du plus court vecteur pour un facteur
d’approximation γ exponentiel en la dimension. Ainsi, si l’on pouvait utiliser l’algorithme LLL sur notre
matrice de petite dimension a` coefficients dans R, cela nous permettrait d’obtenir un petit vecteur de
notre module en temps polynomial. Rappelons qu’on module avec un petit rang est proche d’un re´seau
ide´al, alors qu’un module avec un grand rang est proche d’un re´seau ge´ne´rique. Dans ce dernier cas,
meˆme un algorithme LLL dans R ne permettrait pas de re´soudre approx-SVP avec un petit facteur
d’approximation (car la matrice a` coefficients dans R a une grande dimension).
Notre objectif est donc d’essayer d’utiliser notre algorithme re´solvant approx-SVP dans les re´seaux
ide´aux pour cre´er un algorithme LLL dans R. La principale difficulte´ rencontre´e lorsque l’on essaye
d’e´tendre l’algorithme LLL a` R est la ge´ne´ralisation de la division euclidienne. En effet, l’algorithme
LLL sur Z repose en grande partie sur le fait que, e´tant donne´s deux entiers a et b, il est possible de
trouver r ∈ Z tel que |b + ar| < |a| (on peut meˆme faire encore mieux et obtenir |b + ar| ≤ |a|/2).
Pour trouver l’entier r, on utilise la division euclidienne sur Z. Cependant, dans un corps de nombres
quelconque, il n’existe pas toujours de division euclidienne. Pire encore, dans la plupart des cas il
n’existe meˆme pas d’e´le´ment r ∈ R tel que ‖b+ ar‖ ≤ ‖a‖.
Dans le chapitre 4, nous affaiblissons la condition de division euclidienne et autorisons l’e´le´ment b
a eˆtre multiplie´ par un petit e´le´ment. Plus formellement, notre objectif est, e´tant donne´s a, b ∈ R, de
trouver u, v ∈ R tels que
‖ua+ vb‖ < ‖a‖
et ‖v‖ ≤ C,
pour une certaine constante C a` de´finir (inde´pendante de ‖a‖ et ‖b‖). Nous proposons ensuite un
algorithme pour re´soudre ce proble`me. Cet algorithme s’exe´cute en temps polynomial sur un ordina-
teur quantique, a` condition d’avoir acce`s a` un oracle re´solvant le proble`me CVP dans un re´seau fixe´,
de´pendant uniquement de l’anneau R. Malheureusement, la dimension de ce re´seau est O˜(n2) (pour un
corps cyclotomique), ou` n est la dimension de l’anneau R. Cela rend l’algorithme inutilisable en pra-
tique. Nous prouvons e´galement que notre affaiblissement de la division euclidienne est suffisante pour
e´tendre l’algorithme LLL aux modules de rang 2 sur R. Cela nous permet ainsi de calculer des vecteurs
courts dans des modules de rang 2. Finalement, nous expliquons comment l’algorithme LLL pour les
modules de rang 2 peut eˆtre e´tendu a` des modules de rang arbitraire. Cela fournit un algorithme LLL
sur R, dont la complexite´ est polynomiale avec un ordinateur quantique, a` condition d’avoir acce`s a`
un oracle re´solvant CVP dans un re´seaux fixe´, de´pendant seulement de R (mais pas du module). Les
re´sultats pre´sente´s dans le chapitre 4 correspondent a` l’article suivant.
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[LPSW19] Changmin Lee, Alice Pellet-Mary, Damien Stehle´ et Alexandre Wallet. An LLL algorithm
for module lattices. Accepte´ a` Asiacrypt 2019.
La fonction GGH13 et ses applications
Dans les deux derniers chapitres de cette the`se, nous nous inte´ressons a` la se´curite´ de la fonction GGH13
et des obfuscateurs l’utilisant. Nous e´tudions l’impact des algorithmes re´solvant approx-SVP dans des
re´seaux ide´aux sur la fonction GGH13, mais e´galement l’impact d’autres approches, n’utilisant pas la
structure alge´brique des re´seaux apparaissant dans la fonction GGH13.
Fuite statistique. Dans le chapitre 5, nous e´tudions la se´curite´ de la fonction GGH13 face aux attaques
statistiques. Ces attaques utilisent les proprie´te´s statistiques de la fonction GGH13 et non ses proprie´te´s
alge´briques, qui avaient e´te´ les seules e´tudie´es jusque-la` [HJ16,MSZ16]. Notre e´tude montre que toutes
les variantes de la fonction GGH13 sont sujettes a` des fuites d’information en lien avec des parame`tres
secrets de la fonction. La plupart du temps, ces fuites ne semblent pas eˆtre suffisantes pour permettre a`
un attaquant de casser la fonction GGH13, mais pour l’une des variantes (que l’on suspectait de´ja` d’eˆtre
sujette a` des fuites statistiques), nous avons e´te´ capables de transformer ces fuites en une attaque contre
la fonction GGH13. Apre`s avoir e´tudie´ ces fuites, nous proposons une nouvelle variante de la fonction
GGH13, dont nous prouvons qu’elle n’est sujette a` aucune fuite d’information dans le mode`le conside´re´
dans cette e´tude. Notons cependant que ce mode`le limite grandement les pouvoirs de l’attaquant, et il
pourrait exister des mode`les moins contraignants ou` meˆme notre nouvelle variante serait sujette a` des
fuites statistiques. Ce chapitre correspond a` la publication suivante.
[DP18] Le´o Ducas et Alice Pellet-Mary. On the statistical leak of the GGH13 multilinear map and
some variants. Dans Advances in Cryptology – ASIACRYPT, pages 465–493. Springer, 2018.
Attaque quantique. Rappelons qu’un sche´ma de chiffrement par niveaux posse`de une proce´dure qui
permet a` un utilisateur de tester si un encodage encode ze´ro, apre`s avoir effectue´ κ multiplications. Les
auteurs de la fonction GGH13 [GGH13a] avaient de´ja` observe´ que s’il est possible de trouver des vecteurs
courts dans certains re´seaux ide´aux, alors il devient possible d’effectuer un test de nullite´ apre`s 2κ
multiplications au lieu de κ. Pour cela, il n’est meˆme pas ne´cessaire de savoir trouver des vecteurs courts
dans n’importe quel re´seau ide´al, mais simplement dans ceux posse´dant un petit ge´ne´rateur. Pour ces
re´seaux ide´aux, il existe un algorithme polynomial quantique permettant de trouver un vecteur le plus
court [CDPR16]. Cela signifie qu’il est possible, avec un ordinateur quantique, d’effectuer des tests de
nullite´ ille´gaux, apre`s 2κ multiplications.
Il est important de remarquer cependant que meˆme s’il est possible d’effectuer des tests de nullite´
apre`s 2κ multiplications, cela n’implique pas imme´diatement qu’il existe des attaques contre les con-
structions utilisant la fonction GGH13. Dans le chapitre 6, nous nous inte´ressons a` l’impact de ces tests
ille´gaux sur les constructions d’obfuscateurs utilisant la fonction GGH13. Nous montrons que pour un
grand nombre de constructions, ces tests ille´gaux peuvent eˆtre utilise´s pour cre´er des attaques contre
les obfuscateurs. Cette attaque quantique correspond a` la publication suivante.
[Pel18] Alice Pellet-Mary. Quantum attacks against indistinguishablility obfuscators proved secure
in the weak multilinear map model. Dans Advances in Cryptology – CRYPTO, pages 153–183.
Springer, 2018.
Une remarque sur les heuristiques
Tous les re´sultats pre´sente´s dans cette the`se reposent sur des heuristiques. Tout au long du manuscrit,
nous essayons d’identifier clairement les heuristiques, en les nume´rotant et les mettant dans des en-
vironnements particuliers. Nous pre´cisons e´galement, pour chaque the´ore`me, s’il est heuristique et,
si oui, quelles heuristiques sont utilise´es. Pour les heuristiques introduites dans cette the`se (par
opposition aux heuristiques de´ja` pre´sentes dans des travaux ante´rieurs), nous proposons une justifi-
cation mathe´matique, ainsi que des expe´riences nume´riques les corroborant (lorsque c’est possible).
L’introduction de chaque chapitre pre´cise l’adresse internet ou` est disponible le code utilise´ pour ef-
fectuer les expe´riences pre´sente´es dans le chapitre.
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Introduction
One of the main objectives of cryptography is to guarantee the confidentiality of messages, by encrypting
them during the transmission phase. Historically, the encryption procedure relied on a secret symmetric
key, which was shared between the sender and the receiver and nobody else. Such a scheme was called
a symmetric key encryption scheme, and required the sender and the receiver to meet in person, or use
a trusted third party, before being able to communicate safely. For today’s use of cryptography, for
example for communications over the Internet, the requirement that the sender should physically meet
the receiver before any communication is not reasonable. Fortunately, Diffie and Hellman proposed in
1976 a first public key cryptographic scheme [DH76]. The principle of public key encryption schemes
is that each user now has its own secret key, which it shares with nobody else, but it also has a
public key, which it can make publicly available. This public key enables anyone to encrypt a message,
however, only the user with the corresponding secret key will be able to recover the original message.
In other words, given only the public key and an encrypted message, no information should be leaked
about the corresponding plaintext message. A public key encryption scheme can be used to preserve
confidentiality of messages without the need for a physical meeting beforehand. Indeed, the receiver can
send its public key to the sender. The sender then encrypts the message using the public key and sends
it back to the receiver. An eavesdropper listening to the conversation will only know the public key and
the encrypted message, which by construction should not reveal anything about the message. In today’s
cryptographic communication protocols, a public key scheme is typically used at the beginning of the
conversation to exchange a shared secret symmetric key between two users, and then a symmetric key
scheme is used with this shared secret symmetric key for the rest of the conversation. This procedure is
more efficient than relying on public key encryption schemes for the full conversation, as the symmetric
key schemes are usually more efficient than the public key ones.
The security of public key encryption schemes is typically based on “simple” assumptions, i.e.,
assumptions which can be described in a few sentences. Namely, under the assumption that some
mathematical problems are hard to solve, one can prove that no attacker (for a certain model of
attacker) can recover the underlying message by knowing only the encrypted message and the public key.
The Diffie-Hellman protocol mentioned above is based on a problem related to the discrete logarithm
problem. Given a cyclic group G, a generator of the group g and an arbitrary element h ∈ G, the
discrete logarithm problem consists in computing the logarithm of h in base g, i.e., finding an integer α
such that h = gα. The presumed intractability of this problem has since been used for many other
cryptographic constructions. Another very important number theoretic problem for cryptography is
factorization. Given as input the product pq of two large prime numbers p and q, this problem consists
in recovering the two primes p and q. A problem related to this one is used to assess the security of
the RSA protocol [RSA78], which is still widely used today. In this thesis, we will be interested in
a third category of mathematical problems serving as cryptographic hardness assumptions, related to
Euclidean lattices.
Lattices. A (Euclidean) lattice L is a subset of Rm consisting of all integer linear combinations of a
set of n linearly independent vectors b1, . . . , bn ∈ Rm. The set of vectors (b1, . . . , bn) is called a basis of
the lattice L, and the integer n is its rank (see Figure 1.1).
The fundamental algorithmic problem related to lattices is, given an arbitrary basis of an arbitrary
lattice, to find a shortest non-zero element of the lattice (with respect to its Euclidean norm). This
problem is referred to as the shortest vector problem, or SVP for short (see Figure 1.2). Asymptotically,
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Figure 1.1: A two-dimensional lattice with a basis
the fastest algorithms that are known to solve the shortest vector problem are sieving algorithms, whose
running time is exponential in the dimension n of the lattice [AKS01, AS18]. Approximation variants
of the shortest vector problem can also be considered, where the problem consists in finding a non-zero
vector of the lattice whose Euclidean norm is no more than γ times the norm of a shortest non-zero
vector. The approximation factor γ ≥ 1 is a parameter of this new problem, which is referred to as the
γ-approximate shortest vector problem, or γ-approx-SVP for short (see Figure 1.3).
• • • ••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
• • • ••••
• • •••••
Figure 1.2: A shortest non-zero vector in a lattice
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Figure 1.3: A solution to γ-approx-SVP for γ = 2
The difficulty of this problem decreases when γ increases (observe that 1-approx-SVP is the regular
SVP). In 1987, Schnorr introduced a hierarchy of algorithms solving approx-SVP [Sch87], achieving the
trade-offs between time and approximation factor drawn in Figure 1.4. In practice, one uses the BKZ
algorithm [SE94], which is a heuristic variant of Schnorr’s algorithms. A proof of the running time of the
BKZ algorithm was provided in [HPS11], showing that the BKZ algorithm also achieves the trade-offs
of Figure 1.4. The smallest approximation factor γ for which the BKZ algorithm runs in polynomial
time is 2O(
n log logn
logn ). We do not know any other polynomial time algorithm solving approx-SVP for
asymptotically smaller approximation factors.
Time
Approximation
factor
2O˜(n)2O˜(n
0.5)poly
2O˜(n)
2O˜(n
0.5)
poly
Figure 1.4: Time/approximation trade-offs achieved by BKZ for arbitrary lattices
Another important problem related to lattices is the closest vector problem (or CVP for short),
which requires, given an arbitrary target point t in Rm and an arbitrary basis of an arbitrary lattice L,
to find a point of L closest to t. Again, we have a variant of this problem, called γ-approx-CVP, where
the requirement is to find a point of L at distance at most γ · dist(L, t) from t, where dist(L, t) is the
minimal distance between t and a point of L, and γ ≥ 1 (see Figures 1.5 and 1.6). The best algorithms
to solve γ-approx-CVP are asymptotically as efficient as for γ-approx-SVP. In other words, the best
algorithm to solve exact CVP has a complexity exponential in the dimension n of the lattice and the
smallest approximation factor for which we have a polynomial time algorithm is 2O(
n log logn
logn ).
Lattice-based cryptography. The shortest vector problem and closest vector problem mentioned
above are interesting for cryptographic purposes, as they are conjectured to be hard to solve even in
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Figure 1.5: A CVP instance with target t
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Figure 1.6: A γ-approx-CVP instance with target t
for γ = 2
the quantum setting. To our current knowledge, the existence of a quantum computer would only
decrease the constant in the exponent of the best algorithm solving these problems, but they would
remain exponentially hard. This is a major difference with the two other number theoretic problems
mentioned above (i.e., the discrete logarithm and the factorization problems). Indeed, Shor described
in 1994 a quantum algorithm which can be used to solve these two problems in polynomial quantum
time [Sho97]. Lattice problems are then good candidates to construct post-quantum cryptography.
The description of the problems as CVP or SVP is however not very suited for constructing cryp-
tographic primitives. The main reason is their definition in terms of arbitrary lattices, whereas cryp-
tographic design typically requires almost-always hardness for instances drawn randomly from specific
distributions. This difficulty was circumvented by the introduction of new lattice problems, namely
the LWE and SIS problems [Reg05,Ajt96,MR07]. These problems are average case problems, meaning
that they are supposed to be hard for a randomly chosen instance, which makes them more suitable for
building cryptographic primitives. Moreover, these problems have been shown to be no easier to solve
that some worst case lattices problems, such as the approximate short independent vectors problem
(or approx-SIVP for short). Given as input an arbitrary basis of an arbitrary lattice L, the γ-approx-
SIVP problem requires to find n linearly independent vectors of L shorter than γ · λn, where λn is
the smallest real number such that there exists n linearly independent vectors in L of norm bounded
by λn.
1 Assuming that such a variant of the approximate shortest vector problem is quantumly in-
tractable implies that the LWE and SIS problems are also quantumly intractable and can be used to
build post-quantum cryptographic primitives. Let us also mention that the LWE and SIS problems are
not strictly harder than approx-SVP (or approx-SIVP). Indeed, there also exists a reduction showing
that if approx-SVP (or approx-SIVP) is easy to solve, then so are LWE and SIS. These problems are in
a sense only average-case reformulations of approx-SIVP, which makes it more suitable for constructing
cryptographic primitives.
One example of a cryptographic primitive which can be constructed from the LWE assumption is
Regev’s public key encryption scheme [Reg05]. This encryption scheme is proven to be secure, under the
assumption that the LWE problem is hard to solve. Since then, many other cryptographic primitives
have been constructed, based on the supposed hardness of LWE or SIS. In particular, lattice assumptions
enabled the construction of advanced cryptographic primitives, such as fully homomorphic encryption.2
Indeed, the first construction of a fully homomorphic encryption scheme was proposed by Gentry in
2009 [Gen09] and relied on lattice assumptions (as well as a circular security assumption). The lattice
assumptions used in this construction differ from the LWE or SIS assumptions, but another construction
was proposed [BV11], based on the plain LWE problem (and a similar circular security assumption).
Another primitive which has been constructed using lattice techniques is program obfuscation (which
will be defined in a few paragraphs). However, even if they use lattices, the constructions of obfuscators
we currently have are not proved secure under standard lattice assumptions. We will come back to
obfuscation at the end of this introduction.
To sum up, lattice problems such as LWE or SIS enable us to both construct (supposedly) post-
quantum primitives, and to design advanced primitives.
1Observe that while this problem might seem harder to solve than approx-SVP, it is in fact not the case. Indeed, even
if we can find n vectors smaller than γ · λn, it could be the case that none of them is shorter than γ · λ1, where λ1 is the
norm of a shortest non-zero vector of the lattice.
2A fully homomorphic encryption scheme is an encryption scheme which is additively and multiplicatively homo-
morphic for an arbitrary number of additions and multiplications. In other words, (an arbitrary number of) addi-
tions/multiplications of the encrypted messages should produce ciphertexts that decrypt to the additions/multiplications
of the underlying messages.
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Structured lattices. Protocols based on lattice assumptions are usually less efficient (in terms of
public key size and ciphertexts size) than their counterparts based on the discrete logarithm problem
or on factorization. This is mainly due to the fact that a lattice is represented by a matrix, whose size
is quadratic in the dimension of the lattice. Similarly, the time needed to compute a matrix-vector
multiplication (which is the basic operation on lattices) is quadratic in the dimension. The difficulty
of solving SVP or CVP in a lattice however only increases exponentially in the dimension (and not in
the square of the dimension). This implies that to achieve a given level of security λ (meaning that the
best attack should run in time at least 2λ), one has to work with parameters of size Ω(λ2).
In order to improve efficiency, one may want to work with structured lattices. One such example
of structured lattices are ideal lattices. In an ideal lattice, the vectors correspond to polynomials,
which live modulo some fixed irreducible polynomial P of degree n (hence, each polynomial has n
coefficients and can be mapped to a vector of dimension n, by looking at its coefficients). An ideal
lattice then corresponds to multiplication by some polynomial a (multiplication by a polynomial a
modulo P is a linear operation which can be represented by a matrix).3 Thanks to this correspondence
with polynomials and polynomial multiplication, the matrices can now be stored with only n elements
and all operations are quasi-linear in n (the multiplication of two polynomials can be done in time quasi-
linear in their degree). A more algebraic way to say the same thing is that the vectors are replaced
by elements of a number field of dimension n (which will be K = Q[X]/P (X) for the polynomial P
defined above), and the lattices are ideals in this number field. This is where the terminology “ideal
lattice” comes from.
As previously, some average-case problems can be defined, called Ring-LWE [SSTX09,LPR10] and
Ring-SIS [LM06,PR06] (or RLWE and RSIS for short). These problems are structured variants of the
original LWE and SIS problems, where, again, the vectors are seen as polynomials and the matrices as
polynomial multiplication. These problems are known to be no easier to solve than solving approx-SIVP
restricted to ideal lattices (which, for the specific case of ideal lattices, is equivalent to approx-SVP).
Observe that we are now considering the shortest vector problem in a restricted class of lattices, with
an extra algebraic structure. One may then wonder
Is SVP still hard when restricted to ideal lattices?
This will be a central question of this thesis. One can also obtain trade-offs between efficiency
and security by using module-lattices, and their average case problems Module-SIS and Module-
LWE [BGV14, LS15]. A module lattice is a lattice whose basis is a block matrix, each block being
the basis of an ideal lattice.4 Figure 1.7 represents the basis of a module lattice, with m2 blocks of size
n/m × n/m each (the dimension n of the lattice has to be a multiple of m). The notation Ba refers
to a basis of the ideal generated by a, i.e., it is the matrix representing multiplication by a modulo P .
The integer m is called the rank of the module. By varying the size of these blocks, one can go from
ideal lattices (one big block of the size of the matrix) to general lattices (n by n blocks of dimension
1× 1). As in the previous cases, the Module-SIS and Module-LWE problems are proven to be no easier
to solve than the approx-SIVP problem restricted to module lattices.
Bam,1
Ba1,1
Bam,m
Ba1,m
· · ·
· · ·
...
...
. . .
n/m
n
Figure 1.7: Basis of a module lattice of rank m
Let us make some remarks on the converse reductions. Recall that in general lattices, the LWE and
SIS problems are equivalent to the approx-SIVP problem (i.e., we have reductions in both directions).
3This in fact defines the more restricted class of principal ideal lattices. For simplicity, in this introduction we are
going to pretend that all ideals are principal.
4Once again, we assume for simplicity in this introduction that all ideals are principal (see Section 2.3.7 for a definition
of module lattices and pseudo-bases in the general case).
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The same holds also for Module-SIS/LWE and approx-SIVP in modules lattices. However, in the case
of ideal lattices, we only have one direction. It could be that approx-SVP in ideal lattices is in fact
strictly weaker than RLWE and RSIS. The RLWE problem is in fact known to be equivalent to approx-
SIVP in module lattices [AD17]. Hence, it could be that approx-SVP in ideal lattices is strictly weaker
than RLWE, which is equivalent to Module-LWE and Module-SIVP, which is itself strictly weaker than
LWE and approx-SIVP.
Finally, let us conclude this paragraph by mentioning another standard lattice assumption based
on structured lattices: the NTRU problem [HPS98]. Given as input a polynomial P defining the ring
R = Z[X]/(P ), a modulus q ∈ Z and an element h = f · g−1 mod q, with f, g elements of R with
coefficients much smaller than q, the NTRU problem asks to recover the elements f and g. Unlike the
previous RLWE and RSIS problems, the NTRU problem is not known to be harder than some worst
case problem in structured lattices. However, it has been studied for more than 20 years and is now
considered as a standard lattice problem.
The GGH13 map. A graded encoding scheme is a primitive which allows an authority to encode
elements of a ring. Anyone should then be able to publicly add or multiply the produced encodings, to
obtain encodings of the addition or multiplication of the corresponding encoded elements. One should
also be able, after having performed a fixed number κ of multiplications (where κ is a parameter of the
scheme), to test whether the created encoding is an encoding of zero or not. Except for this zero-test,
no other information should be leaked about the elements being encoded. Graded encoding schemes, if
they exist, would have a lot of applications in cryptography. One of the simplest applications, but which
we currently do not know how to instantiate from standard assumptions, is one-round key exchange
between κ+ 1 users, for some integer κ ≥ 3. In a one-round key-exchange protocol, all the κ+ 1 users
first generate a pair of public and secret keys. In a second phase, they publicly broadcast their public
key to all other users. Finally, they recover the public keys of the other users and combine them with
their own secret key to create a secret string s. What is important is that all users should create the
same secret string s, which can then be used to communicate using a symmetric key encryption scheme.
On the other hand, an attacker which intercepts all the public keys should not be able to learn anything
about the secret s.
The GGH13 map, proposed by Garg, Gentry and Halevi in 2013 [GGH13a] was the first candidate
graded encoding scheme. The construction uses polynomials modulo some fixed polynomial P , and is
based on techniques similar to the structured lattices ones. For instance, the encodings are NTRU-like
elements (i.e., they are of the form f/g mod q for some polynomials f and g with small coefficients),
hence the GGH13 map is at most as hard as the NTRU problem. There are also ideals involved in the
construction of the GGH13 map, and one has to assume that finding short vectors of these ideals is a
hard problem for the security of the map.
Overall, one has to assume the difficulty of several standard lattice problems for the GGH13 map to
be secure, but we do not have any converse reduction. This is why the GGH13 map is called a candidate
graded encoding scheme: we do not know how to prove its security based on standard assumptions. In
fact, since its introduction in 2013, multiple attacks have been proposed against the GGH13 map and
its applications [HJ16, MSZ16]. These attacks do not fully break the GGH13 map, but they rule out
many possible applications of the graded encoding scheme.
The main application of the GGH13 map which is not fully broken yet is obfuscation. An obfuscator
is an algorithm which should take as input the code of a program, and output a new code, which
computes the same function as the original code, but should not reveal anything about it. In other
words, it should act as a black-box, enabling a user to evaluate the code, without revealing anything
about it, except its input/output behavior. Obfuscation is a much desired cryptographic primitive, and
some candidate obfuscators have been proposed, using the GGH13 map [GGH+13b,GMM+16].5 Again,
these constructions are only candidates, their security is not proved under standard assumptions, and
many constructions suffer from attacks [MSZ16,CGH17,CHKL18,Pel18].
5Since the description of the first candidate obfuscator [GGH+13b] which was based on the GGH13 map, other
candidate constructions have been proposed and some of them do not rely on the GGH13 map.
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1.1 Contributions
During my PhD, I have been interested in the difficulty of problems related to structured lattices. I have
focused on both fundamental problems, such as approx-SVP in ideal lattices or in module lattices, as
well as more concrete questions, such as the security of the GGH13 map and some candidate obfuscators
using it.
1.1.1 Approx-SVP in ideal lattices
The first chapter of this thesis focuses on the question already mentioned above: is (approx-)SVP
easier when restricted to ideal lattices? A first answer to this question was provided by Cramer, Ducas
and Wesolowski in 2017 [CDW17]. They showed that in the quantum setting, an attacker can solve
in polynomial time the γ-approx-SVP problem in ideal lattices for approximation factors as small as
γ = 2O˜(
√
n). This algorithm only works for certain choices of polynomial P (recall that we are working
with polynomials modulo P ), corresponding to prime power cyclotomic number fields. These choices
of P are the ones that are the most used for cryptographic constructions. Recall that in the case of
general lattices, the smallest approximation factors we can achieve in polynomial time (even in the
quantum setting) are γ = 2Ω(n log logn/ logn). Hence, the CDW algorithm provides a quantum speedup
for ideal lattices compared to general lattices (see Figure 1.8, the trade-offs in blue are the ones achieved
by the BKZ algorithm, and the CDW algorithm is responsible for the “jump” in the quantum setting
at γ = 2O˜(
√
n)).
In Chapter 3, we present an extension of the CDW algorithm. After an exponential pre-processing
phase, our algorithm achieves all the intermediate trade-offs in the quantum setting between the CDW
algorithm, and the exponential time algorithms for polynomial approximation factors. In addition, our
algorithm also improves upon the BKZ trade-offs in the classical setting, for small approximation factors
(see Figure 1.9). Finally, our algorithm works in any number field, i.e., for any defining polynomial P
(but the trade-offs shown on the figure change with the number fields). The major drawback of our
algorithm is the exponential pre-processing phase (which runs in time 2O˜(n) for prime power cyclotomic
fields). This makes our algorithm unusable in practice. We note however that this pre-processing phase
only depends on the number field (i.e., on the polynomial P ), hence, once it is done, it can be reused
for any ideal lattice defined over this number field. This contribution corresponds to the following
publication.
[PHS19] Alice Pellet-Mary, Guillaume Hanrot, and Damien Stehle´. Approx-SVP in ideal lattices with
pre-processing. In Advances in Cryptology – EUROCRYPT, pages 685–716. Springer, 2019.
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Figure 1.8: Prior time/approximation trade-offs
for ideal approx-SVP in prime power cyclotomic
fields.
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Figure 1.9: New trade-offs for ideal approx-SVP
in the same fields (with a pre-processing of cost
exp(O˜(n))).
A fundamental limitation of this algorithm is that it focuses on finding short vectors in ideal lattices.
However, recall that we have seen that the RLWE and RSIS problems are proven to be no easier to
solve than approx-SVP in ideal lattices, but the reverse reduction is not known. Recall also that most of
the cryptographic schemes are based on the RLWE or RSIS problems, and not on approx-SVP in ideal
lattices. Hence, even a classical polynomial time algorithm for finding short vectors in ideal lattices
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would have little impact on the security of most of the structured-lattice-based cryptographic schemes.
In the following chapters, we will focus on this limitation and explore two main directions. The first
direction consists in trying to extend our algorithm from ideal lattices to module lattices. As mentioned
above, the RLWE problem is equivalent to SIVP in module lattices. Hence, being able to find short
vectors in modules (even modules of very small rank,6 like for instance 2 or 3) would have a direct
effect on cryptographic schemes based on NTRU and RLWE. The second direction consists in focusing
on the security of the GGH13 map, which is currently the main construction whose security can be
impacted by approx-SVP solvers for ideal lattices.
1.1.2 An LLL algorithm for modules
When trying to extend the SVP solver to module lattices, a natural idea is to try to generalize the
LLL algorithm [LLL82] over the ring of integers of a number field. Indeed, the blocks of the basis of
a module lattice can been seen as ring elements (in the ring of integers R of a number field), which
provides a matrix with coefficient in R instead of Z. If the number of blocks of our module is small,
then this matrix has small dimension. The LLL algorithm (over Z) finds in polynomial time a γ-
approximation of the shortest vector of the lattice, for an approximation factor γ which is exponential
in the dimension. Hence, if we could apply the LLL algorithm to our matrices with coefficients in R and
small dimension, we would obtain in polynomial time a small approximation of the shortest non-zero
vector of the corresponding module lattices. Recall that modules with a small number of blocks are
close to being ideal lattices. On the contrary, if the number of blocks is large, then the modules are
close to general lattices, and even an LLL algorithm over R would not find small approximation factors
(because the dimension of the basis as a matrix over R would be large).
The question we focus on is then to try to use our approx-SVP solver in ideal lattices to extend the
LLL algorithm to R. The main difficulty one faces when trying to extend the LLL algorithm to a ring
of integers R, is to generalize the Euclidean division. Indeed, the LLL algorithm over Z crucially relies
on the fact that given two integers a, b ∈ Z, one can find an element r ∈ Z such that |b + ra| < |a|
(one can even achieve |b + ra| ≤ |a|/2). This means that we can always reduce b, with multiples of a,
to obtain a new element strictly smaller than a. This reduction is provided over Z by the Euclidean
division. The Euclidean division however does not generalize to all rings of integers. Even more, in
most cases, there will not even exist an element r ∈ R such that ‖b+ ar‖ ≤ ‖a‖.
In Chapter 4, we relax the condition on the Euclidean division by allowing b to be multiplied by a
small element. More formally, our objective is, given a, b ∈ R, to find u, v ∈ R such that
‖ua+ vb‖ < ‖a‖
and ‖v‖ ≤ C,
for some constant C not too large. We then describe an algorithm which solves this problem. This
algorithm runs in quantum polynomial time if it is given access to an oracle solving CVP in a fixed
lattice, depending only on the ring R. Unfortunately, this lattice has dimension O˜(n2),7 where n is the
dimension of the ring R, which makes the algorithm not implementable in practice. We also prove in
Chapter 4 that this relaxation of the Euclidean division is sufficient to extend the LLL algorithm to
rank-2 modules over R. Hence, we obtain an algorithm computing short vectors in modules of rank 2.
Finally, we explain how the LLL algorithm for rank-2 modules can be extended to modules of arbitrary
rank. This gives us an LLL algorithm over R, which runs in quantum polynomial time if given access
to an oracle solving CVP in a fixed lattice depending only on R (and not on the module). Chapter 4
corresponds to the following work.
[LPSW19] Changmin Lee, Alice Pellet-Mary, Damien Stehle´ and Alexandre Wallet. An LLL algo-
rithm for module lattices. Accepted at Asiacrypt 2019.
6Recall that the rank of a module corresponds to its number of blocks: a module of rank m has a matrix basis formed
by m×m blocks of ideal lattices.
7In the case of cyclotomic number fields. For arbitrary number fields, the dimension could even be larger than O˜(n2).
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1.1.3 The GGH13 map and its applications
In the last two chapters of this thesis, we focus on the security of the GGH13 map and its application
to obfuscation. We have seen that finding short vectors in ideal lattices has an impact on the security
of the GGH13 map. We study this impact, but also consider another approach, which does not rely on
the structured lattices appearing in the GGH13 map.
Statistical leakage. In Chapter 5, we first start by studying the security of the GGH13 map against
statistical attacks. These attacks focus on the statistical properties of the GGH13 map and not on its
algebraic properties, which had been the only ones studied so far [HJ16,MSZ16]. Our study shows that
all the variants of the GGH13 map leak some information related to some secret parameters of the map.
Most of the time, this leakage does not seem to provide a way to attack the GGH13 map, but for one of
the variants (which was already suspected to be subject to statistical attacks), we were able to transform
the leakage into an attack against the GGH13 map. After studying the leakage of all the variants, we
derive a new variant of the GGH13 map which provably does not leak any secret information in the
model considered in this study. We note however that the attacker we consider in this work is very
restricted and there might exist other statistical attacks which can recover secret information about
the GGH13 map, even with our new variant. This chapter corresponds to the following publication.
[DP18] Le´o Ducas and Alice Pellet-Mary. On the statistical leak of the GGH13 multilinear map and
some variants. In Advances in Cryptology – ASIACRYPT, pages 465–493. Springer, 2018.
Quantum attack. Recall that a graded encoding scheme has a public procedure which allows a user
to zero-test an encoding (i.e., determine whether the encoding is an encoding of zero) after a fixed
number κ of multiplications. It was already observed by the authors of the GGH13 map [GGH13a]
that being able to find short vectors in ideal lattices enables an attacker to zero-test after an illegal
number of multiplications, namely 2κ multiplications. To do so, an attacker does not even need an
SVP solver for arbitrary ideal lattices, but only for principal ideals with a small a generator. For
this specific class of ideals, the short principal ideal problem solver of Cramer, Ducas, Peikert and
Regev [CDPR16] provides a polynomial time quantum algorithm solving SVP. Hence, the GGH13 map
was already known to be subject to these illegal zero-tests in the quantum setting.
One important remark however is that being able to zero-test after 2κ multiplications instead of κ
does not provide an immediate attack for all the constructions using the GGH13 map. In Chapter 6,
we focus on the impact of this illegal zero-test on obfuscators using the GGH13 map. We show that
for a large number of them, this illegal zero-test can be used to mount a concrete attack against the
obfuscators. This quantum attack corresponds to the following publication.
[Pel18] Alice Pellet-Mary. Quantum attacks against indistinguishablility obfuscators proved secure
in the weak multilinear map model. In Advances in Cryptology – CRYPTO, pages 153–183.
Springer, 2018.
1.1.4 A note on heuristic assumptions
All the results presented in this thesis rely on heuristic assumptions. Throughout the thesis, we try
to clearly identify all the heuristics which are used, by putting them in a specific environment and
numbering them. We also specify in each theorem whether the theorem is heuristic, and if so which
heuristics are used. For the heuristics which are introduced for this thesis (as opposed to the heuris-
tics that were already used in prior works), we try to provide a justification based on mathematical
arguments as well as numerical experiments (when it is possible). In every chapter, the introduction
provides a url where one can find the code used to perform the experiments related to the chapter.
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Preliminaries
In this chapter, we recall some preliminary results. In a first section, we focus on lattices and related
algorithmic problems. We then recall some properties and mathematical objects related to number
fields. In particular, we define ideals and modules, and explain how they can be seen as lattices. We
also define the class group and present some algorithmic problems related to its computation. Finally,
we give some definitions related to statistics and discrete Gaussians, and we conclude by recalling the
definition of matrix branching programs.
2.1 Notations
We let Z,Q,R, and C denote the sets of integers, rational, real, and complex numbers, respectively. We
write Z≥0 and R≥0 the sets of non-negative integers and non-negative real numbers. For any positive
integer n and prime power q, we let Z/nZ denote the set of integers modulo n and Fq denote the finite
field of cardinality q. For x ∈ C, we let x¯ denote its complex conjugate. For x ∈ R, we write bxe the
nearest integer to x.
For a positive real number x, we let log x denote its binary logarithm and lnx denote its natural
logarithm. For two functions f(n) and g(n), we write f(n) = O˜(g(n)) if there exists some constant
c > 0 such that f(n) = O(g(n) · | log g(n)|c). We abuse notations by defining O˜(nα) = O(nα poly(log n))
even if α = 0 (this will simplify some statements). We say that “ε is negligible in n” if ε = ε(n) is a
function of n which is asymptotically smaller than any inverse polynomial in n, i.e., ε(n) = 1
nω(1)
.
For a vector v ∈ Rn, we let vi denote the i-th coordinate of v. We also let vT denote the transpose
of v. Given a finite set X, we let |X| denote the cardinality of X. For any ring R, we write R× the set
of invertible elements of R and R∗ := R \ {0}.
2.2 Lattices
We start by defining lattices and describing some of their properties. In this thesis, all the vectors are
column vectors.
Definition 2.1. A lattice L ⊂ Rs is the set of all linear integer combinations of a set (bi)1≤i≤n of n
linearly independent vectors of Rn. In other words,
L = {
n∑
i=1
aibi : a1, . . . , an ∈ Z}.
The set of vectors (bi)1≤i≤n is called a basis of the lattice. The integer n is called the rank of L. The
lattice L is said to be full-rank if n = s.
The inclusion of a lattice L in the Euclidean space Rs naturally equips L with different norms. For
an element x = (x1, . . . , xs)
T ∈ Rs, the Euclidean norm (or `2-norm) is defined by ‖x‖2 =
√∑
i x
2
i .
This is the norm that is used most of the time in this thesis, and when there is no ambiguity, we simply
write it ‖x‖. The infinity norm (or `∞-norm) is defined by ‖x‖∞ = maxi |xi| and the `1-norm is defined
by ‖x‖1 =
∑
i |xi|. Note that only the `2-norm is invariant under orthonormal transformations. For
x, y ∈ Rs, we let 〈x, y〉 = ∑i xiyi denote the usual scalar product (inducing the Euclidean norm). For
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any x ∈ Rs and y ∈ Zs, the following properties holds
‖x‖∞ ≤ ‖x‖2 ≤
√
s · ‖x‖∞ (2.1)
‖x‖2 ≤ ‖x‖1 ≤
√
s · ‖x‖2 (2.2)
‖y‖1 ≤ ‖y‖22 (2.3)
For a lattice L and i ∈ {1, 2,∞}, we let λ(i)1 (L) denote the norm of a shortest non-zero vector of L
for the `i-norm. Similarly, for k ≥ 1, we let λ(i)k (L) denote the smallest real number such that there
exist k linearly independent vectors of L whose `i-norms are no greater than λ
(i)
k (L). We let Span(L)
denote the real vector space spanned by the vectors of L. For a point t ∈ Span(L), we let dist(i)(t, L) =
infv∈L ‖t − v‖i be the minimal distance between t and any point of L. We define the covering radius
of L as µ(i)(L) = supt∈Span(L) dist
(i)(t, L). When there is no ambiguity, we write λk(L) and µ(L) for
the successive minima and the covering radius in `2-norm. The determinant (or volume) det(L) of a
full-rank lattice L is the absolute value of the determinant of any of its bases.
Lemma 2.2 (Minkowski’s inequality). For any full-rank lattice L of dimension n, we have λ
(∞)
1 (L) ≤
det(L)1/n. This implies that λ
(2)
1 (L) ≤
√
n · det(L)1/n.
2.2.1 Algorithmic problems
We will consider the following algorithmic problems involving lattices.
Definition 2.3 (Approximate Shortest Vector Problem (approx-SVP)). Given a lattice L and i ∈
{1, 2,∞}, the approximate Shortest Vector Problem in norm `i, with approximation factor γ ≥ 1, is to
find a vector v ∈ L \ {0} such that ‖v‖i ≤ γ · λ(i)1 (L).
Definition 2.4 (Approximate Closest Vector Problem (approx-CVP)). Given a lattice L, i ∈ {1, 2,∞}
and a target t ∈ Span(L), the approximate Closest Vector Problem in norm `i, with approximation
factor γ ≥ 1, is to find a vector v ∈ L such that ‖v − t‖i ≤ γ · dist(i)(t, L).
In this thesis, we will be essentially interested in a variant of approx-CVP, in which we ask that
‖v− t‖i ≤ β for some β, independently of dist(i)(t, L) (i.e., the distance of the found vector is bounded
in absolute terms, independently of whether the target is close to the lattice or not). We call this
variant approx-CVP’. For i ∈ {1, 2,∞}, we let TCVP(i, L, β) denote the worst-case run-time of the best
known algorithm that solves approx-CVP’ for the `i-norm, in the lattice L, with a bound β.
Definition 2.5 (Approx-CVP with Pre-processing (approx-CVPP)). This problem is the same as
approx-CVP, except that the algorithm can perform some pre-processing on the lattice L before it gets
the target vector t. Approx-CVPP’ is defined analogously. We will then consider the pre-processing
time (performed when knowing only L) and the query time (performed once we get the target t). For
i ∈ {1, 2,∞}, we let T pre-procCVP (i, L, β) (resp. T queryCVP (i, L, β)) denote the worst-case run-time of the pre-
processing phase (resp. query phase) of the best algorithm that solves approx-CVPP’ for the `i-norm,
in the lattice L, with a bound β.
In the following, we will always be interested in the approximate versions of these problems, so we
will sometimes omit the ‘approx’ prefix.
In [Laa16], Laarhoven gives a heuristic algorithm for solving approx-CVPP. The following result is
not explicitly stated in [Laa16] (only the two extreme values are given), but the computations can be
readily adapted.
Theorem 2.6 (Corollaries 2 and 3 of [Laa16]). Let α ∈ [0, 1/2]. Then, under Heuristic 2.7 below,
there exists an algorithm that takes as pre-processing input an n-dimensional lattice L (given by a
basis whose bit-size is polynomial in n) and as query input any vector t ∈ Span(L) (with bit-size that
is polynomial in n) and outputs a vector v ∈ L such that ‖t − v‖2 ≤ O(nα) · dist(2)(t, L), with pre-
processing time 2O(n) and query time poly(n) · 2O(n1−2α) (the memory needed during the query phase is
also bounded by poly(n) · 2O(n1−2α)).
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The heuristic assumption used in Laarhoven’s algorithm states that the lattice L is somehow dense
and behaves randomly.
Heuristic 2.7. There exists a constant c > 0 such that the ball of radius c · λ(2)1 (L) (in `2-norm)
contains at least 2n points of L. Moreover, once renormalized, these points ‘behave’ as uniformly and
independently distributed points on the unit sphere.
We can weaken this heuristic assumption by taking c = poly(log n), in which case the approximation
factor in Laarhoven’s algorithm becomes O˜(nα) (the pre-processing and query costs remain the same).
We will use this algorithm to heuristically solve approx-CVPP’ in Euclidean norm for α ∈ [0, 1/2],
achieving T pre-procCVP (2, L,O(n
α) · µ(2)(L)) = 2O(n) and T queryCVP (2, L,O(nα) · µ(2)(L)) = 2O˜(n
1−2α).
Babai’s roundoff algorithm [Bab86] can be used to solve approx-CVP’ with an approximation factor
depending on the quality of the basis we have. Assume that we are given a basis (b1, . . . , bn) of a
full-rank lattice L ⊂ Rn. Let t ∈ Rn be a target vector. Babai’s roundoff algorithm proceeds as follows.
Define B ∈ Rn×n the matrix whose columns are the bi’s and output s = BbB−1te, where the rounding
is performed coefficient-wise. One can see that such an algorithm outputs a solution s ∈ L satisfying
‖s− t‖ ≤∑i ‖bi‖. This algorithm is typically used, when we know a short basis of a lattice, to shorten
vectors modulo the lattice.
2.3 Number fields
A number field K is defined as K := Q[X]/(P (X)) for some irreducible polynomial P ∈ Q[X]. The
degree n of P is called the degree of the number field K. The ring of integers R of the number field K is
the set of all the elements of K which can be annihilated by a monic polynomial with integer coefficients.
In the rest of this thesis, all number fields K will have degree n.
If P is the m-th cyclotomic polynomial (i.e., its roots are primitive m-th roots of unity), then
Q[X]/(P (X)) is called a cyclotomic number field of conductor m. If m is a power of a prime number
then Q[X]/(P (X)) is called a prime power cyclotomic field. The number field K used in Chapters 3
and 4 is an arbitrary number field of degree n. In Chapters 5 and 6, the number field used is always
a cyclotomic field of conductor 2n, with n a power of two. In this case, the degree of K is again n.
Moreover, K and R can be defined as K = Q[X]/(Xn + 1) and R = Z[X]/(Xn + 1).
2.3.1 Embeddings
A number field K of degree n comes with n embeddings from K to C (i.e., n field morphisms from K
to C). We call them σ1, . . . , σn. Let r1 be the number of real embeddings (i.e., embeddings arriving
in R ⊂ C). The remaining n−r1 embeddings are called complex embeddings. There are an even number
of them, as they come in pairs of conjugates. Let r2 be the number of pairs of complex embeddings,
so that n = r1 + 2r2. We order the embeddings such that σ1, . . . , σr1 are the real embeddings and
σr1+i = σr1+r2+i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r2.
Each embedding σi from K to C corresponds to evaluation in one of the roots αi of P . More
formally, let x ∈ K and Q ∈ Q[X] be any representative of x in Q[X]. Then σi(x) = Q(αi) (observe
that this does not depend on the choice of the representative Q because αi is a root of P ). The real
embeddings correspond to the real roots of P whereas the pairs of complex embeddings correspond to
the pairs of complex roots of P .
The algebraic norm of an element x ∈ K is defined by N (x) = ∏i≤n σi(x). Observe that the
algebraic norm is multiplicative, i.e., N (xy) = N (x)N (y) for any x, y ∈ K.
2.3.2 Geometry
A number field K of degree n can be embedded into Rn in two main ways. The canonical embedding
(or Minkowski embedding) is defined as
σ(x) = (σ1(x), . . . , σr1+r2(x)) ∈ Rr1 × Cr2 ,
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for any x ∈ K. The codomain Rr1 × Cr2 is itself often embedded into Rn by taking the real and
imaginary parts of the complex coefficients (note that this transformation preserves the `2-norm). The
coefficient embedding is defined by
σcoeff(x) = (q0, . . . , qn−1),
where Q =
∑
i qiX
i is the unique representative of x of degree less than n. In Chapters 3 and 4, the
elements of K are always considered with respect to their canonical embedding and in Chapters 5 and 6
they are always considered with respect to their coefficient embedding. We will often abuse notation
and let x ∈ K refer to both the element of K and its embedding Rn (which, again, is the canonical
embedding for Chapters 3 and 4 and the coefficient embedding for Chapters 5 and 6).
The embedding of K into Rn defines a geometry over K, induced by the geometry of Rn. The
embedding of R into Rn produces a lattice of rank n. The geometry of this lattice differs between the
canonical and the coefficients embedding. In the case of the canonical embedding, we have the following
bounds on the norm of a product.
‖σ(xy)‖∞ ≤ ‖σ(x)‖∞ · ‖σ(y)‖∞ (2.4)
‖σ(xy)‖ ≤ ‖σ(x)‖∞ · ‖σ(y)‖ ≤ ‖σ(x)‖ · ‖σ(y)‖. (2.5)
We do not have similar upper bounds when using the coefficient embedding because the norm of the
product depends on the reduction modulo P , which depends on the defining polynomial P .1
2.3.3 The ring KR
The ring KR is defined as the tensoring of K with the real numbers KR := K ⊗Q R. This ring is
isomorphic to R[X]/(P (X)). The canonical embedding also provides a ring isomorphism between KR
and Rr1 × Cr2 (where multiplication is performed coefficient-wise). Note that K is a field but KR is
only a (non-integral) ring. The algebraic norm extends to elements of KR with the same definition as
in K.
Observe that the group K×R of invertible elements of KR is the subset of vectors whose canonical
embedding only has non-zero coordinates. We let K+R denote the subset of vectors in KR whose
canonical embedding has non-negative real coefficients (i.e., the subset (R≥0)r1+r2 ⊂ Rr1 × Cr2). For
x ∈ KR, we let x refer to the element of KR obtained by complex conjugation of every coordinate of its
canonical embedding. More formally, x = σ−1(σ(x)), where the conjugation is performed coefficient-
wise. Note that even if x ∈ K, then we could have x ∈ KR \K. We call xx¯ ∈ K+R the autocorrelation
of x ∈ KR, and write it A(x). We can also define a square-root (resp. k-th root)
√· : K+R → K+R by
taking coordinate-wise square roots (resp. k-th root) of the canonical embedding. For any x ∈ K+R it
holds that A(
√
x) = x. Finally, we define equivalence over K+R up to scaling by reals, and write x ∼ y
for invertible elements x, y ∈ K+R if x = αy for some positive real number α > 0.
2.3.4 Power-of-two cyclotomic fields
In this section, we give some properties of the power-of-two cyclotomic field K = Q[X]/(Xn+1) and its
ring of integers R = Z[X]/(Xn+ 1) (for n a power of two). These properties will be used in Chapters 5
and 6. In this special case, the field K only has complex embeddings, hence we have r1 = 0 and
r2 = n/2. Further, the geometry induced by the coefficient embedding is the same, up to rotation and
scaling, as the one induced by the canonical embedding. More precisely, for any x, y ∈ K, we have
〈σ(x), σ(y)〉 = n/2 · 〈σcoeff(x), σcoeff(y)〉.
In particular, for all x ∈ K, we have
‖σ(x)‖ =
√
n/2 · ‖σcoeff(x)‖. (2.6)
This equation implies in particular that for any x ∈ K, we have ‖σcoeff(x)‖ ≤
√
2‖σ(x)‖∞. Recall
that in Chapters 5 and 6, we are going to consider a power-of-two cyclotomic ring with respect to the
1We note that the canonical embedding σ also depends on the polynomial P , but once we are given σ(x) and σ(y),
the product σ(xy) can be computed without knowing P , which is not the case for the coefficient embedding.
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coefficient embedding. With what we have just said, this is equivalent (up to scaling) to the canonical
embedding. Hence, we could also have used the canonical embedding. However, the literature on
multilinear maps and obfuscation almost exclusively uses the coefficient embedding, hence we kept it
for consistency.
In the case of a power-of-two cyclotomic ring, we can bound the norm of a product of elements in
coefficient embeddings. For any x, y ∈ K, we have
‖σcoeff(xy)‖ ≤
√
n · ‖σcoeff(x)‖ · ‖σcoeff(y)‖, (2.7)
‖σcoeff(xy)‖∞ ≤ ‖σcoeff(x)‖∞ · ‖σcoeff(y)‖1. (2.8)
The complex conjugation is an automorphism of R and K, sending X to X−1 (recall that in the
general case, complex conjugation is defined over KR and can send an element of K outside K). More
precisely, if x = x0+x1X+x2X
2+· · ·+xn−1Xn−1 ∈ KR, then x = x0−xn−1X−xn−2X2−· · ·−x1Xn−1.
This gives us the following equations, in coefficient embedding (the first one is obtained by looking at
the constant coefficient of xx¯).
‖σcoeff(x)‖2 ≤ ‖σcoeff(xx¯)‖∞ (2.9)
‖σcoeff(x¯)‖ = ‖σcoeff(x)‖ and ‖σcoeff(x¯)‖∞ = ‖σcoeff(x)‖∞. (2.10)
Let q be a positive integer. We let Rq denote the quotient ring Rq := R/(qR) = (Z/qZ)[X]/(Xn+1).
For x ∈ R, we write [x]q (or [x] when there is no ambiguity) the coset of the element x in Rq. We
will often lift back elements from Rq to R, in which case we may implicitly mean that we choose
the representative with coefficients in the range [−q/2, q/2]. If q ≥ 3 is prime, then Xn + 1 factors
modulo q as a product of k coprime polynomials of the same degree n/k for some k|n. In this case, we
have Rq = Fq[X]/(P ) ' (Fqn/k)k by the Chinese remainder theorem. If in addition q ≡ 1 mod 2n, then
we know that k = n and so Rq ' (Fq)n.
2.3.5 Discriminant
The discriminant ∆ of a number field K is defined by ∆ = [det(σi(rj))i,j ]
2 for r1, . . . , rn any basis of
the Z-module R. When R is seen as a lattice of Rn via the canonical embedding, then the volume of R
as a lattice is related to the discriminant of K by the formula det(R) = 2−r2
√|∆|. Minkowski’s bound
gives us the following inequality between the discriminant and the degree of the number field:
log |∆| ≥ Ω(n). (2.11)
We will repeatedly use this inequality to simplify cost estimates.
2.3.6 Ideals
A fractional ideal I of K is a subset of K which is stable by addition, and by multiplication with
any element of R, and such that dI ⊆ R for some d ∈ Z \ {0}. An ideal I is said to be integral if
it is contained in R. A non-zero fractional ideal I ⊆ R can be seen as a full-rank lattice in Rn, via
the canonical or the coefficients embedding (the geometry of the ideal will differ depending on the
choice of the embedding). For an element g ∈ K, we write 〈g〉 = gR the smallest fractional ideal
containing g. Such an ideal is said to be principal. An integral ideal I ⊆ R is said to be prime
if the ring R/I is an integral domain. The product of two fractional ideals I and J is defined by
I · J = {x1y1 + · · ·+ xryr | r ≥ 0, x1, . . . , xr ∈ I, y1, . . . , yr ∈ J}.
The algebraic norm N (I) of a non-zero fractional ideal I ⊆ R is the determinant of I when seen as
a lattice in Rn (via the canonical embedding), divided by det(R) = 2−r2
√|∆| (and N (〈0〉) is defined
as 0). If I is integral, this is also equal to |R/I|. The algebraic norm of a prime ideal is a power
of a prime number. For two fractional ideals I and J , the algebraic norm of their product satisfies
N (I · J) = N (I) · N (J). For any element r ∈ R, we have that N (〈r〉) = |N (r)|.
Let I be a non-zero fractional ideal seen as a lattice via the canonical embedding. By definition of
the norm of I and Minkowski’s inequality, we know that λ
(∞)
1 (I) ≤ N (I)1/n · |∆|1/(2n). We also have
the following lower bound
λ
(∞)
1 (I) ≥ N (I)1/n. (2.12)
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This lower bound comes from the fact that if x ∈ I, then we have |N (x)| = ∏i |σi(x)| ≥ N (I)
(because 〈x〉 is a sub-lattice of I). This implies that at least one of the |σi(x)|’s is no smaller than
N (I)1/n. The inequality is obtained by taking x such that ‖σ(x)‖∞ = λ(∞)1 (I). When log |∆| = O˜(n),
these two inequalities imply that λ
(∞)
1 (I) is essentially N (I)1/n, up to a 2poly(logn) factor. When |∆|
increases, so does the gap between the two bounds.
2.3.7 Modules
In this thesis, we call (R-)module any set of the form M = I1b1 + . . .+ Imbm, where the Ij ’s are non-
zero fractional ideals of R and the bj ’s are KR-linearly independent vectors in KsR, for some s > 0.
2
The tuple of pairs ((I1,b1), . . . , (Im,bm)) is called a pseudo-basis of M , and m is its rank. Note that
the notion of rank of a module is usually only defined when the module has a basis (i.e., is of the form
M = Rb1 + . . .+Rbm, with all the ideals equal to R). In this thesis, we consider an extension of the
definition of rank, defined even if the module does not have a basis, as long as it has a pseudo-basis. In
particular, fractional ideals are rank-1 modules contained in K, and sets of the form α · I for α ∈ K×R
and a non-zero fractional ideal I are rank-1 modules in KR. We refer to [Hop98] for a thorough study
of R-modules, and concentrate here on the background necessary to Chapter 4. When dealing with
modules, we use bold letters to refer to vectors with coefficients in KR.
Two pseudo-bases ((I1,b1), . . . , (Im,bm)) and ((J1, c1), . . . , (Jm, cm)) represent the same module if
and only if there exists U = (uij)i,j ∈ Km×m invertible such that C = B ·U; we have uij ∈ IiJ−1j
and u′ij ∈ JiI−1j for all i, j and for U′ = (u′ij)i,j := U−1. Here, the matrix B is the concatenation of
the column vectors bi (and similarly for C). If m > 0, we define detKR M = det(B
>
B)1/2 ·∏i Ii. It is
an R-module in KR. Note that it is a module invariant, i.e., it is identical for all pseudo-bases of M .
We extend the canonical embedding to vectors v = (v1, . . . , vs)
T ∈ KsR by defining σ(v) as the
vector of Rns obtained by concatenating the canonical embeddings of the vi’s. This extension of the
canonical embedding maps any module M of rank m to a (nm)-dimensional lattice in Rns. We abuse
notation and use M to refer to both the module and the lattice obtained by applying the canonical
embedding. The determinant of a module M seen as a lattice is detM = 2−r2m∆m/2K · N (detKR M).
We consider the following inner product for a,b ∈ KsR:
〈a,b〉KR =
∑
i∈[s]
aibi ∈ KR
Note that we have 〈v,v〉KR ∈ K+R , as all σi(〈v,v〉KR)’s are non-negative. For v ∈ KsR, we define
‖v‖KR =
√〈v,v〉KR ∈ KR and ‖v‖ = √∑1≤j≤r1+r2 σj(〈v,v〉KR) ∈ R≥0. Observe that if we write
v = (v1, . . . , vs), then ‖v‖ =
√∑
1≤j≤r1+r2
∑
1≤i≤s |σj(vi)|2 = ‖σ(v)‖. Hence, this notation matches
the usual Euclidean norm when v is seen as a vector in Rns via the canonical embedding. We extend
the infinity norm to vectors v ∈ KsR by ‖v‖∞ = maxi∈[s] ‖vi‖∞, where v = (v1, . . . , vm). We also
extend the algebraic norm to vectors v ∈ KsR by setting N (v) := N (‖v‖KR). For s = 1, we see
that N (v) = |N (v)|. By applying the arithmetic-geometric inequality to σ1(〈a,a〉), · · · , σn(〈a,a〉) and
observing that
∑n
i=1 σi(〈a,a〉) ≤ 2
∑r1+r2
i=1 σi(〈a,a〉), we obtain that N (a)1/n ≤
√
2/n · ‖a‖ for a ∈ KsR.
We define the module minimum λ1(M) as the norm of a shortest non-zero element of M with respect
to ‖ · ‖. The module-LLL algorithm described in Chapter 4 will rely on the algebraic norm rather than
the Euclidean norm. For this reason, we will also be interested in the minimum λN1 (M) = min(N (v) :
v ∈M \ {0}). The following lemma provides relationships between λ1(M) and λN1 (M).
Lemma 2.8. For any rank-m module M , we have:
λ1(M)
n∆
−1/2
K n
−n/2 ≤ λN1 (M) ≤ 2n/2n−n/2λ1(M)n ≤ 2n/2mn/2∆1/2K N (detKRM)1/m.
Proof. Let s ∈ M \ {0} of minimal Euclidean norm. By the arithmetic-geometric inequality, we
have N (s) ≤ 2n/2n−n/2‖s‖n. By Minkowski’s theorem applied to the canonical embedding of M ,
2The vectors bj ’s are said to be KR-linearly independent if and only if there is no non-trivial way to write the zero
vector as a KR-linear combination of the bj ’s. Because KR is a ring and not a field, this definition is stronger than
requiring that none of the bj ’s is in the span of the others.
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we have ‖s‖ ≤ √mn(detM)1/(mn). Using the inequality detM ≤ ∆m/2K N (detKR M) allows to obtain
the last two inequalities. The first inequality follows from taking s ∈ M \ {0} of minimal algebraic
norm and applying Minkowski’s theorem to the lattice σ(R · s).
2.3.7.1 Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of module lattices
We extend Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization from matrices over the real numbers to matrices over KR.
For (b1, . . . ,bm) ∈ Ks×mR such that
∑
iRbi is a module of rank m, we define b
∗
1 = b1 and, for
1 < i ≤ m:
b∗i = bi −
∑
j<i
µijb
∗
j with ∀j < i : µij =
〈bi,b∗j 〉KR
〈b∗j ,b∗j 〉KR
.
It may be checked that 〈b∗i ,b∗j 〉KR = 0 for i 6= j, and that b∗i = argmin(‖bi−
∑
j<i yjbj‖|∀j : yj ∈ KR).
We also extend the QR-factorization to matrices over KR. We define rii = ‖b∗i ‖KR for i ≤ m,
rij = µjirii when i < j, and rij = 0 when i > j. We then have B = Q · R, where Q ∈ Ks×mR is
the matrix whose columns are the b∗i /‖b∗i ‖KR ’s and R = (rij)ij . Note that Q
T
Q = Id and that R is
upper-triangular with diagonal coefficients in K+R .
The following lemma provides relationships between some module invariants and the QR-factorization.
Lemma 2.9. Let M be a module with pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m. Let R denote the R-factor of B.
We have detKR M =
∏
i riiIi and detM = 2
−r2m∆m/2K
∏
iN (riiIi). Further, we have that λN1 (M) =
mins∈M\{0}N (s) ≥ miniN (riiIi).
Proof. Recall that we have detKR M = (det B
>
B)1/2 ·∏i Ii. Using the QR-decomposition (and in par-
ticular the facts that Q
T
Q = Id and that R is upper-triangular with diagonal coefficients in K+R ), this
rewrites as detKR M = (det R
>
R)1/2 ·∏i Ii = ∏i riiIi. The equality detM = 2−r2m∆m/2K N (detKR M)
leads to the first statement.
For the second statement, note that for any v ∈ KmR , we have ‖Bv‖KR = ‖Q
T
Bv‖KR = ‖Rv‖KR .
This implies that N (Bv) = N (Rv). Therefore, it suffices to prove the result for the module spanned
by the pseudo-basis ((Ii, ri))i≤m, where the ri’s are the columns of R. Take s =
∑
xiri ∈ M \ {0}
(with xi ∈ Ii for every i ≤ m), and consider i0 = max(i|∀j > i : xj = 0). Then, by using the
triangular shape of R, we obtain that N (s) ≥ N (xi0ri0i0). The proof can be completed by noting
that N (xi0) ≥ N (Ii0).
For lattices, if we have a basis and a full-rank family of short vectors, then we can efficiently obtain
a basis of the lattice whose Gram-Schmidt vectors are no longer than those of the full-rank family of
short vectors. This was generalized to modules in [FS10], relying on the extension to modules of the
Hermite Normal Form [BP91,Coh96,BFH17].
Lemma 2.10 (Theorem 4 of [FS10]). There exists an algorithm that takes as inputs a pseudo-basis
((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M ⊂ KsR and a full-rank set of vectors (si)i≤m of M and outputs a pseudo-basis
((Ji, ci))i≤m such that ci ∈M and c∗i = s∗i for all i. If M ⊂ Ks, then it terminates in polynomial-time.
Note that the condition that ci ∈M implies that R ⊆ Ji, for all i.
2.3.8 The class group
We let IK denote the set of non-zero fractional ideals of K and PK ⊆ IK denote the subset of non-zero
principal fractional ideals. One can prove that for every non-zero fractional ideal I, there is a fractional
ideal I−1 such that I · I−1 = R. This gives IK a group structure, for which PK is a subgroup.
The class group of K is defined as the quotient ClK = IK/PK . For any non-zero ideal I of K, we
let [I] denote the equivalence class of I in the class group. In particular, we have PK = [R]. The class
group is a finite abelian group and its cardinality hK is called the class number. We have the following
bound:
log hK = O˜(log |∆|). (2.13)
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This can be derived from the proof of Equation (2.11), this proof being based on the fact that any class
of the class group contains an integral ideal whose norm is bounded as 2O˜(log |∆|). We also justify it
later using Equation (2.14) (which is significantly stronger).
We know, thanks to a result of Bach [Bac90] that the class group can be generated by ideals of
polynomially bounded norms.
Theorem 2.11 (Theorem 4 of [Bac90]). Under the GRH, the class group of a number field of discrim-
inant ∆ is generated by the prime ideals of algebraic norms ≤ 12 log2 |∆|.
Moreover, computing all prime ideals of norms ≤ 12 log2 |∆| can be done in time polynomial in
log |∆|. Indeed, these prime ideals can be obtained by factoring all ideals 〈p〉 where p ∈ Z is a
prime no greater than 12 log2 ∆. Further, factoring such an ideal can be done in polynomial time
(see [Coh13, Section 4.8.2 and 6.2]).
Lemma 2.12. Let B be any finite set of fractional ideals that generates the class group ClK . Then
we can extract a subset B′ of B, of cardinality at most log hK , which also generates the class group.
Moreover, this can be done efficiently if we are given the relations between the elements of B, in the
form of a basis of ker(fB) where fB : (e1, . . . er) ∈ Zr 7→
∏
i[p
ei
i ] ∈ ClK , with B = {p1, . . . , pr}.
Proof. We know that ker(fB) is a lattice of volume hK contained in Zr (it is stable by addition and
subtraction, and |Zr/ ker(fB)| = |ClK | = hK). Let RB ∈ Zr×r be a basis of this lattice, with column
vectors. From this basis, we can efficiently compute the Hermite Normal Form (HNF) of the lattice,
which we will write HB. This basis matrix is triangular, and each column corresponds to a relation
between the elements of B (each row corresponds to an ideal of B). So we can remove from the set B
any ideal whose row in HB has a 1 on the diagonal. Indeed, if row i has a 1 on the diagonal, this
means that we have a relation of the form [pi ·
∏
j>i p
ej
j ] = [R]. Hence the ideal class [pi] is in the
group generated by {[pj ]}j>i, and so it is not needed to generate the class group. But we know that
det(HB) = det(ker(fB)) = hK is the product of the diagonal elements (which are integers). So we
have at most log hK ideals with diagonal entries different from 1. Hence, after removing from B all
ideals whose corresponding row in HB has a 1 on the diagonal, we obtain a set B
′ of cardinality at
most log hK and which still generates the class group. This proof is an efficient algorithm if we are
given an initial basis RB, because we only need to compute an HNF basis, which can be done in time
polynomial in the size of the input matrix.
Theorem 2.11 states that the class group can be generated by integral ideals of polynomially bounded
norms, but this does not give us the existence of many small-norm integral ideals. For instance, if the
class group is trivial (i.e., all ideals are principal), then it is generated by [R]. More generally, the class
group could be generated by a very small number of ideals. In the following chapters, we will need the
existence of Ω˜(log |∆|) distinct integral ideals of polynomially bounded norms.
Theorem 2.13 (Theorem 8.7.4 of [BS96]). Assume the GRH. Let piK(x) be the number of prime
integral ideals of K of norm ≤ x. Then there exists an absolute constant C (independent of K and x)
such that
|piK(x)− li(x)| ≤ C ·
√
x (n log x+ log |∆|) ,
where li(x) =
∫ x
2
dt
ln t ∼ xln x (and ln refers to the natural logarithm).
Instantiating this theorem with x = (log |∆|)κ for some constant κ > 2+2ε, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 2.14. Assume the GRH. Let ε > 0 and κ > 2 + 2ε. For log |∆| sufficiently large, there are
at least (log |∆|)κ−2ε distinct prime integral ideals of norm smaller than (log |∆|)κ.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.13 with x = (log |∆|)κ. As li(x) ∼ xln x , we have that li(x) ≥ (log |∆|)κ−ε
holds for log |∆| sufficiently large. Recall that log |∆| > cn for some (explicit) constant c. Hence, the
right hand side of the inequality of Theorem 2.13 can be bounded as
C · √x (n log x+ log |∆|) ≤ C(κ/c+ 1) · (log |∆|)κ/2+1 · log log |∆|.
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But, as we chose κ such that κ− ε > κ/2 + 1, we have, for log |∆| sufficiently large:
(log |∆|)κ−ε − C(κ/c+ 1) · (log |∆|)κ/2+1 · log log |∆| ≥ (log |∆|)κ−2ε,
hence proving the corollary.
We use Theorem 2.11, Corollary 2.14 and Lemma 2.12, to obtain the following.
Corollary 2.15. Assume the GRH. Then, for log |∆| sufficiently large and for any integer r ≥ log hK ,
there exists a set B = {p1, . . . , pr} of prime integral ideals generating the class group, with N (pi) =
poly(log |∆|, r) for all i.
Proof. Combining Theorem 2.11 and Lemma 2.12, we know that there exists a set B of cardinality
at most r, generating the class group and containing only prime ideals of norms ≤ 12 log2 |∆|. We
can then add prime ideals to this set B, until its cardinality reaches r. Thanks to Corollary 2.14, we
know that there are enough prime ideals of norm smaller than poly(log |∆|, r) (for some fixed poly) to
increase the cardinality of B up to r.
2.3.9 The log-unit lattice
We let R× denote the group of units of R, that is R× = {u ∈ R | ∃v ∈ R, uv = 1}. Dirichlet’s unit
theorem states that R× is isomorphic to the Cartesian product of a finite cyclic group (formed by the
roots of unity contained in K) with the additive group Zr1+r2−1.
We define Log x = (log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σn(x)|)T ∈ Rn, for any x ∈ K×R . Observe that this is
not the usual definition of the logarithmic embedding. The function Log is often defined either
as (log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σr1+r2(x)|)T ∈ Rr1+r2 [Sam13, Section 4.4] or as (log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σr1(x)|,
2 log |σr1+1(x)|, 2 log |σr1+r2(x)|)T ∈ Rr1+r2 [Coh13, Definition 4.9.6]. Indeed, for i > r1 + r2, the
log |σi(x)|’s are redundant because |σi(x)| = |σi−r2(x)|. However, in this thesis, it will be more conve-
nient to work with the logarithms of all the embeddings.
Let E = {x ∈ Rn : xi = xi+r2 ,∀r1 < i ≤ r2}. We have Log(K×R ) ⊆ E. We let H be the hyperplane
of Rn defined by H = {x ∈ Rn : ∑ni=1 xi = 0} and 1 be the vector, orthogonal to H, defined as
1 = (1, . . . , 1)T ∈ Rn. We write piH : Rn → H the orthogonal projection on H, parallel to 1. We
define Λ = {Log u, u ∈ R×}, which is a lattice of dimension r1 + r2 − 1 contained in H ∩ E (thanks
to Dirichlet’s unit theorem), called the log-unit lattice. Its minimum satisfies λ1(Λ) ≥ (lnn)/(6n2)
(see [FP06, Cor. 2]). Further, we have the following upper bound:
det(Λ) · hK ≤ 2O(log |∆|+n log log |∆|) = 2O˜(log |∆|). (2.14)
This upper bound comes from the relation between det(Λ), hK and the residue of the zeta-function
ζK at s = 1 (see [Lou00]). The latter is known considering Λ defined by the logarithmic embedding
(log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σr1(x)|, 2 log |σr1+1(x)|, 2 log |σr1+r2(x)|)T ∈ Rr1+r2 . However, it can be seen that if
one multiplies our lattice Λ by a matrix with blocks of the form
(
1 1
−1 1
)
(in order to add and subtract
log |σi(x)| and log |σi+r2(x)| for r1 < i ≤ r2), one obtains the log-unit lattice defined by the logarithmic
embedding considered in [Lou00]. As multiplying by such a matrix increases the determinant by a
factor 2r2 , Inequality (2.14) remains valid in our setup.
This bound, combined with a lower bound on det(Λ) also gives Equation (2.13). Indeed, using a
result of Zimmert [Zim80], we have that det(Λ) > 0.02 · 2−r2 (handling again our unusual definition
of Λ).
For any x ∈ K×R , there exists a unique vector h ∈ H ∩ E and a unique real number a such that
Log x = h + a1. In the following, we recall relationships between (h, a) and x. These results are
standard (e.g., they are used freely in [CDPR16, Section 6]).
Lemma 2.16. Let r ∈ K. Then we have Log r = h+ log |N (r)|n 1, for some h ∈ H ∩ E.
For the sake of completeness, and because we are using an unusual definition of Log, we give a proof
of this result below.
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Proof. Write Log r = h + a1 for some h ∈ H ∩ E and a > 0. First, as 1 is orthogonal to H, we have
that 〈1,Log r〉 = 〈1, a1〉 = a · n. But using the definition of Log r, we also have that
〈1,Log r〉 =
∑
i
log |σi(r)| = log |N (r)|,
where we used the fact that N (r) = ∏i σi(r). This completes the proof.
The following lemma gives a bound on the Euclidean norm of an element r ∈ R in terms of its
decomposition Log r = h+ a1.
Lemma 2.17. For any r ∈ K, if Log r = h + a1 with h ∈ H ∩ E and a ∈ R, then we have ‖r‖∞ ≤
2a · 2‖h‖∞ . In particular, this implies that
‖r‖2 ≤
√
n · 2a · 2‖h‖2 = √n · |N (r)|1/n · 2‖h‖2 .
Proof. The second inequality follows from the first one by using Equation (2.1) (and Lemma 2.16 for the
equality). For the first inequality, recall that by definition of Log, we have that (Log r)i = log |σi(r)| =
hi + a for all i. So, by definition of ‖r‖∞ = maxi |σi(r)|, we have ‖r‖∞ = maxi 2hi+a ≤ 2a · 2‖h‖∞ .
2.3.10 Algorithmic problems related to class group computations
Given a basis of a principal ideal I ⊆ R (seen as a sub-lattice of R), the problem of finding a generator
of I is known as the principal ideal problem. We let Tc-g(N) denote the best time complexity of an
algorithm solving the principal ideal problem for ideals of algebraic norm N .
Let B = {p1, . . . , pr} be a set of prime integral ideals generating the class group, obtained for
example using Corollary 2.15. We will be interested in computing the lattice of all the relations
between the ideals of B, i.e., the kernel of the map
fB : e = (e1, . . . , er) ∈ Zr 7→ [
∏
i
peii ] ∈ ClK .
Recall that ker(fB) is a full-rank sub-lattice of Zr of volume |Zr/ ker(fB)| = |ClK | = hK . Let NB =
maxiN (pi). We let Trel(NB, r) denote the time needed to compute a basis of ker(fB), together with
generators of the corresponding principal ideals, given as input the set B. We write Tdecomp(N,NB, r)
for the time needed, given B and a fractional ideal I of norm N (I) = N , to find a vector e ∈ Zr and
an element g ∈ K such that I = ∏i peii · 〈g〉. Note that this decomposition always exists but might
not be unique (we only require that B generates the class group). Finally, we let Tlog-unit be the time
needed to compute a basis of the log-unit lattice of K.
The four problems above are usually solved by computing S-units3 for a well-chosen set S. This is
why, in the following, the same cost bounds hold for the four of them.
In the quantum setting, Biasse and Song [BS16] showed that these four problems can be solved in
polynomial time for any number field (under GRH). More precisely, they showed that
• Tc-g(N) = poly(n, log |∆|, logNnum, logNdenom);
• Trel(NB, r) = poly(log |∆|, r, logNB);
• Tdecomp(N,NB, r) = poly(log |∆|, logNnum, logNdenom, r, logNB);
• Tlog-unit = poly(log |∆|);
where Nnum and Ndenom refer to the numerator and denominator of N (i.e., N = Nnum/Ndenom ∈ Q
with Nnum, Ndenom in Z>0 and coprime).
In the classical setting, these four problems can be solved heuristically in sub-exponential time
(under GRH). The first sub-exponential algorithm for all number fields (and which allows n to tend to
infinity with log |∆|) is due to Biasse and Fieker [BF14]:
3Given a set S = {p1, . . . , pr} of prime integral ideals, the S-units are the elements α ∈ K such that there exist
e1, . . . , er ∈ Z with
∏
i p
ei
i = 〈α〉.
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• Tc-g(N) = poly(n, logNnum, logNdenom) · 2O˜((log |∆|)2/3);
• Trel(NB, r) = poly(r, logNB) · 2O˜((log |∆|)2/3);
• Tdecomp(N,NB, r) = poly(logNnum, logNdenom, r, logNB) · 2O˜((log |∆|)2/3);
• Tlog-unit = 2O˜((log |∆|)2/3).
Biasse and Fieker actually claim 2O((log |∆|)
2/3+ε) run-times. Tracing back the source of this ε leads
to Biasse’s [Bia17, Proposition 3.1]. A careful reading of the proof of the latter shows that the (log |∆|)ε
term is actually a power of log log |∆|, hence, in our notations, it is absorbed by the O˜ notation. In
addition to the GRH, the algorithm of Biasse and Fieker requires two heuristic assumptions, referred to
as Heuristic 1 and Heuristic 3 in [BF14]. We recall these two heuristic assumptions below (see [BF14]
for more details).
Heuristic 2.18 (Heuristic 1 of [BF14]). The probability P (x, y) that an integral ideal of R produced by
the Biasse-Fieker [BF14] algorithm, of norm bounded by x, can be factored as a product of prime ideals
of norms bounded by y satisfies
P (x, y) ≥ e−(1+ox→∞(1))·u log u for u = log x
log y
.
Heuristic 2.19 (Heuristic 3 of [BF14]). Given a set of r elements generating the class group, the
algorithm only needs to find rO(1) relations between these elements to generate the full lattice of relations,
with probability close to 1.
Smaller cost bounds are known for specific families of number fields. For prime-power cyclotomic
fields, the 2O˜((log |∆|)
2/3) bounds can be replaced by 2O˜((log |∆|)
1/2) [BEF+17]. This algorithm is again
heuristic and relies on the same assumptions as [BF14]. For real multiquadratic number fields, efficient
classical algorithms solve these four problems [BBV+17,BV18]. Finally, we note that the exponent 2/3
was recently lowered to 3/5 in [Gel17] and can even be decreased further in some cases.
The short Principal Ideal Problem. Let us conclude by mentioning a last computational problem,
which we are going to consider only in power-of-two cyclotomic fields. This problem is a variant of
the principal ideal problem, where one of the generators is one of the shortest element of the principal
ideal, and we want to recover exactly this generator.
Definition 2.20 (short Principal Ideal Problem (sPIP)). Let h ∈ R be sampled according to some
distribution D. The short Principal Ideal Problem is, given any basis of the ideal 〈h〉 (when seen as a
sub-lattice of R), to recover ±Xi · h for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For cyclotomic fields of order a power of two, when D is a discrete Gaussian distribution (see below
for a definition of Gaussian distributions), this problem can be solved in quantum polynomial time,
using the results of [BS16, CGS14a, CDPR16]. Recall that the principal ideal problem can be solved
in any number field in polynomial quantum time, hence we can recover a generator h˜ of 〈h〉 from its
basis. Then, the authors of [CDPR16], based on an observation of [CGS14a], proved that from any
generator h˜ of 〈h〉, if h has been sampled using a discrete Gaussian distribution, then one can recover
±Xi · h, for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, in (classical) polynomial time. This second part (recovering ±Xi · h
from h˜) relies on the conjecture that the set of cyclotomic units of R is equal to R× for power-of-two
cyclotomic fields. We summarize this in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.21 (Adapted from [BS16, CDPR16]). Let R be the ring of integers of a power-of-two
cyclotomic field. Let h ∈ R be sampled according to a discrete spherical Gaussian distribution of
parameter larger than 200 · n1.5 (see Section 2.5.2). Then, under Conjecture 2.22 and the Generalized
Riemann Hypothesis (GRH), there is a quantum polynomial time algorithm such that, given any basis
of the ideal 〈h〉, it recovers ±Xi · h for some i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, with constant probability close to 1 over
the choice of h.
Conjecture 2.22. The set of cyclotomic units of R is equal to R× (see [CDPR16] for a definition of
cyclotomic units and a discussion of this conjecture).
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2.4 Representing elements and computing with them
In this section we deal with questions like: how to represent an element of the ring R or of the field K?
What is the bit size needed? How do we efficiently compute the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of a
matrix in K and handle elements in KR?
2.4.1 Computing over rings
In this section and in all the thesis, we assume that we know a LLL-reduced Z-basis (r1, . . . , rn) of σ(R)
(i.e., R seen as a lattice via the canonical embedding), with respect to ‖ · ‖. Note that computing a Z-
basis of R is, in the worst-case, an expensive task (see, e.g., [Coh95, Se. 6.1]). Once such a basis is known,
applying the LLL algorithm to it has a bit-complexity that is polynomial in log ∆ and max log ‖ri‖.
Note that the spanned lattice and the positive definite quadratic form may not be integral, but LLL-
reduction can be performed by taking approximations to a polynomially bounded precision, because a
lower bound for λ1(R) is known (we have λ1(R) ≥ 1). We refer to [Buc94,SMSV14] for LLL-reduction
of non-integral lattices.
Representing elements and ideals. For computations, elements of R can be represented as integer
linear combinations of such a LLL-reduced Z-basis of R. The following lemma provides a bound for
the involved integer coefficients.
Lemma 2.23 ( [FS10, Le. 2]). Let (ri)i≤n be a Z-basis of R that is LLL-reduced with respect to ‖ · ‖.
For all x =
∑
xiri ∈ K, we have maxi |xi| ≤ 23n/2‖x‖.
We will also use the fact that maxi ‖ri‖ ≤ (4n)n/2∆1/2, which is implied by the facts that maxi ‖ri‖
is no more than 2n times longer than the last minimum of R (by LLL-reducedness), by Minkowski’s
second theorem, and the lower bound λ1(R) ≥ 1.
An ideal can be represented by a Z-basis (bi)i≤n with the bi’s belonging to K. The following
lemma can be used in combination with Lemma 2.23 to bound the bit-size of a representation of an
ideal. The proof follows from the fact that detσ(I) =
√
∆ · N (I) and from standard LLL-reduction
inequalities [LLL82, p. 518].
Lemma 2.24. Let (bi)i≤n be a Z-basis of a fractional ideal I ⊂ K that is LLL-reduced with respect
to ‖ · ‖. Then ∏i ‖bi‖ ≤ 2n2√∆ · N (I).
This lemma implies that an ideal can be represented in size polynomial in log ∆, logN (xI), and log x
where x is the smallest positive integer such that xI ⊆ R.
2.4.2 Computing Gram-Schmidt orthogonalizations
In the LLL algorithm for module lattices of Chapter 4, we will mostly rely on QR-factorization. It
carries the same information as Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, but allows for simpler explanations.
However, from a computational perspective, the R-factor may be difficult to represent exactly even
for modules contained in Ks, because of the square roots appearing in its definition. This difficulty is
circumvented by computing the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization instead, and using it as a means to
represent the R-factor. In this section, we explain how to efficiently compute Gram-Schmidt orthogo-
nalizations.
We first note that the Gram-Schmidt coefficients may not belong to K even if the pseudo-basis does.
To explain how to exactly represent the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, we need to backtrack a little
to operations in K. As seen before (in Lemma 2.23), an element x in R is represented by a vector in Zn
storing the coefficients of x with respect to a LLL-reduced basis (ri)i≤n of R (for ‖ · ‖). Multiplication
between x1, x2 ∈ R is performed thanks to a table (of O(n3) integers) storing the representations
of each term rirj for all i, j ≤ n. An element x in K is represented by a pair (xnum, xden) ∈ R2
such that x = xnum/xden (and both xnum and xden are themselves represented by vectors on Zm, as
explained above). All the above enables additions, multiplications and divisions in K. Now, when
computing the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization, we will make use of complex conjugation in KR (as
we use a Hermitian inner product). Recall that for x ∈ KR, the element x¯ ∈ KR is obtained by complex
conjugation of its embedding vector. We define R and K as the subsets of KR obtained by applying this
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operator to the elements of R and K, respectively. These elements can be represented using the r¯i’s
rather than the ri’s. We also define RR = {yx : y ∈ R, x ∈ R}. Every element x ∈ RR can be
expressed as an integer combination of the n2 elements rirj (for i, j ≤ n), and this vector in Zn2 is used
to represent x. The bit-size of an element in RR is the bitsize of this vector in Zn2 . The multiplication
table for R allows to perform multiplication in RR.
Lemma 2.25. Let b1, . . . ,bm ∈ Ks be K-linearly independent. Then the coefficients of the b∗i ’s
and µij’s can be written as fractions of elements in RR whose bit-sizes are polynomially bounded with
respect to maxi(log x+ log ‖xbi‖), where x is the smallest positive integer such that xbi ∈ Rs for all i.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the bi’s belong to R
s. Let di = det(B
T
i Bi) with Bi =
(b1, . . . ,bi) for i ≤ m. Then, by a direct adaptation of [LLL82, p. 523], we have di ∈ RR, di−1b∗i ∈
(RR)s and djµij ∈ RR for all j < i. This implies, using Lemma 2.23, that the coefficients of the b∗i ’s and
the µij ’s can be written as fractions of elements in RR with di−1 and dj as denominator, respectively.
Going down to the expressions in terms of integer combinations in the ri’s, rj ’s and rjri’s, it may be
checked that these numerators and denominators are sums and products of a polynomial number of
terms xiri and xjrj , where each xi and xj is an integer. Further, by Lemma 2.23, each such integer is
polynomially bounded with respect to maxi log ‖bi‖. This allows to complete the proof.
2.5 Probabilities
We let Pr[E] denote the probability of an event E. For a random variable x ∈ R, we write E[x] its
expectation and V[x] its variance. If D is a probability distribution, the notation x← D means that x
is a random variable sampled according to the distribution D.
2.5.1 Statistics
In Chapter 5, we will do some statistics on random variables defined over the ring KR for a power-
of-two cyclotomic number field. Below, we start by defining the expectation and variance of such
variables, and we give some of their properties. In this subsection, the field K is always a power-of-
two cyclotomic field. Let x =
∑
1≤i<n xiX
i be a random variable over KR (i.e., the xi’s are random
variables over R). The expectation of x is defined by E[x] =
∑
1≤i<n E[xi]Xi ∈ KR, and its variance is
V[x] = E[xx¯] − E[x]E[x¯] ∈ KR. Note that V[x] ∈ K+R for any random variable x over KR. A random
variable x is said centered if E[x] = 0, and isotropic if V[x] ∼ 1 (recall that for invertible elements
a, b ∈ KR, the equivalence a ∼ b means that there exists α ∈ R>0 such that a = αb). We recall
Hoeffding’s inequality.
Theorem 2.26 (Hoeffding’s inequality). Let Y1, · · · , Ym be independent random variables in R with
the same mean µ ∈ R and such that |Yi| ≤ B for all i’s. Then for all t > 0,
Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣ 1m
m∑
i=1
Yi − µ
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ t
]
< 2e−
mt2
2B2 .
Hoeffding’s inequality, as given above, applies to random variables in R. To use it for our ring
KR, we will view our elements as vectors in Rn via the coefficient embedding and apply Hoeffding’s
inequality coefficient-wise.
Corollary 2.27 (Hoeffding’s inequality in R). Let Y1, · · · , Ym be independent random variables in R
with the same mean µ ∈ KR and such that ‖Yi‖∞ ≤ B for all i’s. Let ε > 0, then
Pr
[∥∥∥∥∥ 1m
m∑
i=1
Yi − µ
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≥ B
√
2(lnn− ln ε)
m
]
< 2ε.
Proof. For 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, define Yi,j to be the j-th coefficient of the variable Yi ∈ R
and µj to be the j-th coefficient of µ. For a fixed j, the variables Yi,j (where only i varies) are
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independent random variables in R of mean µj . Moreover, as ‖Yi‖∞ ≤ B for all i’s, the coefficients Yi,j
are also bounded by B. We can then apply Hoeffding’s inequality (Theorem 2.26) to them. We obtain
Pr
[∥∥∥∥∥ 1m
m∑
i=1
Yi − µ
∥∥∥∥∥
∞
≥ B
√
2(lnn− ln ε)
m
]
= Pr
[
∃j :
∣∣∣∣∣ 1m
m∑
i=1
Yi,j − µj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ B
√
2(lnn− ln ε)
m
]
≤
n−1∑
j=0
Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣ 1m
m∑
i=1
Yi,j − µj
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ B
√
2(lnn− ln ε)
m
]
<
n−1∑
j=0
2e−
2mB2(lnn−ln ε)
2B2m =
n−1∑
j=0
2 · ε
n
= 2ε.
We used the union bound and Hoeffding’s inequality with t = B
√
2(lnn−ln ε)
m .
2.5.2 Discrete Gaussians
For any real σ > 0 and point c ∈ Rn, the (spherical) Gaussian weight function is defined over Rn by
ρσ,c(x) = exp
(−‖x− c‖2
2σ2
)
.
For any lattice L ⊂ Rn, we define the discrete (spherical) Gaussian distribution over L of parameter σ
and centered in c by
∀x ∈ L, DL,σ,c(x) = ρσ,c(x)
ρσ,c(L)
,
where ρσ,c(L) =
∑
x∈L ρσ,c(x). We simplify ρσ,0 and DL,σ,0 into ρσ and DL,σ, and say in that case that
the distribution is centered.
For any lattice L ⊂ Rn and ε > 0, the smoothing parameter of L is defined as
ηε(L) = min{s > 0 : ρ1/s(L∗) ≤ ε},
where L∗ = {w : 〈x,w〉 ∈ Z, ∀x ∈ L} is the dual lattice of L. Lemma 3.3 of [MR07] states that for any
function ω(log n), there exists a negligible ε such that ηε(L) ≤
√
ω(log n) · λn(L). Further, Lemma 4.4
of [MR07] also states that for any parameter σ ≥ ηε (for some 0 < ε < 1), we have the following tail
bound
Pr
x←DL,σ,c
(‖x− c‖ > σ√n) ≤ 1 + ε
1− ε2
−n. (2.15)
Non-spherical Gaussian distributions. In Chapter 5, we will use non-spherical Gaussian distri-
butions over KR, with K a power-of-two cyclotomic field, and using the coefficient embedding. Com-
pared to the spherical Gaussian distributions described above, these non-spherical distributions are
parametrized by a parameter Σ ∈ K+R , instead of σ2 ∈ R. If we choose Σ ∈ R>0 ⊂ K+R , then we recover
the spherical Gaussian distribution defined above, hence, we keep the same notations as for spherical
Gaussians. We will consider these distributions on lattices of the form I + y for I a principal fractional
ideal of K and y ∈ KR. For Σ ∈ K+R and c ∈ KR, we define the (non-spherical) Gaussian weight
function on KR as
ρ√Σ,c : x 7→ exp
(
−1
2
∥∥∥∥x− c√Σ
∥∥∥∥2
)
.
For any shifted ideal I+y, I ⊂ K, y ∈ KR, we define the (non-spherical) discrete Gaussian distribution
over I + y of parameter
√
Σ, centered in c by:
∀x ∈ I + y, DI+y,√Σ,c(x) =
ρ√Σ,c(x)
ρ√Σ,c(I + y)
.
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For concision again, we write DI+y,
√
Σ instead of DI+y,
√
Σ,0 and ρ
√
Σ instead of ρ
√
Σ,0.
We know that for a principal ideal gR of KR, we have λn(gR) ≤ ‖g‖, because the Xig form a set
of n linearly independent vectors of gR of Euclidean norm ‖g‖. Hence, we obtain that for any function
ω(log n), there exists a negligible ε such that
ηε(gR) ≤
√
ω(log n)‖g‖.
Let g ∈ K. If √Σ = σ ∈ R (i.e., √Σ ∈ R[X]/(Xn+ 1) has a representative of degree 0), is such that
‖g/√Σ‖ = o(1/√log n), then we have σ = √Σ = √ω(log n)‖g‖ and the tail bound inequality (2.15)
gives us
Pr
x←DgR,σ,c
(‖x− c‖ > σ√n) ≤ 2 · 2−n. (2.16)
For an arbitrary Σ ∈ K+R , the distribution DI+y,√Σ,c is the same as (
√
Σ ·DI/√Σ,1,(c−y)/√Σ +y) (i.e.
sampling x← DI+y,√Σ,c is the same as sampling x′ ← DI/√Σ,1,(c−y)/√Σ and outputting x =
√
Σ·x′+y).
Hence, we can always transform a non-spherical Gaussian distribution into a spherical one (with a real
parameter
√
Σ), and a non shifted ideal. We can then apply the previous tail bound for spherical
Gaussian distributions. If I = gR is a principal ideal and ‖g/√Σ‖ = o(1/√log n), then we have
Pr
x←DgR+y,√Σ,c
(‖x− c‖ > n · ‖
√
Σ‖) ≤ 2 · 2−n. (2.17)
Indeed, let x′ ← DI/√Σ,1,(c−y)/√Σ and x =
√
Σ ·x′+ y (recall that the distribution of x is DgR+y,√Σ,c).
Then we have
‖x− c‖ = ‖
√
Σ · (x′ − (c− y)/
√
Σ)‖ ≤ √n · ‖
√
Σ‖ · ‖(x′ − (c− y)/
√
Σ)‖.
We conclude by applying the tail bound inequality (2.16) to the distribution DI/
√
Σ,1,(c−y)/√Σ to obtain
‖(x′ − (c− y)/√Σ)‖ ≤ √n with probability at least 1− 2 · 2−n.
The next lemma states that if the standard deviation is larger than the smoothing parameter (recall
that this is what the condition ‖g/√Σ‖ = o(1/√log n) ensures), then one can efficiently sample from a
distribution negligibly close to a non-spherical Gaussian distribution.
Theorem 2.28 (Reformulation of Theorem 4.1 of [GPV08]). There exists a probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm that given g ∈ R, y ∈ KR and a parameter Σ ∈ K+R such that ‖g/
√
Σ‖ ≤ o(1/√log n),
outputs x from a distribution negligibly close to DgR+y,
√
Σ,c.
The following lemma states that, when the standard deviation is larger than the smoothing param-
eter, a discrete Gaussian resembles the continuous Gaussian, in particular it is almost centered at c,
and of variance almost Σ. In the following, because these properties, we sometimes abuse notation and
call Σ the variance parameter of the Gaussian distribution.
Lemma 2.29 (Adapted from Lemma 4.2 of [MR07]). For any g ∈ K, Σ ∈ K+R and c, y ∈ KR such
that ‖g/√Σ‖ ≤ o(1/√log n), if x← DgR+y,√Σ,c, then ‖E[x]− c‖ ≤ ε · ‖
√
Σ‖ and ‖V[x]− Σ‖ ≤ ε · ‖Σ‖
for some negligible function ε(n).
2.6 Matrix branching programs
We recall in this section the definition of matrix branching programs, and we introduce some notation
that will be used in Chapter 6 of this thesis. A branching program is defined over a ring R.
Definition 2.30 (d-ary Matrix Branching Program). A d-ary matrix branching program A of length `
and width w over m-bit inputs is given by a sequence of square matrices
{Ai,b}i∈{1,...,`},b∈{0,1}d ∈ Rw×w,
two bookend vectors
A0 ∈ R1×w and A`+1 ∈ Rw×1,
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and an input function inp : {1, . . . , `} → {1, . . . ,m}d.
Let x ∈ {0, 1}m and let xi denote the i-th bit of x, for i in {1, . . . ,m}. We will use the no-
tation x[inp(i)] = (xinp(i)1 , xinp(i)2 , · · · , xinp(i)d) ∈ {0, 1}d, where inp(i) = (inp(i)1, · · · , inp(i)d) ∈
{1, . . . ,m}d.
The output of the matrix branching program on input x ∈ {0, 1}m is given by
A(x) =
{
0 if A0 ·
(∏
1≤i≤`Ai,x[inp(i)]
)
·A`+1 = 0
1 otherwise.
We will write the branching programs in capital bold letters, and their matrices in capital letters
(but not bold). In this thesis, we will only consider matrix branching programs (and no general
branching programs). For readability reason, we will often forget the term “matrix” and simply call
them branching programs (or BP for short). A branching program with d = 1 (respectively with d = 2)
is also called a single input (respectively dual input) branching program. In the following, we will not
distinguish between the single input and dual input cases, as the attack presented in Chapter 6 works
in the same way in both cases (and even for higher arity d).
We say that two branching programs are equivalent if they compute the same function. We also
introduce a notion of strong equivalence between branching programs.
Definition 2.31 (Strongly equivalent branching programs). We say that two d-ary matrix branching
programs A = (A0, {Ai,b}1≤i≤`,b∈{0,1}d , A`+1) and A′ = (A′0, {A′i,b}1≤i≤`,b∈{0,1}d , A′`+1), with the
same length ` and the same input function inp (but not necessarily defined over the same rings) are
strongly equivalent if, for all {bi}1≤i≤` ∈ ({0, 1}d)`, we have
A0 ·
∏
1≤i≤`
Ai,bi ·A`+1 = 0⇐⇒ A′0 ·
∏
1≤i≤`
A′i,bi ·A′`+1 = 0. (2.18)
This notion is stronger than simple equivalence between branching programs, because we ask
that (2.18) holds for all possible choices of {bi}1≤i≤`, and not only for the ones of the form {x[inp(i)]}i
for some input x (corresponding to an honest evaluation of the branching program on x). The pair of
branching programs described in Section 6.3.4 gives an example of two equivalent branching programs
that are not strongly equivalent.
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SVP in Ideal Lattices with
Pre-Processing
Finding short vectors in a lattice is a fundamental problem in lattice-based cryptography. In this
chapter, we are interested in finding somehow short vectors in ideal lattices. Our objective is not
to find the shortest non-zero vector of a given ideal, but rather to obtain better trade-offs between
time and approximation factor than what is currently known for arbitrary lattices (i.e., using the
BKZ algorithm [SE94]), by allowing some pre-computation. We will hence be interested in finding
approximations of the shortest non-zero vector of a given ideal, for approximation factors 2n
α
, where n
is the dimension of the lattice and α ∈ (0, 1].
In a first section, we explain how the problem of finding short vectors in ideal lattices can be
transformed into a closest vector problem instance in a fixed lattice, depending only on the number field.
This transformation is formalized in Theorem 3.5 and does not require any heuristic argument, except
for the generalized Riemann hypothesis. In Section 3.4, we explain how to solve the CVP instance in the
fixed lattice using Laarhoven’s algorithm (see Theorem 2.6), which has a pre-processing phase whose
run-time is exponential in the dimension of the lattice. In order to use Laarhoven’s algorithm, we have
to introduce some new heuristic assumptions. Finally, we conclude by instantiating Theorem 3.5 with
Laarhoven’s algorithm and the currently best known algorithms to solve class-group related problems in
arbitrary number fields. We also give an alternative instantiation of Theorem 3.5, replacing Laarhoven’s
algorithm by an oracle solving CVP in the fixed lattice. This alternative instantiation will be used in
Chapter 4.
This chapter corresponds to a joint work with Guillaume Hanrot and Damien Stehle´, which was
published in the proceedings of Eurocrypt 2019 [PHS19]. The code that was used to perform the
experiments described in this chapter is available at
http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/alice.pellet___mary/code/code-approx-ideal-svp.zip
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3.1 Introduction
The Learning With Errors problem (LWE) introduced by Regev in [Reg05] has proved invaluable to-
wards designing cryptographic primitives. However, as its instance bit-sizes grow at least quadratically
with the security parameter to be well-defined, LWE often results in primitives that are not very effi-
cient. In order to improve the efficiency, Stehle´, Steinfeld, Tanaka and Xagawa [SSTX09] introduced the
search Ideal-LWE problem which involves polynomials modulo Xn+1 for n a power of two, and Lyuba-
shevsky, Peikert and Regev [LPR10] exhibited the relationship to power-of-two cyclotomic fields, gave
a reduction from the latter search problem to a decision variant, and tackled more general rings. This
is now referred to as Ring-LWE, and leads to more efficient cryptographic constructions. To support
the conjecture that Ring-LWE is computationally intractable, the authors of [SSTX09, LPR10] gave
polynomial-time quantum reductions from the approximate Shortest Vector Problem (approx-SVP)
restricted to ideal lattices to Ring-LWE. Approx-SVP consists in finding a non-zero vector of an input
lattice, whose norm is within a prescribed factor from the lattice minimum. Ideal lattices are lattices
corresponding to ideals of the ring of integers of a number field, for example a power-of-two cyclotomic
field in the situation above. When considering a lattice problem for such an ideal, the ideal is implicitly
viewed as a lattice via the canonical embedding. A third quantum reduction from approx-SVP for ideal
lattices to Ring-LWE was proposed by Peikert, Regev and Stephens-Davidowitz [PRS17]. It has the
advantage of working for all number fields.
As is always the case, the value of these reductions highly depends on the intractability of the
starting problem, i.e., approx-SVP for ideal lattices: approx-SVP for ideal lattices could even turn out
to be computationally easy to solve, hence making these reductions vacuous. We stress that even if this
were the case, that would not necessarily mean that there exists an efficient algorithm for Ring-LWE.
In this chapter, we investigate the intractability of ideal approx-SVP for arbitrary number fields.
For arbitrary lattices, the best known trade-off between the run-time and the approximation factor
is given by Schnorr’s hierarchy of reduction algorithms [Sch87], whose most popular variant is the BKZ
algorithm [SE94]. For any real number α ∈ [0, 1] and any lattice L of dimension n given by an arbitrary
basis, it allows one to compute a vector of L \ {0} which is no more than 2O˜(nα) times longer than
a shortest one, in time 2O˜(n
1−α) (assuming the bit-size of the input basis is polynomial in n). This
trade-off is drawn in blue in Figure 3.1.1 In the case of ideal lattices in a cyclotomic ring of prime-power
conductor (i.e., the ring of integers of Q(ζm) where m is a prime power and ζm is a complex primitive
m-th root of unity), it has been shown that it is possible to obtain a better trade-off than the BKZ
algorithm, in the quantum computation setting. For principal ideal lattices, i.e., ideals that can be
generated by a single element, the algorithmic blueprint, described in [CGS14b,Ber14], consists in first
using class group computations to find a generator of the ideal, and then use the so-called log-unit
lattice to shorten the latter generator (we note that using the log-unit lattice for this purpose was
already suggested in [RBV04]). A quantum polynomial-time algorithm for the first step was provided
by Biasse and Song [BS16], building upon the work of [EHKS14]. The second step was carefully
analyzed by Cramer, Ducas, Peikert and Regev [CDPR16], resulting in a quantum polynomial-time
algorithm for approx-SVP restricted to principal ideal lattices, with a 2O˜(
√
n) approximation factor.
(See [HWB17] for a generalization to cyclotomics with degree of the form pαqβ , with p and q prime.)
This line of work was extended by Cramer, Ducas and Wesolowski [CDW17] to any (not necessarily
principal) ideal lattice of a cyclotomic ring of prime-power conductor. Put together, these results give
us the trade-off between approximation factor and run-time drawn in red dashes in Figure 3.1. This
is better than the BKZ algorithm when the approximation factor is larger than 2O˜(
√
n). However, for
smaller approximation factors, Schnorr’s hierarchy remains the record holder. One could also hope to
improve the trade-off for classical computing, by replacing the quantum principal ideal solver of [BS16]
by the classical one of Biasse, Espitau, Fouque, Ge´lin and Kirchner [BEF+17]. However, this classical
principal ideal solver runs in sub-exponential time 2O˜(
√
n), hence combining it with [CDPR16,CDW17]
results in a classical approx-SVP algorithm for a 2O˜(
√
n) approximation factor in time 2O˜(
√
n). Up to the
O˜(·) terms, this is exactly the trade-off obtained using Schnorr’s hierarchy. Recently, Ducas, Planc¸on
and Wesolowski [DPW19] experimentally analysed the O˜(·) term of the 2O˜(
√
n) approximation factor of
the [CDPR16,CDW17] algorithm. This allows them to determine for which dimension n this quantum
1This figure, like all similar ones in this chapter, is in (logn log2)-scale for both axes.
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Figure 3.1: Prior time/approximation trade-
offs for ideal approx-SVP in cyclotomic fields of
prime-power conductor.
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Figure 3.2: New trade-offs for ideal approx-SVP
in the same fields (with a pre-processing of cost
exp(O˜(n))).
algorithm outperforms BKZ.
3.2 Contribution
It is a classical fact due to Minkowski [Min67, pp. 261–264] that there exists an absolute constant c > 1
such that for all number fields K of degree n ≥ 2 and discriminant ∆, we have |∆| > cn. In the sequel,
we shall thus state all our upper bounds in terms of log |∆| ≥ Ω(n). Actually, to fix the ideas, one may
consider log |∆| = O˜(n), which is the case for cyclotomic fields.
Let us consider a number field K of degree n and discriminant ∆. We assume a basis of the
ring of integers R of K is given. Our algorithm performs some pre-processing on K, in exponential
time 2O˜(log |∆|). Once this pre-processing phase is completed and for any α ∈ [0, 1/2], the algorithm can,
given any ideal lattice I of R, output a 2O˜((log |∆|)
α+1/n) approximation of a shortest non-zero vector
of I in time 2O˜((log |∆|)
1−2α) + Tc-g(K). Here Tc-g(K) denotes the time needed to perform class group
related computations in K: computing relations between elements of the class group and computing
the units of R. Using the results of [BS16, BEF+17, BF14], we can replace Tc-g(K) by poly(log |∆|)
for a quantum computer, and, for a classical computer, by 2O˜((log |∆|)
1/2) if K is a cyclotomic field of
prime-power conductor and by 2O˜((log |∆|)
2/3) for an arbitrary field K. The three algorithms rely on the
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) and the two sub-exponential algorithms in the classical setting
also require additional heuristic assumptions. The correctness and cost analyses of our algorithm rely
on these heuristic assumptions, and others. Our contribution is formalized in the theorem below, which
is the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 3.1 (Heuristic, see Theorems 3.5 and 3.10). Let α ∈ [0, 1/2] and K be a number field of
degree n and discriminant ∆. Assume that a basis of the ring of integers R of K is known. Under
some conjectures and heuristics, there exist two algorithms Apre-proc and Aquery such that
• Algorithm Apre-proc takes as input the ring R, runs in time 2O˜(log |∆|) and outputs a hint w of
bit-size 2O˜((log |∆|)
1−2α);
• Algorithm Aquery takes as inputs any ideal I of R (whose algebraic norm has bit-size bounded
by 2poly(log |∆|)) and the hint w output by Apre-proc, runs in time 2O˜((log |∆|)
1−2α) + Tc-g(K), and
outputs an element x ∈ I such that 0 < ‖x‖2 ≤ 2O˜((log |∆|)α+1/n) · λ1(I).
The hint output by the pre-processing phase has a bit-size that is bounded by the run-time of the
query phase. By considering larger hints, the run-time of the query phase could be drastically improved.
We give more details below, at the end of the high-level description of the algorithm.
Considering only the query cost, this result is of interest when log |∆| ≤ O˜(n4/3) for quantum
computations and log |∆| ≤ O˜(n12/11) for classical computations. Indeed, in the other cases, the
time/quality trade-offs obtained by our algorithm are worse than the ones obtained using Schnorr’s
hierarchy of algorithms. By letting α vary in [0, 1/2] and considering cyclotomic fields of prime-power
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conductor, we obtain the trade-offs represented in Figure 3.2. For a discussion for more general values
of log |∆|, we refer to Section 3.5. Going back to cyclotomic fields of prime-power conductor, these
new trade-offs improve upon the prior ones, both for quantum and classical computers. Note that in
Figure 3.2, we only plot the time needed for the query phase of the algorithm, but there is a pre-
processing phase of exponential time performed before. Also, the new algorithm is no better than
Schnorr’s hierarchy in the classical setting when the run-time is sufficiently small. Hence, in Figure 3.2,
we plotted the trade-offs obtained using Schnorr’s hierarchy when they are better than the ones obtained
with the new algorithm. The query phase of the new algorithm gives a quantum acceleration for approx-
SVP for ideal lattices in cyclotomic fields of prime-power conductor, for all approximation factors 2O˜(n
α)
with α ∈ (0, 1). This extends [CDW17], which obtained such a quantum acceleration for α ∈ [1/2, 1).
The query phase of the new algorithm also gives a classical acceleration for these fields, but only
for α ∈ (0, 1/2).
3.2.1 Technical overview
Our algorithm is inspired by the algorithms in [CDPR16, CDW17]. Given an ideal I as input, the
idea is to first find a principal ideal J contained in I (using [CDW17]), and then compute a short
generator of this ideal J (using [CDPR16]). This short generator is a somehow small element of I. This
approach provides a 2O˜(
√
n) approximation factor for approx-SVP in I. However, it can be shown that
we cannot improve this approximation factor using these techniques, even if we increase the run-time
of the algorithm. The reason is that, given an arbitrary principal ideal J , it may be that its shortest
generator is 2O˜(
√
n) times longer than its shortest non-zero vector.
We modify the strategy above, as follows. Given any ideal I, we try to find a ‘good’ principal
ideal J contained in I, where we say that a principal ideal is ‘good’ if its shortest generator is not
much larger than its shortest non-zero vector. The precise definition of ‘not much larger’ will depend
on the approximation factor we want to achieve for our approx-SVP instance. Because the Euclidean
norm of the shortest non-zero vector of J (broadly) increases with its algebraic norm, we also require
that the algebraic norm of J is not much larger than the one of I (note that this was already needed
in [CDPR16, CDW17]). To find this ‘good’ principal ideal J , the main idea of our algorithm is to
express the problem as a Closest Vector Problem (CVP) instance in a lattice L depending only on the
number field K.
This lattice L is similar to the one appearing in sub-exponential algorithms for computing the
class group (see for instance [HM89, Buc88]). More precisely, we first select a set B = {p1, . . . , pr} of
prime ideals of polynomially bounded algebraic norms, generating the class group. We then compute
a generating set of the B-units, i.e., the set of elements u ∈ K for which there exists (e1, . . . , er) ∈ Zr
such that 〈u〉 = ∏i peii . The lattice L is obtained by considering the integer linear combinations of
vectors of the form (Log u, e1, . . . , er)
T , where 〈u〉 = ∏i peii and Log is the map applying the logarithm
function to the canonical embedding, coefficient-wise. This lattice L only depends on the field K and
can then be pre-computed and pre-processed.
Given any ideal I, the query phase of our algorithm computes a target vector t from I, and then
solves a CVP instance in L with this target vector t. First, we decompose the ideal I in the class
group as a product of the ideals of B. Concretely, we compute g ∈ K and (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ Zr such that
I =
∏
i p
vi
i · 〈g〉. This principal ideal 〈g〉 is a candidate for our principal ideal J contained in I (assume
for the moment that the vi’s are non-positive, so that 〈g〉 is indeed contained in I). However, as is,
we have no guarantee that 〈g〉 has a short generator. We also have no guarantee that its algebraic
norm is not much larger than the one of I (i.e., that the vi’s are small). Hence, our objective is to
multiply the principal ideal 〈g〉 by other principal ideals, until we have a good candidate for J . To
do so, we define the vector t = (−Log g, v1, . . . , vr)T . Observe that 〈g〉 would be a good candidate
for J if this vector was short (and with vi ≤ 0 for all i). Indeed, this would mean that g is a short
generator of 〈g〉 (because Log g is short), and that 〈g〉 = I ·∏i p−vii is a small multiple of I (because
the pi’s have polynomially bounded norms, and the vi’s are small; the non-positivity of the vi’s is used
to ensure that the ideal
∏
i p
−vi
i is integral). Also, we can see that adding a vector of L to t amounts
to multiplying the principal ideal 〈g〉 by another principal ideal (corresponding to the vector of L we
are adding). Hence, we can find a good candidate J (together with a short generator of J) by solving
a CVP instance in L with target t.
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Finally, we need to solve CVP in the lattice L. We do not know any basis for L which would enable
us to solve CVP in it efficiently (as opposed to the lattices considered in [CDPR16,CDW17]). However,
the lattice L is fixed for a given number field, hence we can pre-process it. For this, we use a CVP with
pre-processing (CVPP) algorithm due to Laarhoven [Laa16]. This leads to the time/approximation
trade-offs given in Theorem 3.1. In [Laa16], significant effort is spent towards minimizing the constant
factors in the exponents. These have recently been improved in [DLW19]. In this work, we neglect
these factors for the sake of simplicity, but these would clearly matter in practice.
Laarhoven’s CVPP algorithm is such that the bit-size of the output of the pre-processing phase is
no larger than the run-time of the query phase2 (hence, it is also the case for our algorithm). If we
do not require this, we could have the following very simple and efficient algorithm for CVPP. First, it
computes a short basis Bsh of the lattice. Then, it partitions the fundamental parallelepiped associated
to Bsh into exponentially many small boxes, such that given any point of the parallelepiped, it is easy
to determine to which box it belongs. Then, for each of these boxes, the pre-processing algorithm would
compute a closest point of the lattice. The output of the pre-processing phase would then be the small
basis Bsh and the set of all boxes together with their closest lattice point. Finally, given any vector
in the real span of the lattice, the query algorithm would reduce it modulo Bsh to obtain a vector in
the fundamental parallelepiped, and then determine the box of this reduced vector and its associated
lattice vector. All this can be done efficiently (assuming we can efficiently access the database) and
provides a small factor approximation for CVP, at the expense of a huge database.
Overall, the correctness and cost analyses of our algorithm rely on several heuristic assumptions.
Many of them come from previous works [Laa16, BEF+17, BF14] and were already analysed. We
introduce three new heuristic assumptions: Heuristics 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8 in Section 3.4. We discuss
them by providing some mathematical justifications and some experimental results corroborating them.
Concurrently to this work, Stephens-Davidowitz [SD19] obtained a provable variant of the CVPP trade-
offs from [Laa16, DLW19] that we use. Relying on it would allow us to make do with Heuristic 2.7,
which was inherited from [Laa16,DLW19], at the expense of replacing Heuristic 3.6 by a similar one on
the smoothing parameter of the lattice under scope (rather than its covering radius).
3.2.2 Impact
The query phase of the new algorithm can be interpreted as a non-uniform algorithm, as it solves
approx-SVP for ideals of K, using a hint depending on K only. As the time needed to compute
that hint (i.e., the run-time of Apre-proc) is exponential, the concrete impact is limited. Nevertheless,
our result should rather be interpreted as a strong indication that ideal approx-SVP is most likely a
weaker problem than approx-SVP for arbitrary lattices: for unstructured lattices, there is no known
non-uniform algorithm outperforming Schnorr’s hierarchy.
Few cryptographic constructions have their security impacted by faster ideal approx-SVP solvers.
An important example, related to the topic of this thesis, is the GGH13 cryptographic multilinear
map [GGH13a] and its extensions. We will see in Section 6.3.2 that being able to find a somehow short
vector in a principal ideal lattice can be used to mount an attack against several candidate obfuscators
based on the GGH13 map. Note however that even if the difficulty of ideal-SVP has an impact on the
security of the GGH13 map, our algorithm does not provide a concrete attack on this scheme, because
of the exponential pre-processing time.
More importantly, our result strongly suggests that approx-SVP for ideals of the ring of integers R
of a number field K may be weaker than Ring-LWE, for a vast family of number fields. Up to some
limited parameter losses, Ring-LWE and approx-SVP for R-modules over K (with ranks ≥ 2) reduce
to one another [LS15, AD17]. Therefore, a separation between approx-SVP for ideals and Ring-LWE
is essentially the same as a separation between approx-SVP for ideals and approx-SVP for R-modules
over K.
2Laarhoven also describes a variant of his algorithm in which he uses locality-sensitive hashing to reduce the run-time
of the query phase below the bit-size of the advice, but we are not considering this variant here.
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3.3 From Ideal SVP to CVP in a Fixed Lattice
The main idea of our algorithm is, given an input ideal I, to find a principal ideal 〈g〉 ⊆ I with a
short generator g. This is very similar to [CDW17], where the authors find a 2O(
√
n) approximation
of a shortest non-zero vector of the ideal I by computing a principal ideal contained in I and then
finding a short generator of this principal ideal. The limitation of this approach is that, if we consider
any principal ideal contained in I, we cannot hope to find a better approximation than the 2O(
√
n)
approximation obtained above in the worst case. This is due to the fact that in some principal ideals
(including for prime-power cyclotomic fields), the shortest generator can be 2O(
√
n) times longer than
a shortest non-zero element of the ideal (see [CDPR16]). Instead of looking for any principal ideal
contained in I, we consider only those with a ‘good’ generator (i.e., a generator which is also a very
short element of the corresponding principal ideal).
In order to find such an ideal, we merge the two steps of [CDPR16, CDW17] (consisting in first
finding a principal multiple of I and then computing a small generator of the principal ideal), by
introducing a lattice L that is very similar to the one used for class group computations. This lattice
only depends on the number field (and not on the ideal I). We describe it in the next subsection. We
then show how to express the problem of finding a principal multiple of I with a small generator as a
CVP instance for this fixed lattice.
3.3.1 Definition of the lattice L
In this subsection, we define the lattice L which we will use in order to transform our ideal-SVP
instance into a CVPP’ instance. We also give an algorithm to compute a basis of L and analyze its
run-time. The lattice L we are considering is not new. It was already used in previous sub-exponential
algorithms computing the class group of a number field [HM89,Buc88,BF14,BEF+17,Gel17]. However,
these algorithms usually choose a sub-exponential set of ideals, hence resulting in a lattice L of sub-
exponential dimension. Our lattice L will have a dimension which is polynomial in log |∆|.
In the following, we fix some integer r such that log hK ≤ r and r ≤ poly(log |∆|) (looking forward,
the integer r will be related to the dimension of the lattice in which we will solve CVPP’, so it would
be undesirable to set it too large). Let us also fix a set of prime integral ideals B = {p1, . . . , pr} as
given by Corollary 2.15. We consider the lattice L of dimension ν := r + r1 + r2 − 1, generated by the
columns of the following matrix:
c ·BΛ
0
c · h˜g1 , . . . , c · h˜gr
v1 v2 · · · vr
BL :=
r
r
ν
r1 + r2 − 1
r1 + r2 − 1
where:
• the scaling parameter c > 0 is to be chosen later;
• the matrix BΛ = (fH∩E(b1), . . . , fH∩E(br1+r2−1)) is a basis of fH∩E(Λ), where Λ is the log-unit
lattice and fH∩E : H ∩ E ⊂ Rn → Rr1+r2−1 is an isometry;3
3As Λ is not full rank in Rn, we change the ambient space such that fH∩E(Λ) becomes full rank in H∩E = Rr1+r2−1.
Note however that the `2-norm is preserved by this transformation (this is not the case for the `1 and `∞ norms).
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• the matrix consisting of the vectors vi = (v1i, . . . , vri)T is a basis of ker(fB), where fB is defined
in Section 2.3.10 (in particular, the ideals
∏
j p
vji
j are principal for all i);
• the column vectors h˜gi are of the form fH∩E(piH(Log gi)) for gi ∈ K a generator of the fractional
principal ideal associated with the relation vi, i.e., we have
∏
j p
vji
j = 〈gi〉.
We will explain how to construct L below. This lattice enjoys the following property, which will be
used later.
Lemma 3.2. Let w be a vector of L and parse it as w = (h, v)T with h of dimension r1 +r2−1 and v =
(v1, . . . , vr) of dimension r. Then there exists an element g ∈ K \{0} such that h = c ·fH∩E(piH(Log g))
and
∏
j p
vj
j = 〈g〉.
Proof. We first observe that the result holds for the vectors of the basis BL. For the r vectors on
the right of BL, this holds by construction. For the r1 + r2 − 1 vectors on the left, we have that∏
j p
0
j = R = 〈u〉 for any unit u ∈ R. So by definition of BΛ, the property of Lemma 3.2 also holds for
the r1 + r2 − 1 first vectors of BL.
To complete the proof, it suffices to observe that the property of Lemma 3.2 is preserved by addition
(if g1 corresponds to a vector w1 and g2 corresponds to a vector w2, then g1g2 corresponds to the vector
v1 +v2) and by multiplication by −1 (if g corresponds to a vector w, then g−1 corresponds to the vector
−w). All these elements g are invertible as they are obtained by multiplying and inverting non-zero
elements of K.
3.3.2 Computation of the lattice L
The lattice L described above only depends on the number field we are working on. A basis of it can
then be computed in a pre-processing phase, before the knowledge of the ideal in which we want to
find a short non-zero vector. In this subsection, we give an algorithm to compute the lattice L and
we show that this algorithm can be performed in time at most exponential in log |∆|. As we shall see,
this will even be sub-exponential in log |∆|. The costly part of the pre-processing phase will be the
pre-processing used for the CVPP algorithm.
Algorithm 3.1 Computes a basis BL as described above
Input: A number field K and an integer r = poly(log |∆|) such that log hK ≤ r.
Output: The basis BL described in Section 3.3.1.
1: Compute the set B′ of all prime ideals of algebraic norm ≤ 12 log2 |∆|.
2: Compute all the relations between the elements of B′ and the log-unit lattice Λ.
3: Use the relations to extract a set B′′ ⊆ B′ generating the class group with |B′′| ≤ log hK .
4: Compute the set P of all prime ideals of norms smaller than some poly(log |∆|) (choose the bound
so that |P| > r).
5: Create a set B by adding to B′′ ideals taken uniformly in P, until the cardinality of B reaches r.
6: Compute a basis of ker(fB) and generators gi of the fractional principal ideals corresponding to
the relations computed.
7: Create the matrix BL from these r relations, the corresponding gi and the log-unit lattice Λ com-
puted at Step 2.
8: return BL.
Lemma 3.3. Assume GRH. Then Algorithm 3.1 outputs a matrix BL as described above, in time at
most
Tlog-unit + 2 · Trel(poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)) + poly(log |∆|).
Proof. We analyze the cost of each step of the algorithm, and provide some details for the correctness
when needed.
Step 1. We have already seen in Section 2.3.8 that computing all prime ideals of norm ≤ 12 log2 |∆|
can be performed in time polynomial in log |∆|. There are poly(log |∆|) such ideals.
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Step 2. Computing all the relations between the elements of B′ and the log-unit lattice Λ can be
performed in time at most Trel(poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)) + Tlog-unit. The relations between the ele-
ments of B′ are represented as an invertible matrix (whose columns span the kernel of the function fB′
defined in Section 2.3.10).
Step 3. Extracting a generating set B′′ from B′ of cardinality at most log hK can be done using
Lemma 2.12. Because we already have the matrix of relations between the elements of B′ (and because
the size of this matrix is polynomial in log |∆|), this can be done in polynomial time (as stated in the
lemma).
Step 4. As in Step 1, this can be done in polynomial time, because the bound on the norms of the
ideals is polynomial. We obtain a set P whose cardinality is polynomial in log |∆|.
Step 5. Picking uniform elements in a set of polynomial size can be done efficiently, so this step can
be performed in polynomial time (recall that r = poly(log |∆|)). Note that in the previous step, we
had that the cardinality of B′ was at most log hK ≤ r, so we can indeed add ideals to it to reach a set
of cardinality r.
Step 6. As in Step 2, computing the kernel of fB can be done in time Trel(poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|).
Together with the relations, we also get generators of the corresponding principal ideals.
Step 7. Finally, to compute the matrix BL, we just need to compute the functions piH and fH∩E on
the gi’s computed in Step 6. We then put it together with the matrix of relations computed in Step 6
and the log-unit lattice computed in Step 2. This can be done in polynomial time.
3.3.3 From SVP in ideal lattices to CVP in L
We now explain how to transform the problem of finding a short non-zero vector in a fractional ideal I
of R, into solving a CVP instance with respect to the lattice L described in Section 3.3.1. As explained
above, the main idea is to multiply the ideal I by ideals of the set B, until we obtain a ‘good’ principal
ideal (i.e., with a short generator). In terms of lattice operations in L, our initial lattice I will give us
a target vector in the real vector space spanned by L. Multiplying it by ideals of B will be the same
as adding to the target a vector of the lattice L. Finally, checking whether the resulting ideal is a good
principal ideal can be done by checking whether the obtained vector is short. Overall, we are indeed
solving a CVP instance in L. We first describe the algorithm, and then prove its correctness and bound
its cost.
Algorithm 3.2 Solves ideal SVP using an oracle to solve CVP in L
Input: A non-zero fractional ideal I ⊆ R (given by some basis), the basis BL defined above and some
parameter β = β(n) > 0.
Output: A somehow short non-zero element in I.
1: Compute v1, . . . , vr ∈ Z and g ∈ K such that I =
∏
j p
vj
j · 〈g〉.
2: Let t = (−c · fH∩E(hg), v1 + β, . . . , vr + β)T , where hg = piH(Log g).
3: Compute w ∈ L such that ‖t− w‖∞ ≤ β (see Section 3.4).
4: Let g′ ∈ K be the element associated to w as in Lemma 3.2.
5: return g · g′.
Theorem 3.4. Let us fix c = n1.5/r. Let β = β(n) > 0. Then, for any non-zero fractional ideal I
of R, Algorithm 3.2 runs in time at most
Tdecomp(N (I),poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)) + TCVP(∞, L, β) + poly(log |∆|)
and outputs a non-zero element x ∈ I such that ‖x‖2 ≤ 2O( β·r·log log |∆|n ) · N (I)1/n.
Observe that in the statement of the run-time, the term TCVP(∞, L, β) will be infinite if β is smaller
than µ(∞)(L) (no algorithm can find a point of L at distance at most β given as input an arbitrary
target vector). In this case, the run-time of our algorithm might also be infinite (i.e. the algorithm
fails).
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Proof. Correctness. Let us define the fractional ideal J = 〈g · g′〉. This will be our ‘good’ principal
ideal, i.e., a principal ideal with a small generator, and contained in I. Let us first prove that J is a
multiple of I. By Lemma 3.2, we have w = (c · fH∩E(piH(Log g′)), v′1, . . . , v′r)T with 〈g′〉 =
∏
j p
v′j
j . We
can then write
J = I ·
∏
j
p
−vj
j · 〈g′〉 by definition of g and the vj ’s
= I ·
∏
j
p
−vj
j ·
∏
j
p
v′j
j by Lemma 3.2
= I ·
∏
j
p
v′j−vj
j .
Further, we know that ‖t−w‖∞ ≤ β, and hence we have vj ≤ v′j ≤ vj + 2β for all j. In particular, we
have that v′j − vj ≥ 0 and so the ideal
∏
j p
v′j−vj
j is an integral ideal. We conclude that J is contained
in I, and in particular g · g′ is indeed an element of I. Also, because g′ 6= 0 (see Lemma 3.2) and g 6= 0
(we chose I to be non-zero), then g · g′ is a non-zero element of I.
Let us now show that g · g′ is short. We will do so by using Lemma 2.17. Let Log g = hg + ag1 and
Log g′ = hg′ + ag′1 with hg and hg′ ∈ H ∩ E (note that because g, g′ ∈ K, we do not necessarily have
ag, ag′ > 0). We then have that Log(gg
′) = (hg + hg′) + (ag + ag′)1. By Lemma 2.17, we know that
‖gg′‖2 ≤
√
n · |N (gg′)|1/n · 2‖hg+hg′‖2 . Therefore, it suffices to bound the two terms |N (gg′)|1/n and
‖hg + hg′‖2.
Let us start by |N (gg′)|1/n. By multiplicativity of the algebraic norm, we have that |N (gg′)|1/n =
N (J)1/n = N (I)1/n ·∏j N (pj) v′j−vjn . We have chosen the ideals pj with polynomially bounded algebraic
norms, and we have seen that 0 ≤ v′j − vj ≤ 2β. Thus, we obtain that N (pj)
v′j−vj
n = 2O(
β log log |∆|
n ). By
taking the product of the r ideals pj , we obtain
|N (gg′)|1/n = N (I)1/n · 2O( β·r·log log |∆|n ).
We now consider the term ‖hg + hg′‖2. Recall that ‖w − t‖∞ ≤ β, so in particular, if we consider
only the first r1 + r2 − 1 coefficients of the vectors, we have that ‖c · fH∩E(hg′) + c · fH∩E(hg)‖∞ ≤ β.
And if we consider the `2-norm, we obtain ‖fH∩E(hg′) + fH∩E(hg)‖2 ≤
√
nβ/c. Using the fact that
the `2-norm is invariant by fH∩E , we conclude that ‖hg′ + hg‖2 ≤
√
nβ/c.
Finally, combining the two upper bounds above and replacing c by n1.5/r, we obtain that
‖gg′‖2 ≤
√
n · 2O( β·r·log log |∆|n ) · N (I)1/n.
Cost. Step 1 can be performed in time Tdecomp(N (I),poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)). Step 2 can be
performed in polynomial time. Step 3 uses a CVP solver and can be done in time TCVP(∞, L, β).
Finally, Step 4 only consists in recovering g′ from the vector w, it can be done in polynomial time.
Note that for this last step, if we only have the vector w, then we know piH(Log g
′), but it might not
be possible to recover g′ from it. On the other hand, the lower part of the vector w also gives us the
ideal 〈g′〉, but then computing g′ from it would be costly. In order to perform this step in polynomial
time, when creating the matrix BL we keep in memory the elements gi corresponding to the different
columns. Then, when we obtain w, we only have to write it as a linear combination of the vectors of
BL and we can recover g
′ as a product of the gi’s. This can also be done in polynomial time.
Combining Algorithm 3.2 with the pre-processing phase (i.e., computing BL with Algorithm 3.1
and pre-processing it for approx-CVPP’), we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5. Let K be any number field of dimension n and discriminant ∆. Let α ∈ [0, 1], r =
poly(log |∆|) be such that log hK ≤ r, and ν := r + r1 + r2 − 1. Then, under GRH, there exist two
algorithms Apre-proc and Aquery such that
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• Algorithm Apre-proc takes as inputs the field K and a basis of its ring of integers R, runs in time
T pre-procCVP (∞, L, να) + Tlog-unit + 2 · Trel(poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)) + poly(log |∆|)
and outputs a hint w of bit-size at most T queryCVP (∞, L, να);
• Algorithm Aquery takes as inputs the hint w output by Apre-proc and any fractional ideal I of R
such that the numerator and denominator of N (I) have bit-sizes bounded by poly(log |∆|); it runs
in time
Tdecomp(N (I),poly(log |∆|),poly(log |∆|)) + T queryCVP (∞, L, να) + poly(log |∆|)
and outputs a non-zero element x ∈ I such that
‖x‖2 ≤ 2O(
να·r·log log |∆|
n ) · λ(2)1 (I).
The lattice L is as defined in Section 3.3.1 and only depends on the field K. The memory consumption
of both algorithms is bounded by their run-times.
Note that we used the fact that λ
(2)
1 (I) ≥ λ(∞)1 (I) ≥ N (I)1/n (see Inequality (2.12)) to replace the
N (I)1/n term in Theorem 3.4 by λ(2)1 (I).
3.4 Solving CVP’ with Pre-processing
In this section, we describe a possible way of solving approx-CVP’ in the lattice L defined previously.
Even if our lattice L has some structure, it does not seem easy to solve approx-CVP’ in it (not necessarily
easier than solving the approx-SVP instance directly for the initial lattice I). However, the lattice L
only depends on the field K and not on the ideal I. Hence, in this section, we focus on solving approx-
CVP’ with pre-processing on the lattice (to which we refer as CVPP’). Combining it with the result of
Section 3.3, this will provide an algorithm to solve approx-SVP in ideals, with pre-processing on the
field K.
3.4.1 Properties of the lattice L
Recall that our lattice L is given by the basis matrix BL =
(
c ·BΛ AB
0 RB
)
∈ Rν×ν , where we
let AB denote the top-right block of BL consisting of the vectors c · h˜gi , and RB be the bottom-right
block of BL containing the relations of the elements of B. Recall that RB is a basis of the kernel of
fB : (e1, . . . , er) ∈ Zr 7→ [
∏
j p
ej
j ] ∈ ClK . Hence we have det(RB) = |Zr/ ker(fB)| = hK .
Equation (2.14) gives us that det(Λ) · hK ≤ 2O(log |∆|+n log log |∆|). Hence, we have that det(L) =
cr1+r2−1 · 2O(log |∆|+n log log |∆|). We chose c = n1.5/r in Theorem 3.4. We then obtain the following
upper bound on det(L):
det(L) =
(
n1.5
r
)r1+r2−1
· 2O(log |∆|+n log log |∆|) = 2O(log |∆|+n log log |∆|).
We still have some freedom for the choice of the parameter r (and hence the dimension ν = r+r1+r2−1
of the lattice L), as long as log hK ≤ r. We will choose it sufficiently large to ensure that the root
determinant of L is at most constant. On the other hand, the dimension of L should be as small as
possible as it impacts the cost of the CVP computations. We fix
r = max(log hK , log |∆|+ n log log |∆|).
This choice of r satisfies r ≥ log hK and det(L)1/ν ≤ O(1). Note that as log hK = O˜(log |∆|) (see
Equation (2.13)), we have r ≤ O˜(log |∆|).
In the following, we view the lattice L as random, where the randomness comes from the choice of
the set B (the initial set B′′ in Algorithm 3.1 is fixed, but then we add to it random prime ideals of
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polynomially bounded norms to create the set B). If the created lattice L does not satisfy the conditions
we want, we can try another lattice by sampling a new set B. As we chose r so that det(L)1/ν = O(1),
we know by Minkowski’s inequality that λ
(∞)
1 (L) = O(1). Then, because L is somehow random, we
also expect that all successive minima λ
(∞)
i (L) and the covering radius in infinity norm are constant.
Hence, we expect to be able to take β as small as O(1) in Algorithm 3.2. We summarize this assumption
below.
Heuristic 3.6. With good probability over the choice of B, the `∞-norm covering radius of L satisfies
µ(∞)(L) = O(1) (and hence µ(2)(L) = O(
√
ν)).
This heuristic assumption calls for a few comments. First, it is better analyzed as two separate
conjectures, one on the log-unit lattice, the other one on the class group lattice. Concerning the latter,
assume that the class number is a prime p. Then we can choose p1 to be a generator of the class group,
and the relation matrix is of the form
p a1 a2 . . . ar
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . 1
 ,
where the ai’s in [0, p − 1] characterize the elements of the ideal class group. In our setting where
each pi (for i ≥ 2) is picked randomly among small prime ideals, we can thus reasonably assume that
the ai’s are uniformly distributed in [0, p − 1]. Hence, for (ei)2≤i≤r ∈ [−B,B]r−1 for some constant
B ≥ 1, we can expect that one among the (2B + 1)r−1 = pc (with c > 1) fractional ideals ∏i≥2 peii is
in a class [p1]
a for some a = O(1), which implies that the `∞-norm covering radius is O(1).
The general case is analogous to this first intuition. Let B = {p1, . . . , ps, ps+1, . . . , pr} with
{p1, . . . , ps} the prime ideals coming from the set B′′ (hence fixed) and {ps+1, . . . , pr} the ideals uni-
formly chosen among prime ideals of norm bounded by some polynomial. Because the set B′′ generates
the class group, we can find a basis of L of the following form, by taking the HNF matrix for the
bottom-right part of BL.
c ·BΛ
0
c · h˜g1 , . . . , c · h˜gr
vs+1 · · · vrB′L := RB′′
1
. . .
1
r
r
s
r1 + r2 − 1
r1 + r2 − 1
In this matrix, the block matrices BΛ and RB′′ are fixed, as well as the vectors h˜gi for i in {1, . . . , s}.
However, the vectors vi and h˜gi for s < i ≤ r depend on our choices of {ps+1, . . . , pr}. The vectors
of Zs/RB′′ are in bijection with the elements of the ideal class group (because B′′ generates the class
group). So if we assume that the class of a uniform prime ideal of norm polynomially bounded is
uniform in the class group, then we would have that the vectors vi of the matrix above are uniform in
Zs/RB′′ . In a similar way, we will assume that the vectors h˜gi are somehow uniform in Rr1+r2−1/Λ
(recall that they correspond to the projection over H of Log gi for gi a generator of the principal ideal
associated with the lower part of the vector).
Let us now explain why, given any target vector t ∈ Rν , we expect to find a vector v ∈ L at distance
O(1) from t. Write t = (c · h˜, v, w)T with h˜ of dimension r1 + r2 − 1, v of dimension s and w of
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Conductor of K Dimension of L µ˜(2)(L) µ˜(∞)(L)
18 9 1.13 0.755
16 16 1.50 0.899
36 28 1.79 0.795
40 41 2.15 0.893
48 42 2.19 0.840
32 44 2.26 0.794
27 49 2.36 0.901
66 54 2.47 0.989
44 57 2.53 0.815
70 67 2.72 1.03
84 68 2.74 1.27
90 68 2.71 0.814
78 70 2.81 0.882
72 73 2.90 1.00
Table 3.1: Approximate covering radii in `2 and `∞ norms for the lattice L, for cyclotomic number
fields of different conductors.
dimension r − s. We can assume, without loss of generality, that |wi| < 1/2 for all i (using the last
r − s columns of B′L to reduce t if needed). By taking the subset sums of the last r − s columns of
B′L, we obtain 2
r−s vectors of L of the form t′ = (c · h˜′, v′, w′)T , with w′ ∈ {0, 1}r−s. Because we
assumed that the vi and h˜gi for s < i ≤ r were somehow uniform modulo RB′′ and Λ respectively, we
also expect the vectors h˜′ and v′ created above to be somehow uniform modulo RB′′ and Λ. Recall
that we chose r so that (det(cΛ) · det(RB′′))1/r = O(1), hence the volume of cΛ and RB′′ satisfies
det(cΛ) · det(RB′′) ≤ 2O(r). We can then assume that we have 2r−s > det(cΛ) · det(RB′′) (if needed,
we can multiply r by a constant factor, which will not change the asymptotics). This means that we
expect to find one of the 2r−s vector t′ = (c · h˜′, v′, w′)T satisfying ‖(c · h˜, v) − (c · h˜′, v′)‖∞ = O(1).
And because |wi| < 1/2 and w′i ∈ {0, 1} we also have ‖t− t′‖∞ = O(1).
We experimentally computed the lattice L for some cyclotomic fields (using Algorithm 3.1). For
each lattice L, we then computed an empirical covering radius. To do so, we picked 21 random target
vectors ti in the real span of the lattice. These vectors were sampled from a continuous Gaussian
distribution with standard deviation σ = 100.
We then solved the CVP instances in L for these target vectors ti and let vi be a closest vector in L
(for the `2-norm). We defined µ˜
(2)(L) to be maxi ‖ti − vi‖2 and µ˜(∞)(L) to be maxi ‖ti − vi‖∞.4 The
approximated values of µ(2)(L) and µ(∞)(L) are given in Table 3.1.
We observe that, while µ˜(2)(L) increases with the dimension (we expect that it increases as
√
ν),
the approximate covering radius in `∞-norm µ˜(∞)(L) seems to remain constant around 1. These
experimental results are consistent with Heuristic 3.6.
3.4.2 Using Laarhoven’s algorithm
We now consider Laarhoven’s algorithm, which solves approx-CVPP in Euclidean norm. While we
would prefer an algorithm which solves approx-CVPP’ in infinity norm, we only found algorithms for
the Euclidean norm in the literature.
Recall from Section 2.2.1 that, for a ν-dimensional lattice L, Laarhoven’s (heuristic) algorithm gives,
for any α ∈ [0, 1/2]:
T pre-procCVP (2, L,O(ν
α) · µ(2)(L)) = 2O(ν),
T queryCVP (2, L,O(ν
α) · µ(2)(L)) = 2O˜(ν1−2α).
4As we solved CVP in L for the `2-norm, the quantity µ(∞)(L) may be over-estimated, but this should not be
over-estimated by too much. Further, as we want an upper bound on µ(∞)(L), this is not an issue.
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As we have assumed (Heuristic 3.6) that µ(2)(L) = O(
√
ν) with good probability over the choice of L,
this implies that Laarhoven’s algorithm achieves
T pre-procCVP (2, L,O(ν
1/2+α)) = 2O(ν) and T queryCVP (2, L,O(ν
1/2+α)) = 2O˜(ν
1−2α).
We now have an algorithm that, given any input t ∈ Span(L), outputs a vector v ∈ L such that
‖t−v‖2 ≤ O(ν1/2+α), while we would like to have ‖t−v‖∞ ≤ O(να). However, when we pick a random
vector of Euclidean norm bounded by O(ν1/2+α), we expect that with good probability, its coefficients
are somehow balanced. Hence we expect its infinity norm to be approximately
√
ν times smaller than
its Euclidean norm. This is the meaning of the following heuristic assumptions.
First, because we want the output of Laarhoven’s algorithm to be somehow random, we argue that
we can randomize the input vector of the CVPP algorithm.
Heuristic 3.7. We assume that in our algorithm, the target vector t given as input to Laarhoven’s
algorithm behaves as a random vector sampled uniformly in Span(L)/L.
This assumption that t is distributed uniformly in Span(L)/L may be justified by the fact that,
in Algorithm 3.2, we can somehow randomize our target vector t by multiplying our initial fractional
ideal I by an integral ideal of small algebraic norm (statistically independent of the pi’s chosen for B).
Heuristic 3.8. With non-negligible probability over the input target vector t, distributed uniformly in
Span(L)/L, the vector v output by Laarhoven’s algorithm satisfies ‖t− v‖∞ ≤ O˜(‖t− v‖2/
√
ν).
In order to motivate Heuristic 3.8, we recall that if a vector is drawn uniformly at random on a
sphere, then its `∞-norm is smaller than its `2-norm by a factor O(log n/
√
n), with good probability.
Lemma 3.9. Let x be sampled uniformly on the unit sphere Sn−1 in Rn. Then Pr(‖x‖∞ ≥
√
8 lnn√
n
) ≤
O( 1√
lnn
).
Proof. Sampling x uniformly in Sn−1 is the same as sampling y from a centered spherical (continuous)
Gaussian distribution of parameter 1 and then normalizing it by setting x = y‖y‖2 . So we have ‖x‖∞ =
‖y‖∞
‖y‖2 , and it is sufficient to find an upper bound on ‖y‖∞ and a lower bound on ‖y‖2. We know that for
a centered spherical Gaussian distribution of parameter 1, we have Pr(‖y‖∞ > 2 lnn) = Pr(∃i : |yi| >
2 lnn) ≤ 1
2
√
2pi lnn
. Moreover, we also have that Pr(‖y‖2 <
√
n/2) ≤ e−n/8 (see for instance [LM00,
Lemma 1]). By the union bound, we finally obtain that Pr(‖y‖∞/‖y‖2 >
√
8 lnn√
n
) ≤ O( 1√
lnn
).
Note that the proof also shows that for a vector y following a continuous Gaussian distribution of
dimension n, we have ‖y‖∞/‖y‖2 = O(log n/
√
n) with good probability. We also have experimental
results corroborating Heuristic 3.8. We implemented our algorithm in Magma, both the generation of
the lattice L and the CVPP phase using Laarhoven’s algorithm. We tested our implementation for
different cyclotomic fields. The maximum conductor achieved was 90. The maximum dimension of
the lattice L that we achieved was 73, for a cyclotomic field of conductor 72. For these cyclotomic
fields, we computed the lattice L. Then, we sampled target vectors t in the real span of L, using a
Gaussian distribution of parameter σ = 100, and we ran Laarhoven’s CVP algorithm to obtain a vector
v ∈ L. We then computed the ratios ‖t−v‖2‖t−v‖∞ , which we expect to be around O(
√
ν/ log ν). Because
we are working in small dimensions, the log ν term has a non-negligible impact. So, instead of plotting
log( ‖t−v‖2‖t−v‖∞ ) as a function of log ν, we compared our ratios with the ones we would have obtained if
the vectors were Gaussian vectors. On Figure 3.3, the blue dots represent the logarithms of the ratios
‖t−v‖2
‖t−v‖∞ obtained when choosing a random Gaussian vector t as input of our algorithm. For every
fixed conductor, we have several vertically aligned points, because we tried Laarhoven’s algorithm for
different approximation factors (i.e., different choices of α). The green ‘+’ are obtained by computing
log(‖x‖2/‖x‖∞) for some Gaussian vectors of dimension ν. The red crosses are obtained by taking the
median point of a large number of green ‘+’ (not all of them are plotted on the figure). We observe that
the ratios obtained with our algorithm are well aligned with the red crosses. Moreover, even if we have
some variance within the blue dots, it is comparable to the variance observed within the green ‘+’. So
Heuristic 3.8 seems consistent with our empirical experiments (recall that Gaussian vectors provably
satisfy Heuristic 3.8 with good probability).
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of log(‖x‖2/‖x‖∞) as a function of log ν for x a Gaussian vector or x = t− v
with t a random target and v the approx-CVP solution output by Laarhoven’s algorithm (on our
lattice L, in selected cyclotomic fields).
We conclude that, under Heuristics 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, and Heuristic 2.7 present in [Laa16], for any
α ∈ [0, 1/2], Laarhoven’s algorithm solves approx-CVPP’ with
T pre-procCVP (∞, L, να) = 2O(ν) and T queryCVP (∞, L, να) = 2O˜(ν
1−2α). (3.1)
3.5 Instantiating Theorem 3.5
We now instantiate Theorem 3.5 with ν = O˜(log ∆) and the values given in Section 2.3.10 and in
Equation (3.1) for Tlog-unit, Tdecomp, Trel, T
pre-proc
CVP and T
query
CVP .
Theorem 3.10. Let K be any number field of dimension n and discriminant ∆. Let α ∈ [0, 1/2].
Then, under GRH and Heuristics 2.7, 2.18, 2.19, 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8, there exist two algorithms Apre-proc
and Aquery such that
• Algorithm Apre-proc takes as inputs the field K and a basis of its integer ring R, runs in time
2O˜(log |∆|) and outputs a hint w of bit-size at most 2O˜((log |∆|)
1−2α),
• Algorithm Aquery takes as inputs the hint w output by Apre-proc and any fractional ideal I of R
such that the numerator and denominator of N (I) have bit-sizes bounded by poly(log |∆|). It
runs in classical time 2O˜((log |∆|)
max(2/3,1−2α)) or in quantum time 2O˜((log |∆|)
1−2α) and outputs an
element x ∈ I such that 0 < ‖x‖2 ≤ 2O˜( (log |∆|)
α+1
n ) · λ(2)1 (I).
The memory consumption of both algorithms is bounded by their run-times.
In the case where log |∆| = O˜(n), we can replace log |∆| by n in all the equations of Theorem 3.10,
and we obtain an element x which is a 2O˜(n
α) approximation of a shortest non-zero vector of I (see
Figure 3.4). On the other hand, if log |∆| becomes significantly larger than n, then both the run-time
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and the approximation factor degrade. The cost of the pre-computation phase also becomes larger
than 2O(n). However, the query phase still improves upon the BKZ algorithm, for some choices of α,
as long as log |∆| = O˜(n12/11) in the classical setting or log |∆| = O˜(n4/3) in the quantum setting
(see Figure 3.5). In Figures 3.4 and 3.5, we plot the ratios between time and approximation factor for
the query phase of our algorithm, in the different regimes log |∆| = O˜(n) and log |∆| = O˜(n1+ε) for
some ε > 0.
Time
Approximation
factor
quantum
classical
2O˜(n)2O˜(n
0.5)poly
2O˜(n)
2O˜(n
2/3)
poly
Figure 3.4: New trade-offs for ideal lattices in
number fields satisfying log |∆| = O˜(n) (with a
pre-processing of cost exp(O˜(n))).
Time
Approximation
factor
quantum
classical
11+7ε
6
1+3ε
2
1 + 3ε
1
2(1+ε)
3
Figure 3.5: New trade-offs for ideal lattices
in number fields satisfying log |∆| = O˜(n1+ε)
for some ε > 0 (with a pre-processing of cost
exp(O˜(n1+ε))).
In the case of prime-power cyclotomic fields, we know that log |∆| = O˜(n). Moreover, there is a
heuristic algorithm of Biasse et al. [BEF+17] satisfying Trel, Tdecomp, Tlog-unit ≈ 2O˜(n1/2). Hence, we
obtain the trade-offs shown in Figure 3.2 (in the introduction) when applying our algorithm to prime-
power cyclotomic fields. Recall that in this special case, we already had an improvement upon the BKZ
algorithm in the quantum setting, using the results of [CDPR16] and [CDW17], see Figure 3.1.
3.5.1 Using a CVP oracle in a fixed lattice
In the next chapter, we will be interested in algorithms which are allowed to query an oracle solving
(exact) CVP in a fixed lattice depending only on the number field K. This means that we could replace
Laarhoven CVPP algorithm in the theorem above by a call to an oracle solving CVP in the lattice L.
We also extend slightly the statement of the theorem by considering lattices of the form αI for some
fractional ideal I and element α ∈ KR (note that if α was in K, this would be a fractional ideal).
Overall, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. For any number field K, there exists a lattice LK (that only depends on K and has
dimension O˜(log ∆K)) such that, given an oracle access to an algorithm that solves CVP for LK , the
following holds. Under GRH and Heuristics 3.6, 3.7 and 3.12, there exists a quantum polynomial-time
algorithm that takes as input an ideal I of K and any α ∈ K×R , and outputs x ∈ αI \ {0} such that
‖x‖∞ ≤ c · |N (α)|1/n · N (I)1/n,
where c = 2
O˜(log |∆|)
n . In particular, we have ‖x‖∞ ≤ c · |N (x)|1/n.
Recall that the quantum computations can be replaced by classical ones (e.g., [BF14,Gel17,BEF+17]),
at the expense of increased run-times and additional heuristic assumptions.
Because we are using an oracle to solve the closest vector problem in L (in Euclidean norm) instead
of Laarhoven’s algorithm, we need to modify Heuristic 3.8 in the following way.
Heuristic 3.12. With non-negligible probability over the input target vector t, distributed uniformly in
Span(L)/L, the vector v which is the closest to t in L satisfies ‖t− v‖∞ ≤ O˜(‖t− v‖2/
√
ν).
Proof. The lemma can be derived from Theorem 3.5 by taking LK = L, r = O˜(log |∆|) as in Sec-
tion 3.4.1, α = 0 and T pre-procCVP (∞, L, να) = T pre-procCVP (∞, L, να) = poly(n) (because we assumed that
we have an oracle solving CVP in LK = L).
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In Algorithm 3.2, the target vector t of the CVP computation is derived from the decomposition
of [I] on the [pi]’s and the logarithm Log(g) of an element g ∈ K. To obtain the statement above, we
replace Log(g) by Log(g · α) = Log(g) + Log(α). The last lemma statement ‖x‖∞ ≤ c|N (x)|1/n comes
from the observation that |N (x)| ≥ N (α) · N (I) (which holds because x belongs to αI \ {0}).
3.6 Conclusion
We have described in this chapter an algorithm which, after some exponential pre-processing, enables
us to find somehow short vectors in ideal lattices more efficiently than the BKZ algorithm, for a large
range of approximation factors. One may then wonder whether this algorithm can be improved, either
in the pre-processing phase (can we obtain a pre-processing phase which is less than exponential?), or
in the query phase (can we further improve the trade-offs?).
In order to better understand how the algorithm could be improved, we kept track of all the different
sub-algorithms that compose our approx-SVP solver. The exact formulation of the total cost of the
algorithm, as a function of the costs of the sub-algorithms, is given in Theorem 3.5. This formulation
allows us to see whether an improvement of the run-time of one of them leads to an improvement of
the overall cost of the approx-SVP solver. In particular, we observe that:
• Improving the approx-CVP solver would lead to an improvement of the slope of the curves in
Figure 3.2, for approximation factors smaller than 2O˜(
√
n). In a different direction, removing the
pre-processing step needed for this approx-CVP solver would remove the pre-processing of the
overall approx-SVP algorithm.
• Designing a classical algorithm that performs class group related computations in time less than
2O˜(
√
n) would allow to further extend the (classical) segment of Figure 3.2 with slope −1/2,
until it reaches the cost needed to solve these class group related problems. For example, Biasse
described in [Bia17] an algorithm to solve the principal ideal problem in cyclotomic fields of prime-
power conductor, with pre-processing. After pre-computations depending on the field only, this
algorithm finds a generator of a principal ideal in time less than 2O˜(
√
n) if the ideal has algebraic
norm ≤ 2O˜(n1.5).
Finally, one could wonder whether it is possible to find significantly faster approx-SVP algorithms
for specific families of number fields and/or restricted families of ideals. For instance, the Bauch et al.
algorithm from [BBV+17] and the follow-up algorithm of Biasse and van Vredendaal [BV18] efficiently
solve class group related problems in real multiquadratic number fields in the classical setting. This
means that in these number fields, the classical version of our algorithm is as efficient as the quantum
one (there is no threshold for the query phase in the classical setting). However, the algorithm still
requires an exponential pre-processing phase for the approx-CVP solver.
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Chapter 4
An LLL algorithm for module
lattices
As mentioned in the previous chapter, it is not clear whether being able to find short vectors in ideal
lattices has any impact on the difficulty of problems such as RingLWE or RingSIS, which are the
problems whose intractability is most often used to support the security of most efficient lattice-based
cryptographic schemes. However, it is known that these problems are equivalent to SIVP in module
lattices [LS15, AD17]. A module of rank one is (essentially) an ideal, hence SIVP in module lattices
includes SVP in ideal lattices.
In this chapter, we first focus on the simplest modules which are not ideals, i.e., modules of rank 2.
We propose an algorithm which mimics the LLL algorithm (or Gauss’s algorithm, as we are considering
2-dimensional matrices) for rank 2 modules over some ring of integers R instead of Z. If given access
to an oracle solving CVP in a fixed lattice depending only on the number field, our algorithm outputs
a small element of the module in quantum polynomial time. In the case of a power-of-two cyclotomic
number field of degree n, the fixed lattice in which we want to solve CVP has dimension roughly n2 and
the small element output by the algorithm is a quasi-polynomial approximation of the shortest vector
of the module. This algorithm uses in a black box way the one described in the previous chapter.
We will only use Lemma 3.11 from Chapter 3, hence this chapter can be read independently from
the previous one. In a second time, we describe a generalization of the LLL algorithm to modules of
arbitrary rank m, which uses as a black box the approx-SVP solver for rank-2 modules described above
(or any other approx-SVP solver for rank-2 modules).
This chapter is based on a joint work with Changmin Lee, Damien Stehle´ and Alexandre Wallet,
which was accepted at Asiacrypt 2019 [LPSW19]. The code that was used to perform the experiments
described in this chapter is available at
http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/alice.pellet___mary/code/code-module-lll.zip
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4.1 Introduction
The NTRU [HPS98], RingSIS [LM06,PR06], RingLWE [SSTX09,LPR10], ModuleSIS and ModuleLWE
[BGV14, LS15] problems and their variants serve as security foundations of numerous cryptographic
protocols. Their main advantages are their presumed quantum hardness, their flexibility for realizing
advanced cryptographic functionalities, and their efficiency compared to their SIS and LWE counter-
parts [Ajt96, Reg05]. As an illustration of their popularity for cryptographic design, we note that 11
out of the 26 candidates at Round 2 of the NIST standardization process for post-quantum cryptog-
raphy rely on these problems or variants thereof.1 From a hardness perspective, these problems are
best viewed as standard problems on Euclidean lattices, restricted to random lattices corresponding
to modules over the rings of integers of number fields. Further, for some parametrizations, there exist
reductions from and to standard worst-case problems for such module lattices [LS15,AD17,RSW18].
Let K be a number field and R its ring of integers. In this introduction, we will use the power-of-2
cyclotomic fields K = Q[x]/(xn+ 1) and their rings of integers R = Z[x]/(xn+ 1) as a running example
(with n a power of 2). An R-module M ⊂ Km is a finitely generated subset of vectors in Km that is
stable under addition and multiplication by elements of R. As an example, if we consider h ∈ R/qR
for some integer q, the set {(f, g)T ∈ R2 : fh = g mod q} is a module. If h is an NTRU public key,
the corresponding secret key is a vector in that module, and its entries have coefficients that are small.
Note that for K = Q and R = Z, we recover Euclidean lattices in Qm. A first difficulty for handling
modules compared to lattices is that R may not be a Euclidean domain, and, as a result, a module M
may not be of the form M =
∑
iRbi for some linearly independent bi’s in M . However, as R is a
Dedekind domain, for every module M , there exist K-linearly independent bi’s and fractional ideals Ii
such that M =
∑
Iibi (see, e.g., [O’M63, Th. 81:3]). The set ((Ii,bi))i is called a pseudo-basis of M .
A module in Km can always be viewed as a lattice in Cmn by mapping elements of K to Cn via
the canonical embedding map (for our running example, it is equivalent to mapping a polynomial of
degree < n to the vector of its coefficients). Reminders about modules can be found in Section 2.3.7.
Standard lattice problems, such as finding a full-rank set of linearly independent short vectors in a
given lattice, are presumed difficult, even in the context of quantum computations. In order to assess
the security of cryptographic schemes based on NTRU/RingSIS/etc, an essential question is whether the
restriction to module lattices brings vulnerabilities. Putting aside small polynomial speed-ups relying
on the field automorphisms (multiplication by x in our running example), the cryptanalytic state of
the art is to view the modules as arbitrary lattices, i.e., forgetting the module structure.
LLL [LLL82] is the central algorithm to manipulate lattice bases. It takes as input a basis of a
given lattice, progressively updates it, and eventually outputs another basis of the same lattice that is
made of relatively short vectors. Its run-time is polynomial in the input bit-length. For cryptanalysis,
one typically relies on BKZ [SE94] which extends this principle to find shorter vectors at a higher cost.
Finding an analogue of LLL for module lattices has been an elusive goal for at least two decades, a
difficulty being to even define what that would be. Informally, it should:
• work at the field level (in particular, it should not forget the module structure and view the
module just as a lattice);
• it should find relatively short module pseudo-bases by progressively updating the input pseudo-
basis;
• it should run in polynomial-time with respect to the module rank n and the bit-lengths of the
norms of the input vectors and ideals.
The state of the art is far from these goals. Napias [Nap96] proposed such an algorithm for fields whose
rings of integers are norm-Euclidean, i.e., Euclidean for the algebraic norm (in our running example, this
restricts the applicability to n ≤ 4). Fieker and Pohst [FP96] proposed a general-purpose algorithm.
However, it was not proved to provide pseudo-bases consisting of short module vectors, and a cost
analysis was provided only for free modules over totally real fields. Fieker [Fie97, p. 47] suggested to
use rank-2 module reduction to achieve rank-m module reduction, but there was no follow-up on this
approach. Gan, Ling and Mow [GLM09] described and analyzed an LLL algorithm for Gauss integers
1See https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/post-quantum-cryptography
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(i.e., our running example instantiated to n = 2). Fieker and Stehle´ [FS10] proposed to apply the
LLL algorithm on the lattice corresponding to the module to find short vectors in polynomial time and
reconstruct a short pseudo-basis afterwards. More recently, Kim and Lee [KL17] described such an
LLL algorithm for biquadratic fields whose rings of integers are norm-Euclidean, and provided analyses
for the shortness of the output and the run-time. They also proposed an extension to arbitrary norm-
Euclidean rings, still with a run-time analysis but only conjecturing and experimentally supporting the
output quality.
The rank-2 restriction already captures a fundamental obstacle. The LLL algorithm for 2-dimensional
lattices (which is essentially Gauss’ algorithm) is a succession of divide-and-swap steps. Given two vec-
tors b1,b2 ∈ Q2, the ‘division’ consists in shortening b2 by an integer multiple of b1. This integer k is
the quotient of the Euclidean division of 〈b1,b2〉 by ‖b1‖2. This leads to a vector b′2. If the latter is
shorter than b1, then b1 and b
′
2 are swapped and a new iteration starts. Crucial to this procedure is
the fact that if the projection of b2 orthogonally to b1 is very small compared to ‖b1‖, then the division
will provide a vector b′2 that is shorter than b1. When a swap cannot be made, it means that the pro-
jection of b2 orthogonally to b1 is not too small, and hence the basis is of good quality, i.e., somewhat
orthogonal and hence made of somewhat short vectors. What provides the convergence to a short basis
is the Euclideanity of Z. This is why prior works focused on this setup. Put differently, the crucial
property is the fact that the covering radius of the Z lattice is smaller than 1: this makes it possible
to shorten a vector b2 whose projection is sufficiently small by an appropriate integer multiple such
that b′2 becomes smaller than b1. When we extend to modules, the corresponding lattice becomes R,
and its covering radius has no a priori reason to be smaller than 1 (for our running example, it is
√
n/2).
Even if we allow an infinite amount of time to find an optimal k ∈ R, the resulting b2 − kb1 may still
be longer than b1, even if b2 is in the K-span of b1. This leads us to the following question: does there
exist a lattice L depending only on K such that being able to solve the Closest Vector Problem (CVP)
with respect to L allows to find short bases of modules in K2?
4.2 Contribution
The LLL algorithm for Euclidean lattices can be viewed as a way to leverage the ability of Gauss’
algorithm to reduce 2-dimensional lattice bases, to reduce m-dimensional lattice bases for any m ≥ 2.
We propose extensions to modules of both Gauss’ algorithm and of its LLL leveraging from 2 to n
dimensions, hence providing a full-fledged framework for LLL-like reduction of module pseudo-bases.
Our first contribution in this chapter is to present a heuristic algorithm to find a very short non-zero
vector in an arbitrary module in K2, given access to a CVP oracle with respect to a lattice depending
only on K. We obtain the following result for our running example (see Corollary 4.13 for a statement
for arbitrary number fields).
Theorem 4.1 (Heuristic). There exists a sequence of lattices Ln and an algorithm A such that the
following holds. Algorithm A takes as input a pseudo-basis of a rank-2 module M ⊂ (Q/(xn + 1))2
(with n a power of two), and outputs a vector v ∈M \{0} that is no more than 2(logn)O(1) longer than a
shortest non-zero vector of M . If given access to an oracle solving CVP in Ln, then it runs in quantum
polynomial time. Finally, for any η > 0, the lattice Ln can be chosen of dimension O(n
2+η).
The quantum component of the algorithm is the decomposition of an ideal as the product of a subset
of fixed ideals and a principal ideal with a generator [BS16]. By relying on [BEF+17] instead, one can
obtain a dequantized variant of Theorem 4.1 relying on more heuristics and in which the algorithm
runs in 2O˜(
√
n) classical time.
We insist that the result relies on heuristics. It relies on GRH and Heuristics 3.6, 3.7 and 3.12
presented in the previous chapter, as well as a new Heuristic 4.5, defined in Section 4.3.3. The new
heuristic quantifies the distance to Ln of vectors in the real span of Ln that satisfy some properties. This
heuristic is difficult to prove as the lattice Ln involves other lattices that are not very well understood
(the log-unit lattice and the lattice of class group relations between ideals of small algebraic norms).
We justify this heuristic by informal counting arguments and by some experiments supporting parts of
these counting arguments.
Finally, we note that the dimension of Ln is essentially quadratic in the degree n of the field. This
is much more than the lattice dimension n of R, but we do not know how to use a CVP oracle for R to
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obtain such an algorithm to find short vectors in rank-2 modules. An alternative approach to obtain
a similar reduction from finding short non-zero vectors in rank-2 modules to CVP with preprocessing
would be as follows: to reach the goal, it suffices to find a short non-zero vector in a (2n)-dimensional
lattice; by using the LLL algorithm and numerical approximations (see, e.g., [SMSV14]), it is possible
to further assume that the bit-size of the inputs is polynomial in n; by Kannan’s search-to-decision
reduction for the shortest vector problem [Kan87], it suffices to obtain an algorithm that decides
whether or not a lattice contains a non-zero vector of norm below 1; the latter task can be expressed
as an instance of 3SAT, as the corresponding language belongs to NP; finally, 3SAT reduces to CVP
with preprocessing [Mic01]. Overall, this gives an alternative to Theorem 4.1 without heuristics, but
lattices Ln of much higher dimensions (which still grow polynomially in n).
As a second contribution, we describe an oracle-based algorithm which takes as input a pseudo-
basis of a module M ⊂ Km over the ring of integers R of an arbitrary number field K, updates it
progressively in a fashion similar to the LLL algorithm, and outputs a pseudo-basis of M . The first
output vector is short, and the algorithm runs in time polynomial in m and the bit-lengths of the norms
of the input vectors and ideals. It makes a polynomial number of calls to an oracle that finds short
vectors in rank-2 modules. This oracle-based LLL-like algorithm for modules allows us to obtain the
following result for power-of-two cyclotomic fields (see Theorem 4.22 for a general statement).
Theorem 4.2. Let K = Q[x]/(xn + 1) and R = Z[x]/(xn + 1), for n a power of 2. There is a
polynomial-time reduction from finding a (2γ
√
n)2m−1-approximation to a shortest non-zero vector in
modules in Km (with respect to the Euclidean norm inherited from mapping an element of Km to the
concatenation of its m coefficient vectors) to finding a γ-approximation to a shortest non-zero vector
in modules in K2.
For example, if m is constant, then the reduction allows to obtain polynomial approximation factors
in modules in Km from polynomial approximation factors in modules in K2.
Combining this reduction with the heuristic algorithm described above gives us a heuristic LLL
algorithm for modules of rank m over R. This algorithm runs in quantum polynomial time, provided
that it has access to an oracle solving CVP in a fixed lattice of dimension O˜(n2+η), for some η > 0
(again, in the case of power-of-two cyclotomic field).
4.2.1 Technical overview
One of the technical difficulties of extending LLL to modules is the fact that the absolute value | · |
over Q has two canonical generalizations over K: the trace norm and the absolute value of the algebraic
norm. Let (σi)i≤n denote the embedding of K into C. The trace norm and the absolute value of the
algebraic norm of x ∈ K are respectively defined as (∑i |σi(x)|2)1/2 and ∏i |σi(x)|. When K = Q, the
only embedding is the identity map, and both the trace norm and the absolute value of the algebraic
norm collapse to the absolute value. When the field degree is greater than 1, they do not collapse, and
are convenient for diverse properties. For instance, the trace norm is convenient to measure smallness
of a vector over Km. A nice property is that the bit-size of an element of R is polynomially bounded
in the bit-size of the trace norm (for a fixed field K). Oppositely, an element in R may have algebraic
norm 1, but can have arbitrarily large bit-size. On the other hand, the algebraic norm is multiplicative,
which interacts well with determinants. For example, the determinant of the lattice corresponding to
a diagonal matrix over K is simply the product of the algebraic norms of the diagonal entries (up to
a scalar depending only on the field K). When K = Q, LLL relies on all these properties, that are
conveniently satisfied by the absolute value.
Our algorithm for finding short non-zero vectors in rank-2 modules iterates divide-and-swap steps
like 2-dimensional LLL (or Gauss’ algorithm). The crucial component is the generalization of the
Euclidean division, from Z to R. We are given a ∈ K \ {0} and b ∈ K, and we would like to shorten b
using R-multiples of a. In the context of a ∈ Q \ {0} and b ∈ Q, a Euclidean division provides us with
u ∈ Z such that |b+ ua| ≤ |a|/2. We would like to have an analogous division in R. However, the ring
R may not be Euclidean. Moreover, the covering radius of the ring R (viewed as a lattice) can be larger
than 1, and hence, in most cases, there will not even exist an element u ∈ R such that ‖b+ au‖ ≤ ‖a‖
(here ‖ · ‖ refers to the trace norm). In order to shorten b using a, we also allow b to be multiplied by
some element v ∈ R. For this extension to be non-trivial (and useful), we require that v is not too large
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(otherwise, one can always take u = b and v = −a for instance, if a, b ∈ R, and extend this approach for
general a, b ∈ K). Hence, we are interested in finding u, v such that ‖ua+ vb‖ ≤ ε‖a‖ and ‖v‖ ≤ C for
some ε < 1 and C to be determined later. Intuitively, if we allow for a large number of such multiples v
(proportional to 1/ε and to the determinant of the lattice corresponding to R, i.e., the square root of the
field discriminant), there should be one such v such that there exists u ∈ R with ‖vb+au‖ ≤ ε‖a‖. We
do not know how to achieve the result with this heuristically optimal number of v’s and use potentially
larger v’s. The astute reader will note that if we use such a v inside a divide-and-swap algorithm,
we may end up computing short vectors in sub-modules of the input modules. We prevent this from
happening by using the module Hermite Normal Form [BP91,Coh96,BFH17].
To find u, v such that ‖vb+au‖ is small, we use the logarithm map Log over K. For this discussion,
we do not need to explain how it is defined, but only that it “works” like the logarithm map log over R>0.
In particular if x ≈ y, then Log x ≈ Log y. We would actually prefer to have the converse property, but
it does not hold for the standard Log over K. In Subsection 4.3.1, we propose an extension Log such
that Log x ≈ Log y implies that x ≈ y. In our context, this means that we want to find u, v such that
Log v−Log u ≈ Log b−Log a. To achieve this, we will essentially look for such u and v that are product
combinations of fixed small elements in R. When applying the Log function, the product combinations
become integer combinations of the Log’s of the fixed elements. This gives us our CVP instance: the
lattice is defined using the Log’s of the fixed elements and the target is defined using Log(b)− Log(a).
This description is only to provide intuition, as reality is more technical: we use the log-unit lattice
and small-norm ideals rather than small-norm elements.
One advantage of using the Log map is that the multiplicative structure of K is mapped to an
additive structure, hence leading to a CVP instance. On the downside, one needs extreme closeness
in the Log space to obtain useful closeness in K (in this direction, we apply an exponential function).
Put differently, we need the lattice to be very dense so that there is a lattice vector that is very close
to the target vector. This is the fundamental reason why we end up with a large lattice dimension:
we add a large number of Log’s of small-norm ideals to densify the lattice. This makes the analysis
of the distance to the lattice quite cumbersome, as the Gaussian heuristic gives too crude estimates.
For our running example, we have a lattice of dimension ≈ n2 and determinant ≈ 1, hence we would
expect a ‘random’ target vector to be at distance ≈ n from the lattice. We argue for a distance of
at most ≈ √n for ‘specific’ target vectors. Finally, we note that the lattice and its analysis share
similarities with the Schnorr-Adleman lattice that Ajtai used to prove NP-hardness of SVP under
randomized reductions [Ajt98,MG02] (but we do not know if there is a connection).
Recall that when extending the LLL algorithm to arbitrary number fields, one can choose between
two generalizations of the absolute value: the trace norm or the absolute value of the algebraic norm. In
our second contribution, i.e., the LLL algorithm for module lattices, we crucially rely on the algebraic
norm. Indeed, the progress made by the LLL algorithm is measured by the so-called potential function,
which is a product of determinants. As observed in prior works [FP96, KL17], using the algebraic
norm allows for a direct generalization of this potential function to module lattices. What allowed
us to go beyond norm-Euclidean number fields is the black-box handling of rank-2 modules. By not
considering this difficult component, we can make do with the algebraic norm for the most important
parts of the algorithm. The trace norm is still used to control the bit-sizes of the module pseudo-bases
occurring during the algorithm, allowing to extend the so-called size-reduction process within LLL,
but is not used to “make progress”. The black-boxing of the rank-2 modules requires the introduction
of a modified condition for deciding which 2-dimensional pseudo-basis to consider to “make progress”
on the m-dimensional pseudo-basis being reduced. This condition is expressed as the ratio between
2-determinants, which is compatible with the exclusive use of the algebraic norm to measure progress.
It involves the coefficient ideals, which was unnecessary in prior works handling norm-Euclidean fields,
as for such fields, all modules can be generated by a basis instead of a pseudo-basis.
4.2.2 Impact
Recent works have showed that lattice problems restricted to ideals of some cyclotomic number fields
can be quantumly solved faster than for arbitrary lattices, for some ranges of parameters [CDW17],
and for all number fields with not too large discriminant, if allowing preprocessing that depends only
on the field [PHS19] (see Chapter 3). Recall that ideal lattices are rank-1 module lattices. Our work
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can be viewed as a step towards assessing the existence of such weaknesses for modules of larger rank,
which are those that appear when trying to cryptanalyze cryptosystems based on the NTRU, RingSIS,
RingLWE, ModuleSIS and ModuleLWE problems and their variants.
Similarly to [CDW17,PHS19], our results use CVP oracles for lattices defined in terms of the number
field only (i.e., defined independently of the input module). In [CDW17, PHS19], the weaknesses of
rank-1 modules stemmed from two properties of these CVP instances: the lattices had dimension quasi-
linear in the log-discriminant (quasi-linear in the field degree, for our running example), and either the
CVP instances were easy to solve [CDW17], or approximate solutions sufficed [PHS19] and one could
rely on Laarhoven’s CVP with preprocessing algorithm [Laa16]. In our case, we need (almost) exact
solutions to CVP instances for which we could not find any efficient algorithm, and the invariant lattice
has a dimension that is more than quadratic in the log-discriminant (in the field degree, for our running
example). It is not ruled out that there could be efficient CVP algorithms for such lattices, maybe for
some fields, but we do not have any lead to obtain them.
As explained earlier, CVP with preprocessing is known to be NP-complete, so there always exists
a fixed lattice allowing to solve the shortest vector problem in lattices of a target dimension. However,
the dimension of that fixed lattice grows as a high degree polynomial in the target dimension. The
fact that we only need near-quadratic dimensions (when the log-discriminant is quasi-linear in the field
degree) may be viewed as a hint that finding short non-zero vectors in rank-2 modules might be easier
than finding short non-zero vectors in arbitrary lattices of the same dimension.
Finally, our first result shows the generality of rank-2 modules towards finding short vectors in
rank-n modules for any n ≥ 2. The reduction allows to stay in the realm of polynomial approximation
factors (with respect to the field degree) for any constant n. This tends to back the conjecture that
there might be a hardness gap between rank-1 and rank-2 modules, and then a smoother transition for
higher rank modules.
4.3 Divide-and-swap algorithm for rank-2 modules
In this section, we describe a divide-and-swap algorithm for rank-2 modules, which mimic the 2-
dimensional LLL algorithm (or Gauss’ algorithm). In the first subsection below, we define a new
logarithm function, which will be well suited for our objective. We then describe a lattice L that
depends only on K and for which we will assume that we possess a CVP oracle. We also present our
new heuristic assumption and give some justification for it. Then, we propose an algorithm whose
objective is to act as a Euclidean algorithm, i.e., enabling us to shorten an element of KR using R-
multiples of another. Once we have this generalization of the Euclidean algorithm, we finally describe
a divide-and-swap algorithm for rank-2 modules.
4.3.1 Extending the logarithm
In this section, we introduce an extension of the Log function that we used in the previous chapter.
The difficulty with the usual Log function is that, for a, b ∈ K×R , the closeness between a and b is not
necessarily implied by the closeness of Log a and Log b. This is due to the fact that Log does not take
into account the complex arguments of the entries of the canonical embeddings of a and b. However, we
will need such a property to hold. For this purpose, we hence extend the Log function by also including
the argument of the embeddings. For x ∈ K×R , we define
Log x := (θ1, . . . , θr1+r2 , log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σn(x)|)T ,
where σi(x) = |σi(x)| · eIθi for all i ≤ r1 + r2. The Log function takes values in (piZ/2piZ)r1 ×
(R/(2piZ))r2 × Rn.
Lemma 4.3. For x, y ∈ K×R , we have:
‖x− y‖∞ ≤
(
e
√
2‖Log x−Log y‖∞ − 1
)
·min(‖x‖∞, ‖y‖∞).
Observe that for t ≤ (ln 2)/√2, we have e
√
2t − 1 ≤ 2√2t.
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Proof. Let us write
Log x = (θ1, . . . , θr1+r2 , log |σ1(x)|, . . . , log |σr1+r2(x)|)T
and Log y = (θ′1, . . . , θ
′
r1+r2 , log |σ1(y)|, . . . , log |σr1+r2(y)|)T .
Let i ≤ r1 + r2 and define zx = log |σi(x)|+ Iθi and zy = log |σi(y)|+ Iθ′i. By definition of Log, we have
σi(x) = e
zx and σi(y) = e
zy . Therefore, we can write
|σi(x)− σi(y)|
|σi(x)| = |1− e
zy−zx | = ∣∣∑
k≥1
(zy − zx)k
k!
∣∣ ≤∑
k≥1
|zy − zx|k
k!
= e|zy−zx| − 1.
As |zx − zy| ≤
√
2‖Log x− Log y‖∞, we derive that
|σi(x)− σi(y)| ≤ ‖x‖∞ ·
(
e
√
2‖Log x−Log y‖∞ − 1
)
.
Note that this holds for all i ≤ r1 +r2 and that we could as well have used ‖y‖∞ rather than ‖x‖∞.
4.3.2 The lattice L
Let r = poly(n) and β > 0 be some parameter to be chosen later. Let Λ denote the log-unit lattice.
Let B0 = {p1, . . . , pr0} be a set of cardinality r0 ≤ log hK of prime ideals generating ClK , with
algebraic norms ≤ 2δ0 , with δ0 = O(log log |∆|). We will also consider another set B = {q1, . . . , qr} of
cardinality r, containing prime ideals (not in B0) of norms ≤ 2δ, for some parameters r and δ ≤ δ0 to be
chosen later. We also ask that among these ideals qj , at least half of them have an algebraic norm≥
√
2δ.
Because we want r such ideals, we should make sure that the number of prime ideals of norm bounded
by 2δ in R is larger than r. This is asymptotically satisfied if (log |∆|)2 ≤ r ≤ 2δ/(log |∆|)ε for some
ε > 0 (by Theorem 2.13 and Corollary 2.14). The constraint that at least r/2 ideals should have norm
larger than
√
2δ is not very limiting, as we expect that roughly 2δ −
√
2δ ≥ r −√r ideals should have
algebraic norm between
√
2δ and 2δ (forgetting about the poly(δ) terms).
We now define L as the lattice of dimension ν = 2(r1 + r2) + r0 + r − 1 spanned by the columns of
the following basis matrix:
β ·BΛ β · hg2(r1+r2) · · · β · hgν
BΛ0 wν−r+1· · · wν
1
. . .
1
β · 2pi
. . .
β · 2pi
0
0
0
0
β · θgr1+r2+1 · · · β · θgν
β · ag2(r1+r2) · · · β · agν
BL :=
2(r1 + r2)− 1 r0 + r
r1 + r2
r1 + r2 − 1
r
r0
1
where
• BΛ is a basis of Λ, and we let (hi)r1+r2<i<2(r1+r2) denote its columns;
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• BΛ0 is a basis of the lattice Λ0 := {(xj)j ∈ Zr0 :
∏
j p
xj
j is principal}, and we let (wi)2(r1+r2)≤i≤ν−r
denote its columns;
• for any g ∈ K, we have ag = (log |N (g)|)/
√
n ;
• for any g ∈ K, the vector θg consists of the first r1 + r2 entries of Log(g);
• for any g ∈ K, we have hg = iH∩E(ΠH(Log(g))), where ΠH is the orthogonal projection on H
and iH∩E is an isometry mapping H ∩ E to Rr1+r2−1;
• for any i > r1 + r2, if we parse the bottom r0 + r coordinates of the i-th column vector as
(wi,1, . . . , wi,r0 , w
′
i,1, . . . , w
′
i,r), then we have that 〈gi〉 =
∏
j p
wij
j ·
∏
j q
w′ij
j ;
• the gi’s for i > r1 + r2 are in K and, among them, gr1+r2+1, . . . g2(r1+r2)−1 are the units of R
corresponding to the columns of BΛ.
We now list a few properties satisfied by vectors in this lattice.
Lemma 4.4. For every vector (βa‖βθ‖βh‖w‖w′) ∈ L (with blocks of dimensions 1, r1+r2, r1+r2−1, r0
and r), there exists g ∈ K \ {0} with
• a = (log |N (g)|)/√n;
• Log(g) = (θ′‖Log(g)) with θ′ = θ mod 2pi;
• h = iH∩E(ΠH(Log(g)));
• 〈g〉 = ∏j pwjj ∏j qw′jj .
Further, we have that ‖Log(g)‖2 = ‖(a,h)‖2.
Proof. Note that the first claim holds for the vectors of the input basis (with g = 1 for the first r1 + r2
vectors). The property is preserved by vector addition (resp. subtraction), as can be seen by multiplying
(resp. dividing) the corresponding g’s. Hence it holds for all vectors of the lattice.
For the last statement, observe that Log(g) = log |N (g)|n 1 + ΠH(Log(g)). Hence, by orthogonality,
we have:
‖Log(g)‖22 =
(
log |N (g)|
n
)2
· n+ ‖ΠH(Log(g))‖22 = ‖(a,h)‖22.
This completes the proof.
4.3.3 On the distance of relevant vectors to the lattice
In this section, we make a heuristic assumption on the distance between target vectors of a specific form
and the lattice L defined in the previous section. This heuristic is backed with a counting argument.
As L is not full rank, we only consider target vectors t lying in the span of L. Also, as BL contains
the identity matrix in its bottom right corner, we cannot hope to have a covering radius that is much
smaller than
√
r. In our case, the lattice dimension ν will be of the order of r, but in our application
we will need a vector of L much closer to t than
√
r ≈ √ν. In order to go below this value, we only
consider target vectors t whose last r coordinates are almost 0.
Heuristic 4.5. Assume that there exist some integer B ≤ r such that B ≥ 100 · (log hK) · δ0/δ and that
α0 :=
√
2pi
(( 2B
r0.96
)B · δB(det Λ)hK)1/n ≤ lnn
12n2
.
Assume that the scaling parameter β in BL is set to
1
α0
√
0.01·B
2n . Then for any t ∈ Span(L) with its r
last coordinates w′t satisfying ‖w′t‖2 ≤ 0.01 ·B/
√
r, we have dist(t, L) ≤ √1.05 ·B.
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Discussion about Heuristic 4.5. We provide below a counting argument to justify Heuristic 4.5. We
consider the following set of vectors of L, parametrized by B ≤ r, which we view as candidates for very
close vectors to such target vectors:
SB := {s = (βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) ∈ L : w′s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}r ∧ ‖w′s‖1 = B}.
We argue that there is a vector in SB that is very close to t. We are going to examine the
vectors s ∈ SB such that s − t is reduced modulo L. Let us write t = (βat‖βθt‖βht‖wt‖w′t). We
define:
S
(1)
B,t := {(βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) ∈ L : w′s ∈ {−1, 0, 1}r ∧ ‖w′s‖1 = B,
ws − bwte ∈ V(Λ0),
ht − hs ∈ V(Λ),
θt − θs is reduced mod 2pi},
where the notation V refers to the Voronoi cell (i.e., the set of points which are closer to 0 than to
any other point of the lattice). The choice of w′s fully determines s ∈ S(1)B,t, which gives the bound
|S(1)B,t| = 2B ·
(
r
B
) ≥ (2r/B)B .
We consider the following subset of S
(1)
B,t:
S
(2)
B,t = S
(1)
B,t ∩ {(βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) ∈ L : ws = bwte}.
We heuristically assume that when we sample a uniform vector in S
(1)
B,t, the components ws of the
vectors s ∈ S(1)B,t are uniformly distributed modulo Λ0. Then the proportion of those for which ws =
bwte mod Λ0 is 1/ det(Λ0) = 1/hK . Hence, we expect that |S(2)B,t| ≈ |S(1)B,t|/hK .
We consider the following subset of S
(2)
B,t, parametrized by α < (lnn)/(12n
2):
S
(3)
B,α,t = S
(2)
B,t ∩ {(βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) ∈ L : ‖(θs‖hs)− (θt‖ht)‖∞ ≤ α}.
We heuristically assume that when we sample a uniform vector in S
(2)
B,t, the components (θs,hs) are
uniformly distributed modulo 2piZr1+r2 × Λ. Observe that the first r1 coordinates of θs (correspond-
ing to real embeddings) are either 0 or pi. Hence, the probability that θs = θt on these coordi-
nates is 2−r1 . Once these first r1 coordinates are fixed, the remaining coordinates of (θs,hs) have
no a priori reason to be bound to a sublattice of 2piZr2 × Λ and we heuristically assume them to be
uniformly distributed in Rr1+2r2−1/(2piZr2 × Λ). Overall, the probability that a vector s ∈ S(2)B,t
satisfies ‖(θs,hs)− (θt,ht)‖∞ ≤ α is ≈ αr1+2r2−12r1 ·(2pi)r2 ·det(Λ) . Here, we used the fact that α is smaller
than λ1(2piZr2 × Λ)/2 (recall from preliminaries that λ1(Λ) ≥ (lnn)/(6n)). We conclude that
|S(3)B,α,t| ≈ |S(2)B,t|
αr1+2r2−1
2r1 · (2pi)r2 · det(Λ) ≥ |S
(2)
B,t|
αn−1
(2pi)n/2 · det(Λ) .
Finally, we consider the following subset of S
(3)
B,α,t:
S
(4)
B,α,t = S
(3)
B,α,t ∩ {(βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) ∈ L : |as − at| ≤ α}.
We want a lower bound for |S(4)B,α,t|/|S(3)B,α,t|. Take s ∈ S(3)B,α,t. As t ∈ Span(L), we have:
√
n(at − as) =
∑
j
(wt,j − bwt,je) logN (pj) +
∑
j
w′t,j logN (qj)−
∑
j
w′s,j logN (qj),
where the wt,j (respectively w
′
t,j and w
′
s,j) are the coordinates of wt (respectively w
′
t and w
′
s). We
define bt =
∑
j(wt,j−bwt,je) logN (pj)+
∑
j w
′
t,j logN (qj), which depends only on t. We would like to
have a lower bound on the proportion of vectors s ∈ S(3)B,α,t such that |
∑
j w
′
s,j logN (qj)− bt| ≤
√
nα.
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In other words, we would like a lower bound on the probability that |∑j w′s,j logN (qj) − bt| ≤ √nα,
when s is chosen uniformly at random in S
(3)
B,α,t. In order to simplify the estimation, we will assume
in the following that when s is chosen uniformly at random in S
(3)
B,α,t, then the vector w
′
s is sampled
uniformly in {−1, 0, 1}r, with B non-zero coefficients (this is an over-simplification, as we are already
restricted to S
(3)
B,α,t). Let us write Yj the random variables w
′
s,j logN (qj) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ r.
First, let us compute an upper bound on |bt| (the random variable |
∑
j Yj | being bounded by δB,
if |bt| > δB + α
√
n, then the event would be empty). We have
|bt| ≤
∑
j
|wt,j − bwt,je| · δ0 +
∑
j
|w′t,j | · δ ≤ δ0 · r0 + δ · ‖w′t‖1 ≤ 0.02 · δB,
using the assumptions on B and ‖w′t‖1 ≤
√
r · ‖w′t‖.
The element bt is hence small enough to be reached by the variable
∑
j Yj . However, it will be in
the tail of the distribution (the sum of B independent variables bounded by δ has standard deviation
at most
√
B · δ, which is asymptotically smaller than |bt|). This makes the probability very small and
difficult to estimate. In order to circumvent this difficulty, we will re-center our target bt. To do so, we
will condition our probability on the event that the first 0.04 · B variables Yj are such that their sum
is very close to bt.
More formally, recall that we chose our ideals so that at least B/2 of the ideals qj have norms at
least 2δ/2. Let us then sort the ideals qj by decreasing algebraic norm. By assumption, we know that
the first B/2 ideals satisfy δ/2 ≤ logN (qj) ≤ δ for j ≤ B/2. Now, because |bt| ≤ 0.02 · δB, we know
that there exists a choice of w′s,1, . . . ,w
′
s,d0.04·Be ∈ {−1, 1} such that |
∑
j≤0.04·B Yj − bt| ≤ δ. Indeed,
we can for instance choose the signs of the first w′s,j to be the same as the sign of bt, until we reach bt
(we will reach it because it is smaller that 0.02 · δB and we can sum up to 0.04 ·B elements of absolute
value at least δ/2). Once we have reached bt, we can choose the following signs to be negative if the
sum is larger than bt and positive if the sum is smaller than bt, this ensures that we will never be at
distance more than δ from bt. Let us define b
′
t := bt −
∑
j≤0.04·B Yj . We have seen that we can force
the values of the first w′s,j such that |b′t| ≤ δ. We are then left with 0.96 · B non-zero values ws,j to
choose among the r− 0.04 ·B remaining ideals, but our target vector is now b′t, which is much smaller
than bt (in particular, it is asymptotically smaller than the standard deviation). Overall, we obtain the
following equations, where the probabilities are taken over the choice of the w′s,j (chosen in {−1, 0, 1}r,
uniformly with B non-zero coefficients).
Pr(|
∑
j
Yj − bt| ≤
√
nα)
≥ Pr (|∑
j
Yj − bt| ≤
√
nα and |bt −
∑
j≤0.04·B
Yj | ≤ δ and w′s,j = ±1 ∀j ≤ 0.04 ·B
)
= Pr
(|∑
j
Yj − bt| ≤
√
nα
∣∣ |bt − ∑
j≤0.04·B
Yj | ≤ δ and w′s,j = ±1 ∀j ≤ 0.04 ·B
)
· Pr (|bt − ∑
j≤0.04·B
Yj | ≤ δ and w′s,j = ±1 ∀j ≤ 0.04 ·B
)
.
We have seen that there exists at least one choice of the first 0.04 · B elements w′s,j such that
|bt −
∑
j≤0.04·B Yj | ≤ δ. Hence, by counting the number of possible choices for the remaining 0.96 · B
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non-zero elements w′s,j , we obtain that
Pr
(|bt − ∑
j≤0.04·B
Yj | ≤ δ and w′s,j = ±1 ∀j ≤ 0.04 ·B
)
≥ 2
0.96·B · (r−0.04·B0.96·B )
2B · ( rB)
≥ 2−0.04·B ·
(
r − 0.04 ·B
0.96 ·B
)0.96·B
·
(
B
e · r
)B
≥ (r − 0.04 ·B)
0.96·B
eB · 20.04·B · rB
≥ (0.96 · r)
0.96·B
eB · 20.04·B · rB ≥
0.344B
r0.04·B
,
where we used the fact that for any B ≤ r, it holds that (r/B)B ≤ ( rB) ≤ (e · r/B)B .
It now remains to compute a lower bound on the probability that |∑j Yj − bt| ≤ α√n conditioned
on the fact that the first w′s,j are chosen so that |
∑
j≤0.04·B Yj − bt| ≤ δ. As mentioned above, this
probability is equal to Pr(|∑j>0.04·B Yj−b′t| ≤ α√n), where |b′t| ≤ δ and the w′s,j are chosen uniformly
at random in {−1, 0, 1}r−0.04·B , with 0.96 · B non-zero coefficients. Because our target is now close
to the center of the distribution, and
∑
j>0.04·B Yj has a bell shape with standard deviation roughly√
0.96 ·B · δ which is much larger than b′t, we will assume that
Pr(|
∑
j>0.04·B
Yj − b′t| ≤ α
√
n) ≥ α
√
n
Bδ
,
where the lower bound is the probability we would have obtained if the random variable
∑
j>0.04·B Yj
was uniformly distributed in [−Bδ,Bδ]. This assumption is justified by the fact that the random
variable
∑
j>0.04·B Yj has a bell shape, and b
′
t is close to the center of the bell, hence the probability to
be close to b′t should be larger in the bell-shape case than in the uniform case (over [−0.96·Bδ, 0.96·Bδ] ⊂
[−Bδ,Bδ]). This lower bound on the probability is backed with numerical experiments, described in
Section 4.3.3.1 below.
Overall, we obtain the following lower bound.
Pr(|
∑
j
Yj − bt| ≤
√
nα) ≥ 0.344
B
r0.04·B
· α
√
n
Bδ
.
We finally obtain that
|S(4)B,α,t| ≥
0.344B · α√n
δB · r0.04·B ·
αn−1
(2pi)n/2 · det(Λ) ·
1
hK
·
(
2r
B
)B
≥
(
α√
2pi
)n
1
δB · det(Λ) · hK
(
0.344 · 2r
B · r0.04
)B
≥
(
α√
2pi
)n
1
δB · det(Λ) · hK
(
r0.96
2B
)B
.
When the above is ≥ 1, we expect that there exists s ∈ S(4)B,α,t. If that is the case, then we have
‖s− t‖2 ≤ (β ·
√
2n · α)2 + r0 + ‖w′t −w′s‖2.
By condition on B, we know that r0 ≤ 0.01 ·B. Also, by choice of w′t (and using the fact that r ≥ B),
we have that ‖w′t −w′s‖2 ≤ (
√
B + 0.01 · √B)2 ≤ 1.03 · B. Finally, choosing α minimal provides the
result.
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4.3.3.1 Numerical experiments
In this section, we provide some experimental results justifying the above assumption that
Pr(|
∑
j>0.04·B
w′s,j logN (qj)− b′t| ≤ α
√
n) ≥ α
√
n
Bδ
,
for any target b′t satisfying |b′t| ≤ δ. Let us write p` = Pr(|
∑
j>0.04·B w
′
s,j logN (qj)− b′t| ≤ `). We first
checked that for a fixed number field and choice of B and δ, this probability is proportional to ` (for
small `’s). To do so, we chose a random target b′t uniformly in [−δ, δ], and we computed the empirical
probability p` for different values of `. This empirical probability was computed by sampling 500 000
points according to the distribution
∑
j w
′
s,j logN (qj), and counting the number of them falling at
distance at most ` of b′t. We computed this empirical probability for different values of `, ranging in
[0.001, 0.01], [0.01, 0.1] and [0.1, 1] (to check that the proportionality was still valid for different orders
of magnitude of `). The empirical probabilities are plotted in Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 for a power of
two cyclotomic field, a cyclotomic field which is not a prime power, and a “random” number field (the
coefficients of the defining polynomial being chosen uniformly at random between −4 and 4). One
can observe that the probabilities are indeed proportional the length of the interval `, and that the
proportionality factor is roughly the same for the three different ranges of `.
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Figure 4.1: Empirical probability p` as a function of ` in a cyclotomic field of conductor 64 (degree 32)
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Figure 4.2: Empirical probability p` as a function of ` in a cyclotomic field of conductor 100 (degree 40)
Once we are convinced that the probability p` is indeed of the form p` = c · `, it remains to check
the asymptotic behavior of the proportionality factor c, when n tends to infinity (the choice of n
determines the choice of B and δ). We hence computed the proportionality factor c empirically for
different cyclotomic number fields of increasing degree. The value of B was set as B = n and δ was
set as δ = n2 log(n2) (these will roughly be the values we choose later in our algorithm). The number
of points used to compute the empirical probabilities p` was set to 10 000 and we chose ` ranging in
[0.1, 1] to compute the slope.
Instead of checking that c ≥ 1Bδ , we checked that 1/c ≤ Bδ. The values of 1/c and Bδ are given in
Table 4.1. One can observe that 1/c is indeed smaller than Bδ. We also plotted the values of 1/c as a
function of Bδ in Figure 4.4. We observe that the value 1/c seems to increase linearly in Bδ, with a
slope smaller than 1, hence it seems that the inequality 1/c ≤ Bδ should still hold asymptotically.
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Figure 4.3: Empirical probability p` as a function of ` in a “random” number field of degree 32
n 8 16 20 24 32 36 40 44 48 54 56 60 64 66 70
m 16 32 44 35 64 57 100 69 65 81 87 99 128 67 71
B · δ 64 168 225 284 409 475 541 609 678 783 819 891 964 1000 1074
1/c 33 87 39 93 67 124 97 116 99 113 142 142 162 159 189
Table 4.1: Empirical values of 1/c for different cyclotomic number fields of conductor m and degree n
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of 1/c (computed empirically) as a function of Bδ
4.3.4 A “Euclidean division” over R
We will need the following technical observation that, given a, b ∈ KR, it is possible to add a small
multiple ka of a to b to ensure that N (b+ ka) ≥ N (a).
Lemma 4.6. For any a ∈ K×R and b ∈ KR, there exists k ∈ [−n, n]∩Z such that |N (b+ka)| ≥ |N (a)|.
Proof. We know that |N (a)| = ∏i |σi(a)| so it suffices to find k such that |σi(b + ak)| ≥ |σi(a)| holds
for all i ≤ n. Now, the condition |σi(b+ ak)| < |σi(a)| is equivalent to |σi(b/a) + k| < 1. As a complex
plane open circle of radius 1 contains at most two integers, we deduce that for each i ≤ n, there are
at most two integers k such that |σi(b + ak)| < |σi(a)|. Because the set [−n, n] ∩ Z contains 2n + 1
different values of k, then at least one of these should satisfy |σi(b+ ak)| ≥ |σi(a)| for all i.
Note that an integer k such as in Lemma 4.6 can be found efficiently by exhaustive search.
We can now describe our “Euclidean division” algorithm over R. Our algorithm takes as input
a fractional ideal a and two elements a, b ∈ KR, and outputs a pair (u, v) ∈ R × a. The first five
steps of this algorithm aim at obtaining, for any input (a, b), a replacement (a1, b1) that satisfies some
conditions. Namely, we would like a1 to be balanced, i.e., ‖a1‖ should not be significantly more than
N (a1)1/n. We also would like b1 to be not much larger that a1 and N (a1/b1) to be close to 1. These
conditions are obtained by multiplying the element a by an appropriate element of R, and removing a
multiple of a from b. Note that we require that the output element v should not be too large. As b is
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not multiplied by anything, these normalization steps will not impact this output property. After these
first five steps, the core of the algorithm begins. It mainly consists in the creation of a good target
vector t in Rν+1, followed by a CVP computation in the lattice L.
Algorithm 4.1 A Euclidean division over R
Input: A fractional ideal a, and two elements a ∈ K×R and b ∈ KR.
Output: A pair (u, v) ∈ R× a.
Computing a better pair (a1, b1)
1: Find s ∈ a−1 \ {0} such that ‖s‖∞ ≤ c · N (a−1)1/n as in Lemma 3.11.
2: Find y ∈ R \ {0} such that ‖ya‖∞ ≤ c · |N (a)|1/n as in Lemma 3.11. Define a1 = ya.
3: Solve CVP in R to find x ∈ R such that ‖b/(s · a1)− x‖ ≤ µ(R).
4: Find k ∈ Z ∩ [−n, n] such that |N (b− xsa1 + ksa1)| ≥ |N (sa1)| (see Lemma 4.6).
5: Define b1 = b+ (k − x)s · a1.
Defining the target vector and solving CVP
6: Compute (wt,j)j≤r0 and gt such that a
−1 =
∏
j p
wt,j
j 〈gt〉. Let wt = (wt,j)j≤r0 .
7: Let at = (logN|b1/(a1gt)|)/
√
n, θt be the first r1 + r2 coordinates of Log(b1/(a1gt)) and
ht = iE∩H(ΠH(Log(b1/(a1gt))).
8: Define t = (βat‖βθt‖βht‖wt‖0).
9: Solve CVP in L with target vector t, to obtain a vector s.
Using s to create a good ring element
10: Write s = (βas‖βθs‖βhs‖ws‖w′s) and let gs ∈ K∗ be the associated element as in Lemma 4.4.
11: Define the ideal I = a
∏
j:ws,j−wt,j<0 p
wt,j−ws,j
j
∏
j:w′s,j<0
q
−w′s,j
j .
12: Find v ∈ I \ 0 such that ‖v‖∞ ≤ c · N (I)1/n as in Lemma 3.11.
13: Define u′ = gs · gt · v.
14: return (u′y + (k − x)sy · v, v).
Theorem 4.7 (Heuristic). Assume that a satisfies c−n ≤ N (a) ≤ cn, with c as in Lemma 3.11. Assume
also that B and r are chosen so that
B ≥ max
(
100 · n · log[(µ(R) + n)c4], log hK · (103 · δ0
δ
)2
)
,
α0 :=
√
2pi
(( 2B
r0.96
)B · δB(det Λ)hK)1/n≤ ε
43 · √n · (µ(R) + n)c4 · 20.55·δ·B/n ,
for some ε > 0. Assume also that α0 ≤ (lnn)/(12n2), and set the scaling parameter β of BL as in
Heuristic 4.5. Then, under Heuristic 4.5 and the heuristics of Lemma 3.11, Algorithm 4.1 outputs a
pair (u, v) ∈ R× a with
‖ua+ vb‖∞ ≤ ε · ‖a‖∞,
‖v‖∞ ≤ c · 20.55·δ·B/n.
Apart from the CVP calls in R,LK and L, Algorithm 4.1 runs in quantum polynomial time.
Proof. Throughout the proof, we keep the notations of Algorithm 4.1.
We first prove that (u, v) ∈ R×a. As s ∈ a−1 and x, k, y ∈ R, it suffices to prove that (u′, v) ∈ R×a.
By definition of gt and gs, we have
〈gsgt〉 = a−1
∏
j
p
ws,j−wt,j
j
∏
j
q
w′s,j
j = J · I−1,
with J =
∏
j:ws,j−wt,j>0 p
ws,j−wt,j
j
∏
j:w′s,j>0
q
w′s,j
j . As the pj ’s and qj ’s are integral ideals, we see that
J ⊆ R and I ⊆ a. As v ∈ I, we obtain that v ∈ a. Since gs · gt ∈ JI−1 and v ∈ I, we also have
u′ = gsgtv ∈ JI−1I = J ⊆ R. This gives our first claim.
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As a preliminary step towards bounding ‖ua + bv‖∞ = ‖u′a1 + vb1‖∞, we study the sizes of a1
and b1. Using the equality b1 = b− xsa1 + ksa1, we have
‖b1‖∞ ≤ (‖b/(sa1)− x‖∞ + |k|) · ‖sa1‖∞ ≤ (µ(R) + n) · ‖s‖∞ · ‖a1‖∞.
By definition of a1, we have ‖a1‖∞ ≤ c‖a‖∞. By assumption on a, we also have ‖s‖∞ ≤ c · N (a−1)1/n ≤ c2.
Hence, we obtain
‖b1‖∞ ≤ (µ(R) + n)c3‖a‖∞.
Now, by definition of a1, we know that ‖a1‖∞ ≤ c · |N (a1)|1/n. Hence, we obtain
c−1 ≤ |N (b1/a1)|1/n ≤ (µ(R) + n) · c3.
The left inequality is provided by the choice of k at Step 4 (and the fact that N (s) ≥ N (a−1)).
To bound ‖u′a1 + vb1‖∞, we estimate the closeness of t and s. If t was in Span(L), then we could
apply Heuristic 4.5. As this is not necessarily the case, in the proof of Lemma 4.8, we first compute
the distance between t and Span(L).
Lemma 4.8 (Heuristic). Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.7, we have ‖s− t‖2 ≤
√
1.06 ·B.
This lemma implies that
‖(as‖θs‖hs)− (at‖θt‖ht)‖2 ≤
√
1.06 ·B/β ≤ 15 · √n · α0.
By definition of t and construction of L, this means that
‖Log(gtgs · a1/b1)‖2 = ‖(as‖θs‖hs)− (at‖θt‖ht)‖2 ≤ 15 ·
√
n · α0.
Recall that u′/v = gtgs. Hence we have ‖Log(u′a1) − Log(vb1)‖∞ ≤ 15 ·
√
n · α0. Using Lemma 4.3,
we deduce that
‖u′a1 − vb1‖∞ ≤ (e15·
√
2n·α0 − 1) · ‖b1‖∞ · ‖v‖∞
≤ 43 · √n · α0 · ‖b1‖∞ · ‖v‖∞,
where we used the fact that α0 ≤ (lnn)/(12n2) and so the exponent should be smaller than (ln 2)/
√
2
for n large enough. We have already bounded ‖b1‖∞. Let us now bound ‖v‖∞. By definition of v,
we have ‖v‖∞ ≤ c · N (I)1/n. The task then amounts to giving an upper bound on N (I). As IJ =
a ·∏j p|ws,j−wt,j |j ·∏j q|w′s,j |j , we have:
logN (IJ) = logN (a) +
∑
j
|ws,j − wt,j | logN (pj) +
∑
j
|w′s,j | · logN (qj)
≤ logN (a) + ‖ws −wt‖1 · δ0 + ‖w′s‖1 · δ
Recall from Lemma 4.8 that we have ‖s − t‖2 ≤
√
1.06 ·B. This implies that ‖ws − wt‖2, ‖w′s‖2 ≤√
1.06 ·B. Note that
‖ws −wt‖1 ≤ √r0‖ws −wt‖2 ≤ 1.03 ·
√
B · r0 ≤ 0.01 · δ
δ0
·B,
by assumption on B and the fact that r0 ≤ log hK . For w′s, we use the fact that it has integer
coordinates to obtain ‖w′s‖1 ≤ ‖w′s‖22 ≤ 1.06 ·B (see Equation 2.3). We thus obtain
logN (IJ) ≤ logN (a) + 1.07 · δ ·B.
As J is integral, this gives an upper bound on N (I). However this upper bound is not sufficient for our
purposes. We improve it by giving an upper bound on logN (IJ−1), using the fact that the ideal IJ−1
is designed to have an algebraic norm close to the one of a1/b1. More precisely, it is worth recalling
that I−1J = 〈gsgt〉, and that ‖Log(gtgs · a1/b1)‖2 ≤ 15 ·
√
n · α0. Looking at the first coordinate of
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the Log vector and multiplying it by
√
n gives that | log |N (gsgt)|+ log |N (a1/b1)| | ≤ 15 · n · α0. This
gives us
logN (IJ−1) ≤ | log |N (a1/b1)||+ 15 · n · α0
Combining the bounds on logN (IJ) and logN (IJ−1), we finally obtain that
logN (I) ≤ 1
2
· | logN (a)|+ 0.535 · δ ·B + 1
2
· | log |N (a1/b1)||+ 7.5 · n · α0.
We have seen that 1 ≤ |N (b1/a1)|1/n ≤ (µ(R) + n) · c3. Finally, recall that c−n ≤ N (a) ≤ cn. Hence,
we conclude that | log |N (a1/b1)||+ | logN (a)| ≤ n · log((µ(R) +n) · c4) ≤ 0.01 ·B by assumption on B.
Recall that we assumed that α0 ≤ (lnn)/(12n2) ≤ 1/n. Hence, we have n · α0 ≤ 1. Using the fact
that B ≥ 750 (which is implied by the second term in the max), we obtain 7.5 · n · α0 ≤ 0.01 · B. We
conclude that
logN (I) ≤ 0.55 · δ ·B.
Collecting terms and using the assumptions, this allows us to write
‖u′a1 − vb1‖∞ ≤ 43 ·
√
n · α0 · ‖b1‖∞ · ‖v‖∞
≤ α0 · 43 ·
√
n · 20.55·δ·B/n · (µ(R) + n)c4‖a‖∞
≤ ε · ‖a‖∞.
Finally, the run-time bound follows by inspection.
Proof of Lemma 4.8. By the Pythagorean theorem, if tL is the orthogonal projection of t onto the span
of L, then we have
‖t− s‖22 = ‖t− tL‖2 + ‖tL − s‖2 = dist(t,Span(L))2 + ‖tL − s‖2.
This quantity is minimal when ‖tL− s‖ is minimal, and so the closest point to t in L is also the closest
point to tL.
First, observe that Span(L) (of dimension ν) is exactly
{
(βa‖βθ‖βh‖w‖w′) ∈ Rν+1 : a =
∑
j
wj
logN (pj)√
n
+
∑
j
w′j
logN (qj)√
n
}
.
Define v = (−√n/β, 0, . . . , 0, logN (p1), . . . , logN (qr))T , where the block of zeros has dimension 2(r1 +
r2)− 1. It is orthogonal to Span(L) and satisfies ‖v‖ >
√
r, as each one of the last r coefficients is ≥ 1.
Hence
dist(t,Span(L)) =
|〈v, t〉|
‖v‖ <
| − √nat +
∑
j wt,j logN (pj)|√
r
=
| − log |N (b1/(a1gt))| − logN (a)− log |N (gt)||√
r
=
| log |N (a1/b1)| − logN (a)|√
r
.
We have seen in the proof of Theorem 4.7 that | log |N (a1/b1)|| ≤ n · log((µ(R)+n) ·c3). By assumption
on a, we have that | log |N (a1/b1)||+ | logN (a)| ≤ n · log((µ(R)+n) ·c4). The latter bound is ≤ 0.01 ·B.
So we obtain that dist(t,Span(L)) ≤ 0.01 ·B/√r ≤ √0.01 ·B.
As ‖t − tL‖2 ≤ 0.01 · B/
√
r and the last r entries of t are zero, we have that the last r entries
of tL have euclidean norm ≤ 0.01 · B/
√
r. We can hence apply Heuristic 4.5 to tL, which gives us
‖t− s‖22 = ‖t− tL‖2 + ‖tL − s‖2 ≤ 0.01 ·B + 1.05 ·B.
We observe that the parameters r and B of Theorem 4.7 can be instantiated as B = O˜(log |∆| +
n logµ(R)) and r0.96 = Θ((1/ε)n/B ·B · 20.55δ). Thanks to the 0.55 in the exponent, this choice of r is
compatible with the condition r ≤ 2δ/(log |∆|)η′ for some η′ > 0 which was required for the construction
of the lattice L (recall that we want r prime ideals of norm smaller than 2δ). We note also that the
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constants 0.96 and 0.55 appearing in the exponent can be chosen as close as we want to 1 and 0.5
respectively, by adapting the argument above. Hence, assuming (1/ε)n/B = O(1), we expect to be able
to choose 2δ as small as B2+η for any η > 0. Overall, the following corollary gives an instantiation of
Theorem 4.7 with parameters that are relevant to our upcoming divide-and-swap algorithm.
Corollary 4.9 (Heuristic). Let ε = 1/2O˜(log |∆|)/n. For any η > 0, there exists a lattice L′ of dimension
O˜((log |∆|+n logµ(R))2+η), an upper bound C = 2O˜(log |∆|+n log µ(R))/n and an algorithm A that achieve
the following. Under Heuristic 4.5 and the heuristics of Lemma 3.11, algorithm A takes as inputs
a ∈ K×R , b ∈ KR and an ideal a satisfying c−n ≤ N (a) ≤ cn, and outputs u, v ∈ R× a such that
‖ua+ bv‖∞ ≤ ε · ‖a‖∞
‖v‖∞ ≤ C.
If given access to an oracle solving the closest vector problem in L′ in polynomial time, and when
restricted to inputs a, b belonging to K, Algorithm 4.1 runs in quantum polynomial time.
Proof. Consider an instantiation of Theorem 4.7 with B = Θ˜(log |∆| + n logµ(R)), δ = 2.451 · log2B
and r = B2.45. This choice of parameters asymptotically satisfies (log |∆|)2 ≤ r ≤ 2δ/(log |∆|)η′ for
some η′ > 0, which was required for the generation of the lattice L. It also satisfies the constraints of
Theorem 4.7. It can be checked by proof inspection that the constant 2.45 can be adapted to 2 + η for
an arbitrary η > 0, which allows to obtain the asymptotic parametrization of the statement. Finally,
observe that the algorithm relies on oracles that solve CVP in R, LK and L. We can consider the direct
sum of these lattices, to obtain a single lattice L′.
4.3.5 The divide-and-swap algorithm
In this section, we describe a divide-and-swap algorithm, which takes as input a pseudo-basis of a rank-2
module and outputs a short non-zero vector of this module (for the algebraic norm). In order to do so,
we will need to link the Euclidean and algebraic norms of vectors appearing during the execution, and
limit the degree of freedom of the ideal coefficients. For this purpose we introduce the notion of scaled
pseudo-bases.
Definition 4.10. A pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m, with Ii ⊂ K and bi ∈ KsR for all i ≤ m, is said strongly
scaled if, for all i ≤ m,
R ⊆ Ii, N (Ii) ≥ c−n and ‖rii‖∞ ≤ c · N (riiIi)1/n,
where c is as in Lemma 3.11 and rii refers to the QR-factorization of the matrix formed by the bi
vectors (see Section 2.3.7.1).
We now describe an algorithm which takes as input a pseudo-basis of a module M and outputs a
strongly scaled pseudo-basis of the same module. We state it in dimension m but will only use it in
dimension 2 in this chapter (in the next section, we use a very similar algorithm in dimension m).
Algorithm 4.2 Strongly scaling the ideals.
Input: A pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M .
Output: A strongly scaled pseudo-basis ((I ′i,b
′
i))i≤m of M .
1: for i = 1 to m do
2: Use Lemma 3.11 to find si ∈ rii · Ii \ {0} such that ‖si‖∞ ≤ c · N (riiIi)1/n;
3: Write si = rii · xi, with xi ∈ Ii;
4: Define I ′i = Ii · 〈xi〉−1 and b′i = xibi.
5: end for
6: return ((I ′i,b
′
i))i≤m.
Lemma 4.11. Algorithm 4.2 outputs a strongly scaled pseudo-basis of the module M generated by the
input pseudo-basis and preserves the N (riiIi)’s. If given access to an oracle that solves CVP in the
lattice LK of Lemma 3.11, and if M ⊆ Rs, then it runs quantumly in time polynomial in the input
bit-length and in log |∆|.
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Proof. The algorithm scales each column of the pseudo-matrix by some factor xi ∈ K and scales the
corresponding ideal accordingly. This operation preserves the spanned module. Further, the fact that xi
belongs to K implies that the ideal I ′i remains a fractional ideal of K.
Fix i ≤ m. By choice of si, we know thatN (si) ≤ cn·N (riiIi). We hence haveN (xi) ≤ cn·N (Ii) and
N (I ′i) = N (Ii)/N (xi) ≥ c−n. Further, as xi ∈ Ii, we have R ⊆ I ′i, which implies that N (I ′i) ≤ 1. This
proves the conditions on I ′i. Moreover, we have r
′
ii = xirii = si, hence ‖r′ii‖ = ‖si‖ ≤ c · N (riiIi)1/n =
c · N (r′iiI ′i)1/n. This proves the bound on ‖r′ii‖.
Now, observe that b′i is KR-colinear to bi. Hence, replacing a vector bi by b
′
i does not impact rjj
for j 6= i. The quantities N (rjjIj) are therefore preserved through the execution of the algorithm.
The bound on the running time follows by inspection of the algorithm.
We can now describe Algorithm 4.3, our divide-and-swap algorithm. During the execution of the
algorithm, the R-factor of the current matrix (b1|b2) is always computed. The algorithm is very similar
to the LLL algorithm in dimension 2, except for Step 4, which is specific to this algorithm. This step
ensures that when we swap the vectors, we still obtain a pseudo-basis of the input module. This seems
necessary, as our Euclidean division over R involves a multiplication of the second vector by a ring
element, and hence the new vector and the second pseudo-basis vector may not span the whole module
anymore. At Step 4, note that the gcd is well-defined, as 〈u〉 and 〈v〉a−1 are integral ideals. As an
alternative to Step 4, we could use Lemma 2.10.
Algorithm 4.3 Divide-and-swap.
Input: A pseudo-basis
[
a1 a2
b1 b2
]
of a module M ⊂ K2R.
Output: A vector v ∈M .
1: while (γ/c)nN (r22a2) < N (r11a1) do
2: Strongly scale the pseudo-basis
[
a1 a2
b1 b2
]
using Algorithm 4.2.
3: Apply Algorithm 4.1 to (a, b, a) = (r11, r12, a2 · a−11 ) and ε = 1/(4c
√
n). Let (u, v) be the output.
4: Let b = gcd(〈u〉, 〈v〉a−1), find x ∈ a−1b−1 and y ∈ b−1 such that uy − vx = 1.
5: Update (b1,b2)← (ub1 + vb2, xb1 + yb2) and (a1, a2)← (a1b−1, a2b).
6: end while
7: Strongly scale the pseudo-basis
[
a1 a2
b1 b2
]
using Algorithm 4.2.
8: return b1
Lemma 4.12. Let γ ≥ 4·C ·√n·c2, where C is as in Corollary 4.9. Then, given as input a pseudo-basis
of a rank-2 module M ⊂ K2R, Algorithm 4.3 outputs a vector v ∈M \{0} such that N (v) ≤ γnλN1 (M).
Further, if M ⊆ Rs and Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 run in polynomial time, then Algorithm 4.3 runs in
time polynomial in the input bit-length and in log |∆|.
Proof. Let us first prove that the pseudo-basis
[
a1 a2
b1 b2
]
we have throughout the execution of the
algorithm remains a pseudo-basis of M . By Lemma 4.11, this property is preserved through Steps 2
and 7. It remains to prove it for Step 5. At this step, we multiply
(
b1 b2
)
on the right by U :=(
u x
v y
)
. Let a1, a2 (resp. a
′
1 = a1b
−1, a′2 = a2b) denote the coefficient ideals at the start (resp.
completion) of Step 5. We know from the preliminaries that this transformation outputs a pseudo-basis
of the same module if U is invertible over K and uij ∈ ai(a′j)−1 and u′ij ∈ a′i(aj)−1 for all i, j ∈ {1, 2},
with U′ = U−1. In our case, because we asked that uy − vx = 1, then U is indeed invertible and
we have U−1 =
(
y −x
−v u
)
. Observe that by definition of b = gcd(〈u〉, 〈v〉a−1), we have u ∈ b and
v ∈ a · b = a−11 a2b. Using these properties and the fact that x ∈ a1a−12 b−1 and y ∈ b−1 by definition,
one can then check that all the conditions uij ∈ ai(a′j)−1 and u′ij ∈ a′i(aj)−1 are indeed satisfied.
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We now prove that the output vector v belongs to M . As v = b1, it suffices that R ⊆ a1. This is
provided by the application of Algorithm 4.2 at Step 7.
Assume now that the algorithm terminates, and let us show that the output vector v satisfies
N (v) ≤ γnλN1 (M). Because of the application of Algorithm 4.2 at Step 7, we have N (a1) ≥ c−n. This,
and the inequality γ ≥ c, imply that N (b1) = N (r11) ≤ cn · N (r11a1) ≤ γn · N (r11a1). On the other
hand, because we exited the while loop, we have (γ/c)nN (r22a2) ≥ N (r11a1) (by Lemma 4.11, Step 7
does not change the values of N (r11a1) and N (r22a2)). We conclude that (using Lemma 2.9):
N (b1) ≤ γn ·min(N (r11a1),N (r22a2)) ≤ γnλN1 (M).
It remains to show that the algorithm is polynomial time (assuming that Algorithms 4.1 and 4.2 are
polynomial time). For this, we first prove that the number of loop iterations is polynomial. We do so by
proving thatN (r11a1) decreases by a factor ≥ 2n at each iteration. As the productN (r11a1)N (r22a2) =
det(M)/|∆| is constant and we stop whenever N (r11a1) becomes smaller than (γ/c)nN (r22a2), the
number of iterations is bounded by logN (r11a1)/n (for the r11 and a1 of the input).
Recall that at the end of Step 2, we have ‖rii‖∞ ≤ c · N (riiai)1/n for i = 1, 2. Recall also that
Algorithm 4.1 outputs u, v such that ‖ur11 + vr12‖∞ ≤ ε‖r11‖∞ and ‖v‖∞ ≤ C. The new vector b1 at
the end of the loop iteration is ub1 + vb2. We compute an upper bound on its algebraic norm:
N (ub1 + vb2) ≤ ‖ub1 + vb2‖n =
∥∥∥∥(ur11 + vr12vr22
)∥∥∥∥n
≤ (‖ur11 + vr12‖+ ‖vr22‖)n
≤ (√n)n · (‖ur11 + vr12‖∞ + ‖vr22‖∞)n
≤ (√n)n · (ε‖r11‖∞ + ‖v‖∞ · ‖r22‖∞)n .
Using the facts that the basis is strongly scaled and that the condition of Step 1 is satisfied, we have:
N (ub1 + vb2) ≤ cn · (
√
n)n ·
(
εN (r11a1)1/n + C · N (r22a2)1/n
)n
≤ cn · (√n)n · (ε+ C · (c/γ))n · N (r11a1).
Now, by choice of ε and γ:
N (ub1 + vb2) ≤ cn ·
(
1
4c
+
1
4c
)n
· N (r11a1) = 2−n · N (r11a1).
Recall that a1 is also updated as a1b
−1. Hence, to conclude, we argue that N (a1b−1) ≤ 1. Note that
N (a1) ≤ 1 holds due to scaling, and that N (b) ≥ 1 holds because b is integral. Overall, we obtain that
N (r11a1) decreases by a factor ≥ 2n during a loop iteration.
To complete the cost analysis, we observe that all the steps run in polynomial time, except maybe
Step 4. In this step, it is a priori not obvious that the elements x and y satisfying the stated conditions
even exist. The conditions can be re-stated as uy ∈ 〈u〉b−1, vx ∈ 〈v〉a−1b−1 and uy − vx = 1. Hence
such x, y exist if the ideals 〈u〉b−1 and 〈v〉a−1b−1 are coprime. This is indeed the case, by construction
of b. Further, we can compute x, y in polynomial time by computing a basis of the lattice spanned
by the two ideals (which is R, as they are coprime). Finally, note that by ideal scaling and the fact
that the quantity N (r11a1) decreases throughout the algorithm, all pseudo-bases occurring through the
execution have bit-sizes polynomial in the input bit-size.
Instantiating this lemma with the value of C obtained in Corollary 4.9, we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.13 (Heuristic). For any number field K and any η > 0, there exists a lattice L′ of
dimension O˜((log |∆| + n logµ(R))2+η), a choice of γ = 2O˜(log |∆|+n log µ(R))/n and an algorithm A
such that the following holds. Under Heuristic 4.5 and the heuristics of Lemma 3.11, algorithm A
takes as input a pseudo-basis of a rank-2 module M ⊂ K2R, and outputs a vector v ∈ M such that
N (v) ≤ γnλN1 (M). If given access to an oracle solving the closest vector problem in L′ in polynomial
time, and when restricted to modules contained in K2, Algorithm A runs in quantum polynomial time.
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Proof. The corollary is obtained by combining Lemma 4.12 with Corollary 4.9. To apply Corollary 4.9,
we need 1/ε = 2O˜(log |∆|)/n, which is indeed the case in Algorithm 4.3. Note that the choice of ε in
Algorithm 4.3 only depends on K.
4.4 LLL-reduction of module pseudo-bases
We now proceed to explain how the divide-and-swap algorithm described above can be used to extend
the LLL algorithm to any module of dimension m over some ring R. LLL-reduction of lattice bases is
defined in terms of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization (or, equivalently, QR-factorization). A basis is said
LLL-reduced if two conditions are satisfied. The first one, often referred to as size-reduction condition,
states that any off-diagonal coefficients rij of the R-factor should have a small magnitude compared to
the diagonal coefficient rii on the same row. The second one, often referred to as Lova´sz’ condition,
states that the 2-dimensional vector (ri,i, 0)
T is no more than 1/δ times longer than (ri,i+1, ri+1,i+1)
T ,
for some parameter δ < 1. The size-reduction condition allows to ensure that the norms of the vectors
during the LLL execution and at its completion stay bounded. More importantly, in combination with
Lova´sz’ condition, it makes it impossible for ri+1,i+1/ri,i to be arbitrarily small (for an LLL-reduced
basis). The latter is the crux of both the LLL output quality and its fast termination.
4.4.1 An LLL algorithm for module lattices
When extending to rings, the purpose of the size-reduction condition is better expressed in terms of
the Euclidean norm ‖ · ‖, whereas the bounded decrease of the rii’s is better quantified in terms of the
algebraic norm N (·). This discrepancy makes the definition of a LLL-reduction algorithm for modules
difficult. In this section, we circumvent this difficulty by directly focusing on the decrease of the rii’s,
deferring to later the bounding of bit-sizes.
Definition 4.14 (LLL-reducedness of a pseudo-basis). A module pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m is called
LLL-reduced with respect to a parameter αK if, for all i < m, we have:
N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) ≥ 1
αK
· N (ri,iIi), (4.1)
where R = (ri,j)i,j refers to the R-factor of the matrix basis B.
We first explain that LLL-reduced pseudo-bases are of interest, and we will later discuss their
computation (for some value of αK).
Lemma 4.15. Assume that
[
I1 . . . Im
b1 . . . bm
]
is an LLL-reduced pseudo-basis of a module M . Then:
N (I1)N (b1) ≤ α(m−1)/2K · (N (detKRM))1/m,
N (I1)N (b1) ≤ αm−1K · λN1 (M).
Proof. From (4.1), we obtain N (I1)N (b1) ≤ αiKN (ri,iIi) for all i ≤ m. Taking the product over all i’s
gives (N (I1)N (b1))m ≤ αm(m−1)/2K N (detKR M), by Lemma 2.9. The proof of the first inequality can
be completed by taking the m-th root. The second inequality can be obtained by combining the last
claim of Lemma 2.9 with (4.1).
Our LLL algorithm for modules is very similar to the one over the integers.
The algorithm proceeds by finding an approximation to a shortest non-zero element in a rank-2
module, with respect to the algebraic norm. Using Lemma 2.8, we obtain a sufficient condition on αK
such that Algorithm 4.4 terminates. In particular, if αK is sufficiently large, then N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) <
1
αK
N (ri,iIi) implies that there is a vector s in the local projected rank-2 module of norm significantly
less than N (ri,iIi).
Lemma 4.16. Take the notations of Algorithm 4.4, and consider an index i < m such that αK ·
N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) < N (ri,iIi). We have N (si) ≤ γn
√
2n∆K
αK
N (ri,iIi).
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Algorithm 4.4 LLL-reduction over K
Input: A pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M ⊂ Ks.
Output: An LLL-reduced pseudo-basis of M .
1: while there exists i < m such that αK · N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) < N (ri,iIi) do
2: Define Mi as the rank-2 module spanned by ((Ii,ai), (Ii+1,ai+1)), with ai = (rii, 0)
T and ai+1 =
(ri,i+1, ri+1,i+1)
T ;
3: Find si ∈Mi \ {0} such that N (si) ≤ γn · λN1 (Mi);
4: Set si+1 = ai if it is linearly independent with si, and si+1 = ai+1 otherwise;
5: Call the algorithm of Lemma 2.10 with ((Ii,ai), (Ii+1,ai+1)) and (si, si+1) as inputs, and let
((I ′i,a
′
i), (I
′
i+1,a
′
i+1)) denote the output;
6: Update Ii := I
′
i, Ii+1 := I
′
i+1 and [bi|bi+1] := [bi|bi+1] ·A−1 ·A′
(where A = [ai|ai+1] and A′ = [a′i|a′i+1]).
7: end while
8: return ((Ii,bi))i≤m.
Proof. Using Lemma 2.8 applied to the rank-2 module Mi, we have
N (si) ≤ γn2n/2∆1/2K
(N (ri,iIi)N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1))1/2.
Using the assumption allows to complete the proof.
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.17. Assume that Step 3 of Algorithm 4.4 is implemented with some algorithm O for
some parameter γ. Assume that αK > γ
2n2n∆K . Then Algorithm 4.4 terminates and outputs an
LLL-reduced pseudo-basis of M . Further, the number of loop iterations is bounded by
m(m+ 1)
log(αK/(γ2n2n∆K))
· log maxN (riiIi)
minN (riiIi) ,
where the Ii’s and rii’s are those of the input pseudo-basis.
Proof. We first show that at every stage of the algorithm, the current pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m is
a pseudo-basis of M . For this, it suffices to show that the operations performed on it at Step 6
preserves this property. For Step 6, it is provided by the fact that A−1 · A′ maps the pseudo-
basis ((Ii,ai), (Ii+1,ai+1)) into the pseudo-basis ((I
′
i,a
′
i), (I
′
i+1,a
′
i+1)) of the same rank-2 module (by
Lemma 2.10). Applying the same transformation to ((Ii,bi), (Ii+1,bi+1)) preserves the spanned rank-2
module. The correctness of Algorithm 4.4 is implied by termination and the above.
We now prove a bound on the number of loop iterations, which will in particular imply termination.
Consider the quantity
Π :=
∏
i≤m
N (riiIi)m−i+1.
This quantity if bounded from above by maxN (riiIi)m(m+1)/2 and from below by minN (riiIi)m(m+1)/2.
Below, we show that Π never increases during the execution of the algorithm, and that at every iteration
of the while loop, it decreases by a factor >
√
αK/(γ2n2n∆K). We also show that the value minN (riiIi)
can only increase during the execution of the algorithm, hence the lower bound above holds with respect
to the input rii and Ii at every step of the algorithm. Combining the decrease rate with the above
upper and lower bounds, this implies that the number of loop iterations is bounded by
m(m+ 1)
log(αK/(γ2n2n∆K))
· log maxN (riiIi)
minN (riiIi) ,
where the Ii’s and rii’s are those of the input pseudo-basis.
Consider an iteration of the while loop, working at index i. We have αK ·N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) < N (ri,iIi).
Step 6 is the only one that may change Π. Observe that we have
Π =
∏
j≤m
N (detKR(((Ii,bi))i≤j)) .
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During the loop iteration, none of the m modules in the expression above changes, except possibly the
i-th one. Now, note that
N (detKR(((Ik,bk))k≤i)) = ∏
k≤i
N (rkkIk).
During the loop iteration under scope, only the i-th term in this product may change. At Step 6, it
is updated from N (riiIi) to N (I ′i)N (a′i). By Lemma 2.10, we have N (I ′i) ≤ 1 and a′i = si. Now, by
Lemma 4.16, we have that N (si) ≤ γn
√
2n∆K
αK
N (riiIi). Overall, this gives that N (riiIi) and hence Π
decrease by a factor >
√
αK/(γ2n2n∆K).
4.4.2 Handling bit-sizes
In terms of bit-sizes of the diverse quantities manipulated during the execution of the algorithm, there
can be several sources of bit-size growth. Like in the classical LLL-algorithm, the Euclidean norms of
off-diagonal coefficients rij for i < j could grow during the execution. We handle this using a generalized
size-reduction algorithm. Other annoyances are specific to the number field setup. There is too much
freedom in representing a rank-1 module Iv: scaling the ideal I by some x ∈ K and dividing v by the
same x preserves the module. In the extreme case, it could cost an arbitrarily large amount of space,
even to store a trivial rank-1 module such as R · (1, 0, . . . , 0)T , if such a bad scaling is used (e.g., using
such an x with large algebraic norm). Finally, even if the ideal I is “scaled”, we can still multiply v
by a unit: this preserves the rank-1 module, but makes its representation longer.2 We introduce the
notion of scaled pseudo-bases, which is very similar to (but weaker than) the notion of strongly scaled
pseudo-basis we defined in Section 4.3.5.
Definition 4.18. A pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m, with Ii ⊂ K and bi ∈ KsR for all i ≤ m, is said scaled
if, for all i ≤ m,
R ⊆ Ii, N (Ii) ≥ 2−n2∆−1/2K and ‖rii‖ ≤ 2n∆1/(2n)K N (riiIi)1/n.
It is said size-reduced if ‖rij/rii‖ ≤ (4n)n∆1/2K for all i < j ≤ m.
Note that if ((Ii,bi))i≤m is scaled, then N (Ii) ≤ 1 for all i ≤ m. Further, if the spanned module is
contained in Rs, then bi ∈ Rs for all i ≤ m. Algorithm 4.5 transforms any pseudo-basis into a scaled
pseudo-basis of the same module. It is a direct adaptation of Algorithm 4.2 in which the algorithm
from Lemma 3.11 is replaced by the LLL algorithm. Compared to Algorithm 4.2, this algorithm is not
heuristic and does not require an oracle solving CVP in a fixed lattice. It outputs a scaled pseudo-
basis, which is weaker than a strongly scaled pseudo-basis, but will be sufficient for our purposes in
this section.
Algorithm 4.5 Scaling the ideals.
Input: A pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M .
Output: A scaled pseudo-basis ((I ′i,b
′
i))i≤m of M .
1: for i = 1 to m do
2: Use LLL to find si ∈ rii · Ii \ {0} such that ‖si‖ ≤ 2n∆1/(2n)K N (riiIi)1/n;
3: Write si = rii · xi, with xi ∈ Ii;
4: Define I ′i = Ii · 〈xi〉−1 and b′i = xibi.
5: end for
6: return ((I ′i,b
′
i))i≤m.
Lemma 4.19. Algorithm 4.5 outputs a scaled pseudo-basis of the module M generated by the input
pseudo-basis and preserves the N (riiIi)’s. If M ⊆ Rs, then it runs in time polynomial in the input
bit-length and in log ∆K .
2Note that ideal scaling and size-reduction have been suggested in [FS10, Se. 4.1], but without a complexity analysis
(polynomial complexity was claimed but not proved).
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Proof. The proof is a direct adaptation of the proof of Lemma 4.11, replacing c by 2n∆
1/(2n)
K . Observe
that the determinant of the canonical embedding of riiIi is ∆
1/2
K N (riiIi) and its dimension is n, so LLL
can indeed be used to find si ∈ rii · Ii \ {0} such that ‖si‖ ≤ 2n∆1/(2n)K N (riiIi)1/n.
If M ⊆ Rs, by Lemmas 2.23, 2.24 and 2.25, all the operations performed in the algorithm can be
done in polynomial time. Hence the whole algorithm runs in polynomial time.
Algorithm 4.6 aims at size-reducing a scaled pseudo-basis. It relies on a b·eR operator which takes as
input a y ∈ KR and rounds it to some k ∈ R by writing y =
∑
yiri for some yi’s in R, and rounding each
yi to the nearest integer: k =
∑
kiri =
∑byieri (remember that the ri’s form an LLL-reduced basis
of R). For computations, we will apply this operator numerically, so that we may not have maxi |ki −
yi| ≤ 1/2 but, with a bounded precision computation, we can ensure that maxi |ki − yi| ≤ 1
Algorithm 4.6 Size-reduction.
Input: A scaled pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M .
Output: A size-reduced pseudo-basis of M .
1: for j = 1 to m do
2: for i = j − 1 to 1 do
3: Compute xi = brij/riieR;
4: bj := bj − xibi.
5: end for
6: end for
7: return ((Ii,bi))i≤m.
Lemma 4.20. Algorithm 4.6 outputs a scaled size-reduced pseudo-basis of the module M generated by
the input pseudo-basis and preserves the N (riiIi)’s. If M ⊆ Rs, then it runs in time polynomial in the
input bit-length and in log ∆K .
Proof. As the input basis is scaled, the operations performed on the pseudo-bases preserve the spanned
module. Further, note that the update of bj at Step 4 has no effect on ri′j′ for j
′ 6= j or j′ = j
and i′ > i. It transforms rij into rij − xirii and ri′j into ri′j − xiri′i for i′ < i. In particular,
the new rij satisfies ‖rij/rii‖ ≤ nmaxk≤n ‖rk‖. As the rk’s are a LLL-reduced basis of R, we have
that maxk≤n ‖rk‖ ≤ (4n)n/2∆1/2K . This proves the correctness of Algorithm 4.6. The preservation of
the N (riiIi)’s is direct, as neither the rii’s nor the Ii’s are modified.
Now, assume that M ⊆ Rs. Assume that the outer loop is currently at index j. Consider the inner
loop iteration indexed by i. Let moldj and m
new
j respectively denote the value of maxi′<j ‖ri′j/ri′i′‖ at
the start and end of this inner loop iteration. We have:
mnewj ≤ moldj + ‖xi‖ ·max
i′<j
‖ri′i/ri′i′‖.
We have maxi′<j ‖ri′i/ri′i′‖ ≤ (4n)n∆1/2K , because the first j − 1 columns are size-reduced. Also, we
have ‖xi‖ ≤ moldj + (4n)n∆1/2K , as xi = brij/riieR. This gives
mnewj ≤ (1 + (4n)n∆1/2K )moldj + (4n)2n∆K .
Iterating over the j − 1 ≤ m values of i, we obtain that mj always stays bounded from above by
(1 + (4n)n∆
1/2
K )
m(minitj + (4n)
n∆
1/2
K ), where m
init
j is the value of maxi′<j ‖ri′j/ri′i′‖ at the start of
the first inner loop iteration. This implies that log ‖bj‖ always remains below a polynomial in the
input size, m and log ∆K . If need be, we can recompute the R-factor at every step of the algorithm
(rather than updating it), and, by Lemma 2.25, the cost will still be polynomially bounded in the input
bit-length and in log ∆K .
We now consider Algorithm 4.7, which is a variant of Algorithm 4.4 that allows us to prove a bound
on the bit cost. The only difference (Step 7) is that we call Algorithms 4.5 and 4.6 at every loop
iteration of Algorithm 4.4, so that we are able to master the bit-lengths during the execution. Without
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loss of generality, we can assume that the pseudo-basis given as input is scaled and size-reduced: if
it is not the case, we can call Algorithms 4.5 and 4.6, which will produce a pseudo-basis of the same
module, whose bit-length is polynomial in the input bit-length and in log ∆K .
Algorithm 4.7 LLL-reduction over K with controlled bit-lengths
Input: A scaled size-reduced pseudo-basis ((Ii,bi))i≤m of a module M ⊆ Rs.
Output: An LLL-reduced pseudo-basis of M .
1: while there exists i < m such that αK · N (ri+1,i+1Ii+1) < N (ri,iIi) do
2: Let Mi be the rank-2 module spanned by the pseudo-basis ((Ii,ai), (Ii+1,ai+1)), with ai =
(rii, 0)
T and ai+1 = (ri,i+1, ri+1,i+1)
T ;
3: Find si ∈Mi \ {0} such that N (si) ≤ γn · λN1 (Mi);
4: Set si+1 = ai if it is linearly independent with si, and si+1 = ai+1 otherwise;
5: Call the algorithm of Lemma 2.10 with ((Ii,ai), (Ii+1,ai+1)) and (si, si+1) as inputs, and let
((I ′i,a
′
i), (I
′
i+1,a
′
i+1)) denote the output;
6: Update Ii := I
′
i, Ii+1 := I
′
i+1 and [bi|bi+1] := [bi|bi+1] ·A−1 ·A′
(where A = [ai|ai+1] and A′ = [a′i|a′i+1]);
7: Update the current pseudo-basis by applying Algorithm 4.5 and then Algorithm 4.6 to it.
8: end while
9: return ((Ii,bi))i≤m.
Theorem 4.21. Assume that Step 3 of Algorithm 4.7 is implemented with some algorithm O for some
parameter γ. Assume that αK > γ
2n2n∆K . Given as input a scaled and size-reduced pseudo-basis of a
module M ⊆ Rs, Algorithm 4.4 outputs an LLL-reduced pseudo-basis of M in time polynomial in the
bit-length of the input pseudo-basis, log ∆K and 1/ log(αK/(γ
2n2n∆K)).
Proof. The correctness proof of Theorem 4.17 still holds. The only adaptation needed is to observe
that during the execution of Step 7, none of the N (riiIi)’s changes. This is provided by Lemmas 4.19
and 4.20. Further, note that the bound on the number of loop iterations is polynomial in the bit-length
of the input pseudo-basis and 1/ log(αK/(γ
2n2n∆K)). It remains to prove that the bit-lengths of all
the quantities occurring during the execution of the algorithm remain sufficiently small.
For this, it suffices to show that the pseudo-bases keep bounded bit-lengths. As Algorithms 4.5,
4.6 and the algorithm from Lemma 2.10 run in polynomial time, the bit-lengths of all quantities
manipulated during a loop iteration are polynomially bounded in terms of the run-time of O, log ∆K
and the bit-length of the pseudo-basis at the start of the same loop iteration. It therefore suffices to
bound the bit-lengths of the pseudo-bases occurring at the start of each loop iteration. At that moment,
the pseudo-bases are scaled, so the bit-lengths of the coefficient ideals are polynomial in log ∆K . We
now focus on the vectors bj ∈ Rs.
Note that ‖bj‖2 =
∑
i≤j ‖rij‖2. By size-reducedness, we have that ‖bj‖ ≤
√
n(4n)n∆
1/2
K maxi ‖rii‖.
As the pseudo-basis is scaled, we have that ‖bj‖ ≤
√
n(8n)n∆K maxiN (riiIi)1/n. Now, note that
maxiN (riiIi)1/n never increases during the execution of the algorithm: this is implied by the part
of the proof of Theorem 4.17 involving Π. Initially, it is bounded by a polynomial in the input bit-
length. Overall, we obtain that at every start of an iteration of the while loop, the quantity log ‖bj‖
is bounded by a polynomial in the input bit-length and log ∆K . Using Lemma 2.23 allows to complete
the proof.
4.4.3 Finding short vectors for the Euclidean norm
By Lemma 4.15 and Theorem 4.21 with αk = (1 + c/m) · γ2n2n∆K for a well-chosen constant c,
Algorithm 4.7 may be interpreted as a reduction from finding a 2 · (γ2n2n∆K)m−1 approximation to
a vector reaching λN1 in rank-m modules, to finding a γ
n approximation to a vector reaching λN1 in
rank-2 modules.
By using Lemma 2.8, we can extend the above to the Euclidean norm instead of the algebraic norm.
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Theorem 4.22. Let γ ≥ 1, assume that log ∆K is polynomially bounded, and assume that a Z-basis
of R is known. Then there exists a polynomial-time reduction from solving SVPγ′ in rank-m modules
(with respect to ‖ · ‖) to solving SVPγ in rank-2 modules, where γ′ = (2γ∆1/(2n)K )2m−1.
Proof. The reduction consists in first using Algorithm 4.7 with Step 3 implemented using the oracle
solving SVPγ in rank-2 modules. The parameter αK is set to (1 + 1/(100m)) · γ2n2n∆K . It does not
formally achieve the goal of Step 3, but it suffices for the proof of Lemma 4.16 to go through (in the
proof of that lemma, we bound λN1 (Mi) by using a relationship between λ
N
1 (Mi) and λ1(Mi)).
By Theorem 4.21, the reduction runs in in polynomial time. Further, by Lemma 4.15, the output
pseudo-basis satisfies N (I1)N (b1) ≤ αm−1K ·λN1 (M). By Lemma 2.8 and by definition of αK , this gives:
N (I1)N (b1) ≤ 2(γ2n2n∆K)m−1 · 2n/2n−n/2λ1(M)n.
Now, an SVPγ solver for rank-2 modules directly provides an SVPγ solver for rank-1 module. We
hence use our oracle again, on I1b1. This provides a non-zero vector s ∈ I1b1 ⊆ M such that ‖s‖ ≤
γ
√
n∆
1/(2n)
K · (N (I1)N (b1))1/n, by Minkowski’s theorem. Combining the latter with the above upper
bound on N (I1)N (b1) provides the result.
4.5 Conclusion
As in the previous chapter, the divide-and-swap algorithm for rank-2 modules presented in this chapter
should be seen as a theoretical result, showing that the structure of the module lattices might be used
to help finding short vectors. However, because it requires a CVP solver in a lattice of dimension at
least n2, this algorithm cannot be used in practice. The main impact of this algorithm is to show that
the LLL algorithm can be extended to any number field R, provided that we change the lattice in which
we want to solve CVP. More precisely, the LLL algorithm over Z requires to be able to solve CVP in
the lattice Z. When one wants to generalize LLL to a number field R, it then seems natural to require
to be able to solve CVP in the lattice R. As we have seen in the introduction of this chapter, this does
not seem to be sufficient, however, we have proposed an alternative lattice which can be used to replace
Z and provide an LLL algorithm over R.
This algorithm raises several open questions. First, the lattice L′ we introduce has dimension at
least n2, when the number field R has dimension n. One might hope that a lattice of dimension O(n) (or
rather O(log |∆|)) would be sufficient. However, in the current version of our algorithm, we do not see
how the dimension of the lattice L′ could be reduced further. Having a lattice L′ of smaller dimension
would help us implement our algorithm and check the validity of the heuristics (for the moment, a
number field of dimension n = 10 already implies a lattice L′ of dimension ≥ 100, which is close to the
maximum dimension we can currently handle when solving CVP). The same kind of open questions
as in the previous chapter also appear in this one. Can we prove our new Heuristic 4.5, or at least
part of it? Can we use the structure of the lattice L′ to speed up CVP computations in it? It would
be interesting to consider these questions even for restricted number fields, such as multiquadratic or
cyclotomic number fields.
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Chapter 5
Graded Encoding Schemes
Since their introduction in cryptographic constructions by Joux in 2000 [Jou00], cryptographic bilinear
maps, as provided by pairings on elliptic curves, have enabled the construction of more and more
advanced cryptographic protocols, starting with the Identity-Based Encryption scheme of Boneh and
Franklin [BF01]. More abstractly, a group equipped with an efficient bilinear map, and on which
some discrete-logarithm-like problems are hard (such as the bilinear Diffie-Hellmann problem), provides
foundation for a whole branch of cryptography. A natural open question is whether cryptographic
bilinear maps can be generalized to degrees higher than 2 while enjoying hardness of generalizations of
the Diffie-Hellmann problem. Such hypothetical objects are referred to as cryptographic Multilinear
Maps (or, for short, MMaps) [BS03]. We still have no candidate constructions for cryptographic
multilinear maps, but a variant of it, called Graded Encoding Schemes (or, for short, GES) was defined
in [GGH13a], together with a candidate construction. From a functionality perspective, the difference
between cryptographic multilinear maps and graded encoding schemes is not a problem for many of
the applications.
In this chapter, we are going to focus on graded encoding schemes. In a first section, we will give
an overview of the main candidates. We will then focus on the GGH13 candidate. In the last section,
we will study the security of the GGH13 map against statistical attacks.
This last section corresponds to a joint work with Le´o Ducas, which was published in the proceedings
of Asiacrypt 2018 [DP18]. The code which was used to perform the experiments described in this chapter
is available at
http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/alice.pellet___mary/code/statistical_leak.sage
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CHAPTER 5. GRADED ENCODING SCHEMES
5.1 Definition and candidates
In this first section, we first formally define graded encoding schemes. We then describe the main
candidate GES, and the known attacks against them.
5.1.1 Definitions
A Graded Encoding Scheme (GES) is an encoding scheme over a ring, where the elements are encoded
relatively to ‘levels’. It is parametrized by a parameter κ > 0, called the degree of the GES (this param-
eter somehow represent the maximum degree of a polynomial that can be applied on the encodings).
In a symmetric GES, the levels of the encodings are integers, between 0 and κ. In an asymmetric GES,
the levels are vectors in Zκ, with non-negative coefficients. Given encodings of elements, it should be
possible to publicly perform some computations on them. It should be possible, given two encodings
at the same level, to compute an encoding of the sum, still at the same level. Also, given any two
encodings, it should be possible to obtain an encoding of the product, at a level which is the sum of the
two levels. Finally, there is some level, called maximum level, such that it is possible to publicly check
if an encoding at that level is an encoding of zero of not. We now give a formal definition of graded
encoding schemes. This definition differs a little from the original definition of [GGH13a], because the
usage of GES has changed since this first work. We define both symmetric and asymmetric GES, but
in the following, we will mainly consider the asymmetric ones.
Definition 5.1 (κ-Graded Encoding Scheme). An asymmetric (resp. a symmetric) κ-Graded Encoding
Scheme over a ring R consists in the following probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms:
• An algorithm Setup(1λ, 1κ) that takes as input the security parameter and the degree of the
graded encoding scheme. It outputs a secret key sk and a public key pk.
• An algorithm Enc(sk, a,v) that takes as input the secret key sk, a plaintext element a in the
plaintext space (included in the ring R), and a level v. The level v is a vector in Zκ with non-
negative coefficients (resp. v is a non-negative integer). It outputs an element u, called encoding
of a at level v.
• Two algorithm Add(pk, u1, u2) and Subtract(pk, u1, u2) that take as input the public key pk and
two encodings u1 and u2 of a1 and a2 respectively, at the same level v. They output a new
encoding at level v. For the Add algorithm, this encoding is called an encoding of a1 + a2 at level
v. For the Subtract algorithm, this encoding is called an encoding of a1 − a2 at level v.
• An algorithms Multiply(pk, u1, u2) that takes as input the public key pk and two encodings u1
and u2 of a1 and a2 at levels v1 and v2 respectively. It outputs a new encoding, called an encoding
of a1 · a2 at level v1 + v2, where the addition corresponds to the usual addition of κ-dimensional
vectors (resp. addition of integers).
• An algorithm Zero-test(pk, u) that takes as input the public key pk and an encoding u at the
maximum level v∗. This maximum level is defined by v∗ = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Zκ (resp. v∗ = κ). It
outputs a boolean value.
• (Optional) An algorithm Extract(pk, u) that takes as input the public key pk and an encoding
u at the maximum level v∗. It outputs a bit-string.
The encodings created by the Enc procedure are called fresh encodings, by opposition to the encodings
created by the Add, Subtract and Multiply procedures. We say that a level v is valid if all of its
coefficients are 0 or 1 (resp. if v ≤ κ). An encoding is said to be valid if it is output by the Enc
procedure, or by the Add, Subtract or Multiply procedures applied to valid encodings, and if its level
is valid.
The Extract procedure is optional. Some applications like multipartite key exchange need it,
whereas others such as obfuscation do not. In this manuscript, we will mainly be interested in obfus-
cation, hence we will soon forget about the Extract procedure.
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Functionality. In an ideal world, the algorithms of a κ-graded encoding scheme should satisfy the
following functionality conditions.
• Given the public key pk output by the Setup algorithm and a valid encoding u of some element
a at level v∗, algorithm Zero-test(pk, u) outputs 1 if a = 0 and 0 otherwise.
• Given the public key pk output by the Setup algorithm and two valid encodings u1, u2 of the same
element a at level v∗, then Extract(pk, u1) and Extract(pk, u2) produce the same bit-string.
In the real world, we do not have any candidate GES with κ ≥ 3 which satisfy these functionality
conditions (and which presumably satisfy some useful security definition). This is because the candidate
GES we have use noisy encodings, whose noise increases at each operation Add, Subtract or Multiply.
When the noise becomes too large, it becomes impossible to zero-test or extract correctly. To capture the
real-world graded encoding schemes in the definition above, we modify the conditions on the Zero-test
and Extract algorithms by requiring that they are correct only with overwhelming probability and if the
input encodings are obtained by adding a limited number of fresh encodings. Observe that the number
of multiplications is always bounded by the degree of the encodings, hence we just need to bound the
number of additions. Also, because of the noise in the encodings, we cannot ask for perfect correctness
of the Zero-test and Extract algorithms, but we still require that the probability of failure should be
negligible. We obtain the following conditions, for functionality of a κ-graded encoding scheme in the
real world (the parameter m is to be chosen depending on the applications). Let u1, u2 be any valid
encodings of the same element a at level v∗, such that we can develop u1 and u2 as a sum of at most m
monomials in the fresh encodings. Functionality of the κ-GES holds if
• given the public key pk output by the Setup algorithm and u1 as above, algorithm Zero-test(pk, u1)
outputs 1 with overwhelming probability if a = 0 and 0 with overwhelming probability otherwise
(where the probability is taken over the randomness used in the Enc algorithm, when generating
the fresh encodings that were used in u1).
• given the public key pk output by the Setup algorithm and u1, u2 as above, then Extract(pk, u1)
and Extract(pk, u2) output the same bit-string with overwhelming probability over the random-
ness used in the Enc algorithm.
Security. A GES is best viewed as a mathematical object, such that some computational problems
related to it are presumably intractable. The [GGH13a] article suggested such a problem called Multilin-
ear Decision Diffie Hellman (MDDH), which generalizes the bilinear decisional Diffie Hellman problem
for bilinear maps. In the case of symmetric graded encoding schemes, this problem can be stated as
follows.
Definition 5.2 (Multilinear Decision Diffie-Hellman (MDDH) for symmetric κ-GES). Given κ + 1
encodings {ui}0≤i≤κ of randomly chosen plaintext elements {ai}0≤i≤κ at level v = 1, it should be
computationally hard to distinguish between an encoding of
∏κ
i=0 ai at level κ and an encoding of a
uniformly chosen value b at level κ.
Observe that the requirement that there are (at least) κ+ 1 encodings is necessary. Indeed, thanks
to the properties of a graded encoding scheme, anyone can publicly multiply up to κ level-one elements,
and obtain an encoding at level κ. The conjectured hardness of this problem was used in [GGH13a] to
construct one-round multipartite key exchange between κ + 1 users in the following way. Each user i
chooses a random element ai. It then publishes an encoding ui of ai at level 1. It also creates an
encoding of ai at level 0 which it keeps secret. Given the other encodings uj of aj at level 1 for j 6= i,
user i then multiplies them all to create an encoding of
∏
j 6=i aj at level κ. It finally multiplies this
encoding by its secret level-0 encoding of ai to obtain an encoding of
∏
j aj at level κ, and extract a
secret key from it using the Extract procedure.
This protocol, however, requires each party i to be able to create an encoding at level 1. This cannot
be done by the Enc procedure, as it would require all users to know the secret key of the multilinear
map. Instead, some authority should publicly make available some encodings at level 1 together with
their plaintext value. For re-randomization reasons, the authority also provides multiple encodings
of 0 at level 1. Each user i can then create an encoding by secretly adding/subtracting some of these
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public encodings and re-randomizing it by adding a random subset of the encodings of zero. However,
this means that the MDDH problem should remain hard even in the presence of these public pairs of
plaintext/encodings of level 1.
As we shall see below, the three main candidate graded encoding schemes are known to be insecure
when encodings of zero at level 1 are known. Hence, the assumption that MDDH is hard is not used a
lot currently.
Another hardness assumption related graded encoding schemes could come from the constructions
of obfuscators, which are the main applications of GES today. There is no simple hardness assumptions
related to graded encoding schemes that would be known to imply obfuscation, but it is known that
in some ‘ideal multilinear map model’1 (first defined in [BR13]), obfuscation is possible. The ideal
multilinear map model is a model where the adversary only has some black box access to the multilinear
map. More precisely, it is given handles to the encodings, and some oracle maintains a table linking
these handles to the real encodings. The adversary can ask for addition, subtraction and multiplication
of encodings, and obtain new handles corresponding to the resulting encodings. It can also ask to
zero-test a handle, and receives the output of the zero-test procedure on the corresponding encoding.
It has been proven that obfuscation is possible in this ideal multilinear map model [BR14, BGK+14].
One can then wonder whether a graded encoding scheme can be used to instantiate this model. This
is however known to be impossible [BR14, BGK+14], because in the ideal multilinear map model, it
is possible to achieve virtual black box obfuscation, a primitive which is known to be impossible to
achieve [BGI+01].
The conclusion of this discussion is that there is currently no good one-fits-all hardness assumption
for graded encoding schemes. Their security should rather be considered for each construction using
them. For example, in Section 5.3.2, we define a specific framework using the GGH13 graded encoding
scheme, and we define what we consider is an attack in this framework.
Below, we list some security requirements that arise in most of the applications using graded en-
coding schemes (they are necessary, but usually not sufficient).
• The encodings at level different from 0 in the symmetric case and different from (0, 0, . . . , 0) in
the asymmetric case should hide the corresponding plaintexts.
• It should not be possible to zero-test encodings at a level which is not the maximum level.
• It should not be possible to meaningfully add/subtract encodings at different levels.
On the other hand, it is possible that the graded encoding scheme has more functionalities than the
ones given above. For instance, in the graded encoding schemes we are going to describe in the next
section, one can publicly multiply an encoding by a ring element, and obtain an encoding of the product
at the same level. This is not known to have any impact on the security of the graded encoding scheme,
for their current use in cryptographic constructions.
Multilinear maps. Graded encoding schemes are often called multilinear maps, however, these objects
are not exactly the same. We give here the definition of a κ-cryptographic multilinear map (or MMap
for short).
Definition 5.3 (κ-Cryptographic Multilinear Map [BS03]). For κ + 1 cyclic groups G1, . . . , Gκ, GT
(written multiplicatively) of the same order p, a κ-multilinear map e : G1 × · · · × Gκ → GT is a map
with the following properties:
• It is linear with respect to each variable, that is for any (g1, . . . , gκ) ∈ G1 × · · · × Gκ, for any
α ∈ Zp and for any 1 ≤ j ≤ κ, we have
e(g1, . . . , g
α
j , . . . , gκ) = e(g1, . . . , gj , . . . , gκ)
α.
• It is non-degenerate, i.e., if for all 1 ≤ i ≤ κ we take gi a generator of Gi, then e(g1, g2, . . . , gκ)
is a generator of GT . This condition is there to avoid the trivial multilinear map that sends
everything to 1.
1The ideal multilinear map model is typically applied to graded encoding schemes instead of multilinear maps. This
is because the term multilinear map is commonly used to refer to graded encoding schemes.
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• It is efficiently computable.
If the groups G1, . . . , Gκ are the same, then the multilinear map is said to be symmetric. If the groups
are different, then the multilinear map is said to be asymmetric.
There is some analogy between asymmetric MMap and asymmetric GES. Indeed, if we define vi
to be the vector (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ Zκ with a 1 in the i-th position, then we can see the elements
gαi (of the MMap) as encodings of α at level vi (of the GES). We can add two encodings at the same
level vi, and multiply encodings at levels v1, . . . ,vκ. This analogy is not perfect, and there are two
main differences between multilinear maps and graded encoding schemes. The first one is that in a
multilinear map, we have to apply the pairing operation on all elements at once. On the contrary,
a graded encoding scheme allows to multiply two elements, then add this new element with another,
and then multiply it again. In a multilinear map, we can perform additions only in the groups Gi and
GT . With the language of graded encoding schemes, it means that we can add encodings only at levels
vi’s (containing only 0’s except for one 1), or at the maximum level v
∗. Another difference is that the
encodings in a graded encoding scheme are not necessarily unique. Many encodings can correspond
to the same plaintext, whereas with a multilinear map the encoding function is bijective. This is why
we sometimes require an extraction procedure for graded encoding schemes. The extraction algorithm
makes it possible to extract a canonical bit string from different encodings of the same element.
In this thesis, we will consider only graded encoding schemes. As it is commonly done in obfuscation,
we will sometimes refer to graded encoding schemes as ‘multilinear maps’.
5.1.2 Candidates
There are three main candidate graded encodings schemes. The first one was proposed in 2013 by
Garg, Gentry and Halevi [GGH13a]. This graded encoding scheme relies on lattice techniques, and
uses elements that are polynomials (for both plaintexts and encodings). After this first candidate was
published, Coron, Lepoint and Tibouchi [CLT13] proposed new candidate graded encoding scheme,
using integers instead of polynomials, hence supposedly more efficient. The general ideas of the CLT13
scheme are very similar to the ones of [GGH13a]. Two years later, in 2015, Gentry, Gorbunov and
Halevi [GGH15] proposed a third candidate. This candidate is not truly a graded encoding scheme, in
that it does not allow a user to perform any addition/multiplication it wants on the encodings. Rather,
the encodings of the GGH15 scheme come with a graph, and one can only multiply encodings that
are adjacent in this graph. However, for most applications, this restricted graded encoding scheme is
sufficient. The main interest of this third candidate is that it comes closer to have a security proof
based on standard lattice assumptions. It is still only a candidate graded encoding scheme, meaning
that it has no security proof based on standard assumptions. However, slight variants of it can be used
to obtain cryptographic primitives with security based on the plain LWE problem [WZ17,GKW17].
A fourth graded encoding scheme was recently proposed by Ma and Zhandry [MZ18]. Their con-
struction builds upon the CLT13 graded encoding scheme, but adds more safeguards in order to prevent
known attacks against the CLT13 scheme. More precisely, under some assumption called ‘vector-input
branching program un-annihilatability assumption’, they show that their graded encoding scheme re-
sists a large class of attacks, including all known attacks against the CLT13 map.
Attacks. The first three candidates mentioned above are known to be subject to a quite large number
of attacks, depending on the context in which they are used. None of them is completely broken
for all uses, but many applications using these candidate graded encoding schemes have been broken.
First, when encodings of zero at a level strictly below the maximum level (i.e., an encoding that
can be multiplied by another encoding to obtain a top-level encoding) are known, then some part of
the secret key of the CLT13 and GGH13 schemes can be recovered [CHL+15, HJ16]. In both cases,
the part of the secret key recovered by the attacks leads to devastating attacks against constructions
using the multilinear map. These attacks impact all constructions using graded encoding schemes with
encodings of zero at a small level. One such example was the multipartite key exchange between κ+ 1
users described above, when using the GGH13 or CLT13 map. The GGH15 map was designed so that
it was possible to construct a multipartite key exchange from it, without revealing low-level encodings
of zero. However, this multipartite key exchange was also broken by Coron, Lee, Lepoint and Tibouchi
in 2016 [CLLT16].
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When considering all these attacks, the main remaining application of graded encoding schemes is
obfuscation. The candidate obfuscators use graded encoding schemes, but they do not need to provide
the attacker with encodings of zero, except at the maximum level. Hence, the attacks mentioned
above do not apply to these constructions. However, new attacks have been developed, and many
of the candidate obfuscators using these graded encoding schemes are now broken (see Chapter 6 for
more details). All these attacks rely on some weaknesses of the graded encoding scheme underlying
the obfuscator construction. The main weakness that is exploited in attacks is the fact that for all the
candidate graded encoding schemes, the zero-testing procedure reveals more than one bit of information
when the answer is positive (it usually also outputs a ring element, which leaks some information about
some secret parameters of the scheme). By zero-testing many top-level encodings of zero, an attacker
may then obtain enough information to break the scheme. These attacks against obfuscators use some
specificities of the constructions, and hence do not apply to all obfuscator constructions. In Chapter 6,
we discuss in more details the current status of candidate obfuscators.
As mentioned above, the MZ18 construction is designed to resist all known attacks against the
CLT13 map. In particular, we do not know of an attack against it even if low-level encodings of zero
are provided. This means that this GES can be used for instance to perform multipartite key exchange
between κ+ 1 users. However, as a compensation for increasing the security, the MZ18 scheme is much
less efficient than the CLT13 one. It somehow mimics an obfuscator built upon the CLT13 map, whose
functionality would be to compute a graded encoding scheme. The authors can then use techniques
developed in obfuscation to protect their GES against known attacks. The consequence of this is that
it would be counter-productive to use the MZ18 map for applications such as obfuscation, as the same
security guarantee can already be achieved more efficiently from the CLT13 map.
In this thesis, we will focus on the GGH13 construction. In this chapter, we will define it, and
describe some statistical leakage that can be obtained in some cases. In the next chapter, we will focus
on the main remaining application of the GGH13 multilinear map: obfuscation.
5.2 The GGH13 multilinear map
We describe in this section the asymetric variant of the GGH13 multilinear map construction [GGH13a].
We then explicit the size of the parameters that have to be used for functionality. Finally, we discuss
its security.
5.2.1 The GGH13 construction
Let us first describe the GGH13 construction, in its asymmetric setting. As mentioned earlier, the
GGH13 multilinear map is in fact a graded encoding scheme. It allows to encode elements of a ring.
Anybody can then homomorphically perform additions and multiplications on these elements, under
some constraints. It is also possible to publicly test if an encoding at the maximum level encodes zero.
Setup. In all this chapter, and whenever the GGH13 multilinear map is used, the ring R will be
instantiated as a power-of-two cyclotomic ring R = Z[X]/(Xn + 1), with n a power of two. The field
K is then instantiated as the fraction field of R, i.e., the cyclotomic field Q[X]/(Xn + 1). The GGH13
multilinear map encodes elements of the ring R, modulo a small secret element g ∈ R. The plaintext
space will be Rq := R/(qR) for some modulus q ∈ Z. Recall that for x ∈ R, we write [x] the class of
the element x in Rq. This notation will be very useful in this chapter, as we will need to make a clear
distinction between elements in Rq and their representatives in R.
On input (1λ, 1κ), where λ is the security parameter and κ is the degree of the multilinear map, the
Setup algorithm generates the following parameters:
• an integer n which is a power of 2, and hence the ring R = Z[X]/(Xn + 1);
• a (small) element g in R. We let I = gR denote the ideal generated by g in R;
• a (large) positive integer q (which defines Rq := R/(qR) and [x] as the class of x modulo q);
• invertible elements [zi] ∈ R×q , for 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, chosen uniformly at random in R×q ;
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• a zero-testing parameter [pzt] = [hz∗g−1] where [z∗] = [
∏
1≤i≤κ zi] and h is a random element in
R, generated according to a Gaussian distribution of standard deviation approximately
√
q.
We detail in Section 5.2.2 the size of the parameters described above (we will choose them to ensure
the correctness of the scheme). The public key is composed of (n, q, κ, pzt), while the parameters
(h, g, {zi}i) form the secret key.
Encoding of an element. The GGH13 multilinear map allows to encode cosets of the form a+ I for
some element a in R. Let v ∈ (Z≥0)κ be a vector of size κ. An encoding of the coset a + I at level v
is an element of Rq of the form
u =
[
(a+ rg) · z−1v
]
where [zv] = [
∏
i,v[i]=1 zi] and a+ rg is a small element in the coset a+ I. We recall that v is called the
level of the encoding, and that v is said to be valid if and only if its coefficients are in {0, 1}. Honest
use of the GGH13 map should only produce encodings at a valid level. We abuse notation by saying
that u is an encoding of a (instead of an encoding of the coset a+ I).
On input a plaintext element a + I, a level v ∈ {0, 1}κ and the secret key (h, g, {zi}i), the Enc
algorithm does the following. It first samples an element a′ = a+rg according to a Gaussian distribution
over the coset a+I. Then it outputs u =
[
a′ · z−1v
]
. The Gaussian distribution used to sample a′ should
be centered in 0 but is not necessarily spherical. We denote by Σv ∈ KR its squared parameter (which
will be almost equal to its variance, see Section 2.5.2) and we describe in Section 5.3.3 the different
choices of Σv we found in the literature.
Operations on encodings. If u1 and u2 are two encodings of elements a1 and a2 at the same level v
then u1 + u2 is an encoding of a1 + a2 at level v, and u1 + u2 is an encoding of a1 − a2 at level v.
If u1 and u2 are two encodings of elements a1 and a2 at levels v and w, then u1 · u2 is an encoding
of a1 · a2 at level v +w. These properties hold for any levels v,w, even non valid ones. Observe that
during an addition/subtraction operation, the euclidean norm of the numerator of the encodings is
multiplied by at most two, while it can be squared during a multiplication.
We also note that the GGH13 map allows to multiply an encoding by a known small plaintext
element. Indeed, if u is an encoding of a at level v and b is a (small) ring element, then b · u is an
encoding of ab at level v. The noise is multiplied by b, hence the requirement for b to be short.
Zero-testing. The zero-testing parameter allows us to test if an encoding u at level v∗ is an encoding
of zero. On input an encoding u and the zero-testing parameter pzt, the Zero-test algorithm computes
[w] = [u · pzt].
If w is small compared to q (the literature typically requires its coefficients to be less than q3/4), the
algorithm outputs 1 (meaning that u in an encoding of zero). Otherwise, it outputs 0.
To justify the correctness of this algorithm, let us consider u = [(a+rg)(z∗)−1] a top-level encoding.
When we multiply u by the zero-testing parameter, we obtain [u · pzt] = [(a+ rg)hg−1]. Now, if a = 0,
then we have [u · pzt] = [rh], with both r and h small compared to q.2 The parameters of the GGH13
map are chosen to ensure that ‖rh‖2 is smaller than q3/4. On the other hand, if a 6= 0, then we have
g−1 which appears in the product. It is large, so [u · pzt] is likely to be large too. It can be proven that
in this case, the smallest representative of [upzt] in R will never have an euclidean norm smaller than
q3/4 (see [GGH13a, Section 4.1] for more details).
5.2.2 Size of the parameters and correctness
The size of the parameters of the GGH13 multilinear map depends on the applications we want to use
it for. The main difference between the diverse instantiations of the GGH13 map will be the choice of
q. Below, we give the size recommended in the original article [GGH13a], and we discuss about the
choice of q, depending on the application.
2The modulus q will be chosen such that for any allowed top-level encoding of zero, the noise r of this encoding is
small compared to q.
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• The dimension n of R should be taken such that n = Ω(κλ2), where λ is the security parameter of
the scheme. Taking a lower bound in λ2 was the original choice of [GGH13a] to avoid some lattice
attacks. It was reduced to n = Ω(κλ log(λ)) in [LSS14]. However, considering the recent sub-
exponential algorithms to solve the principal ideal problem [BF14,BEF+17], it should be increased
back to Ω(κλ2). Also, to prevent recent attacks on the NTRU problem [ABD16, CJL16, KF17],
the parameter n should satisfy n = Ω(λ(log q)2). When q is set as log q = O(κ) (which is the case
in most constructions), the two conditions can be satisfied by taking n = Ω(κ2λ2).
• The secret element g is sampled using a Gaussian distribution, with rejection, such that ‖g‖ =
O(n) and ‖1/g‖ = O(n2).
• The secret element h is sampled using a centered Gaussian distribution of parameter √q, so that
‖h‖ = Θ(√n ·√q). In [GGH13a, Section 6.4], the authors suggest to sample h according to a non
spherical Gaussian distribution instead of a spherical one.
• In the original GGH13 scheme, the modulus q was chosen to be greater than 28κλ · nO(κ). This
bound came from the re-randomisation procedure used originally to publicly generate level-1
encodings. This setting was shown to be insecure (because it uses encodings of zero), and the
current constructions using the GGH13 map do not use this re-randomization technique anymore.
So, in the current applications, the modulus q is usually chosen to be as small as possible such that
the zero-test is correct. To determine this optimal value, we should compute an upper bound M
on the Euclidean norm of the numerator of encodings that are allowed to be zero-tested. Then q
can be set as q = M4n14 (or the smallest prime larger than M4n14 if one wants a prime modulus).
This way, for any allowed top-level encoding of zero u = [rg(z∗)−1], with ‖rg‖ ≤ M , we have
‖rh‖ ≤ n · ‖rg‖ · ‖h‖ · ‖g−1‖ ≤ n3.5 ·M · q1/2 ≤ q3/4 by choice of q. The value of M (and so the
choice of q), is highly dependent on the application for which the GGH13 map is used. It depends
in particular on the number of additions and multiplications that can be performed honestly on
fresh encodings. In Section 5.3.2, we will give explicit values for M and q in the setting we will
be considering.
In most applications of the GGH13 map, the setting requires a user to be able to perform Ω(κ)
multiplication of fresh encodings, where κ is usually polynomial in the security parameter λ. This
means that M = 2Ω(λ) and so q should be exponential in λ. This will be the case for most of the
candidate obfuscators we are going to describe in Chapter 6. In Section 5.3.2 however, we will be
interested in cases where M is polynomial in λ, and so q can be set as small as polynomial in λ.
Having a small value of q has two main interests. First, it gives more efficient protocols. Second, it
may be considered more secure, as some attacks against the GGH13 map [ABD16,CJL16,KF17]
require a large modulus. We will however see in Section 5.3 that the GGH13 map with a small
modulus seems more vulnerable to statistical attacks.
5.2.3 Security of the GGH13 map
As already discussed in Section 5.1, the GGH13 map suffers from different attacks, depending on the
context in which it is used. There are two main categories of attacks against the GGH13 map, the
zeroizing attacks, and the NTRU attacks.
NTRU attacks. The NTRU attacks rely on the fact that the quotient of two encodings of the GGH13
map at the same level has an NTRU structure, that is, it is of the form f/g mod q where both f and g
are small. It has been shown in [ABD16,CJL16] that if the modulus q is large enough compared to the
dimension n (roughly q = 2
√
n), then it is possible to recover f/g in K from f/g mod q in polynomial
time. This means that we can recover multiples of the numerator of encodings of the GGH13 map,
which usually breaks any application using the GGH13 map. The recent attack of Kirchner and
Fouque [KF17] improves these attacks by exploiting the fact that in the GGH13 map, we are given
a lot of NTRU samples fi/g mod q with the same denominator g. These NTRU attacks against the
GGH13 map however are not very devastating. The reason for this is that they require the parameter q
to be of the order of 2
√
n. Hence, by increasing n by a polynomial factor, we can prevent these attacks.
There is no circular dependencies here, as q depends on κ and not on n. So by choosing carefully the
parameters of the GGH13 map, these attacks can be avoided.
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Zeroizing attacks. A more devastating line of attacks against the GGH13 map are called zeroizing
attacks. These attacks use the fact that the GGH13 map leaks more information than the one bit ‘u
is an encoding of zero’ when zero-testing a top-level encoding of zero u. Indeed, recall that when we
zero-test a top-level encoding of zero u = [rg/z∗], we recover [rh]. Now, observe that the product rh is
small compared to q, hence, knowing it modulo q means that we know it exactly. So for each successful
zero-test, we recover a ring element rh ∈ R, where the noise r depends on the encodings that where
used to generate this top-level encoding. This is more than what an ideal graded encoding scheme
should reveal. Below, we describe different zeroizing attacks, that use this extra information to try to
recover secret informations of the GGH13 map.
A first observation, is that with enough successful zero-tests, we obtain many ring elements rih,
which are all multiples of h. Hence, we heuristically hope that, with a few of them, we can recover the
ideal 〈h〉 (this is true in practice). This can be done in all constructions using the GGH13 multilinear
map with top-level encodings of zero. We will use it in Chapter 6 to mount a quantum attack against
some obfuscators.
Recall that we mentioned in Section 5.1 that the GGH13 map was not secure if low-level encodings
of zero were provided. We can now give the idea of why this is the case. Assume we have two encodings
of zero that can be multiplied to obtain a top-level encoding. Because the numerators of the two
encodings were multiples of g, then the top-level encoding of zero we obtain is of the form [rg2/z∗].
Hence, if we zero-test it, we recover rgh. If we can create different righ, then, as previously, we can
heuristically recover the ideal 〈gh〉. By dividing by the ideal 〈h〉 we can then recover the ideal 〈g〉. All
this was already known by the authors of the GGH13 map (see [GGH13a, Section 6.3.1]), but they did
not know how to use it for an attack. Hu and Jia [HJ16] showed in 2015 that the knowledge of 〈g〉 can
in fact be used to break the security of the multipartite key exchange based on the GGH13 map: an
attacker that sees the transcript of the key exchange can reconstruct the secret key.
Observe that the attack above can be extended even if we do not have low-level encodings of zero, as
long as we have sufficiently many pairs of plaintext/low-level encodings. Indeed, assume that we have
two plaintexts a1, a2 and the corresponding encodings u1, u2 at the same level v. Then, the encoding
a1u2 − a2u1 is an encoding of zero at level v,3 and the previous attack using encodings of zero can be
applied. Since the attack of Hu and Jia, it is considered insecure to use the GGH13 map with low-level
encodings of zero, or with known pairs of plaintext/low-level encodings.
Even when the GGH13 map is used without low-level encodings of zero, as it is the case in obfus-
cation construction, other attacks have been derived. The first one was described by Miles, Sahai and
Zhandry in 2016 [MSZ16], and called annihilation attack. They used the fact that the ring elements
recovered after zero-testing have some structure that is known by the adversary. Using this structure,
they are able to recover the ideal 〈g〉, and can use it to break the security of the obfuscators. General-
isations of this attack were proposed by [CGH17,ADGM17], also recovering the ideal 〈g〉 to break the
scheme. It is now believed that recovering a non-zero multiple of g can be considered a break of the
GGH13 map, as recovering the ideal 〈g〉 seems to be quite devastating for all the constructions using
the GGH13 map.
All the zeroizing attacks described above are algebraic attacks. They use the algebraic structure
of the noise to derive polynomials that are multiples of g and then recover the ideal 〈g〉. These are
the main attacks that have been used against the GGH13 map. In the next section, we will focus on
a different kind of attacks, which use statistical properties of the noise to try to recover the ideal 〈g〉.
This kind of attacks has not been used before against the GGH13 map, except in the cryptanalytic
survey made by the authors of the GGH13 map (see [GGH13a, Section 6.3.2]). In this survey, the
authors conclude that their naive construction could be subject to statistical attacks, and propose a
counter-measure to try to prevent them.
These statistical attacks are also zeroizing attacks, in that they exploit the information leaked by
zero-testing encodings of zero. In order to distinguish them from the previous algebraic attacks we
described, we are going to call them statistical zeroizing attacks. We are also going to refer to the
other ones as algebraic zeroizing attacks. This terminology is specific to this thesis. Because statistical
zeroizing attacks are not common, the term zeroizing attacks is typically used in the literature to refer
to algebraic zeroizing attacks.
3The plaintexts a1 and a2 we know should be somehow small, otherwise the noise of this encoding will be too large.
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5.3 Statistical attack on the GGH13 map
This section presents a study of the impact of statistical zeroizing attacks against the GGH13 scheme
and some of its variants.
5.3.1 Contribution
As mentioned earlier, there is no simple hardness assumption related to the GGH13 map to study.
Hence, in Section 5.3.2, we first start by defining a simple setting using the GGH13 map. We say that
an attacker breaks the multilinear map in this setting if it is able to compute a non-zero multiple of g
(remember that this is currently considered as a break of the GGH13 map). Once this model is defined,
we can study the statistical leakage of the GGH13 map in this model. This leakage will depend on
the sampling procedure used in the Enc algorithm (i.e., the choice of the matrix Σv). Following the
nomenclature of [GGH13a,DGG+18], except for the second one that had no clear name, we consider:
1. The simplistic method: the GGH13 MMap without countermeasure [GGH13a, Sec. 4.1]. This
method was only given for simplicity of exposition and was already highly suspected to be insecure;
2. The exponential method:4 this is the countermeasure proposed in [GGH13a, Sec. 6.4] to try to
prevent statistical attacks;
3. The conservative method, proposed in [DGG+18] —which we partly revisit to tackle some of its
limitations;
4. The aggressive method, proposed in [DGG+18] —we note that this method is specific to the
obfuscator construction of [DGG+18], and is not applicable to all constructions over the GGH13
MMap.
These four variants were the only ones we found in the literature, they are described in Section 5.3.3.
After defining the framework and the sampling methods, we analyse in Section 5.3 the leakage that
can be obtained for each method. Our analysis shows that Method 3 leads to the same leakage as
Method 1. We also prove that with Method 1, a polynomial-time attack can be mounted using the
leakage. However, we did not manage to extend the attack to Method 3: while the same quantity is
statistically leaked, the number of samples remains too low for the attack to go through completely
(due to conditions on the parameters, Method 3 cannot be used to sample as many fresh encodings as
we want). On the other hand, we show that the statistical leakage of Method 4 is similar to the one of
Method 2: perhaps surprisingly the aggressive method seems more secure than the conservative one.
Finally, having built a better understanding of which information is leaked, we devise in Section 5.3.5
a countermeasure that we deem more adequate than all the above:
5. The compensation method.
This method is arguably simpler, and provides better parameters. More importantly, applying the same
leakage attack as above, one only obtains a distribution whose variance is independent of all secrets. We
wish to clarify that this is in no way a formal statement of security. The statistical attacks considered
in this work are set up in a minimalistic setting, and extensions could exist beyond this minimalistic
setting. For example, one could explore what can be done by varying the zero-tested polynomial, or by
keeping certain encodings fixed between several successful zero-tests.
5.3.2 Setting and hardness assumption
Simple setting. To study the leakage of the GGH13 multilinear map, we need to make reasonable
assumptions on what is given to the adversary. It has been shown in [HJ16] that knowing low-level
encodings of zero for the GGH13 multilinear map leads to zeroizing attacks that completely break
the scheme. So our setting should not provide any, yet we will provide enough information for some
zero-tests to pass.
4The naming reflects the fact that this method typically leads to an exponential modulus q.
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This setting is inspired by the use of multilinear maps in current candidate obfuscator constructions,
and more precisely by the low noise candidate obfuscator of [DGG+18]. Yet, for easier analysis, we
tailored this setting to the bare minimum. We will assume that the attacker is given elements that pass
zero-test under a known polynomial of degree ` = 2. The restriction ` = 2 can easily be lifted but it
would make the exposition of the model and the analysis of the leakage less readable.
More precisely, we fix a number m > 1 of monomials, and consider the homogeneous degree-2
polynomial:
H(x1, y1, . . . , xm, ym) =
∑
xiyi.
We choose a set of atoms A consisting in all levels v ∈ {0, 1}κ that have weight exactly 1 or κ − 1,
where the weight of v is the number of its non-zero coefficients (i.e., its `1 norm). For all v ∈ A, we
let v˜ = v∗ − v (we say that v˜ is the complement of v). We note that A is closed by complement.
We assume that for each v ∈ A of weight 1, the authority reveals encodings uv,1, . . . , uv,m at level v
of random values av,1, . . . , av,m modulo I, and encodings uv˜,1, . . . , uv˜,m at level v˜ of random values
av˜,1, . . . , av˜,m modulo I, under the only constraint that
H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m) = 0 mod I.
We remark that generating almost uniform values a·,· under the constraint above is easily done, by
choosing all but one of them at random, and setting the last one to
av˜,m = −a−1v,m
m−1∑
i=1
av,iav˜,i mod I.
Definition 5.4 (Successful attack in the simple setting). We say that an attacker breaks this setting
if, given one tuple of encodings (uv,1, . . . , uv,m, uv˜,1, . . . , uv˜,m) as above for each v ∈ A of weight 1,
it can create a non-zero multiple of g with non negligible probability. The plaintext elements av,i are
arbitrary, conditioned on the fact that H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m) = 0 mod I for all v ∈ A.
In the weak multilinear map model (specific to the GGH13 map) [MSZ16,GMM+16,DGG+18], we
can prove that an attacker that has access to this simple setting of the GGH13 multilinear map cannot
recover a non-zero multiple of the secret element g, except with negligible probability. This proof is
rather technical and not very informative, hence, we postpone it to Appendix A. The appendix also
contains a formal definition of the weak multilinear map model as well as some mathematical tools used
in the proof. The proof in the weak multilinear map model means that our simple setting is immune
against certain types of algebraic zeroizing attacks. This weak multilinear map model was used to prove
security of candidate obfuscators in [GMM+16,DGG+18], as it captures all known algebraic zeroizing
attacks, such as the ones of [MSZ16,CGH17].
Choice of q. Now that we have defined our setting, we can specify the value of the modulus q.
Recall that we choose it as small as possible so that the zero-testing procedure is correct. In our
simple setting, the top-level encodings of zero we want to be able to zero-test are of the form umax =
H(uv,1, uv˜,1, . . . , uv,m, uv˜,m), for some level v ∈ A. Let us write cv,i the numerator of the fresh encoding
uv,i for every v ∈ A and i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Then, the numerator of the top-level encoding of zero umax is
cmax = H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m). In order to choose a modulus q, we need to have an upper bound
on the Euclidean norm of this numerator. We will obtain this upper bound from upper bounds on the
‖cv,i‖’s, i.e., the norms of the numerators of the fresh encodings.
Depending on the method we will consider in Section 5.3.3, the norm of the numerator of fresh
encodings can depend on the dimension κ of the vectors, as well as on the `1 norm ‖v‖1 of the level v
of the encoding. In order to unify notations, for a fresh encoding at level v with numerator c, we will
write
‖c‖ = Θ(nγ+η·‖v‖1+νK), (5.1)
where γ, η and ν are non-negative real numbers that will depend on the sampling method, and K is
a real number such that κ = nK . We give in the next section the values of γ, η and ν corresponding
to the different sampling methods we consider. When we do not need to focus on the dependence
on ‖v‖1 and K, we just call E := Θ(nγ+η·‖v‖1+νK) the bound above. For each sampling method
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described in Section 5.3.3, we choose this bound to be as small as possible under the specific constraints
that will arise with the sampling method. The original proposal was setting E and therefore q to
be super-polynomial even for bounded degree κ because of the re-randomization technique used for
publicly sampling encodings. Since then, attacks using encodings of zero [CGH+15,HJ16] have restricted
encodings to be private, allowing polynomially large E. In the following, we will then try to achieve
polynomial E when it is possible.
Given this upper bound on the numerator of fresh encodings, we can now compute an upper bound
on the numerator of a top-level encoding of zero. First, let us observe that, for any v ∈ A and
i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have ‖cv,i · cv˜,i‖ ≤ O(
√
n · n2γ+η·κ+2νK), because the weight of the two levels v
and v˜ sum to κ. Hence, we obtain the following upper bound on the norm of the numerator of a
top-level encoding of zero
‖cmax‖ = ‖
m∑
i=1
cv,m · cv˜,m‖ ≤ O(m · n1/2+2γ+η·κ+2νK).
Finally, recall from Section 5.2.2 that a sufficient value for the modulus q is q = M4n14 +1, where M
is an upper bound on the norm of the numerators of the top-level encodings of zero. Hence, we can
take
q ≥ m4 · n16+8γ+4ηκ+8νK . (5.2)
5.3.3 Sampling methods
We describe in this section different sampling methods that can be used to generate the fresh encodings
of the GGH13 multilinear map. These are all the methods we found in the literature. The first two
methods (simplistic and exponential) were described in [GGH13a]. The conservative and aggressive
methods were described in [DGG+18], in order to achieve a polynomial modulus q.
In all the following sampling methods except the first one, one chooses a representative zv ∈ R of
[zv] ∈ Rq for all v ∈ A. This representative will not necessarily be the canonical one, with coefficients
in [−q/2, q/2]. Then, we will take Σv = σ2vzvzv, with σv = Θ(n2‖1/zv‖). Using Inequalities (2.9)
and (2.10), we can see that ‖1/√Σv‖ ≤ (1/σv) · n1/4 · ‖1/zv‖. Hence, with our choice of σv and the
fact that ‖g‖ = O(n), we obtain∥∥∥∥ g√Σv
∥∥∥∥ ≤ √n · ‖g‖ · ∥∥∥∥ 1√Σv
∥∥∥∥ = O( 1n1/4
)
= o
(
1√
log n
)
.
We can therefore apply Theorem 2.28 to sample the numerators of fresh encodings at level v,
according to a distribution negligibly close to the Gaussian distribution of parameter Σv and support
a + gR (for any a ∈ R). Using tail-cut Gaussian distributions (see Section 2.5.2), we have that if c is
the numerator of a fresh encoding, then ‖c‖ ≤ n‖√Σv‖ ≤ n1.5σv‖zv‖ with overwhelming probability.
Replacing σv by its definition, this means that we can take
E = Θ(n3.5 · ‖1/zv‖ · ‖zv‖). (5.3)
We recall that E is an upper bound on the norm of the numerator of any allowed top-level encoding
of zero. Hence, in the following methods (except the simplistic one), we will focus on the size of
‖1/zv‖ · ‖zv‖ to get a bound on the value of E.
5.3.3.1 The simplistic method
The simplistic method consists in always choosing Σv ∼ 1, independently of v and zv. Using The-
orem 2.28, sampling an element according to a distribution negligibly close to Da+gR,
√
Σv
is possible
if Σv = σ
2 for a scalar σ ≥ ‖g‖ · ω(√log n). So by taking σ = Θ(n1+ε) with ε > 0, we have
E = Θ(
√
nσ) = Θ(n1.5+ε), i.e., γ = 1.5 + ε and η = ν = 0.
This method was deemed subject to averaging attacks and hence less secure than the following one
in [GGH13a], but the authors claim that their attack attempts failed because all recovered elements
were larger that
√
q, and that averaging attacks would need super-polynomially many elements. We
explicit an attack, and show below that this attack is possible even for exponential q, as long as E`
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remains polynomial: in other words, the presence of the mildly large factor h (of size
√
q) can be
circumvented.
5.3.3.2 The exponential method
We present here the countermeasure of [GGH13a, Section 6.4], generalized to the asymetric setting
of the GGH13 map, as done in [DGG+18, Section 2.1]. For 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, set zi to be the canonical
representative of [zi] in R (with coefficients in the range [−q/2, q/2]). Using rejection sampling when
choosing zi, assume that ‖zi‖ · ‖1/zi‖ ≤ Z; this is efficient for Z as small as n5/2 using [DGG+18], and
can even be improved to Z = n3/2 using Lemma 5.6 below and its corollary.
For v in A, set zv =
∏
zvii over R. Recall that (5.3) gives us: E = Θ(n
3.5‖1/zv‖ · ‖zv‖). We have
‖zv‖ ≤ n(‖v‖1−1)/2
∏
i∈v ‖zi‖ and ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n(‖v‖1−1)/2
∏
i∈v ‖1/zi‖. Hence we can take
E = Θ(n2.5+‖v‖1 · Z‖v‖1) = Θ(n2.5+2.5‖v‖1).
This means that we have γ = 2.5, η = 2.5 and ν = 0.
Correctness is guaranteed for q ≥ nΩ(κ) (because η 6= 0), and because κ is much larger than the
constant degree ` in [DGG+18], this is not a satisfying solution, as we aim at decreasing q to polynomial.
Two alternatives (conservative and aggressive) are therefore developed in [DGG+18].
5.3.3.3 The conservative method [DGG+18]
The first alternative suggested is to proceed as above, but reducing the zv modulo q, i.e., set zv as the
representative of [
∏
zvii ] with coefficients in [−q/2, q/2]. One then ensures, by rejection across all the
zi’s together, that ‖zv‖ · ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n2.5 for all v ∈ A. This leads to E = Θ(n3.5 · n2.5) = Θ(n6) (i.e.,
γ = 6, η = ν = 0) and therefore allows correctness for q as small as nO(`), which is polynomial for
constant degree `.
Using [DGG+18, Lemma 8] restated as Lemma 5.5 below, the authors conclude that this method
is quite inefficient because for the above bound to hold simultaneously for all v ∈ A with good proba-
bility, n must increase together with κ. Indeed, using Lemma 5.5, we can bound the probability that
one of the zv does not satisfy ‖zv‖ · ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n2.5 by 2|A|/n = 4κ/n. So, if we want this probability
to be small (e.g., less than 1/2) in order for the sampling procedure to be efficient, we should increase
n with κ.
Lemma 5.5 (Lemma 8 from [DGG+18]). Let [z] be chosen uniformly at random in Rq and z be its
canonical representative in R (i.e., with coefficients in [−q/2, q/2]). Then it holds that
Pr
[‖1/z‖ ≥ n2/q] ≤ 2/n.
In the following section, we revisit the conservative method by generalizing this lemma.
5.3.3.4 The conservative method, revisited
In the following lemma, we introduce an extra degree of freedom c compared to the Lemma 5.5, but
also improve the upper bound from O(n1−c) to O(n1−2c).
Lemma 5.6. Let [z] be chosen uniformly at random in Rq and z be its representative with coefficients
between −q/2 and q/2. Then, for any c ≥ 1, it holds that
Pr [z = 0 ∨ ‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q] ≤ 8/n2c−1.
Corollary 5.7. Assume that q is prime and q ≥ 2n. Let [z] be chosen uniformly at random in R×q
and z be its representative with coefficients between −q/2 and q/2. Then, for any c ≥ 1, it holds that
Pr [‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q] ≤ 16/n2c−1.
The conditions on q (i.e, q prime and q ≥ 2n) are used in the proof to ensure that at least half
of the elements of the ring Rq are invertible. These conditions could be replaced by the condition
“|R×q | ≥ |Rq|/2”.
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We can use this corollary to compute the probability that one of the zv does not satisfy ‖1/zv‖ ≤
nc/q when the [zi]’s are independent and chosen uniformly at random in R
×
q (assuming that q is prime
and q ≥ 2n). Indeed, the [zv]’s are uniform in R×q because they are a product of uniform invertible
elements, and, by the union bound, we have
Pr [∃v ∈ A s.t. ‖1/zv‖ > nc/q] ≤
∑
v∈A
Pr [‖1/zv‖ > nc/q]
≤ 16|A|
n2c−1
.
If we want this probability to be less than 1/2, in order to re-sample all the zi’s only twice on average,
we should take
|A| ≤ n
2c−1
32
. (5.4)
But we also have ‖zv‖ ≤
√
n‖zv‖∞ ≤
√
nq, hence ‖1/zv‖ · ‖zv‖ ≤ nc+0.5. In order to minimize E,
we wish to minimize c, under (5.4). By taking the minimal value of c that satisfies this constraint, and
recalling that |A| = 2κ, we obtain
E = Θ(n4.5+K/2).
This means that γ = 4.5, ν = 0.5 and η = 0. This revisited conservative method is identical to the
original one, except that we improve the encodings size bound E. We also change a little the point of
view by fixing n first and then obtaining an upper bound on κ (which will appear because ν 6= 0 in E
and we want q to be polynomial in n), while the authors of [DGG+18] first fix κ and then increase n
consequently. In the following, we will only focus on the revisited conservative method and not on the
original one.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. The proof of this lemma relies on the same ideas as the one of [SS13, Lemma 4.1],
but here, the element z is sampled uniformly modulo q instead of according to a Gaussian distribution.
Let [z] be chosen uniformly at random in Rq and z be its representative with coefficients between −q/2
and q/2. Recall that we denote σj : K → C the real/complex embeddings of K in C, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n (we
see the real embeddings as complex numbers with the naive inclusion R ⊂ C). Because we are working
in a power-of-two cyclotomic field, we know that the size of z is related to the size of its embeddings
(see Section 2.3.4). Hence, if we have an upper bound on the |σj(1/z)|, we also have an upper bound on
‖1/z‖. Moreover, the σj ’s are morphisms, so σj(1/z) = 1/σj(z), and it suffices to have a lower bound
on |σj(z)|.
Let j ∈ {1, · · · , n}, there exists a primitive 2n-th root of unity ζ such that
σj(z) =
n−1∑
i=0
aiζ
i,
where the ai’s are the coefficients of z, and so are sampled uniformly and independently between −q/2
and q/2. As ζ is a primitive 2k-th root of unity for some k, there exists i0 such that ζ
i0 = I, where I
is a complex square root of −1. So we can write
σj(z) = a0 + Iai0 + z˜,
for some z˜ ∈ C that is independent of a0 and ai0 . Now, we have that
Pr
[
|σj(z)| <
√
2q
nc
]
= Pr
[
a0 + Iai0 ∈ B(−z˜,
√
2q
nc
)
]
≤ Vol(B(−z˜,
√
2q
nc ))
q2
≤ 8
n2c
,
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where B(−z˜,√2q/nc) is the ball centered in −z˜ of radius √2q/nc. A union bound yields that
Pr
[
∃j, |σj(z)| <
√
2q
nc
]
≤ n · 8
n2c
=
8
n2c−1
,
which in turns implies
Pr
[
∀j,
∣∣∣∣σj (1z
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ nc√2q
]
≥ 1− 8
n2c−1
.
To complete the proof, recall that for cyclotomic fields of power-of-two order, Equation 2.6 gives us
‖1/z‖ = √2/n · ‖σ(1/z)‖ ≤ √2 ·maxj(|σj(1/z)|). This gives the desired result.
Proof of Corollary 5.7. First, note that sampling [z] uniformly over R×q is the same as sampling [z]
uniformly in Rq and re-sampling it until [z] is invertible. We let U(Rq) (resp. U(R
×
q )) denote the
uniform distribution in Rq (resp. R
×
q ). We then have that
Pr
[z]←U(R×q )
[‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q] = Pr
[z]←U(Rq)
[‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q | [z] ∈ R×q ].
Using the definition of conditional probabilities, we can rewrite
Pr
[z]←U(Rq)
[‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q | [z] ∈ R×q ] =
Pr[z]←U(Rq)[[z] ∈ R×q and ‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q]
Pr[z]←U(Rq)[[z] ∈ R×q ]
.
The numerator of this fraction is less than Pr[z]←U(Rq)[‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q], which is less than 8n2c−1 using
Lemma 5.6. Further, at least half of the elements of Rq are invertible. Indeed, because q is prime,
then we know that Rq is isomorphic to (Fqn/k)k, where k is the number of prime factors of Xn + 1
modulo q. The number of invertible elements of Rq is then equal to the number of invertible elements
of (Fqn/k)k, which is (qn/k − 1)k (an elements is invertible in (Fqn/k)k if and only if all its components
are invertible). We conclude that the proportion of invertible elements in Rq is (1− 1qn/k )k ≥ 1− kqn/k .
Because q ≥ 2n ≥ 2k, we finally obtain 1 − k
qn/k
≥ 1/2. Hence Pr[z]←U(Rq)[[z] ∈ R×q ] ≥ 1/2 and we
obtain the desired result
Pr
[z]←U(R×q )
[‖1/z‖ ≥ nc/q] ≤ 16
n2c−1
.
5.3.3.5 The aggressive method
This method was proposed by Do¨ttling, Garg, Gupta, Miao and Mukherjee in [DGG+18] in order to
instantiate the GGH13 multilinear map for their obfuscator. This method cannot be used for any set
of atoms A, as it relies on the fact that the levels at which we encode fresh encodings have a specific
structure. Indeed, for each v ∈ A, we have either [zv] = [zi] for some i ∈ {1, · · · , κ} or [zv] = [z∗ · z−1i ].
Using this remark, the secret elements [zi] are generated in the following way.
For i from 1 to κ do:
• sample a uniformly random invertible element [zi] in Rq. Let zi be the representative of [zi] in R
with coefficients between −q/2 and q/2, and z˜i be the representative of [z−1i ] in R with coefficients
between −q/2 and q/2.
• until both following conditions are satisfied, re-sample [zi]:
‖1/zi‖ ≤ n3/q (5.5)
‖1/z˜i‖ ≤ n/q. (5.6)
• if i = κ, we also re-sample [zi] until this third condition is also met
‖1/z∗‖ ≤ n/q, (5.7)
where z∗ is the representative of [
∏
1≤i≤κ zi] with its coefficients between −q/2 and q/2.
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Because we sample the [zi]’s from i = 1 to κ, when we generate [zκ] all the other [zi]’s are already
fixed, so we can define [z∗].
Note that with this method, we re-sample each zi an expected constant number of times, indepen-
dently of κ. Indeed, all [zi]’s for i ≤ κ − 1 are sampled independently. Moreover, the two conditions
we want are satisfied except with probability at most 16n for each condition (using Corollary 5.7 with
[zi] and [z
−1
i ] that are uniform in R
×
q and with c = 3 or c = 1). So, applying a union bound, the
probability that we have to re-sample [zi] is at most
32
n , which is less than 1/2 if n ≥ 64. The idea is
the same for [zκ] except that we also want ‖1/z∗‖ to be small. Observe that in this case, all the [zi]’s
for i < κ are already fixed, so [z∗] only depends on [zκ] and is uniform in R×q . Hence this last condition
is also satisfied except with probability 16n from Corollary 5.7. Therefore, the probability that the three
conditions are met for [zκ] is at least 1/2 as long as n ≥ 96.
To conclude, if n ≥ 96, the procedure described above will sample each [zi] at most twice on average,
independently of the choice of κ. So we can choose κ arbitrarily large and the sampling procedure will
take time O(κ) · poly(n).
It remains to choose our representative zv ∈ R of [zv] ∈ Rq and to get a bound on ‖1/zv‖ · ‖zv‖ for
all v ∈ A, in order to get the value of E. We will show that ‖zv‖ · ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n4 for some choice of the
representative zv we detail below.
First case. If v has weight 1, that is [zv] = [zi] for some i, then we take zv = zi. With our choice of
[zi], we have that ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n3/q. Also, as ‖zv‖ has its coefficients between −q/2 and q/2 we have that
‖zv‖ ≤
√
nq and hence ‖zv‖ · ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n3.5 ≤ n4.
Second case. If v has weight κ − 1, then there exists i ∈ {1, · · · , κ} such that [zv] = [z∗ · z−1i ]. We
choose as a representative of [zv] the element zv = z
∗ · z˜i ∈ R, with z∗ and z˜i as above (with coefficients
between −q/2 and q/2). We then have
‖1/zv‖ = ‖1/z∗ · 1/z˜i‖ ≤
√
n · ‖1/z∗‖ · ‖1/z˜i‖ ≤ n2.5/q2.
Further, we have that ‖zv‖ = ‖z∗ · z˜i‖ ≤
√
n · √nq · √nq = n1.5q2. This finally gives us
‖zv‖ · ‖1/zv‖ ≤ n4.
To conclude, this method gives us
E = Θ(n7.5).
This means that γ = 7.5 and both η and ν are zero.
A summary of the different values of γ, η and ν for the different sampling methods can be found in
Table 5.1, page 102.
5.3.4 Analysis of the leaked value
We describe in this section the information we can recover using averaging attacks, for each of the
sampling methods. We will see that depending on the sampling method, we can recover an approx-
imation of A(z∗h/g), or an approximation of A(h/g) or even the exact value of A(h/g). In order to
unify notation, we introduce the leakage L, which will refer to A(z∗h/g) or A(h/g) depending the
method. We explain below what is the value of L for the different methods, and how we can recover
an approximation of it. In the case of the simplistic method, we also explain how we can recover the
exact value of L from its approximation and how to use it to mount an attack in our simple setting.
5.3.4.1 Statistical leakage
Let v ∈ A be of weight 1. We denote by [uv] the encoding [H(uv,1, uv˜,1, . . . , uv,m, uv˜,m)]. Recall that
we have [ui,v] = [ci,vz
−1
v ], where ci,v = ai,v + ri,vg for some ri,v ∈ R. So, using the definition of H and
the fact that [uv] passes the zero-test, we can rewrite
[uvpzt] = [H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m)(zvzv˜)
−1 · z∗hg−1]
= [H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m) · hg−1]
= H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m) · h/g.
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Note that the product of the last line is in R, as it is a product of small elements compared to q.
Also, the first term is a small multiple of g so we can indeed divide by g. The division by g here is
purely formal, because the first term is equal to g times the noise of the encoding, but it will become
important later, when we will average over the zero-tested values. We denote by wv ∈ R the value
above (i.e., the representative of [uvpzt] with coefficients in [−q/2, q/2]). The term h/g of the product
is fixed, but the first factor H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m) depends on v: we can average over it. We now
analyze this first factor, depending on the method we choose for generating the fresh encodings of the
GGH13 map. We will denote by Yv the random variable H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m).
By definition of the polynomial H, we know that Yv =
∑
ci,vci,v˜. Moreover, all the ci,v are
independent when i or v vary, and their variance is negligibly close to Σv (because the conditions of
Theorem 2.28 are satisfied). The ci,vci,v˜ are thus centered random variables of variance ΣvΣv˜ (observe
that the variance of a product of independent centered variables is the product of their variances)
and Yv is a centered random variable of variance mΣvΣv˜ (recall that H is a sum of m monomials).
Because Yv is centered, then E[wv] = 0 does not leak any information about secret parameters of the
GGH13 map. However, the variance V[wv] = E[A(wv)] = mΣvΣv˜ ·A(h/g) may leak some information
about the secret elements h and g of the GGH13 map. One technicality here is that we are given
only one variable wv for each choice of v, and its variance depends on ΣvΣv˜, which might depend
on v. The main idea to solve this difficulty is to observe that the Σv are also random variables (they
depend on the zv’s, which are generated according to some probability distribution). Hence, we can
compute our empirical variance over the randomness used in the Enc algorithm, and on the choice of
the denominators {zv}v∈A.
The value
E[A(wv)] = m ·A(h/g) · E[ΣvΣv˜],
where the randomness is taken over the Enc algorithm and the choice of the {zv}v∈A, is the leak we
are going to study below (up to multiplication by a scalar). We will first explicit it, i.e., we will explicit
the value of E[ΣvΣv˜] for all the different sampling methods. Then, we will use Hoeffding’s bound to
estimate the relative error we can obtain, given the number of samples that are available.
Case 1 (the simplistic method). In this case, we have Σv = σ
2 for all v ∈ A, for some σ ∈ R. So
E[ΣvΣv˜] = σ4. Let us call µ := mσ4 ∈ R+, then we have E[A(wv)] = µ ·A(h/g).
Before going to the other sampling methods, let us make the following remark. For all the methods
except the simplistic one, we have ΣvΣv˜ = σ
2
vσ
2
v˜A(zvzv˜). Moreover, one can observe that in all these
methods, there exists a real σ such that σvσv˜ = σ for all v ∈ A (in fact, σv only depends on the weight
of v). Hence, we have that E[ΣvΣv˜] = σ2E[A(zvzv˜)] for some σ ∈ R+, and so it is sufficient to consider
E[A(zvzv˜)] in the following methods.
Case 2 (the conservative method). For this method, we will see that E[A(zvzv˜)] is a scalar. Indeed,
even if all the zv satisfy [zvzv˜] = [z
∗] in Rq, this is not the case in R. Individually each zv is essentially5
uniform in the hypercube [−q/2, q/2]n, in particular it is isotropic (see Section 2.5.1 for the definition
of isotropic variables). For our analysis, let us treat the zv and zv˜ as random variables in R, that
are independent when v varies. The independence assumption is technically incorrect, yet as the only
dependences are of arithmetic nature over Rq and that the elements in question are large, one does
not expect the correlation to be geometrically visible. This independence assumption is also consistent
with numerical experiments (see below). Now, because each of the zv is isotropic (and centered), and
by independence of zv and zv˜, we have that zvzv˜ is also isotropic. Let us call µz := E [A(zvzv˜)] its
variance. Recall that as zvzv˜ is isotropic, we have that µz is in R+. We let µ = mσ2µz ∈ R+, so that
we finally obtain that
E[A(wv)] = µ ·A(h/g).
Thanks to the isotropy of the zvzv˜, all the variables related to Σv have disappeared, and we are in the
same situation as in the simplistic method.
Case 3 (the exponential and aggressive methods). In these methods, unlike the conservative
method, the variables zvzv˜ are not isotropic variables anymore and therefore the z’s do not “average
out”.
5Up to the invertibility condition in Rq
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In the exponential method, the identity zvzv˜ = z
∗ holds over R (where z∗ =
∏
i zi ∈ R is a
representative of [z∗]), hence, zvzv˜ is constant when v varies, and we have
E [A(wv)] = µ ·A(hz∗/g),
for some scalar µ ∈ R+.
In the aggressive method, we have zvzv˜ = z
∗ · z˜i · zi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ κ, with z∗ the representative
of [z∗], zi the representative of [zi] and z˜i the representative of [z−1i ] with coefficients in [−q/2, q/2].
The element z∗ is fixed, but, as in the conservative case, we can view the z˜i · zi as isotropic variables.
Moreover, the zi’s are independent when i varies, and because z˜i only depends on zi, this implies that
the z˜i · zi are independent. We then have E [A(zvzv˜)] = µzA(z∗) for some scalar µz ∈ R+. Hence, we
have again
E [A(wv)] = µ ·A(hz∗/g),
for some scalar µ ∈ R+.
Conclusion on the variance. To conclude, we have argued that in all methods,
E [A(wv)] = µ · L
for some scalar µ ∈ R+, where the probabilities are taken over the randomness of the Enc algorithm
and the random choice of the GGH13 parameters zi. The leaked variable L depends on the sampling
method in the following way:
• L = A(h/g) for the simplistic and the conservative methods.
• L = A(hz∗/g) for the exponential and the aggressive methods.
Observe that in the expectation above, we do not need to use the randomness over the choice of the
plaintexts av,i. This is because the choice of the plaintext elements has no impact on the expectation
and variance of the encodings. It only impacts the support of the distributions. Because here we are
not interested in algebraic properties (such as the support of the distribution) but only in statistical
properties (such as the expectation and variance of the distribution), the choice of the plaintexts has
no impact on our attack.
Now, using the fact that the random variables A(wv) are independent for different v ∈ A of weight 1,
we can compute their empirical mean and Hoeffding’s inequality will allow us to bound the distance to
the theoretical mean. In the following we assume that we know µ.6
Speed of convergence. The attacker computes
W =
2
|A|
∑
v∈A
v of weight 1
A(wv),
the empirical mean of the random variables A(wv). This is an approximation of µ · L. We know that
the coefficients of the random variable wv are less than q, so the coefficients of A(wv) are less that nq
2.
By applying Hoeffding’s inequality in R (Corollary 2.27) with ε = 1/n, B = nq2 and m = |A|/2, we
have that ‖W −µ ·L‖∞ < nq
2
√
8 lnn√
|A| (except with probability at most 2/n). As the coefficients of µL are
of the order of nq2, we have a relative error δ <
√
8 lnn/|A| for each coefficient of µL. As µ is known,
this means that we know L with a relative error at most
√
8 lnn/|A|. Recall that to apply Hoeffding’s
inequality, the variables A(wv) should be independent. The randomness used by the Enc algorithm
satisfies the independence condition (each encoding is generated with a fresh randomness independent
from the previous ones), but for the conservative and aggressive methods, we also need independence of
the zv variables. These variables are not independent, but we report in the next paragraph numerical
experiments that show that, for our needs, they behave as independent random variables (with the
same speed of convergence as provided by Hoeffding’s bound).
6The value of the scalar µ can be obtained from the parameters of the multilinear maps. If we do not want to analyze
the multilinear map, we can guess an approximation of µ with a sufficiently small relative error by an exhaustive search.
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n = 64, q = 12289 n = 64, q = 1437697
n = 256, q = 12289 n = 256, q = 1437697
n = 1024, q = 12289 n = 1024, q = 1437697
Figure 5.1: Relative precision ‖ε‖∞ of the empirical mean 1|A|
∑
v∈AA(zvzv˜) = µz(1+ε) (vertical axis)
as a function of |A| (horizontal axis).
Numerical experiments. We provide here experimental data confirming the heuristic analysis of our
attack against the conservative method. More precisely, we study the empirical mean of A(zvzv˜), and
the rate of convergence. We computed 1|A|
∑
v∈AA(zvzv˜) for several values of n, q and |A| and wrote
it as µz(1 + ε), with µz ∈ R+ and ε ∈ KR. We plotted ‖ε‖∞ as a function of |A| in log-log scale, see
Figure 5.1.
We observe that 1|A|
∑
v∈AA(zvzv˜) indeed converges to a constant µz in R+. Furthermore, we
observe a slope of about −1/2 in log-log scale, confirming that the convergence is as fast as what would
be given by the Hoeffding bound if the variables were indeed independent: ‖ε‖∞ = f(n)/
√|A|, for
some function f . In fact, it even seems that the function f is decreasing rather than slowly increasing
(Hoeffding bound gives f(n) ≤ O(√log n)). The modulus q seems to have no effect on the relative
precision.
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5.3.4.2 From the leakage to a complete attack against the GGH13 map
We have seen so far that we can compute an approximation of the leak L, with relative error δ <√
8 lnn/|A|. Unfortunately, we cannot directly recover the exact value of L from this approximation,
because its coefficients are not integers. When L = A(hz∗/g), i.e., for the exponential and aggressive
methods, we do not know how to use this approximation of L to recover the exact value of L. When
L = A(h/g), i.e., for the simplistic and conservatives methods, we can circumvent this difficulty. The
idea is to transform our approximation of L into an approximation of an element r ∈ R, with coefficients
that are integers of bit-size logarithmic in the security parameter. Indeed, if we have an approximation
of r with error less that 1/2, we can round its coefficients and recover the exact value of r. Further,
we can get such an approximation using a polynomial number of samples because the coefficients we
want to recover have logarithmic bit-size. This is what we explain in next subsection. Unfortunately,
we will see that for the conservative method, the number of samples we need, in order to be able to
round this r to its exact value, is not compatible with the constraint we had on |A| for being able to
generate the zv.
We now explain how we can recover the exact value of A(h/g), when L = A(h/g) and we have
sufficiently many samples. Recovering A(h/g) exactly is a successful attack in our simple setting.
Indeed, any denominator of A(h/g) = (hh)/(gg) is a non-zero multiple of g.
In the following, we assume that we have an approximation of A(h/g) with relative error δ <√
8 lnn/|A| and we want to recover the exact value of A(h/g). Let u be any encoding at level v∗ that
passes the zero-test (we can take u to be one of the [uv] = [H(uv,1, uv˜,1, . . . , uv,m, uv˜,m)]). We have
that [u ·pzt] = c ·h/g ∈ R for some small multiple c of g. In particular, the coefficients of c are somehow
small and are integers. Using our approximation W of µ ·A(h/g) with relative error δ and the fact that
we know µ and c · h/g, we can recover an approximation of A(c) with relative error at most δ · n2 by
computing A(c · h/g) · µ ·W−1.
The coefficients of A(c) are integers and their magnitudes are less than m2n2E4. Indeed, we have
c = H(cv,1, cv˜,1, . . . , cv,m, cv˜,m) for some v and we have ‖cv,i‖ ≤ E for all v’s and i’s. So we know that
‖c‖ ≤ mn1/2E2 and we get the desired bound on ‖A(c)‖∞. Hence, if we have an approximation of
the coefficients of A(c) with relative error at most 12m2n2E4 , the absolute error is less that 1/2 and we
can round the coefficients to recover A(c) exactly. We can then recover A(h/g) exactly by computing
A(c · h/g)/A(c).
Putting together the conditions on the parameters, we have δ <
√
8 lnn
|A| and we want δ·n2 < 12m2n2E4
to be able to recover A(c). A sufficient condition for this to be satisfied is
√
8 lnn
|A| <
1
2m2n4E4 , i.e.,
|A| > 32E8m4n8 lnn.
To conclude, if |A| > 32E8m4n8 lnn and L = A(h/g), we obtain an attack against the GGH13 map
in our simple setting. In the next sub-section, we compare this constraint to the ones we had for the
samplings methods. We will see that for the simplistic method, our constraints are compatible, so we
can perform the attack. On the contrary, this will not be the case for the conservative method.
5.3.4.3 Summary of the constraints and conclusion
We summarize in this section the leakage we can obtain and with which precision, depending on the
sampling methods presented in Section 5.3.3.
The simplistic method. In this method, we have L = A(h/g). Recall that in this case, we can
recover the exact value of L if κ > 16E8m4n8 lnn (using the fact that |A| = 2κ). Also, in this method
we had E = O(n1.5+ε), for any ε > 0. Hence, taking κ = Θ(n20+8εm4 lnn) satisfies the conditions
for generating the parameters plus our condition κ > 16E8m4n8 lnn. To conclude, when using the
simplistic method with some choice of the parameters, we can recover the exact value A(h/g), which
means that we have a successful attack against the GGH13 map in our simple setting.
The exponential method. In this method, we have L = A(z∗h/g). We can recover an approximation
of L with relative error at most
√
8 lnn
|A| . We do not know if it is possible to recover L exactly, or break
the GGH13 map in this setting.
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The revisited conservative method. In this method, we have L = A(h/g). We can recover an
approximation of L with relative error at most
√
8 lnn
|A| according to our heuristic analysis. While the
independence condition between the A(zvzv˜) for applying Hoeffding’s bound may not be satisfied, we
have seen that this rate of convergence seems correct in practice.
Recall that if κ > 16E8m4n8 lnn, then we can recover A(h/g) exactly. Also, for the sampling
method to work, we need to take E = Θ(n4.5
√
κ). Hence, the condition κ > 16E8m4n8 lnn can be
rewritten
κ > Θ(n44κ4m4 lnn).
This condition cannot be satisfied, so we cannot have sufficiently many samples to complete the
attack when using this sampling method. All we get is an approximation of A(h/g). Nevertheless, the
only thing that prevents the full attack is the size of the parameters we have to choose in order to be
able to generate the fresh encodings.
The aggressive method. In this method, we have L = A(z∗h/g). We can recover an approximation
of L with relative error at most
√
8 lnn
|A| . We do not know if it is possible to recover L exactly.
Conclusion. We give in Table 5.1 a summary of the parameters used for the different sampling meth-
ods, and of the resulting leakage. The column ‘constraints’ specifies possible constraints on the pa-
rameters or on the atom set A, that arise when using this sampling method. Recall that due to the
correctness bound (5.2), there is always a constraint on the modulus q, so we do not mention it in the
column ‘constraints’. This constraint on q can be obtained from the columns γ, η and ν, using the
formula log q ≥ 4 log(n)(4 + 2γ + 2νK + ηκ) + 4 log(m).
Sampling method γ η ν leakage L full attack? constraints
Simplistic [GGH13a] 1.5 + ε 0 0 A(h/g) yes none
Exponential [GGH13a] 2.5 2.5 0 A(z∗h/g) no none
Conservative [DGG+18] 6 0 0 A(h/g) no n ≥ 4κ
Conservative (revisited) 4.5 0 0.5 A(h/g) no none
Aggressive [DGG+18] 7.5 0 0 A(z∗h/g) no structure of A
Compensation (Sec. 5.3.5) 2 + ε 0 0 1 no none
Table 5.1: Summary of the leakage analysis, depending on the sampling method. This includes our new
method, sketched in Section 5.3.5. We recall that, according to correctness bound (5.2), the modulus q
must satisfy log q ≥ 4 log(n)(4 + 2γ + 2νK + ηκ) + 4 log(m).
Even if we can only mount a full attack for the simplistic method, we have seen that for every
method described above, the leakage is related to some parameters of the GGH13 map that are meant
to be kept secret. We would find it more comforting to make the leakage unrelated to secret parameters.
In the following section, we propose such a design, which is simple, and leads to smaller parameters.
5.3.5 The compensation method
In this section, we propose a new sampling method which is designed so that the leakage L that an
attacker can recover, by using the averaging attack described above, reveals no information about secret
parameters of the GGH13 map. Nevertheless, we note that even if the attack described above does
not apply directly to this method, other averaging attacks may be able to gather information that is
supposed to stay secret. An idea could be to fix some encodings and average over the others.
Discussion on design. We have seen that choosing different variance parameters Σv at different
levels v can in fact make the leak worse, as the attacker can choose to average them out. We also
remark that the parameters [zv] can be publicly re-randomized without affecting anything else, in
particular without affecting the variance Σv of the numerator of the encodings. Indeed, we can choose
random invertible elements [zˆi] ∈ R×q , and apply the following transformation to all encodings ev at
level v, as well as to the zero-testing parameter [pzt]:
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[ev] 7→
 ∏
i :v[i]=1
zˆ−1i
 · [ev], [pzt] 7→
 ∏
1≤i≤κ
zˆi
 [pzt].
This means that the relation between the variance Σv and the denominators zv can be publicly undone
while maintaining functionality.
The compensation method. We therefore proceed to set Σv = Σ for all levels v, and to choose Σ
independently of the zv. Recall that the leakage we considered was V(wv) = mΣvΣv˜ ·A(h/g). Hence,
with our choice of Σv this gives us
L ∼ Σ2 ·A(h/g). (5.8)
We then choose Σ ∼ A(g/h)1/2, ensuring L ∼ 1: the leakage is made constant, unrelated to any secret.
We insist nevertheless that, as the previous methods, this method comes with no formal security
argument. We also warn that we have not thoroughly explored more general leakage attacks, varying
the zero-tested polynomials or keeping some encodings fixed.
It remains to see how one can efficiently sample encodings following this choice. To get tighter
bounds, we look at the conditioning number (or distortion) δ(
√
Σ) = max(σi(
√
Σ))
min(σi(
√
Σ))
, where σi runs over
all embeddings. One easily verifies that, for any x, y ∈ KR, we have
δ(A(x)) = δ(x)2 (5.9)
δ(xk) = δ(x)|k| for any k ∈ R, (5.10)
δ(xy) ≤ δ(x)δ(y). (5.11)
If a variable x ∈ KR has independent continuous Gaussian coefficients of parameter 1, then its em-
beddings are (complex) Gaussian variables of parameter Θ(
√
n), and it holds with constant probability
that
∀i, Ω(1) ≤ |σi(x)| ≤ O(
√
n log n). (5.12)
Indeed, the right inequality follows from classic tail bounds on Gaussian distribution. For the left in-
equality, note that |σi(x)| ≥ max(|Re(σi(x))|, |Im(σi(x))|), where both the real and imaginary parts are
independent Gaussian samples of parameter Θ(
√
n): either will be smaller than Θ(1) with probability
at most 1/
√
2n. By independence, the inequality |σi(x)| ≤ Θ(1) holds with probability at most 1/(2n)
for each i, and one may conclude by the union bound.
This implies that if x is sampled according to a Gaussian distribution of parameter 1, then δ(x) =
O(
√
n log n) with constant probability. Moreover, scaling x by a real factor σ > 0 does not change
its conditioning number. Hence, by rejection sampling over h and g, we can ensure that δ(g), δ(h) ≤
O(
√
n log n) (the rejection probability is constant). We will also scale g to ensure that maxi(σi(g)) =
Θ(n). This will imply that
‖g‖ = O(n) (see Section 2.3.4),
and ‖1/g‖ = O(max
i
(σi(1/g)) = O(1/min
i
(σi(g))) = O(
√
log n/n).
Hence, it satisfies the desired conditions for g (recall from Section 5.2.2 that we want ‖g‖ = O(n) and
‖1/g‖ = O(n2)). Thanks to the conditions on δ(h) and δ(g), we have
δ(
√
Σ) = δ(A(g/h))1/4 ≤ (δ(g)δ(h))1/2 ≤ O(n log n)1/2.
We now define Σ by
√
Σ = σ · A(h/g)1/2, where the scaling factor σ ∈ R>0 is chosen such that
min(σi(
√
Σ)) = n · (log n)2. This condition ensures that
‖g/
√
Σ‖ ≤
√
2 ·max
i
(σi(g/
√
Σ)) (see Section 2.3.4)
≤
√
2 ·max
i
(σi(g))/min(σi(
√
Σ))
= Θ(n)/min(σi(
√
Σ))
= 1/ω(log n) by choice of Σ.
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Hence, we can efficiently sample fresh encodings thanks to Theorem 2.28. Moreover, because δ(
√
Σ) =
O(
√
n log n), we know that ‖√Σ‖ = O(max(σi(
√
Σ))) = O(n1.5+ε) for any ε > 0. We conclude that
the numerator of a fresh encoding can be sampled as short as E =
√
n · ‖√Σ‖ = O(n2+ε), for any
ε > 0: the sizes of the numerators of the encodings are barely worse than in the simplistic method, and
significantly better than in all other methods.
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have seen the definition of graded encoding schemes and the example of the GGH13
candidate. We have also presented the first extensive analysis of the statistical leakage that can be
obtained from different variants of the GGH13 map, and proposed a variant which seems to leak less
information than the ones studied. In the next chapter, we will focus on the security of the GGH13
map when used to construct candidate obfuscators.
Two main open problems are raised by this chapter. The first one is about the leakage obtained
for the exponential and aggressive methods. We did not manage to use it to mount any attack against
the GGH13 map, but this might still be possible. One way to use the leakage for an attack would
be to recover it exactly, as in the simplistic case. However, recovering A(z∗h/g) exactly from an
approximation does not seem easy to do, because of the division by g. If the elements were integers, we
could recover the fraction from its approximation using continued fractions, but we are working with
elements in a number field, and the continued fractions techniques do not seem to translate to this
setting. Another direction for attacks could be to try to use the approximation of the leakage without
recovering it exactly, but we did not manage to do it either.
Finally, the study of the statistical attack described in this chapter has been done in a specific model,
where the attacker can create top-level encodings of zero in a very restricted way. One may wonder
whether more complex models can be developed, and with them new statistical attacks. In particular, it
would be interesting to know if our compensation method resists more sophisticated statistical attacks.
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Obfuscators
Intuitively, an obfuscator is an algorithm which should render the code of a program unintelligible,
while preserving the functionality of the program. On a practical side, companies selling programs
are already developing some obfuscation, in order to prevent a user to understand the program and
develop a concurrent version of it [XZKL17]. However, practical obfuscation techniques do not come
with any formal guarantee that the program is indeed hidden. In this chapter, we will be focusing
on the theoretical side of obfuscation. One can define a mathematical object, called an obfuscator,
whose specifications should hopefully match the intuition. This object is very desired in theoretical
cryptography, as it can then be used to create a lot of cryptographic primitives, with some of them
that are not known to be possible otherwise.
In this chapter, we will first define what is an obfuscator, and then present some candidates for
general purpose obfuscation. None of the candidate obfuscators that have been proposed so far rely on
standard cryptographic hardness assumptions, and we will see that many of these candidate obfuscators
suffer from attacks. In particular, we will present a quantum attack which applies to many obfuscators
based on the GGH13 multilinear map, some of which were not broken yet. In order to describe this
quantum attack, we first describe an abstract obfuscator, capturing many candidates obfuscators. We
then present the attack on this abstract obfuscator.
The description of the abstract obfuscator and the quantum attack presented in the last two sections
of this chapter correspond to a work which was published in the proceedings of Crypto 2018 [Pel18].
The code used to perform the experiments described in this chapter is available at
http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/alice.pellet___mary/code/quantum_attack.sage
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CHAPTER 6. OBFUSCATORS
6.1 Introduction
We first start by formally defining obfuscators. We then give a brief overview of the different techniques
that have been used to construct candidate obfuscators, and of the attacks that are known against the
candidates.
6.1.1 Definition
From the intuitive notion of obfuscation, we would like an obfuscated program to act as a black-box:
it should only reveal the input/output behaviour of the program. In other words, we would like that
anything that can be learned from the obfuscated program can also be learned by having only a black-
box access to the program. This can be formalized by the notion of virtual black-box obfuscation (or
VBB obfuscation). In order to formally define the obfuscator, we also need to say how we represent
the program to be obfuscated. This is typically done by using circuits. In this thesis, we will consider
obfuscators which are defined over a class C of boolean circuits. The main goal of program obfuscation is
to achieve obfuscation for the class C of all polynomial size circuits (i.e., circuits containing a polynomial
number of gates). In this thesis, we will mainly focus of such obfuscators. However, one can also be
interested in obfuscators for restricted classes of circuits, for example the class of logarithmic depth
circuits, or the class of conjunctions. In the following, we will say that two circuits C1 and C2 are
equivalent (and we will write C1 ≡ C2), if the sets of inputs of the two circuits are the same, and for
any such input x we have C1(x) = C2(x) (i.e., C1 and C2 compute the same function).
Definition 6.1 (Virtual Black-Box (VBB) obfuscation [BGI+01]). A virtual black-box obfuscator O
for the class of circuits C is a function which takes as input a circuit C ∈ C and outputs a circuit O(C)
(not necessarily in C). It should satisfy the following requirements.
• (functionality) For every circuit C ∈ C, the circuits C and O(C) are equivalent.
• (efficiency) The obfuscator O runs in polynomial time in |C|, the number of gates of its input
circuit C. In particular, this implies that |O(C)| (the number of gates of O(C)) is polynomially
bounded by |C|.
• (virtual black-box security) For any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A, there exists a
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm Sim and a negligible function α such that for all circuits
C ∈ C ∣∣∣P [A(O(C)) = 1]− P [SimC(1|C|) = 1]∣∣∣ ≤ α(|C|),
where SimC means that the algorithm Sim can make black-box queries to the circuit C.
The virtual black-box security requirement means that anything that an adversary can compute
from the obfuscated program can also be computed given only a black-box access to the program and
the size of the program. This is what we wanted intuitively. However, it has been shown in 2001
by Barak, Goldreich, Impagliazzo, Rudich, Sahai, Vadhan and Yang that such a security requirement
was not possible to achieve for the class C of all polynomial size circuits. This does not rule out
VBB obfuscation for all classes of circuits, but it still impacts a large number of classes (intuitively,
any class containing circuits that can be evaluated on their own descriptions). The main idea of this
impossibility result is that any obfuscated circuit O(C) reveals the code of a circuit computing the
same function as C, whereas a black-box access does not. So if for instance the definition of virtual
black-box security allowed the attacker to produce a string of bits instead of a single bit, it could
output the description of a circuit computing C (by outputting O(C)). On the contrary, the simulator
cannot output the description of a circuit computing C, except by making an exponential number of
black-box queries to C. This idea can be generalized to an attacker outputting a single bit (as in
our definition) by considering circuits that take as input a description of themselves. More formally,
the authors of [BGI+01] consider pairs of circuits (C1, C2), where C1(x) is constant (either 0 or 1)
for all inputs x describing circuits that compute the same function (i.e., if x and y describe circuits
Cx ≡ Cy, then C1(x) = C1(y)). A non-trivial such circuit C1 can be constructed for instance by
choosing two parameters α, β and defining C1(x) = 1 if and only if Cx(α) = β (where Cx is the circuit
described by x). One can then wonder whether C1(C2) = 1. An adversary which is given access to
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(O(C1),O(C2)) can determine whether C1(C2) = 1 by computing O(C1)(O(C2)). But a simulator
that can only access C1 and C2 in a black-box way cannot make such a request, because it does not
know any circuit representation of C2. Finally, to embed the two circuits C1 and C2 into a unique
circuit C (to match the definition of VBB security), the authors simply consider the circuit C which
takes as input bit-strings of size m+ 1 (where C1 and C2 take as input bit-string of size m) defined by
C(0‖x) = C1(x) and C(1‖x) = C2(x).
Virtual black-box security being impossible to achieve for all polynomial size circuit, the authors
of [BGI+01] proposed a new security definition for obfuscation, called indistinguishability Obfuscation
(or iO for short). An indistinguishability obfuscator satisfies the same functionality and efficiency
requirements as before, but its security definition is modified as follows.
Definition 6.2 (Indistinguishability Obfuscation (iO) [BGI+01]). An indistinguishability obfuscator O
for the class of circuits C is a function which takes as input a circuit C ∈ C and outputs a circuit O(C)
(not necessarily in C). It should satisfy the following requirements.
• (functionality) For every circuit C ∈ C, the circuits C and O(C) are equivalent.
• (efficiency) The obfuscator O runs in polynomial time in |C|, the number of gates of its input
circuit C. In particular, this implies that |O(C)| (the number of gates of O(C)) is polynomially
bounded by |C|.
• (indistinguishability) For any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A, there is a negligible
function α such that for all equivalent circuits C1, C2 ∈ C of the same size k we have
|P [A(O(C1)) = 1]− P [A(O(C2)) = 1]| ≤ α(k).
The definition of indistinguishability obfuscation calls for a few comments. First, as observed by
the authors of [BGI+01], if we forget about the efficiency requirement, then iO exists. Indeed, given a
circuit C, an obfuscator can output the truth table of the circuit, or even the smallest circuit computing
this function (choosing the first one in lexicographic order if there are multiple circuits of the same
size). Then, the output of the obfuscator on two equivalent circuits C1 and C2 will be the same, and
so an attacker cannot distinguish between the two obfuscated circuits. This observation makes the
authors of [BGI+01] suggest that there is “some (very slight) hope that this definition is a achievable”.
On the other side, one may wonder at first whether, even if they exist, indistinguishability obfusca-
tors are useful. Indeed, it does not correspond anymore to the intuitive notion of obfuscation, where the
obfuscated circuit should hide the input circuit. An indistinguishability obfuscator could reveal parts of
the circuit we would like to keep secret (for instance a secret key), as long as the obfuscations of equiva-
lent circuits are computationally indistinguishable. It turns out that indistinguishability obfuscation is
indeed useful, as was showed by many following works, in constructing many cryptographic primitives
from iO. For example, it has been shown that iO could be used to build witness encryption [GGSW13],
functional encryption [GGH+13b], deniable encryption [SW14], oblivious transfer [SW14], traitor trac-
ing [BZ17], graded encoding schemes [FHHL18], and so on.
Another way to argue that iO might be useful is to observe that, if we consider the class C of
all polynomial size circuits, then an indistinguishability obfuscator O achieves best possible obfusca-
tion [GR07]. Assume that we have another obfuscator O′ satisfying the functionality and efficiency
conditions of iO, but another security definition that we would prefer. We can show that O reveals less
information about the obfuscated circuits than O′. Let C ∈ C be a polynomial size circuit. We observe
than revealing O(O′(C)) reveals less information that revealing O′(C). Indeed, anything an attacker
can do with O(O′(C)), can also be done with O′(C), by first applying O to O′(C). Here, we use the
fact that O is an obfuscator for the class of all polynomial size circuits, and so we can apply it to O′(C)
(because of the efficiency requirement, it is of polynomial size). Now, by the indistinguishability prop-
erty of O, we know that O(O′(C)) is indistinguishable from O(C) (by functionality of O′). Hence, we
conclude that anything an adversary can do by knowing O(C) can also be done given as input O′(C).
This means that O achieves what we call best possible obfuscation. Notice here that this proof only
works because we considered an iO for all polynomial size circuits, so that we can apply O to the circuit
O′(C). There are examples of classes of circuits for which iO does not achieve best possible obfusca-
tion. One such example is the class of point functions. A point function is described by some bit-string
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y ∈ {0, 1}m. On input x ∈ {0, 1}m, the function outputs 1 if and only if x = y and 0 otherwise. An
indistinguishability obfuscator, given as input a bit-string y describing a point function could simply
return y. This satisfies the indistinguishability property because each function is uniquely represented,
and hence an attacker cannot distinguish between the obfuscation of two circuits computing the same
function. On the other hand, we will see in Section 6.1.3 that there exists a VBB obfuscator for point
functions under standard assumptions. This obfuscator provably hides the point y, which is not the
case of the simple iO described above.
The definition of iO might also be annoying to deal with, because the attacker should choose two
circuits C1 and C2 which are equivalent. This requirement cannot be checked by the challenger, because
being able to determine whether two circuits compute the same function is an NP-hard problem. One
can however give an equivalent definition of iO which circumvents this difficulty (the functionality and
efficiency requirement of the definition are the same as in Definition 6.2, only the security requirement
changes).
Definition 6.3 (Indistinguishability Obfuscation, alternative definition (iO2) [BR14]). An iO2 obfus-
cator O for the class of circuits C is a function which takes as input a circuit C ∈ C and outputs a
circuit O(C) (not necessarily in C). It should satisfy the following requirements.
• (functionality) For every circuit C ∈ C, the circuits C and O(C) are equivalent.
• (efficiency) The obfuscator O runs in polynomial time in |C|, the number of gates of its input
circuit C. In particular, this implies that |O(C)| (the number of gates of O(C)) is polynomially
bounded by |C|.
• (unbounded simulation) For any probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A, there exists a com-
putationally unbounded algorithm Sim and a negligible function α such that for all circuits C ∈ C∣∣∣P [A(O(C)) = 1]− P [SimC(1|C|) = 1]∣∣∣ ≤ α(|C|),
where SimC means that the algorithm Sim can make black-box queries to the circuit C.
Lemma 6.4 (Lemma 2.9 in [BR14]). Definitions 6.2 and 6.3 are equivalent, i.e., an obfuscator O is
an iO if and only if it is an iO2.
This lemma in particular implies that a VBB obfuscator (when it exists) is also an indistinguisha-
bility obfuscator.
6.1.2 Candidate obfuscators
In this section, we will be interested in candidate indistinguishability obfuscators for all polynomial
size circuits. The first such candidate was proposed in 2013 by Garg, Gentry, Halevi, Raykova, Sahai
and Waters [GGH+13b], and was since followed by many other candidates. These candidates can be
sorted into three main categories: branching program obfuscators, circuit obfuscators and obfuscators
built from functional encryption. The first two categories are somehow similar. They both construct
candidate obfuscators directly, relying on candidate multilinear maps. The third category is somehow
different: the guiding principle of these constructions is to try to reduce the construction of iO to the
simplest possible primitives, and then propose candidate instantiations of these simple primitives. We
give in this section a brief overview of these three categories. In the rest of the chapter we will mainly
focus on branching program obfuscators, and, more specifically, on the ones relying on the GGH13 map
(hence, their description is a little more detailed). More details can be found in a survey written in
January 2018 by Horva´th and Buttya´n [HB18].
6.1.2.1 Branching program obfuscators
The first candidate iO proposed by Garg et al. in 2013 [GGH+13b] was a branching program obfuscator
(we later refer to it as the GGHRSW construction). This means that it takes as input a matrix branching
program (see Section 2.6) instead of a circuit. Like circuits or Turing machines, branching programs
are a way to represent and compute a function, and this representation of functions was more suited for
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the GGHRSW construction than others. Barrington’s theorem states that any circuit with logarithmic
depth can be efficiently transformed into a branching program with polynomially many matrices that
are 5 by 5 permutation matrices. Hence, an iO for the class of all polynomial size branching programs
implies an iO for the class NC1 of logarithmic depth circuits. The authors of [GGH+13b] then proved
that any iO for NC1 can be bootstrapped to an iO for all polynomial size circuits using levelled fully
homomorphic encryption, which can be achieved using standard hardness assumptions.
The work of Garg at al. [GGH+13b] hence implies that building iO for branching programs is
sufficient to obtain iO for all circuits. The authors also provide the first candidate construction of
iO for branching programs. Since then, many other iO candidates for branching programs have been
proposed.
Almost all branching program obfuscators rely on graded encoded schemes. Recall that we have
three main candidates GES which can be used to build obfuscators: the GGH13 map, the CLT13 map
and the GGH15 map. Most of the obfuscators using the GGH13 map can also be instantiated with
the CLT13 map and vice versa. However, because of its different structure, the GGH15 map cannot be
used in obfuscators built to work with the GGH13 or the CLT13 map. From a security point of view,
the known attacks against the candidate branching program obfuscators all rely on weaknesses of the
underlying multilinear map, and so differ depending on the chosen multilinear map.
Below, we give a non-exhaustive list of iO candidates for branching programs and attacks. For
readability, we draw three separate figures (Figures 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3), one for each underlying multilinear
map. As mentioned above, some constructions appear in both Figures 6.1 and 6.2, because they can
be instantiated with the GGH13 map and the CLT13 map. In these figures, the references above the
axis refer to constructions whereas the ones below the axis refer to attacks.
BP obfuscators using the GGH13 map
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
[GGH+13b]
[BR14,BGK+14]
[PST14,AGIS14]
[MSW14] [GMM+16]
[MSZ16]
[FRS17]
[CGH17]
[ADGM17]
[CHKL18]
[Pel18]
Figure 6.1: History of GGH13-based branching program obfuscators (non-exhaustive)
As mentioned above, the first candidate branching program obfuscator was proposed in 2013 by
Garg, Gentry, Halevi, Raykova and Waters [GGH+13b], and was instantiated using the GGH13 map.
This construction came with no reduction to standard cryptographic hardness assumptions. This
construction was soon followed by many variants, trying to improve both security and efficiency of
the GGHRSW construction. First, in 2014, Brakerski and Rothblum [BR14] and Barak, Garg, Kalai,
Paneth and Sahai [BGK+14] proposed candidate obbuscators which they proved secure in the ideal
multilinear map model (the BR14 candidate also requires an extra assumption called Exponential Time
Hypothesis). Recall from Section 5.1 that the ideal multilinear map model is a model where the
adversary does not get the encoded elements, but can only access them via “handles”, maintained by the
challenger. Pass, Seth and Telang [PST14] then proposed a hardness assumption for graded encoding
schemes which they proved implies iO. They also showed that this hardness assumption holds in the
ideal multilinear map model. Miles, Sahai and Weiss [MSW14] then proposed a candidate obfuscator
proved secure in a model which gives a bit more power to an attacker than the ideal multilinear map
model (the main difference being that the attacker can add two encodings at different levels). Finally,
Ananth, Gupta, Ishai and Sahai [AGIS14] focused on efficiency and proposed an obfuscator that can
obfuscate any matrix branching program (previous candidates took as input branching programs made
of permutation matrices). They also showed how this can be used to remove the bootstrapping part
of [GGH+13b], and improve efficiency of the obfuscator.
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Most of these constructions with proofs in ideal models in fact prove VBB security of the obfuscator
(stronger than iO but impossible to achieve), and then use the fact that VBB implies iO to conclude
on the iO security of the obfuscators. One of the consequences of these proofs is then that the ideal
models considered above cannot be instantiated (as they imply something false). Let us also mention
that the ideal multilinear map model (and its variants) used in the above obfuscators is independent
of the choice of the multilinear map. The obfuscators can then be instantiated with any candidate
multilinear map (i.e., GGH13 of CLT13). This won’t be the case anymore for the weak multilinear map
models discussed below.
After this first line of works, the first attack against candidate iOs was described by Miles, Sahai and
Zhandry in 2016 [MSZ16]. This attack relies on some weakness of the underlying GGH13 multilinear
map. More specifically, the authors observed that the elements obtained after zero-testing are of the
form `i(x1, . . . , xr) mod g, where the `i are linear forms that are known by the attacker (and depend
on the obfuscated circuit), the xj are noise terms that are unknown to the attacker (the number r of
noise terms is polynomial), and g is the secret parameter of the GGH13 map as defined in Section 5.2.
The attack then consists in gathering r+ 1 such zero-tested elements, in order to be able to compute a
linear combination of them which annihilates the linear forms `i (whatever the choices of the xj ’s are).
Once the `i are annihilated, we are left with a multiple of g, and we can use it to mount a distinguishing
attack. This attack impacts all the previous GGH13-based candidate obfuscators, except the GGHRSW
one (i.e., it impacts [BR14,BGK+14,PST14,AGIS14,MSW14]).
A new candidate obfuscator was then proposed by Garg, Miles, Mukherjee, Sahai, Srinivasan, and
Zhandry [GMM+16], designed to prevent the MSZ attack. More formally, the authors defined a new
idealized model, called the weak GGH13 multilinear map model,1 and proved the security of their
candidate iO in this model. This model is designed to capture the MSZ attack, hence the security proof
ensures that this attack (or variants of it) cannot be applied to this obfuscator. Again, the authors
proved VBB security of their obfuscator, which implies iO security, but also implies that this model
cannot be instantiated. Another observation is that this obfuscator can be instantiated with the GGH13
map or the CLT13 map, but its security is only analyzed when instantiated with the GGH13 map. In
particular, the weak GGH13 multilinear map model is not a generic model like the ideal multilinear
map model: it is defined only when the underlying multilinear map is the GGH13 map.
In 2017, Apon, Do¨ttling, Garg and Mukherjee [ADGM17] extended the MSZ attack. More specifi-
cally, the MSZ attack broke iO security of the BP obfuscators by distinguishing between the obfuscation
of two equivalent BP. Apon et al. broke the iO security of the full circuit obfuscators by exhibiting two
circuits that, once transformed into branching programs and obfuscated, could be distinguished. This
attack applies to the same candidate obfuscators as the MSZ one. The same year, Chen, Gentry and
Halevi [CGH17] described an attack against the original GGHRSW obfuscator. This attack combines
techniques from both the MSZ attack and from attacks that were previously used against the CLT13
map [CLLT17]. Both attacks [CGH17, ADGM17] only work when the corresponding iOs are instanti-
ated with the GGH13 map. A few months later, Fernando, Rasmussen and Sahai [FRS17] proposed a
fix for the GGHRSW obfuscator, which prevents the [CGH17] attack (this fix was originally intended
for CLT13-based obfuscators).
Finally, in 2018, two “partial” attacks were proposed against GGH13-based BP obfuscation. The
first one was proposed by Cheon, Hhan, Kim and Lee [CHKL18]. It impacts the security of the [GGH+13b]
and [GMM+16] candidates for specific choices of parameters. This attack can be prevented by increas-
ing the parameters of the iO candidates. The second one is a quantum attack, which I proposed and
was published in the proceedings of Crypto 2018. A description of this attack is provided in Section 6.3.
It provides an attack against the [GMM+16] obfuscator, but only in the quantum setting.
Table 6.1 summarizes the current state of the art (May 2019) of the candidate branching program
obfuscators based on GGH13. In the quantum setting, the only candidate which is still standing is the
GGHRSW obfuscator, when fixed by [FRS17]. In the classical setting, the [GMM+16] obfuscator is
also standing. The parameters of both of these obfuscators should be chosen large enough to prevent
the [CHKL18] attack.
1In the literature, this model is typically called “weak multilinear map model” without reference to the GGH13 map.
However, it is specific to the GGH13 map, and, as we shall see, similar models have been developed for the CLT13 and
GGH15 map. Hence, in this section, to avoid ambiguity, we shall call it “weak GGH13 multilinear map model”. A
description of this model can be found in Appendix A.
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Attacks
iOs
[GGH+13b]
[BR14,BGK+14,PST14]
[AGIS14,MSW14]
[GMM+16]
[MSZ16] completely broken
[CGH17]
broken but fixed
in [FRS17]
[CHKL18]
broken for specific
choices of
parameters
broken for specific
choices of parameters
broken for specific
choices of
parameters
[Pel18] quantumly broken
Table 6.1: Status of candidate branching program iO based on GGH13 (May 2019)
BP obfuscators using the CLT13 map
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
[GGH+13b]
[BR14,BGK+14]
[PST14,AGIS14]
[MSW14]
[CLLT17]
[FRS17] [MZ18]
Figure 6.2: History of CLT13-based branching program obfuscators (non-exhaustive)
The first candidate obfuscators we have seen in the GGH13 case [GGH+13b,BR14,BGK+14,PST14,
AGIS14,MSW14] can also be instantiated by the CLT13 map. Moreover, recall that these obfuscators
(expect for the [GGH+13b] one) are proved secure in the ideal multilinear map model (or one of its
variants), which is independent from the choice of the underlying multilinear map. On the contrary,
the candidate iO from [GMM+16] can be instantiated with the CLT13 map but its security analysis is
performed only when instantiated with the GGH13 map, hence we chose not to represent it here.
The first attacks against CLT13-based candidate obfuscators was presented by Coron, Lee, Lepoint
and Tibouchi in 2017 [CLLT17]. It impacted all previous candidate obfuscators based on the CLT13
map (i.e., all [GGH+13b, BR14, BGK+14, PST14, AGIS14, MSW14]), when using single input matrix
branching programs. Recall from Section 2.6 that a branching program is said to be single-input if
the choices of the matrices in the execution of the program only depend on one bit of input at each
step. The notion of single input branching program is in fact not the best notion to describe the CLLT
attack. What the authors really need is input partitionability of the branching program. Recall that
the function computed by a branching program A is zero on input x if and only if
A0 ·
∏
i∈[`]
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1 = 0.
This branching program is said to be input partitionable if this product of matrices can be split into a
product of two terms, which depend on different bits of the input. More formally, we would like that
A0 ·
∏
i∈[`]
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1 = Ax[σ(1),...,σ(r)] ·Bx[σ(r+1),...,σ(m)],
where σ is a permutation over {1, . . . ,m}, the integer r is arbitrary between 1 and m − 1, matrix
Ax[σ(1),...,σ(r)] only depends on the bits σ(1), . . . , σ(r) of the input x and matrix Bx[σ(r+1),...,σ(m)] only
depends on the bits σ(r + 1), . . . , σ(m) of the input x. For a program to be input partitionable, we
will also require that there are two “large” sets2 Y ⊂ {0, 1}r and Z ⊂ {0, 1}m−r such that for all
2See the definition of input partitionability in [FRS17] for a definition of “large”.
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(y, z) ∈ Y × Z, we have Ay · Bz = 0. The definition of input partitionability ensures that we will
be able to create many top-level encodings of zero of the form Ay · Bz, where we can vary y and z
independently. This is the crucial property which is used in the CLLT attack.
Going back to single input/dual input branching programs, one can observe that the dual input
BP obfuscators described in [BR14, BGK+14, PST14, AGIS14, MSW14] were not input partitionable,
whereas the single-input ones were. Hence, the CLLT attack was applicable only to the single input
variants of these iO. One could however imagine dual input BP obfuscators which would be input par-
titionable, and so vulnerable to the CLLT attack. On the other hand, Fernando, Rasmussen and Sahai
developed in [FRS17] a technique to transform any single input branching program into an equivalent
single input branching program which is provably not input partitionable. This transformation uses
what they call a “tag”, which they add to the function to ensure that whenever one tries to modify
independently parts of the bits of the input (i.e., varying y and z independently), then the output of
the function should not remain equal to 0. This technique hence thwarts the CLLT attack on all the
single input obfuscators which were previously broken.3
Finally, in 2018, Ma and Zhandry [MZ18] proved that the dual input variant of the [BMSZ16]
obfuscator was secure in a weak multilinear map model for the CLT13 map that they defined. This
weak CLT13 model is designed to capture the [CLLT17] attack, as well as the other known attacks
against the CLT13 map [CHL+15,CGH+15] (not necessarily related to iO). The [BMSZ16] obfuscator
was originally designed to obfuscate evasive functions (i.e., functions for which it is hard to find an
input which evaluates to zero). However, it can also be used to obfuscate non evasive functions, and
the security proof in the weak CLT13 model done in [MZ18] holds for all functions.
To summarize, none the candidate obfuscators above is known to be classically broken when instan-
tiated with the CLT13 map. This holds for both the single input variants of the dual input variants of
the obfuscators (using the fix of [FRS17] in the single input case). Additionally, we even have a candi-
date obfuscator [BMSZ16] which is proven secure in a weak CLT13 multilinear map model [MZ18], a
model which captures all known attacks against the CLT13 map. However, the security of these obfus-
cators only holds in the classical setting. Indeed, the CLT13 map is known to be broken if factorisation
can be done efficiently, and so cannot be used in a quantum setting.
BP obfuscators using the GGH15 map
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
[GGH15]
[CGH17]
[CVW18]
[BGMZ18]
[CCH+18]
Figure 6.3: History of GGH15-based branching program obfuscators (non-exhaustive)
The GGH15 map was described in 2015 by Gentry, Gorbunov and Halevi [GGH15]. As mentioned
earlier, this is a “graph induced” graded encoding scheme, meaning that it comes with a directed
acyclic graph, and the levels of the encodings correspond to paths in this graph. One can then add two
encodings associated with the same path, or multiply two encodings whose paths come one after the
other (i.e. the first one ends where the second one starts). Together with this candidate graded encoding
scheme, the authors of [GGH15] also proposed a candidate obfuscator using it. It was quantumly broken
in 2017 by Chen, Gentry and Halevi [CGH17]. This quantum attack can also be transformed into a sub-
exponential time classical attack, which can be prevented by a polynomial increase of the parameters
of the obfuscator. In 2018, two new candidate obfuscators using the GGH15 map were proposed.
Chen, Vaikuntanathan and Wee [CVW18] did an extensive study of the attacks against the GGH15
map (by considering previous attacks and developing new ones) and then proposed a candidate iO
accordingly. In a similar direction, Bartusek, Guan, Ma and Zhandry [BGMZ18] introduced a weak
3Recall from the GGH13 section that the [FRS17] article also prevents the [CGH17] attack. This is because this attack
also exploited input partitionability.
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multilinear model for the GGH15 map, which captures all known attacks against the GGH15 map.
They then proposed a candidate obfuscator which they proved is secure in this weak GGH15 model. A
few months later, Cheon, Cho, Hhan, Kim and Lee [CCH+18] presented a statistical zeroizing attack
against these candidats obfuscators. This attack was not studied in [CVW18] and is not captured by the
weak GGH15 model of [BGMZ18]. However, this attack only applies to specific choice of parameters,
and it can be avoided by carefully choosing the parameters of the obfuscators (note that the original
choice of parameters of the [BGMZ18] obfuscator already prevented the attack).
To summarize, none of the three candidate obfuscators based in the GGH15 map is known to be
broken by a classical computer if the parameters are chosen carefully. In addition, the two recent
obfuscators [CVW18, BGMZ18] are also not known to be broken by a quantum computer, and the
latter can be proven secure in a weak GGH15 multilinear map model, which captures many but not all
known attacks against the GGH15 map.
6.1.2.2 Circuit obfuscators
Circuits obfuscators are similar to branching program obfuscators, except that they obfuscate a circuit
directly, without first transforming it into a branching program. As for branching program obfuscators,
the circuit obfuscators rely on graded encoding schemes. All the candidates below can be instantiated
using either the CLT13 map or the GGH13 map (there is currently no circuit obfuscator using the
GGH15 map).
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
[Zim15]
[AB15]
[CGH+15]
[BD16] [DGG+18]
[Pel18]
Figure 6.4: History of circuit obfuscators (non-exhaustive)
The first three candidate obfuscators of Figure 6.4 share a very similar structure. Each of these
candidate obfuscators is a variant of the same simple obfuscator, with some extra structure designed
to achieve different security guarantees. Zimmerman proved virtual black-box security for his obfusca-
tor [Zim15] in the ideal multilinear map model. The obfuscator of Applebaum and Brakerski [AB15]
is proved to be iO in a slightly weaker model but at the expense of a loss of efficiency. Finally, the
obfuscator of Brakerski and Dagmi [BD16] avoids this loss in efficiency, but assumes sub-exponential
hardness of factoring (i.e., it assumes that there exists some δ > 0 such that any algorithm running in
time 2λ
δ
cannot factor a product of two random primes of λ bits, except with negligible probability).
These obfuscators can be instantiated with both the CLT13 map and the GGH13 map. In case of
instantiation with the CLT13 map, Coron, Gentry, Halevi, Lepoint, Maji, Miles, Raykova, Sahai and
Tibouchi [CGH+15] exhibited an attack against the simple obfuscator common to all the candidates.
This attack is not known to extend to the full constructions of these obfuscators.
The last circuit obfuscator candidate, proposed by Do¨ttling, Garg, Gupta, Miao and Mukher-
jee [DGG+18], also shares the same structure, but is designed to use the GGH13 map with a small
modulus (see Section 5.2). This candidate is proved to achieve VBB security in the weak GGH13 mul-
tilinear map model. The quantum attack which is described below against GGH13-based branching
program obfuscators can be adapted to also impact all the circuits obfuscators above. This provides a
quantum attack against all the circuit obfuscator above when instantiated with the GGH13 map (more
details on this extension can be found in Appendix B).
To summarize, the four circuit obfuscators above are quantumly broken when instantiated with the
GGH13 or the CLT13 map (recall that the CLT13 map is not post quantum). On the contrary, they
are not known to be classically broken, neither for the GGH13 map nor for the CLT13 one.
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6.1.2.3 Obfuscation from functional encryption
A functional encryption scheme is an encryption scheme where secret keys are associated to functions.
A user who is given an encryption of some message m and a secret key skf associated to some function f
can use its secret key to recover f(m), but should not learn anything more about the message m.
Obfuscation from functional encryption is a different approach to build obfuscation, which was
initiated by Lin in 2016 [Lin16]. The objective of this line of works is to reduce the construction of iO
to the construction of (hopefully) simpler primitives. The main path followed by all these works is to
first reduce iO to functional encryption for circuits of logarithmic depth, and then reduce functional
encryption for logarithmic depth circuits to functional encryption for constant degree polynomials,
hence the name “obfuscation from functional encryption”.
The recent line of works [AJS18, Agr19, LM18] has managed to reduce the construction of iO to
the construction of some weak variants of pseudo-random generators (whose name and exact definition
differ depending on the articles), computable by a polynomial of degree 2. This research area has been
very active recently but is a little outside the subject of this thesis, as it does not involve the GGH13
map or any candidate graded encoding scheme.
6.1.3 Obfuscation for restricted classes of functions
In the previous section, we have seen candidate iOs for the class of all polynomial size circuits. Other
approaches have investigated the construction iO for restricted classes of circuits under more standard
assumptions. In 2016, Brakerski, Vaikuntanathan, Wee and Wichs [BVWW16] described an obfuscator
for conjunction functions, under some variant of RLWE which they called “entropic RLWE”. More
recently, Wichs and Zirdelis [WZ17] and Goyal, Koppula and Waters [GKW17] concurrently proposed
an obfuscator for obfuscating compute-and-compare functions, based on the plain LWE problem. A
compute-and-compare function is parametrized by a function f and an element y. On input x, it
outputs 1 if and only if f(x) = y, and 0 otherwise. This notion includes in particular the classes of
conjunctions and of point functions. Let us make a few remarks about these constructions. The first
observation is that these constructions use the GGH15 map, but in a way that enables them to obtain a
security proof from LWE. One of the key ingredients for this security proof to carry on is that an attacker
should not be able to construct top-level encodings of zero. Hence, the obfuscators of [WZ17,GKW17]
can only obfuscate compute-and-compare functions with enough min-entropy, so that it is very unlikely
that an attacker finds a point where the function outputs 1. The second observation is that while this
obfuscator is proven to be VBB secure,4 this does not contradict the impossibility result of [BGI+01].
This is because we are considering a restricted class of functions, whereas the impossibility result holds
for the class of all polynomial size circuits.
6.1.4 Contribution
The objective of the rest of this chapter is to present a quantum attack against candidate obfuscators.
This quantum attack impacts the [GMM+16] obfuscator, when instantiated with the GGH13 multilin-
ear map. This candidate obfuscator was not broken yet, and was proven secure in the weak GGH13
multilinear map model (the currently strongest ideal model for GGH13-based obfuscators). As a sec-
ondary contribution, our attack also applies to the obfuscators of [BGK+14,PST14,AGIS14,MSW14],
which were already broken in classical polynomial time by [MSZ16]. Our attack is still interesting for
these obfuscators, as it uses different techniques than those of [MSZ16], and in particular, techniques
that are not captured by the weak GGH13 multilinear map model. We note that our attack does not
work against the obfuscator of [BR14], while [MSZ16] does.
Overall, we prove the following theorem (informally stated for the moment, see Theorem 6.7 for a
formal statement).
Theorem 6.5 (Informal, heuristic). Let O be any of the branching program obfuscators in [BGK+14,
PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16], on single or dual input branching programs, instantiated with the
GGH13 multilinear map [GGH13a]. There exist two explicit equivalent branching programs A and A′
4It is in fact distributional VBB secure, which is weaker than VBB. However, the impossibility result of [BGI+01] also
holds for distributional VBB security.
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such that O(A) and O(A′) can be distinguished in quantum polynomial time, under some conjecture
and heuristic.
We note that the only part of our attack which is quantum is the principal ideal solver of Biasse and
Song [BS16]. All the other steps of our attack are classical. Hence, our attack can also be viewed as a
(classical) reduction from the iO security of the candidate obfuscators mentioned in Theorem 6.5 to the
principal ideal problem. One might then want to use the classical sub-exponential time principal ideal
solver of Biasse, Espitau, Fouque, Ge´lin and Kirchner [BEF+17] to obtain a classical sub-exponential
time attack against the above obfuscators. However, the dimension of the cyclotomic ring used in
current instantiations on the GGH13 multilinear map is chosen to be at least λ2 where λ is the security
parameter (see Section 5.2.2). This is done to thwart the attacks of [ABD16, CJL16, KF17] over the
GGH13 multilinear map, but it also means that the classical variant of the attack described in this
chapter is exponential in the security parameter, even when using the sub-exponential time principal
ideal solver of [BEF+17]. It is still interesting to note that any future improvement for solving the
principal ideal problem will directly imply an improvement for the attack described in this chapter.
Technical overview. The attack described below belongs to the class of mixed-input attacks. A
mixed-input attack is an attack in which the attacker does not evaluate honestly the obfuscated circuit,
but changes the value of one bit along the computation: for example, if the same bit of the entry
is used twice during the computation, the attacker puts it to 1 the first time and to 0 the second
time. Recent branching program obfuscators, starting with the one of [BGK+14], prevent mixed-
input attacks by relying on the underlying multilinear map and using so-called straddling set systems.
The idea of straddling set systems techniques is to choose specific levels for the encodings, to ensure
that an attacker who tries to mix the bits of the input will obtain a final encoding which does not
have the good level to be zero-tested and provide a useful output. Following this idea, the obfuscators
of [PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16] also used straddling set systems to prevent mixed-input attacks.
However, straddling set systems only ensure that an attacker cannot mix the inputs of the obfuscated
program to obtain a dishonest top-level encoding of zero: it does not prevent an attacker to create a
dishonest encoding of zero at a level higher than the top level. In the case where the multilinear
map is ideal, this is not a security threat, because the attacker should not be able to test at a level
higher than the top level whether it has created an encoding of zero or not. However, this is not
the case of the GGH13 multilinear map. Indeed, using recent improvements on the short Principal
Ideal Problem [BS16,CGS14a,CDPR16] (abbreviated as sPIP), it has been shown that it is possible to
recover in quantum polynomial time the secret element h of the zero-testing parameter of the GGH13
map (see Section 5.2 for more details on the GGH13 map). Recovering this secret element will then
allow us to zero-test at a higher level than the one initially authorised.5 This is the starting point of
our mixed-input attack.
As mentioned above, all these candidate obfuscators use straddling set systems, meaning that per-
forming a dishonest evaluation of the branching program outputs an encoding at a forbidden level.
However, if we perform two well-chosen dishonest evaluations and take the product of the resulting
encodings, we can obtain an encoding whose level is twice the maximal level of the multilinear map.
The idea to construct well-chosen dishonest evaluations is to take complementary ones. For instance,
assume the first bit of the input is used three times during the evaluation of the branching program.
A first illegal computation could be to take this first bit to be equal to 0 the first time it is used, and
then to 1 for the other two times. The complementary illegal computation will then be to take the first
bit to be equal to 1 the first time, and to 0 the other two times. These two illegal computations will
result in encodings that are not at the top level, but their levels will be complementary in the sense
that taking their product gives an encoding whose level is twice the top level. We can then use the
new zero-test parameter obtained above to determine whether this product of illegal encodings is an
encoding of zero or not. It then remains to find a pair of equivalent branching programs such that the
illegal encoding obtained above is an encoding of zero for one of the two branching programs only. We
exhibit such a pair of branching programs in Section 6.3.4. While we just exhibit one pair, it should
be possible to find many other pairs that can also be distinguished. We do not pursue this, as finding
one such pair suffices to violate the iO property.
5To be correct, we cannot really test whether we have an encoding of 0, but rather whether we have an encoding which
is a product of two encodings of 0. More details can be found in Section 6.3.
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All the branching program obfuscators mentioned above have a similar structure. In order to simplify
the description of the attack, and to highlight which characteristics of these obfuscators are needed for
the attack, we first describe in Section 6.2 an abstract obfuscator which captures the obfuscators of
[PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16]. This abstract obfuscator is elementary, and it suffices to describe
our attack against it, in order to attack all the obfuscators of [PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16]. The
obfuscator of [BGK+14] does not completely fit in this abstract obfuscator and is discussed later.
Discussion and extension. We observe that the mixed-input attack described below crucially relies
on the use of straddling set systems. This may seem paradoxical, as straddling set systems were
introduced to build obfuscators secure in idealized models, hence supposedly more secure than the first
candidates. The first candidate obfuscators [GGH+13b,BR14] tried to prevent mixed-input attacks by
using so-called bundling scalars, but it was heuristic and came with no proof. On the contrary, the use
of straddling set systems allows us to prove that the schemes are resistant to mixed-input attacks if the
underlying multilinear map is somehow ideal, hence giving us a security proof in some idealized model.
However, this comes at the cost of relying more on the security of the underlying multilinear map. So
when the obfuscators are instantiated with the GGH13 multilinear map, which is known to have some
weaknesses, this gives more possibilities to an attacker to transform these weaknesses of the multilinear
map into weaknesses of the obfuscators. This is what we do here, by transforming a weakness of the
GGH13 map into a concrete attack against obfuscators using straddling set systems. It also explains
why our attack does not apply to the obfuscators of [GGH+13b, BR14], which did not use straddling
set systems.
The mixed-input attack described below can be adapted to quantumly attack all the candidate
circuits obfuscators [AB15, Zim15, BD16, DGG+18], when instantiated with the GGH13 multilinear
map. While the techniques of the attack against the circuit obfuscators are very similar to the one
presented below (they also use straddling set systems), the description of the circuit obfuscators is
rather cumbersome. For this reason, the extension to circuit obfuscators is postponed to Appendix B.
6.2 An abstract matrix branching program obfuscator
Following an idea of Miles, Sahai and Zhandry in [MSZ16], we define here an abstract obfuscation
scheme. This abstract obfuscator is inspired by the one of [MSZ16] but is a little simpler and more
general. In particular, it captures all the obfuscators of Theorem 6.5, except the one of [BGK+14]. We
will then show in Section 6.3 how to apply our quantum attack to this abstract obfuscator, resulting
in an attack against the obfuscators of [PST14, AGIS14, MSW14, GMM+16] and we will explain how
to adapt the attack to the branching program obfuscator of [BGK+14] (which is just slightly different
from the abstract obfuscator defined in this section).
The abstract obfuscator takes as input a polynomial size d-ary matrix branching program A of
width w and length ` (for some fixed integers d,w, ` > 0), over the ring of integers Z,6 with a fixed
input function inp and whose matrices have coefficients in {0, 1}. Typically, the obfuscators pad the
branching program with identity matrices, to ensure that the input function has the desired structure.
Here, to simplify the obfuscator, we will assume that the obfuscator only accepts branching programs
with the desired inp function (the user has to pad the branching program itself before giving it to the
obfuscator). For the attack to work, we ask that there exist two different integers j1 and j2 such that
inp(j1)∩ inp(j2) 6= ∅ (meaning that there is a bit of the input which is inspected at least twice during
the evaluation of the branching program). This can be assumed for all the obfuscators of Theorem 6.5.7
Let A0, A`+1 be the bookend vectors of A and {Ai,b}i∈[`],b∈{0,1}d be its square matrices. Recall that
the function computed by the branching program A is defined by
x 7→ A(x) =
{
0 if A0 ·
(∏
i∈[`]Ai,x[inp(i)]
)
·A`+1 = 0
1 otherwise.
The abstract obfuscator then proceeds as follows.
6Most of the time, the matrices of the branching program will be permutation matrices, and the underlying ring will
have no importance.
7This is even mandatory for the dual input versions of the obfuscators, as they require that all pairs (s, t) (or (t, s))
appear in the inp function, for any s, t ∈ [m] with s 6= t.
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• It instantiates the GGH13 multilinear map and retains its secret key (g, h, {zi}i∈[κ]) and its public
key (n, q, κ, pzt). The choice of the parameters of the GGH13 map depends on the parameters
`, w and d of the branching program A.
• It transforms the matrices of branching program A to obtain a new branching program Aˆ,
with the same parameters d, `, the same input function inp, a potentially different width wˆ
and which is strongly equivalent to A. We denote by {Aˆi,b}i∈[`],b∈{0,1}d ∈ (R/gR)wˆ×wˆ and
Aˆ0 ∈ (R/gR)1×wˆ, Aˆ`+1 ∈ (R/gR)wˆ×1 the matrices and bookend vectors of Aˆ. Note that this new
matrix branching programs has its coefficients in the ring R/gR and not in {0, 1}. Recall that
strong equivalence means that
A0 ·
∏
i∈[`]
Ai,bi ·A`+1 = 0⇐⇒ Aˆ0 ·
∏
i∈[`]
Aˆi,bi · Aˆ`+1 = 0 (in R/gR) (6.1)
for all choices of bi ∈ {0, 1}d, with i ∈ [`]. This condition is required for our attack to work, and
is satisfied by all the obfuscators of [PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16]. To transform the initial
branching program A into this new branching program Aˆ, the obfuscators of [PST14, AGIS14,
MSW14, GMM+16] first embed the matrices of A into the ring R/gR (this is possible since the
coefficients of the matrices are binary). Then, they use various tools, taken among the following.8
1. Transform the matrices Ai,b into block-diagonal matrices
(
Ai,b
Bi,b
)
, were Bi,b are square
w′ × w′ matrices in R/gR, chosen arbitrarily (they can be fixed, or chosen at random, this
will have no importance for us), with w′ polynomial in the security parameter λ. In order
to cancel the extra diagonal block, the vector A0 is transformed into
(
A0 0
)
, with a block
of zeros of size 1×w′. The vector A`+1 is transformed into
(
A`+1
B`+1
)
, with B`+1 an arbitrary
w′ × 1 vector.
2. Use Killian randomisation, that is, choose `+1 non singular matrices {Ri}i∈[`+1] ∈ (R/gR)w×w
and transform Ai,b into Ri · Ai,b · Radji+1, where Radji+1 is the adjugate matrix of Ri+1, i.e.,
Ri+1 ·Radji+1 = det(Ri+1) · Iw. Transform also A0 into A0 ·Radj1 and A`+1 into R`+1 ·A`+1.
3. Multiply by random scalars, i.e., multiply each matrix Ai,b by some random scalar αi,b ∈
(R/gR)×. Also multiply A0 and A`+1 by α0 and α`+1 respectively.
One can check that all the transformations described above output a branching program which is
strongly equivalent to the one given as input, so the final branching program Aˆ is also strongly
equivalent to A (as in (6.1)). In the following, we will only be interested in (6.1), not in the
details of the transformation.
• Finally, the obfuscator encodes the matrices {Aˆi,b}i,b, Aˆ0 and Aˆ`+1 coefficient-wise, at some
levels {vi,b}i,b, v0 and v`+1 respectively, using the GGH13 multilinear map. The choice of these
levels (called a straddling set system) depends on the obfuscators, but will have no importance
in the following. The only property that we need, and that is fulfilled by the above obfuscators,
is that for any entry x, the sets v0,v`+1 and vi,x[inp(i)] for i ∈ [l] are disjoint and we have
v0 +
∑
i∈[l]
vi,x[inp(i)]
+ v`+1 = v∗. (6.2)
Recall that v∗ is the maximum level of the GGH13 map. This means that every honest evaluation
of the encoded branching program outputs an element at level v∗, which can be zero-tested. This
condition is necessary for the above obfuscators to be correct (otherwise we cannot evaluate
the obfuscated branching program). In the following, we will write [A]v the matrix (or vector)
obtained by encoding each coefficient of A individually at level v, using the GGH13 map. We
will call such a matrix (or vector) an encoding of A at level v.
8The obfuscators of [PST14,GMM+16] use the three tools while the ones of [AGIS14,MSW14] use Tools 2 and 3 only.
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• The obfuscator then outputs the elements [Aˆ0]v0 , {[Aˆi,b]vi,b}i∈[l],b∈{0,1}d , [Aˆ`+1]v`+1 and the
public parameters of the GGH13 map (n, q, κ, pzt).
To evaluate the obfuscated branching program on input x, compute
ux = [Aˆ0]v0 ×
∏
i∈[`]
[Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]vi,x[inp(i)] × [Aˆ`+1]v`+1 .
By Property (6.1), this is an encoding of zero if and only if the output of the original branching program
was zero, and by Property (6.2), this encoding is at level v∗. So using pzt, we can perform a zero-test
and output 0 if this is an encoding of 0 and 1 otherwise. In the following, we will sometimes simplify
notations and forget about the subscripts vi,b, as the levels of the encodings are entirely determined
by the encoded matrices Ai,b.
6.2.1 Heuristic assumption
For our attack to work, we will need to assume that if we evaluate the obfuscated branching program
on sufficiently many inputs for which the output is zero, then we can recover a basis of the ideal 〈h〉
(where h is a secret element of the GGH13 map, as described in Section 5.2). More formally, we make
the following heuristic assumption.
Heuristic 6.6. Let X0 be the set of inputs on which the branching program evaluates to 0. If we
evaluate the obfuscated branching program on an input x ∈ X0 and zero-test the final encoding, we
obtain a ring element of the form rx · h ∈ R. We assume that if we choose polynomially many x’s
independently and uniformly at random in X0, then, with overwhelming probability, the obtained rx · h
span the ideal 〈h〉 (and not a smaller ideal contained in 〈h〉).
Experimental results. In order to strengthen our confidence in Heuristic 6.6, we ran some computa-
tional experiments in Sage, which were consistent with the assumption. We let n be the dimension of
the cyclotomic ring R, ` be the number of matrices in the branching programs and m be the dimension
of the matrices of the branching programs. In our experiments, we only considered branching programs
that consist of identity matrices and we took as bookend vectors the vectors A0 =
(
1 0 · · · 0)
and A`+1 =
(
0 · · · 0 1)T . We then randomized these branching programs by multiplying them
by random bundling scalars and by the random matrices of Killian randomisation (this corresponds to
the transformations 2 and 3 of the abstract obfuscator defined in Section 6.2). Finally, the coefficients
of these matrices were reduced modulo g using Babai’s round-off algorithm. We then evaluated this
branching program on a random input (as we took only identity matrices, any combination of these
matrices will result in a zero) and divided the resulting element by g. The element obtained this way is
called a post-zero-test element. For a fixed g and randomized branching program, we computed many
different post-zero-test elements and checked whether they generated the whole ring or not (note that
our construction corresponds to the case where we took h = 1, hence 〈h〉 = R). For a fixed g, we then
computed different randomized branching programs (the underlying branching program always consists
of identity matrices, but the bundling scalars and the random matrices are different), and computed
the empirical probability, over these randomized branching programs, that the post-zero-test values
generate the full ring R.
We then computed this probability of success for many g’s, for two sets of parameters:
n = 10, ` = 10 and m = 5
or n = 32, ` = 20 and m = 5.
The elements g are randomly chosen (using the random element procedure of Sage), with rejection to
ensure that their algebraic norm is a prime number. The results of these experiments are shown in
Tables 6.2 and 6.3. The value ‘number of BP’ represents the number of different randomizations of
branching programs we used to compute the empirical mean and the value ‘number of post-zero-test
values’ represents the number of post-zero-test values we considered to check whether the resulting
ideal was equal to 〈h〉 or not.
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Empirical probability to recover 〈h〉 [0, 0.1) [0.1, 0.6) [0.6, 0.7) [0.7, 0.8) [0.8, 0.9) [0.9, 1]
Number of g’s 2 0 1 0 9 28
Table 6.2: Experimental results obtained for n = 10, ` = 10, m = 5, number of BP = 100, number of
post-zero-test values = 30 and total number of g = 40.
Empirical probability to recover 〈h〉 < 0.8 0.8 0.85 0.90 0.95 1
Number of g’s 0 1 2 5 7 5
Table 6.3: Experimental results obtained for n = 32, ` = 20, m = 5, number of BP = 20, number of
post-zero-test values = 30 and total number of g = 20.
We observe that for the first choice of parameters, there are some values of g for which we almost
never recover a basis of 〈h〉. This corresponds to choices of g with small algebraic norm (for instance 2
or 13). These exceptional cases disappear when n increases (for the second choice of parameters). As
the parameter n should be larger than the security parameter (see Section 5.2.2), these exceptional cases
should not impact our attack. Note that in the case where n = 32, for every tested g, the probability
to recover the ideal 〈h〉 is empirically at least 0.8. Moreover, we observed that in the cases where we
did not recover the ideal 〈h〉, we recovered a very small multiple of it.
Handling more general cases. Let us also observe that, even if we do not recover the ideal 〈h〉
exactly, we can still create our new zero-testing parameter in some cases. Let J ⊆ 〈h〉 be the ideal
obtained by zero-testing many encodings of zero. We can factor J into prime ideals in quantum
polynomial time, and we know that 〈h〉 is a product of some of these prime ideals. Assume now that J
has a polynomial number of prime factors and that 〈h〉 has a constant number of prime factors (there
is a non negligible probability that this is the case). We can then guess 〈h〉, by trying exhaustively
all possible products of a constant number of prime factors of J . Once we have a candidate ideal J ′
for 〈h〉, we apply Theorem 2.21 to recover a generator h′ of the ideal. If the algorithm fails, for example
because the ideal is not principal or does not have a short generator, we know that J ′ 6= 〈h〉. Let then
x ∈ X0 (using the notations of Heuristic 6.6) and rx · h be the ring element obtained after zero-testing
the evaluation of the obfuscated branching program on x. If rxh/h
′ is not in R for one of the tested x’s,
we know that h′ is not the good element. We also know that ‖rx‖ ≤ q1/4, because ‖rx · h‖ should
be less than q3/4 and ‖h‖ is of the order of q1/2. Hence, if ‖rx · h/h′‖ > q1/4, we know that h′ 6= h
and we try another ideal. On the contrary, if ‖rx · h/h′‖ ≤ q1/4, we may have h′ = h, but we have
no guarantee that this is indeed the case. To improve our confidence, we perform the test above with
many inputs x ∈ X0. Looking forward, even if we recover an element h′ which is different from h, as
long as rx ·h/h′ ∈ R and ‖rx ·h/h′‖ ≤ q1/4 with good probability over the choice of x ∈ X0 (which will
be the case if h′ passes the tests above for many random inputs x), then we will be able to perform
our attack using h′ instead of h. To sum up, if we recover an ideal J 6= 〈h〉 which has a polynomial
number of prime factors and if 〈h〉 has a constant number of prime factors, then we can still perform
our attack, even if Heuristic 6.6 does not hold.
This completes the definition of our abstract obfuscator, which captures the obfuscators of [PST14,
AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16]. In the next section, we describe a mixed-input attack against this abstract
obfuscator, where all we use is that it satisfies Properties (6.1) and (6.2).
6.3 Quantum attack against the abstract obfuscator
We will now prove our main theorem.
Theorem 6.7. Let O be any of the obfuscators in [BGK+14, PST14, AGIS14, MSW14, GMM+16],
on single or dual input branching programs, instantiated with the GGH13 multilinear map [GGH13a].
Assume the secret parameter h of the GGH13 multilinear map is sampled using a spherical Gaussian
distribution. Then, there exist two explicit equivalent branching programs A and A′ such that O(A) and
O(A′) can be distinguished in quantum polynomial time, under GRH, Conjecture 2.22 and Heuristic 6.6.
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The necessity for h being sampled according to a spherical Gaussian distribution appears in Theo-
rem 2.21, to solve the short Principal Ideal Problem and recover the secret element h. It is not used
anywhere else in the attack, in particular, it is not used in the mixed-input part of the attack (see
Section 6.3.3). We discuss this limitation to spherical Gaussian distribution in Section 6.3.2. We will
see that the general case is related to the problem of finding small elements in a given ideal, which we
discussed in Chapter 3.
To prove Theorem 6.7, we present a quantum polynomial time distinguishing attack against the
abstract obfuscator described in Section 6.2. This results into an attack against the iO security of
the branching program obfuscators of [PST14, AGIS14, MSW14, GMM+16]. We then explain how to
slightly modify this attack to use it against the obfuscator of [BGK+14], whose structure is very close
to the one of the abstract obfuscator.
The attack works in two steps. We first recover the secret element h of the GGH13 multilinear map.
Using the results of [BS16,CGS14a,CDPR16], recalled in Section 2.3.10, this can be done in quantum
polynomial time. Knowing this secret element h, we are able to construct a zero-testing parameter p′zt
at a higher level than v∗. We can then use this new parameter p′zt to mount a (classical) polynomial
time mixed-input attack against the abstract obfuscator.
6.3.1 Creating a new zero-testing parameter
We first explain in this section how we can recover the secret parameter h of the multilinear map in
quantum polynomial time. We then describe how to construct a new zero-testing parameter at a level
higher than v∗, using h. Note that the following is folklore, we recall it for the sake of completeness.
The first step is to recover sufficiently many multiples of h, to obtain a basis of the ideal 〈h〉
(when seen as a sub-lattice of R). This part of the attack was already described in the original
article [GGH13a], and can be done in classical polynomial time, under Heuristic 6.6. Observe that for
each top-level encoding that passes the zero-test, we obtain a multiple of h. We rely on Heuristic 6.6
to ensure that we indeed recover a basis of the ideal 〈h〉, by zero-testing sufficiently many top-level
encodings of zero. For this step to work, we need that the branching program evaluates sufficiently
often to 0, to obtain sufficiently many encodings of 0. In the following, we will choose branching
programs that compute the always zero function, hence the condition on the number of encodings that
pass the zero-test will be satisfied.
We then recover ±Xih from a basis of the ideal 〈h〉 in polynomial quantum time, under Conjec-
ture 2.22 and GRH (see Theorem 2.21). Observe that we can indeed apply the theorem as h is sampled
according to a spherical Gaussian distribution of parameter larger than 200 · n1.5. The fact that we
recover ±Xjh instead of h will have no importance for our attack,9 so in the following we will assume
that we recovered h exactly.
We now explain how to use h to create a new zero-testing parameter p′zt at a higher level than v
∗. A
close variant of this step was already mentioned in [GGH13a, Section 6.3.3]. The authors explained how
to use a small multiple of 1/h and a low level encoding of zero to create a new zero-testing parameter
that enables them to test at a higher level whether the numerator of an encoding is a multiple of g or
not (i.e., if the encoding is an encoding of zero or not). In our case, the situation is a little different,
as we do not know any low level encoding of zero. Hence, we only manage to create a new zero-testing
parameter that enables us to determine whether the numerator of an encoding is a multiple of g2 or
not, at level 2v∗. Remember that this is an invalid level, but we can still create encodings at this level
(for instance by multiplying two level v∗ encodings). We use the secret h to compute a new zero-testing
parameter p′zt at level 2v
∗. Recall that pzt = hz∗g−1 mod q. We then define
p′zt = p
2
zth
−2 mod q = (z∗)2 · g−2 mod q.
Again, note that even if we call it a new zero-testing parameter, p′zt only enables us to test whether
the numerator of a level 2v∗ encoding is a multiple of g2, and not g, as our original zero-test parameter
pzt did. Still, being able to test at a level higher than v
∗ if the numerator is a multiple of g2 will
enable us to mount a mixed-input attack against the abstract obfuscator of Section 6.2. We describe
this mixed-input attack in the next subsection.
9This is because both Xj and its inverse −Xn−j have euclidean norm 1.
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6.3.2 Non-spherical Gaussian distributions
Recall that to use Theorem 2.21 to recover the element h from the ideal 〈h〉, we have to assume that h
is sampled according to a spherical Gaussian distribution. In this section, we explain how being able to
solve approx-SVP in ideal lattices can help us create a new zero-testing parameter for any distribution
of h. This shows that being able to find short vectors in ideal lattices indeed has some impact on the
security of the GGH13 map.
First, let us observe that in order to create our new zero-testing parameter p′zt, it is not necessary to
recover h exactly. Indeed, assume we can recover a small multiple of 1/h, namely an element w/h where
w ∈ R and ‖w‖ ≤ q1/4−ε for some ε > 0. Then, we can define p′zt = p2zt ·(w/h)2 = w2 ·(z∗)2 ·g−2 mod q.
Now, recall that a top-level encoding of zero rg/z∗ mod q should satisfy ‖r‖ ≤ q1/4 because we want
‖rh‖ ≤ q3/4 and ‖h‖ is of the order of √q. Hence, if we multiply two top-level encodings of zero
u1 = r1g/z
∗ mod q and u2 = r2g/z∗ mod q by our new zero-testing parameter, we obtain
u1 · u2 · p′zt = r1 · r2 · w2 mod q.
Thanks to our upper bound on ‖r1‖, ‖r2‖ and ‖w‖ we conclude that ‖r1 · r2 ·w2‖ ≤ q1−2ε  q. Hence,
we can zero-test at level 2v∗ by multiplying an encoding at level 2v∗ by p′zt and checking whether the
resulting product is smaller than q1−2ε or not.
Our objective is then to recover a small multiple of 1/h given a basis of the ideal 〈h〉 and some small
multiples rih of h, obtained by zero-testing some top-level encodings of zero. This problem is related
to the approx-SVP problem in ideal lattices (see Chapter 3).
We will decompose our algorithm to recover a small multiple of 1/h into two steps. The first one
consists in finding an element α ∈ KR which is not too far from h. In this chapter, because the
elements we consider are in coefficient embeddings, we view KR as R[X]/(Xn + 1). This element α
has no algebraic relation with h, the condition is purely geometric. More formally, assume we have
computed polynomially many multiples rih of h, by zero-testing top-level encodings of zero. We would
like that for all i, the elements rih/α have small infinity norm (significantly smaller than q
1/2). Then,
if we could divide p2zt by α
2, we would obtain our zero-test at level 2v∗ (because a product of two such
rih/α would have infinity norm significantly smaller than q). However, we cannot divide pzt by α,
because this is not a multiple of h. Hence, if we try to divide the zero-testing parameter by α modulo q,
we would just obtain rih/α mod q, where the division is performed modulo q and might be large (and
is not even well-defined when α 6∈ K). The second step of the algorithm is then to obtain a multiple of
1/h relatively close to 1/α, and use it to create our new zero-testing parameter.
Step 1. In order to recover an element α ∈ KR close to h, we assume that we are given a polynomial
number of rih, obtained by zero-testing top-level encodings of zero. We know that ‖ri‖∞ ≤ q1/4
for all i, hence, taking the logarithm we obtain that Log(rih)j ≤ Log(h)j + 14 log q + O(log n) for
all j-th coordinates, with 1 ≤ j ≤ n (the O(log n) term comes from the transformation between
coefficient embeddings and canonical embeddings). Let us assume in the following that log n is negligible
compared to log q. We solve the following optimization problem over R (see Figure 6.5 for an example
in dimension 2).
Minimize
∑
j
xj
Subject to Log(rih)j ≤ xj + 1
4
log q for all i, j.
This optimization problem can be solved in polynomial time (with xj ∈ R) using linear programming.
Recall that the Log of an element α ∈ R[X]/(Xn+1) is defined as Log(α) = (log |α(ζ1)|, . . . , log |α(ζn)|),
where ζ1, . . . , ζn are the roots of X
n+1 ordered such that ζi = ζi+n/2 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n/2. Now, observe
that our optimization problem above has symmetries (we have Log(rih)j = Log(rih)j+n/2 for all i and
1 ≤ j ≤ n/2), hence we can find a solution x such that xj = xj+n/2 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n/2 (given any
solution, we can take its symmetric because the constraints of the problem are symmetric, and then
take the middle point of the two solutions because the set of solutions is convex).
Using this remark about the symmetries of x, we will be able to compute α ∈ KR = R[X]/(Xn + 1)
such that Logα = x, by polynomial interpolation. More precisely, we are looking for a polynomial
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α ∈ R[X] of degree at most n − 1 such that |α(ζi)| = exi for all i’s. Observe that we only have a
constraint on the modules of the α(ζi), and so we can arbitrarily set their arguments. However, if we
want to find α with real coefficients, we have to choose the arguments such that the evaluations of α
at conjugate roots give conjugate evaluations. A simple choice satisfying these constraints is to choose
all the arguments to be 0 (we already know that the modules of the evaluation at conjugate roots
are the same thanks to the previous remark), and look for α such that α(ζi) = e
xi . By polynomial
interpolation, we can find in polynomial time the unique α ∈ C[X] of degree < n such that α(ζi) = exi
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let us conclude by proving that α has real coefficients. Because the exi ’s are real
and the roots of Xn + 1 are closed under conjugation, we know that
α(ζi) = α(ζi+n/2) = e
xi+n/2 = exi+n/2 = exi = α(ζi).
This means that α and α coincide at n distinct points, and so should be equal. Hence, we conclude
that α ∈ R[X] and satisfies Logα = x.
This element α is a good candidate for h. Indeed, because Log(rih)j ≤ Log(α)j + 14 log q for all i, j,
then we have that
‖Log(rih
α
)‖∞ ≤ 1
4
log q,
which can be rewritten as ‖rih/α‖∞ ≤ q1/4 for all i. Observe that this does not necessarily imply
that ‖rh/α‖∞ ≤ q1/4 for all zero-tested top-level encodings of zero. However, if we randomly chose the
top-level encodings of zero used to create the rih, then, by ensuring that ‖rih/α‖∞ ≤ q1/4 for all i,
we expect that with good probability we will also have ‖rh/α‖∞ ≤ q1/4 for a new top-level encoding
of zero.
Figure 6.5: Illustration of the choice of α
Step 2. Observe that h satisfies the linear constraints of our optimization problem, hence, by choice
of α, we know that
∑
j Log(α)j ≤
∑
j Log(h)j . This implies that |N (α)| ≤ |N (h)|. We now solve
approx-SVP in α · 〈 1h 〉, for some approximation factor γ, and obtain a solution x = αwh , with w ∈ R.
We know that ‖x‖ ≤ γ · √n · |N (α)|1/d · |N (h)|−1/d ≤ γ · √n.
Let us now show that w/h can be used to create our level-2v∗ zero-testing parameter, by setting
p′zt = p
2
zt · (w/h)2 mod q = (z∗w/g)2 mod q. When we multiply it by two top-level encodings of zero
u1 = r1g/z
∗ and u2 = r2g/z∗, we obtain r1r2w2 mod q, which we can recover exactly if ‖r1r2w2‖∞ < q
(because r1, r2 and w are in R). By definition of w, we know that for i = 1, 2 we have
‖riw‖∞ = ‖rih
α
· x‖∞
≤ ‖rih
α
‖∞ · ‖x‖1 (see Equation (2.8))
≤ q1/4 · n · γ,
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where we used the fact that α is chosen so that ‖ rihα ‖∞ ≤ q1/4 with good probability. Taking the
product, we obtain that ‖r1r2w2‖∞ ≤ q1/2 · n3 · γ2. Hence, as long as γ ≤ q
1/4−ε
n1.5 for some ε > 0, then
we have ‖r1r2w2‖∞ < q1−2ε  q, and we can test whether a level-2v∗ encoding is a product of two
encodings of zero.
We conclude that if we can solve approx-SVP in principal ideal lattices (multiplied by an element
α ∈ KR) with approximation factor γ ≤ q
1/4−ε
n1.5 for some ε > 0, then we can create a zero-testing
parameter p′zt at level 2v
∗ for any distribution of the parameter h.
6.3.3 The mixed-input attack
We now assume that we have built a new pseudo-zero-test parameter p′zt, as in Section 6.3.1 (in quantum
polynomial time), and that we are given an obfuscated branching program ([Aˆ0]v0 , {[Aˆi,b]vi,b}i∈[l],b∈{0,1}d ,
[Aˆ`+1]v`+1), obtained by using our abstract obfuscator defined in Section 6.2.
Let x and y be two different inputs of the branching program. A mixed-input attack consists in
changing the value of some bits of the input during the evaluation of the obfuscated branching pro-
gram. For instance, the way we will do it is by taking some matrix [Aˆi,y[inp(i)]]vi,y[inp(i)] , instead of
[Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]vi,x[inp(i)] , while evaluating the program on x. Such mixed-input attack can leak informa-
tion on the program being obfuscated (see the specific choice of branching programs described in the
next subsection). In order to prevent mixed-input attack, the abstract obfuscator uses a straddling
set system. The intuition is that if the attacker tries to mix the matrices [Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]vi,x[inp(i)] and
[Aˆi,y[inp(i)]]vi,y[inp(i)] , it will not get an encoding at level v
∗ at the end of the computation and hence
it cannot zero-test it. However, we can use our new zero-testing parameter p′zt to circumvent this
difficulty.
Let j ∈ [`] and compute
u˜x,j = [Aˆ0] ·
∏
i<j
[Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]
 · [Aˆj,y[inp(j)]] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
[Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]
 · [Aˆ`+1]
u˜y,j = [Aˆ0] ·
∏
i<j
[Aˆi,y[inp(i)]]
 · [Aˆj,x[inp(j)]] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
[Aˆi,y[inp(i)]]
 · [Aˆ`+1],
that is, we exchange [Aˆj,x[inp(j)]]vj,x[inp(j)] and [Aˆj,y[inp(j)]]vj,y[inp(j)] in the honest evaluations of the ob-
fuscated branching program on inputs x and y.
The encodings u˜x,j and u˜y,j will have illegal levels vx and vy that are different from v
∗. However,
as we only exchange two matrices between correct evaluations, we know that u˜x,j · u˜y,j will be encoded
at the same level as ux · uy where ux and uy are the correct evaluations of the obfuscated branching
program on x and y. As ux and uy are correct evaluations, using Property (6.2), we know that they are
encoded at level v∗. Hence u˜x,j · u˜y,j is encoded at level 2v∗, and we can zero-test u˜x,j · u˜y,j using p′zt.
Remember that an encoding will pass this zero-test only if its numerator is a multiple of g2 and not
only g. A simple way to ensure that u˜x,j · u˜y,j has a numerator which is a multiple of g2 is to choose x
and y such that u˜x,j and u˜y,j are both encodings of 0 (i.e., their numerator are both multiples of g, and
hence their product has a numerator which is a multiple of g2). Using Property (6.1) of our abstract
obfuscator, we know that u˜x,j is an encoding of 0 if and only if
A0 ·
∏
i<j
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·Aj,y[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1 = 0.
We let a˜x,j denote the left hand side of this equation. In the same way, we define
a˜y,j = A0 ·
∏
i<j
Ai,y[inp(i)]
 ·Aj,x[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
Ai,y[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1,
and we know that u˜y,j is an encoding of 0 if and only if a˜y,j = 0.
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To conclude, if we manage to find two equivalent branching programs A and A′, two inputs x and y
and an integer j ∈ [`] such that a˜x,j = a˜y,j = 0 for A but a˜′x,j 6= 0 and a˜′y,j 6= 0 for A′, then we can
distinguish between the obfuscation of A and the one of A′. Indeed, the numerator of u˜x,j · u˜y,j will
be a multiple of g2 in the case of A but the numerator of u˜′x,j · u˜′y,j will not be a multiple of g in the
case of A′ (and therefore not a multiple of g2 either). Hence, using p′zt, we can determine which of the
branching program A or A′ has been obfuscated.
In the next subsection, we present two possible branching programs A and A′ and inputs x and y
that satisfy the condition above. We note that this condition is easily satisfied and it should be possible
to find a lot of other branching programs satisfying it. We just propose here a simple example of such
branching programs, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 6.5.
6.3.4 A concrete example of distinguishable branching programs
In this section, we present an example of two branching programs A and A′ that are equivalent, but
such that their obfuscated versions, obtained using the abstract obfuscator, can be distinguished using
the framework described above, hence breaking the iO security of the obfuscator.
Remember that for the first step of our attack (recovering h and creating p′zt, see Section 6.3.1), we
need to have sufficiently many inputs x which evaluate to zero. Here, we choose branching programs
that compute the always zero function. We now show how to satisfy the conditions for the second part
of the attack (Section 6.3.3).
Let I = Iw ∈ {0, 1}w×w be the identity matrix and J ∈ {0, 1}w×w be a matrix of order two (i.e.,
J 6= I and J2 = I). One could for example take
J =
0 11 0
Iw−2
 . (6.3)
Our first branching program will consist in identity matrices only. We will build our second branching
program such that when evaluating it on input x, we have a product of ` matrices I (when we forget
about the bookend vectors), but on input y we have a product of `− 2 matrices I and 2 matrices J .10
We will then exchange one of these J matrices with an I matrix in the evaluation on x. The resulting
products will then be equal to the matrix J instead of the matrix I (as it is the case for the first
branching program). We describe the two branching programs more precisely below.
Input selection function. Recall that the input selection function inp is fixed and is such that
there are at least two distinct integers j1 and j2 such that inp(j1) ∩ inp(j2) 6= ∅. Let s be such that
s ∈ inp(j1) ∩ inp(j2). This means that when evaluating the branching program on some input, the
j1-th and the j2-th matrices of the product both depend on the s-th bit of the input. Without loss of
generality, we assume that inp(j1) = (s, s2, · · · , sd) and inp(j2) = (s, t2, · · · , td) for some integers si
and ti in [m].
Matrices. Our first branching program A consists in identity matrices only, i.e., Ai,b = I for all i ∈ [`]
and b ∈ {0, 1}d. For our second branching program A′, we take
A′i,b =
{
I if i 6∈ {j1, j2} or b1 = 0
J if i ∈ {j1, j2} and b1 = 1,
where b = (b1, · · · , bd). This means that when evaluating the branching program A′ on some input x,
if xs = 0, then all the matrices of the product are identity matrices. On the contrary, if xs = 1, then
the j1-th and j2-th matrices of the product are J matrices and the others are I matrices. As J has
order two, the product will always be the identity.
Bookend vectors. We take A0 and A`+1 to be two vectors such that A0IA`+1 = 0 but A0JA`+1 6= 0.
For instance, with J as in (6.3), we can take A0 =
(
1 0 . . . 0
)
and A`+1 =
(
0 1 0 . . . 0
)T
.
These bookend vectors are the same for both branching programs, i.e., A′0 = A0 and A
′
`+1 = A`+1.
10As J has order 2, the resulting product will still be the identity matrix.
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These two branching programs A and A′ are equivalent as they both compute the always zero
function. Now, take x = 0 . . . 0 and y = 0 . . . 010 . . . 0 where the 1 is at the s-th position, and let j = j1.
Let us compute (a˜x,j , a˜y,j) for branching program A and (a˜
′
x,j , a˜
′
y,j) for branching program A
′.
Branching program A. As all matrices are identity matrices in A, exchanging two matrices does
not change the product and we have
a˜x,j = A0 ·
∏
i<j
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·Aj,y[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
Ai,x[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1 = A0 · I ·A`+1 = 0,
a˜y,j = A0 ·
∏
i<j
Ai,y[inp(i)]
 ·Aj,x[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
Ai,y[inp(i)]
 ·A`+1 = A0 · I ·A`+1 = 0.
Branching program A′. Here, we chose our parameters so that a honest evaluation of A′ on x leads
to a product of only I matrices and a honest evaluation of A′ on y leads to a product of `−2 matrices I
and 2 matrices J . We also chose j so that we exchange a J matrix with an I matrix. Hence, we have
a˜′x,j = A
′
0 ·
∏
i<j
A′i,x[inp(i)]
 ·A′j,y[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
A′i,x[inp(i)]
 ·A′`+1 = A0 · J ·A`+1 6= 0,
a˜′y,j = A
′
0 ·
∏
i<j
A′i,y[inp(i)]
 ·A′j,x[inp(j)] ·
 ∏
j<i≤`
A′i,y[inp(i)]
 ·A′`+1 = A0 · J ·A`+1 6= 0.
To conclude, this gives us the desired condition of Section 6.3.3. Indeed, for the branching pro-
gram A, the numerator of u˜x,j · u˜y,j is a multiple of g2, hence zero-testing it with the parameter p′zt
gives a positive result. Oppositely, for the branching program A′, the numerator of u˜x,j ·u˜y,j is non-zero
modulo g, hence zero-testing it with the parameter p′zt gives a negative result. We can then distinguish
between the obfuscations of A and A′. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5 for the obfuscators
of [PST14,AGIS14,MSW14,GMM+16].
6.3.5 Other branching program obfuscators
We now discuss the possible extension of this attack to other branching program obfuscators that are
not captured by the abstract obfuscator of Section 6.2.
6.3.5.1 Obfuscator of [BGK+14].
This obfuscator is close to the one described in the abstract model, except that it obfuscates a slightly
different definition of branching programs. In [BGK+14], a branching program A comes with an
additional ring element qacc, and we have A(x) = 0 if and only if A0 ·
∏
i∈[l]Ai,x[inp(i)] · A`+1 = qacc.
The only difference with the definition of branching programs given in Section 2.6 is that qacc may be
non-zero. Hence, when multiplying by the scalars αi,b in the obfuscator (see Tool 3), we may change
the output of the function. To enable correct evaluation of the obfuscated branching program, the
obfuscator of [BGK+14] also publishes encodings of the scalars αi,b at level vi,b.
More formally, the obfuscator of [BGK+14] uses Tools 2 and 3 of Section 6.2. In Tool 2, the authors
choose matrices Ri which are invertible modulo g and use R
−1
i+1 mod g instead of R
adj
i+1, in order to keep
the same product (otherwise the product would be multiplied by the determinants of the Ri matrices).
Let Aˆi,b = αi,bRiAi,bR
−1
i+1 be the matrices obtained after re-randomization (using Tools 2 and 3). Let
Aˆ0 = A0R
−1
1 and Aˆ`+1 = R`+1A`+1. The obfuscator provides encodings of the matrices Aˆ0, {Aˆi,b}i,b
and Aˆ`+1 at levels v0, {vi,b}i,b and v`+1, respectively. It also provides encodings of the {αi,b}i,b at
levels {vi,b}i,b and an encoding of qacc at level v0 + v`+1. Then, to evaluate the obfuscated branching
program on input x, one computes
[Aˆ0]v0 ·
∏
i∈[`]
[Aˆi,x[inp(i)]]vi,x[inp(i)] · [Aˆ`+1]v`+1 − [qacc]v0+v`+1 ·
∏
i∈[`]
[αi,x[inp(i)]]vi,x[inp(i)] ,
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and tests whether this is an encoding of 0 or not. By construction, this will be an encoding of 0 at
level v∗ if and only if A(x) = 0.
The first part of our attack (recovering h and p′zt) still goes through. We slightly modify the mixed-
input part. Instead of exchanging only the j-th matrix between the evaluations of x and y, we also
exchange the corresponding αj,b in the second product. Doing so, we ensure that the product of the
αi,b’s remains the same in both sides of the difference. This also ensures that the level of both sides is
the same after the exchange, and hence we can still subtract them. The same example as in Section 6.3.4
then also works for this obfuscator. This gives us a way to distinguish in quantum polynomial time
between the obfuscated versions of two equivalent branching programs, hence attacking the iO security
of the obfuscator of [BGK+14].
6.3.5.2 Obfuscators of [GGH+13b,BR14].
Our attack does not seem to extend to the obfuscators of [GGH+13b,BR14]. The obstacle is that the
security of these obfuscators against mixed-input attacks does not rely on the GGH13 map but on
the scalars αi,b, which are chosen with a specific structure to ensure that the branching program is
correctly evaluated.
More precisely, these obfuscators use (single input) branching programs with a slightly different
definition, where the product of matrices (with the bookend vectors) is never 0. For instance, the
branching programs are chosen such that the product of the matrices (on honest evaluations) is either 1
or 2, in which cases we say that the output of the branching program is respectively 0 or 1. Hence,
when evaluating the obfuscated branching program on input x, the user obtains a top-level encoding of
either
∏
i αi,xi or 2
∏
i αi,xi depending on the output of the branching program. In order for the user
to determine which one of the two encodings it has obtained, the obfuscated branching program also
provides him (via a so-called dummy branching program) with a top-level encoding
∏
i αi,xi . The user
then only has to subtract the two top-level encodings and zero-test to determine whether A(x) = 0
or 1. Now, if the user tries to mix the inputs when evaluating the obfuscated branching program, it can
obtain a top-level encoding of (αj,yj ·
∏
i 6=j αi,xi) · ax,j for instance (where ax,j ∈ {1, 2} is the product
of the corresponding matrices). However, as it is not a honest evaluation, it will not have a top-level
encoding of αj,yj ·
∏
i 6=j αi,xi to compare it with.
Following the same idea as for the mixed-input attack described above, the attacker could compute
two top-level encodings of (αj,yj ·
∏
i 6=j αi,xi) · ax,j and (αj,xj ·
∏
i 6=j αi,yi) · ay,j and then multiply them
to obtain an encoding of (
∏
i αi,xi ·
∏
i αi,yi) · ax,j · ay,j at level 2v∗. Now, using the top-level encodings
of
∏
i αi,xi and
∏
i αi,yi that are provided by the obfuscated branching program, one can also obtain
an encoding of (
∏
i αi,xi ·
∏
i αi,yi) at level 2v
∗. So if we could zero-test at level 2v∗, then we could
distinguish between a branching program where ax,j ·ay,j = 1 and one where ax,j ·ay,j 6= 1. However, we
cannot zero-test at level 2v∗: our new zero-testing parameter p′zt only enables us to determine whether
the numerator of an encoding is a multiple of g2 or not. Here, we subtract two level-2v∗ encodings of
the same value, so the numerator of the result will be a multiple of g, but it is very unlikely to be a
multiple of g2. Hence, this is not clear whether we learn anything by using p′zt. Because of the final
subtraction, we did not manage to obtain an encoding at level 2v∗ whose numerator was a multiple
of g2, and so we did not manage to adapt the mixed-input attack described above to the obfuscators
of [GGH+13b,BR14].
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have defined indistinguishability obfuscators and given a brief overview of the
different techniques which have been used to construct candidate iOs. We have then described an
abstract obfuscator, capturing the main techniques used in branching program obfuscation. Finally,
we have presented a quantum attack against some candidate branching program obfuscators using the
GGH13 map. This quantum attack only applies to the recent candidates, which use straddling set
systems to prevent mixed-input attacks. Interestingly, these candidates have stronger security proofs
in idealized models, but it makes them rely more on the underlying multilinear map and so makes them
more vulnerable to weaknesses of this multilinear map.
A natural question raised by this quantum attack is about the quantum security of the GGHRSW
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obfuscator. As mentioned above, the simple mixed-input attack described in this chapter does not seem
to extend to the GGHRSW obfuscator, because of the final subtraction before the zero-test. However,
being able to (double) zero-test at level 2v∗ gives the attacker a serious advantage, and a different attack
using the double-zero-test could be possible against the GGHRSW obfuscator. Another question arises
about the quantum aspect of this attack. We have seen that what is really required for the attack is the
ability to efficiently find a somehow small element of a principal ideal. For the usual parameters of the
GGH13 map, this can be done in polynomial quantum time, because the ideal has a short generator.
If one wants to replace the quantum component by a classical one, then the run time would be 2O(
√
n),
because one needs to first compute a generator of the principal ideal. By choice of the parameters of
the GGH13 map, this gives a 2O(λ) classical attack, which is not interesting. However, improvements
for solving ideal-SVP classically with a somehow small approximation factor could translate into a
classical attack against the obfuscators mentioned above, if the approximation factor is small enough
(see Section 6.3.2).
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Conclusion
The contributions presented in this thesis can be sorted into two main categories: the ones related to
fundamental problems over structured lattices (Chapters 3 and 4) and the ones related to the security
of the GGH13 map and the obfuscators based on it (Chapters 5 and 6). In this conclusion, we come
back to these two aspects of the thesis. We summarize what has been done and present some future
directions that could be explored.
7.1 Ideal and module lattices
In Chapters 3 and 4, we have presented two algorithms finding short vectors in ideal and module
lattices. These algorithms are theoretical results and show that the shortest vector problem might be
easier to solve in structured lattices than in general ones. However, both algorithms suffer from a very
strong limitation: the need for a CVP solver in a lattice L depending only on the number field. Recall
that in the ideal lattice case, we can solve these CVP queries quite efficiently after an exponential
pre-processing. In the module case however, we require much smaller solutions for the CVP problem
and hence had to assume the existence of an oracle solving CVP in L. Recall also that in this case, the
lattice has a dimension roughly n2 (for prime power cyclotomic fields), which makes the situation even
worse. These pre-processing/oracle requirements make our algorithm unusable in practice: if we want
to run the pre-processing phase or implement the oracle, our algorithms become much slower than a
BKZ call to solve approx-SVP in the original ideal/module lattice. Because the running time needed
to run our algorithms in practice is so long, it also makes it very difficult to test the heuristics used in
the algorithms. In the case of ideal lattices, we were able to test our heuristics up to number fields of
degree roughly 35. In the module case, we were not even able to run a CVP solver on the lattice L for
interesting number fields. Moreover, even if the experiments were consistent with the heuristics for the
small dimensions we tested, it could be that this is only due to the smallness of the lattices involved.
One obvious interesting question related to these algorithms would be to remove these pre-processing
and oracle requirements. To do so, one would need to analyze the lattices L involved in the algorithms
and try to design a good CVP solver for these lattices. When trying to do so, it might be worth
noticing that the lattices appearing in both algorithms can be randomly generated. Hence, instead of
generating the lattice first and then trying to find an efficient CVP solver for it, one may try to sample
the basis vectors of the lattice one by one to design a good lattice in which CVP can be solved easily.
Finding an efficient CVP solver for the lattices involved in the algorithms, however, seems a difficult
question. One of the reasons for that is that these lattices involve the log unit lattice and the lattice
of relations of the class group, which seem difficult to analyze for an arbitrary number field. Moreover,
the CVP solver we want to achieve should have a very small approximation factor (constant in the case
of module lattices and smaller than
√
n for ideal lattices). Hence, a solution to this question may be
out of reach for the moment. Below, we describe simpler objectives, which should hopefully be easier
to achieve, and which might help us solve the previous question.
Removing the heuristics. Removing the heuristics present in the two algorithms would be an inter-
esting target. Recall that the algorithms rely on many heuristics, some of them are present in previous
works and some of them are new. The ones present in previous works have already been studied and do
not seem very problematic. The ones introduced for these algorithms however are more unsatisfactory.
In particular, the fact that we cannot test them except for very small dimensions does not allow to
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increase our confidence in them. Both chapters include a heuristic related to the covering radius of the
lattice L introduced for the algorithm (or the distance of specific target points to the lattice in the case
of modules). These heuristics are hard to check in practice (especially in the module case where the
lattice has dimension roughly n2) and are also difficult to justify mathematically. The justification we
currently provide assumes that when one picks a randomly chosen ideal I of small algebraic norm and
decomposes it in the class group as I =
∏
j p
αj
j · 〈g〉, for some pj generating the class group, then the
elements αj and g are somehow randomly distributed. This assumption is quite plausible but remains
heuristic. In an on-going work, de Boer, Ducas and Wesolowski [BDW19] are able to prove a similar
statement, using Arakelov’s divisors. This result could be a promising way to remove the more annoying
heuristics of our algorithms (or at least give us more confidence in them).
Switching the defining polynomial. If we cannot get rid of the pre-processing phase or the oracle,
we may then wonder whether it would be possible to reuse it for different number fields. If we managed
to have a unique lattice for multiple number fields, then the pre-computations of the ideal-SVP solver
would have to be done only once. Also, recall that finding a fast CVP solver in the general case seemed
hard, but there may be some number fields for which the lattice L has a much nicer structure, which
allows to efficiently solve CVP in it. One could for instance think about multiquadratics fields, which
have a very strong algebraic structure, and which have already proven to be better than other number
fields for solving some computational problems (recall that finding a generator of a principal ideal in
multiquadratic fields can be done efficiently with a classical computer [BBV+17], whereas we do not
know how do to that for general number fields). With the current version of the algorithms, being
able to find one good lattice L in which we can efficiently solve CVP only enables us to solve SVP in
ideal/modules of the corresponding number field. Can we reuse the same lattice for different number
fields?
One direction to try to link ideal (or module)-SVP between different number fields could be as fol-
lows. Recall that a number field is defined as Q[X]/P (X) for some irreducible polynomial P . Changing
slightly some coefficients of P could drastically change the algebraic properties of the field. For instance,
the NTRUPrime polynomial P (X) = Xp−X−1 (where p is prime) only differs by one coefficient from
the multiple Xp− 1 of the cyclotomic polynomial (Xp− 1)/(X − 1), but its algebraic properties (auto-
morphisms, sub-fields...) differ a lot [BCLV17]. On the other hand, changing just a few coefficients of
the defining polynomial might move only slightly the roots of the polynomial, and the geometric prop-
erties of the number field only depends on these roots. Hence, by changing carefully some coefficients
of the defining polynomial, one may end up with a new number field with completely different algebraic
properties but similar geometric properties. Hence, when working in a number field K1 whose algebraic
properties are not nice, one may try to find a new number field K2 with better algebraic properties and
similar geometry. Assume that for the number field K2, the algebraic properties of the field enable us
to have a fast CVP solver for our lattice L. Then we could efficiently solve ideal-SVP in K2 and then
come back to K1. Because “being small” is a geometric property, one may hope that we still have a
short vector when we come back to K1. Note that this idea of switching polynomials could have more
applications than simply reusing the lattice L between different number fields.
7.2 The GGH13 map and obfuscators
We have presented in this thesis two attacks against the GGH13 map and its applications. One of the
attacks uses the statistical properties of the GGH13 map (see Chapter 5), while the other relies on the
algebraic properties of the GGH13 map, and the ideal lattices used in it (see Chapter 6). Looking at the
current status of candidate obfuscators, one may observe that there still remain unbroken obfuscators
based on the GGH13 map (see Section 6.1.2). However, few constructions based on the GGH13 map
have been proposed recently (the last one was the GMMSSZ obfuscator in 2016 [GMM+16]).1 Even
if the GGH13 map is not completely broken, the high number of attacks against obfuscators using it
seems to have decreased the confidence of the community in its security. The recent constructions of
obfuscators have mostly used the GGH15 map, or have gone via functional encryption, for which fewer
attacks are known. It seems that in the upcoming years, the interest of cryptographers for the GGH13
1This may not seem a very long time ago, but it should be kept in mind that the first candidate obfuscator was
proposed in 2013 [GGH+13b], and that between 2013 and 2016, more than 7 candidates based on the GGH13 map were
proposed.
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map and CLT13 map may be replaced by the GGH15 map and obfuscation via functional encryption.
From a cryptanalytic point of view, the GGH13 map has been widely studied and we know many
weaknesses which can potentially be used for attacks. Hence, even if the GGH13 map falls out of favor
for constructing obfuscators, the attacks we know against it can give us some insight on the security of
the other constructions.
Extending the known attacks against the GGH13 map. The two candidate multilinear maps
CLT13 and GGH13 share a similar structure. However, the main categories of attacks known against
these maps use different techniques. The GGH13 map is subject to annihilation attacks, which re-
cover a secret principal ideal of the map [MSZ16], whereas the CLT13 map is subject to input-
partitionable attacks, whose aim is to recover some secret elements by computing the eigenvalues
of a matrix [CHL+15, CLLT17]. Techniques related to input-partitionable attacks have been used by
Chen et al. [CGH17], combined with annihilation techniques, to attack the GGHRSW obfuscator based
on the GGH13 map. Hence, it seems that the techniques used to attack CLT13-based constructions
can also be used against the GGH13 map. However, the converse is not known. It would be interest-
ing to try to adapt the annihilation attacks of the GGH13 map to the CLT13 one, especially because
these attacks are more devastating than the one usually applied in the CLT13 context. Indeed, the
input-partitionable attacks can be prevented by the FRS technique [FRS17], whereas we do not have
any patch for the annihilation attacks. One may also want to try to adapt the study of the statistical
attacks presented in this thesis to the CLT13 setting. In the case of the CLT13 map, we are working
with integers instead of polynomials, hence it might be easier to exploit the leakage and mount an
attack against the map.
Because of the current interest in the GGH15 map, one might also be interested in trying to adapt
the GGH13 attacks against the GGH15 map. The GGH13 and GGH15 maps are less similar than the
GGH13 and CLT13 maps. However, the recent work of Cheon et al. [CCH+18] shows that statistical
attacks are possible against the GGH15 map. Maybe the annihilation attacks could be adapted too.
New assumptions. The line of work trying to construct obfuscation from functional encryption has
received a lot of attention in the past year, and it is now known that obfuscation can be constructed
from some variants of the RLWE problem, where information about the noise of the RLWE instances is
leaked. These new variants of RLWE have been introduced very recently and so assessing their security
is still a challenge. Can we show that these variants are harder to solve than the plain RLWE problem?
If we cannot, can we show that they are harder to solve than module-SIVP or ideal-SVP? Or, on the
contrary, can we attack them? These RLWE variants imply obfuscation, hence, proving or disproving
their difficulty would be an interesting question.
Post-quantum obfuscation. The current status of candidate obfuscators is quite complicated, with
constructions, attacks, partial attacks and patches. However, when one is interested in post-quantum
obfuscation, the number of remaining candidates is drastically reduced. It would be interesting to try
to assess the quantum security of the remaining candidate obfuscators. Because many candidates use
lattices techniques, the presence of a quantum attack against these candidates is a bad sign for the
security of the obfuscator. Indeed, it implies in particular that the construction cannot be proved secure
under standard lattice assumptions (which are believed to be post-quantum). Hence, the search for
post-quantum obfuscators would provide both obfuscators resistant to quantum computers, but also
obfuscators which are more likely to be secure under standard assumptions.
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Appendix A
Security proof of our simple
setting in the weak multilinear
map model
In this section, we first recall the weak multilinear map model for the GGH13 map (mentioned first
in [MSZ16] and then used in [GMM+16] and in [DGG+18]). Then we prove that the setting we
described in Section 5.3.2 is secure in the weak multilinear map model, where security is defined as in
Definition 5.4.
A.1 The weak multilinear map model
The idea of the weak multilinear map model [MSZ16,GMM+16,DGG+18] is to limit the power of the
attacker by not giving it the encoded values directly. Instead, an oracle M keeps a table with the
encoded values and allows the attacker to perform only some operations on these encoded values. More
formally, an encoded element is a couple (a,v), with a ∈ R/gR and v ∈ {0, 1}κ. Recall that we denote
by v∗ the vector (1, 1, · · · , 1). We can perform the following arithmetic operations on the encoded
elements:
• Addition/subtraction. For any v, we have (a,v)± (b,v) = (a± b,v).
• Multiplication. If v and w are such that v[i]w[i] = 0 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , κ}, then we have
(a,v) · (b,w) = (a · b,v +w).
• Scalar multiplication. For any v ∈ {0, 1}κ, a ∈ R/gR and α ∈ R, we have α · (a,v) = (α ·a,v).
The oracle M implements the following interfaces.
Initialization. The oracle first initializes the parameters. It sets n to be a power of 2, defines R =
Z[X]/(Xn + 1) and samples g an element of R. The size of the parameters is the same as the one we
described in Section 5.2.2. The oracle M then receives a set of r pairs (a,v) to encode. It creates a
table T in which it stores the pairs (a,v) together with a handle hi it generates, which is independent
of the encoded value a but reveals the level of the encoding v. Finally, the oracle outputs the handles
hi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ r. The oracle M also creates a table T ′ for post-zero-test values, that is empty for the
moment. This interface has to be called before the other ones, and any attempt to call this procedure
more than once will fail.
Operations on encodings. Given two handles h1, h2 and an operation ◦ ∈ {+,−,×}, the oracle
first checks whether the handles h1 and h2 are in its table. If one of them is not in the table, then in
returns ⊥. Otherwise, let (a1,v1) and (a2,v2) be the encoded elements associated to these handles. If
◦ ∈ {+,−}, M checks whether v1 = v2. If this is not the case, M outputs ⊥. Otherwise, it creates
a new entry in its table, with the encoded value (a1 ◦ a2,v1) and a new handle h and it outputs h. If
◦ = ×, thenM checks whether v1[i]v2[i] = 0 for all i ∈ {1, · · · , κ}. If this is not the case, it outputs ⊥,
otherwise it creates a new entry in its table with the encoded value (a1 · a2,v1 + v2) and a new handle
h and it outputs h.
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Multiplication by an element of R. Given a handle h and an element α ∈ R, the oracle M first
checks whether h is in its table T . If it is not,M outputs ⊥. Otherwise, let (a,v) be the corresponding
encoded value. The oracle creates a new entry in its table, with encoded value (αa,v) and a new
handle h′. Then it outputs h′.
Zero-test query. Given a handle h, the oracleM checks whether h is in its table. If notM outputs ⊥.
Otherwise let (a,v) be the associated encoded value. If v 6= v∗, then M outputs ⊥. Otherwise, the
oracle checks whether a is a multiple of g. If it is, then M creates a new entry in its post-zero-test
table T ′, with value a/g ∈ R and with a new handle h′, then it outputs h′. If a is not a multiple of g,
then M outputs ⊥.
Post-zero-test query. Given a polynomial p of degree polynomial in n,1 and a bunch of handles
h1, · · · , ht, the oracle checks whether all handles hi are in its post-zero-test table T ′. If it is not the
case, or if p is the identically zero polynomial, it outputs ⊥. Otherwise, let ri be the value corresponding
to the handle hi in T
′. The oracle computes p(r1, · · · , rt). If this is a non zero multiple of g, then the
adversary outputs “WIN”, otherwise it outputs ⊥.
The adversary wins the game if it manages to have the oracle output “WIN” after a post-zero-test
query. We recall here the security definition given in Definition 5.4, adapted to the weak multilinear
map model.
Definition A.1 (Security of our setting). We say that our setting of the GGH multilinear map is secure
in the weak multilinear map model if any polynomial time adversary has negligible probability to make
the oracle output “WIN”, when the oracle is initialized with the elements av,i defined in Section 5.3.2.
We will now prove that our simple setting defined in Section 5.3.2 is secure in the weak multilinear
map model, for the definition of security given above. This proof does not depend on the sampling
method chosen, as long as it has enough min-entropy. As all the sampling methods described in
Chapter 5 have enough min-entropy, our setting will be secure in the weak multilinear map model,
independently of the sampling method chosen.
A.2 Mathematical tools
Definition A.2. Let Y be a random variable with values in a set S, the guessing probability of the
variable Y is
max
s∈S
Pr(Y = s)
and the min-entropy of Y is defined by
H∞(Y ) = − log(max
s∈S
Pr(Y = s)).
For multiple random variables Y1, · · · , Yk, we let pi(s1, · · · , si−1) be the guessing probability of Yi
conditioned on Yj = sj for j < i. Then, define pi = EY1,··· ,Yi−1 [pi(Y1, · · · , Yi−1)] to be the expectation
of the pi(Y1, · · · , Yi−1). Finally, we denote by pmax(Y1, · · · , Yk) = maxi pi the maximum of the pi’s.
For the proof of our theorem, we will use the improved Schwartz-Zippel lemma of [MSZ16, Section
5.1]. The classical Schwartz-Zippel lemma needs independent and uniform random variables, while this
version allows us to use random variables that might be correlated and non uniform, as long as they
have enough min-entropy. The statement of the lemma is the following:
Lemma A.3 (Improved Schwartz-Zippel lemma from [MSZ16]). Let F be a field, k > 0 be an integer
and P ∈ F[X1, · · · , Xk] be a polynomial of degree at most d. Let Y1, · · · , Yk be random variables in F
(that might be correlated and non uniform). Then we have
Pr
Y1,··· ,Yk
[P (Y1, · · · , Yk) = 0] ≤ d · pmax(Y1, · · · , Yk).
1This restriction on the degree of p may seem a bit unnatural, but this is needed for the proof, and it was already
used (and discussed) in [MSZ16].
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A.3 Security proof
The main idea of the security proof is to use the Schwartz-Zippel lemma to show that, except with
negligible probability, the adversary will never be able to create encodings that pass the zero-test,
except for linear combinations of the ones that are made public in the setting. Then, it is easy to show
that the adversary cannot use these encodings to create a multiple of g. This kind of proof was already
used to prove security of obfuscators in the weak multilinear map model [GMM+16,DGG+18]. As our
setting is simpler than a candidate obfuscator, the proof will also be easier.
First, we recall and precise how we generate the encodings in our simple setting of the GGH map.
Let Da be a distribution over the elements of R that are invertible modulo g, with min-entropy at
least n when reduced modulo g (i.e., for all x ∈ (R/gR)×, we have Pry←Da(y = x mod g) ≤ 2−n). Let
also Dr be a distribution over R with min-entropy at least n.
2
For all v ∈ A of weight 1, sample m elements av,i ← Da independently (with 1 ≤ i ≤ m) and m− 1
elements av˜,1, · · · , av˜,m−1 ← Da independently. Then, sample rv ← Dr and let
av˜,m = −âv,m
m−1∑
i=1
av,iav˜,i + rvg
where âv,m is an element in R such that âv,mav,m = 1 mod g, i.e. âv,m is a representative of the
inverse of av,m modulo g (chosen arbitrarily). We will initialize the oracle M with these elements
(av,i,v), for v ∈ A.
With the notations above, we have that for all v ∈ A of weight 1,
H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m) =
m∑
i=0
av,iav˜,i = (r
′
v + av,mrv)g
for some r′v that depends on the av,i’s and av˜,j ’s (with i ≤ m and j ≤ m − 1) but not on rv. Hence,
as rv has min-entropy at least n and R is an integral domain, we have
H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m) = r˜vg (A.1)
for some r˜v with min-entropy at least n. Moreover, knowing the r˜w for w 6= v (w of weight 1) does
not decrease this min-entropy (because rv is independent of the r˜w). Hence, we have that
pmax({r˜v}v∈A of weight 1) ≤ 2−n. (A.2)
Theorem A.4. Assume we initialize the oracle M with the pairs (av,i,v) defined above, for v ∈ A
and 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Then, for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A interacting with the oracleM,
the probability that A manages to make M output “WIN” is negligible in n. In other words, our simple
setting of the GGH multilinear map is secure in the weak multilinear map model (see Definition A.1).
We remark that the conditions on the distributions Da and Dr are satisfied by all the sampling
methods described in Chapter 5. Hence, the theorem proves that our simple setting of the GGH
multilinear map is secure in the weak multilinear map model, independently of the sampling method
chosen (among the ones described in this article).
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we will sometimes index the elements of A by v1, · · · ,v2κ.
In this proof, we will merge the arithmetic queries on the encodings and the zero-testing queries
by saying that the adversary A directly sends a polynomial p to the oracle. Then M performs the
arithmetic operations on the encodings that correspond to the polynomial p (if they are relevant) and
applies the zero-testing procedure on the result.
The idea of the proof is to show that the only encodings that A can query that will pass the
zero-testing procedure are linear combinations of elements of the form H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m)
(all other polynomials in the av,i’s will fail to pass the zero test with high probability). Then, each
zero-test on a H(av,1, av˜,1, . . . , av,m, av˜,m) will result in a handle of a random element (because of the
randomness contained in rv), and all these elements will be independent. Hence the adversary has
negligible probability of finding a polynomial that annihilates them.
2In the GGH multilinear map, the distribution Da should be a Gaussian distribution (whose shape depends on the
sampling method). This has no importance for our proof, so we make no assumption about it here.
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Lemma A.5. Let P be a polynomial in the variables (Xv,i){v∈A,1≤i≤m} generated by the attacker A
such that P (av1,1, · · · , av1,m, av2,1, · · · , aa2κ,m) = 0 mod g. Then, with overwhelming probability, we
have
P (Xv1,1, · · · , Xv1,m, Xv2,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m) =
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m)
for some scalars αv ∈ R.
This lemma means that the only encodings that will pass the zero test that the attacker can create are
the H(uv,1, uv˜,1, · · · , uv,m, uv˜,m) and linear combination of them. As zero-testing linear combinations
of encodings that pass the zero test does not provide more information that what was revealed by zero-
testing the original encodings, we will assume in the following that the adversary makes zero testing
queries for H(uv,1, uv˜,1, · · · , uv,m, uv˜,m) for all v ∈ A of weight 1, and that they are the only queries
that pass the zero test.
Recall that the numerator ofH(uv,1, uv˜,1, · · · , uv,m, uv˜,m) is of the formH(av,1, av˜,1, · · · , av,m, av˜,m) =
r˜vg (see Equality A.1). Hence, after all its zero-test queries, the attacker A gets handles to the values
r˜v for all v ∈ A of weight 1. These are the only post-zero-test handles that the attacker obtains. These
handles map to random elements r˜v that may not be independent, but that have a lot of (conditioned)
min-entropy. Hence, it is very unlikely that the attacker creates a non zero polynomial that annihi-
lates these random values. More formally, let P be a polynomial of degree d = poly(n) queried by
the attacker in the post-zero-test phase. Then, using the improved Schwartz-Zippel lemma of [MSZ16]
(Lemma A.3) in K, we have that
Pr[P ({r˜v}v∈A of weight 1) = 0] ≤ d · 2−n = negl(n)
using the fact that pmax({r˜v}v∈A of weight 1) ≤ 2−n (see Inequality (A.2)).
Hence, the attacker has negligible probability of creating a non zero polynomial P , of degree poly-
nomial in n, that annihilates the post-zero-test handles. This concludes the proof of our theorem.
Proof of Lemma A.5. Step 1. First, let v ∈ A be of weight 1 and let P be a polynomial in the variables
{Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m} (and not in all Xw,i for w ∈ A and i ≤ m) such that
P (av,1, av˜,1, · · · , av,m, av˜,m) = 0 mod g.
We will show that P = αH mod g for some α ∈ R/gR. Note that as we are only interested (for the
moment) in equalities modulo g, we will assume that our polynomial P has coefficients in R/gR (which
is a field as gR is a prime ideal). We will also see the av,i as elements of R/gR.
Using the fact that the polynomial P (uv,1, uv˜,1, · · · , uv,m, uv˜,m) is a valid encoding at level v∗, we
know that
P = P1(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m) +Xv˜,mP2(Xv,1, Xv,2, · · · , Xv,m)
for some polynomials P1 of degree 2 and P2 of degree 1. We cannot apply the Schwartz-Zippel lemma
to P because the variable av˜,m mod g is completely determined by the other variables that appears in
the polynomial. So we first introduce a new polynomial that does not depend on Xv˜,m before applying
the Schwartz-Zippel lemma.
We define the polynomial Q ∈ (R/gR)[Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m] (note that Xv˜,m does not appear
in Q) by
Q(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m) =Xv,mP1(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m)
−
(
m−1∑
i=1
Xv,iXv˜,i
)
P2(Xv,1, Xv,2, · · · , Xv,m).
Using the fact that av˜,m = −a−1v,m
∑m−1
i=1 av,iav˜,i mod g, we have that
Q(av,1, av˜,1, · · · , av,m) = av,mP (av,1, av˜,1, · · · , av,m, av˜,m) = 0 mod g.
But the variables av,1, av˜,1, · · · , av,m are drawn from Da independently with guessing probability at
most 2−n (even when reduced modulo g), and the degree of Q is at most 3. So using Schwartz-Zippel
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lemma (Lemma A.3) in R/gR, we have that Q should be the zero polynomial, except with negligible
probability. In the following, we will then assume that Q = 0. This means that we have the equality
between polynomials P1 = X
−1
v,m
(∑m−1
i=1 Xv,iXv˜,i
)
P2. Hence, we can re-write
P = P2
(
X−1v,m
(
m−1∑
i=1
Xv,iXv˜,i
)
+Xv˜,m
)
= P2X
−1
v,m ·H(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m).
As we know that P is a polynomial and Xv,m does not divide H, this means that it divides P2. However,
P2 is of degree 1, hence we conclude that P = αH mod g for some scalar α ∈ R.
Step 2. Now, let P be a polynomial in all the variables Xv,i for v ∈ A and i ≤ m such that
P ((av,i)v∈A,i≤m) = 0 mod g. We will prove by induction on κ (recall that κ is the number of v ∈ A
of weight 1) that
P (Xv1,1, · · · , Xv1,m, Xv2,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m) =
∑
v∈A
of weight 1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m) mod g.
The case κ = 1 was already done above (this is exactly step 1). Assume then that κ > 1. Let
v1 ∈ A be of weight 1 and assume without loss of generality that v2 = v˜1. We define the polynomial
P˜ in the variables {Xv1,i, Xv2,j}i,j≤m to be the polynomial P where Xvj ,i is evaluated at avj ,i for all
j ≥ 3 and i ≤ m, i.e.,
P˜ (Xv1,1, Xv1,2, · · · , Xv2,m) = P (Xv1,1, · · · , Xv2,m, av3,1, · · · , av2κ,m).
By hypothesis, we have that P˜ (av1,1, av1,1, · · · , av2,m) = 0 mod g. Now, by step 1, this means that
P˜ = αH mod g for some α ∈ R. Using the structure of the levels of the encodings, we then know that
P (Xv1,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m) =αH(Xv1,1, · · · , Xv2,m) +
m∑
i=1
Pi(Xv3,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m)Xv1,i
+T (Xv3,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m)
for some polynomials Pi and T inR/gR such that Pi(av3,1, · · · , av2κ,m) = 0 and T (av3,1, · · · , av2κ,m) = 0.
By induction hypothesis, we then know that the polynomials Pi and T are linear combinations of the
polynomialH evaluated at differentXv,i. This implies that if Pi is non zero, then Pi(uv3,1, · · · , uv2κ,m)uv1,i
is an encoding at level v∗ + v1 which is not an admissible level. Hence, we have that Pi = 0 for all i
and, by induction hypothesis on T , we obtain the desired result.
Step 3. We have proven that for all polynomial P that the adversary can query, which passes the zero
test, then with overwhelming probability we have
P (Xv1,1, · · · , Xv2κ,m) =
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m) + gT
for some polynomial T in R. It remains to show that T = 0, except with negligible probability. We
observe that if the attacker knows a polynomial of the above form with T 6= 0, then it can recover a mul-
tiple of g. Indeed, in
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m), all monomials Xv,iXv˜,i have the same
coefficient αv when i varies and v is fixed. This means that we can recover a multiple of g by computing
the difference of two such coefficients in our polynomial
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m)+gT
(at least one should be non zero if T 6= 0). Hence, if the adversary queries such a polynomial, it knows
a multiple of g. However, the handles output by the oracle reveal nothing about g and g is chosen
with sufficiently high min-entropy, hence we will show that the adversary cannot create a multiple of g
except with negligible probability.
The idea is that if the attacker only performs zero-test queries that do not pass the zero-test or
queries for polynomials of the form
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m) (without the term gT ),
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then it does not learn enough information to obtain a multiple of g with non negligible probabil-
ity. Hence, it cannot ask for a polynomial of the form
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m) + gT
with T 6= 0. Assume then that the attacker only queries polynomials of the form∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv,m, Xv˜,m) and polynomials that do not pass the zero test. We prove
that all other possible choices of g, except a negligible fraction of them, would have led to the same
answers of the oracle. Hence, the adversary cannot guess the value of g except with negligible proba-
bility.
The queries on polynomials of the form
∑
v∈A
‖v‖1=1
αvH(Xv,1, Xv˜,1, · · · , Xv˜,m) do not leak any in-
formation because for all values of g, we know that they should pass the zero test (and the handle
that is generated when a query passes the zero test is independent of the choice of g). The queries on
polynomials that do not pass the zero test may leak some information, but this leakage will be negligible
compared to the entropy of g. Let c1, · · · , ck be the numerators of all encodings that the adversary
queried and that did not pass the zero test. Then, any g that is not a divisor of c1c2 · · · ck would have
given the same answers. So the number of “bad” choices of g is at most the number of divisors of
c1c2 · · · ck. Denoting by N the algebraic norm of elements in K, we have that N (x) > 2 if x ∈ R is
non invertible, and if x|y, then N (x)|N (y). Hence, the number of non invertible divisors of c1c2 · · · ck
is at most log2(N (c1c2 · · · ck)). This is polynomial in n. Indeed, the element c1c2 · · · ck was computed
by a polynomial-time attacker, so its coefficients are bounded by 2n
c
for some constant c (the attacker
has to write this element with a polynomial number of bits). To conclude, there are only a polynomial
number of “bad” g (i.e., a polynomial number of non invertible elements that divide c1c2 · · · ck). On
the contrary, there is an exponential number of possible g when we generate the parameters of our
multilinear map. Hence, the attacker has negligible chance to be able to guess a multiple of g if it
knows nothing about it. This achieves the proof of our Lemma A.5.
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Adapting the quantum attack to
circuit obfuscators
In this section, we explain how the quantum attack of Section 6.2 can be extended to the circuit
obfuscators of [AB15,Zim15,BD16,DGG+18], when instantiated with the GGH13 map. The structure
of these obfuscators is very different from the abstract obfuscator described in Section 6.2 and so
the attack described in Section 6.3 cannot be directly applied to it. However, similarly to the other
obfuscators described above, the circuit obfuscators also use the levels of the GGH13 multilinear map
to prevent mixed-input attacks. This is the weakness we exploited to mount a mixed-input attack
against the abstract obfuscator, and here again, this will enable us to attack these circuit obfuscators.
In this section, we first describe a simplified circuit obfuscator, which captures the obfuscators of
[AB15,Zim15,BD16,DGG+18]. We then show how to adapt our attack to mount a quantum polynomial-
time mixed-input attack against this simple circuit obfuscator.
B.1 The simple circuit obfuscator
The circuit obfuscators can be instantiated with the GGH13 multilinear map [GGH13a] in its asym-
metric version, but with a composite g. More concretely, we sample three elements g1, g2, g3 ∈ R as
for the original g in the GGH13 map, that is ‖gi‖ = O(n), ‖1/gi‖ = O(n2) and such that N (gi) is
a prime integer, for all i ∈ [3]. Then, we let g = g1g2g3. If we denote by Ri = R/giR the quotient
rings for i ∈ [3], then using the Chinese remainder theorem we know that the encoding space R/gR is
isomorphic to R1 ×R2 ×R3. In the following, it will be useful to choose this point of view, as we will
encode triplets of elements (a1, a2, a3) ∈ R1 ×R2 ×R3, using the GGH13 map.
Let Σ be some subset of {0, 1}l with both l and |Σ| that are polynomial in the security parameter λ.
We will be interested in arithmetic circuits C : Σ → {0, 1}. By arithmetic circuits, we mean that C
performs addition, multiplication and subtraction over the bits of the elements of Σ (i.e., C is an
arithmetic circuit from {0, 1}l to {0, 1}, but we are only interested in its restriction to Σ ⊆ {0, 1}l).
The operations over the bits are performed over Z but we only consider circuits whose output is in
{0, 1}. Let C be a class of such circuits, whose size is bounded by some polynomial (the properties of
this class of circuit will not be interesting for our attack) and let U be a universal circuit for the class C.
The size of U is also bounded by some polynomial in the security parameter. We abuse notation by
denoting by C both a circuit of C and its bit representation, that is we have U(σ,C) = C(σ) for any
σ ∈ Σ (the first C denotes the bit representation of the circuit while the second one represents the
function computed by the circuit).
To obfuscate a circuit C of the class C, the main idea of the circuit obfuscator is to produce GGH13
encodings of the bits of C and of the bits of all the possible inputs σ ∈ Σ. Then, to evaluate the
obfuscated circuit, it suffices to homomorphically evaluate the universal circuit U on these encodings
and to test whether the result is 0 or not. In order to prove the security of their obfuscators, the authors
of [AB15,Zim15,BD16,DGG+18] added other gadgets to their obfuscators. The first idea is to encode
the useful information only in the second slot of the GGH13 map (in the ring R2) and to use the two
other slots to prevent some mixed-input attack (where we mix the bits of two circuits). They also use
straddling set systems, like the abstract obfuscator defined in Section 6.2, to prevent other kinds of
mixed input attacks (where we mix the bits of two inputs). We describe below in more detail how the
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circuit obfuscators proceed, given as input a circuit C ∈ C. In order to help understanding what is
happening, we also describe in parallel how to evaluate the obfuscated circuit.
1. First, we encode each bit of all the possible inputs σ ∈ Σ (recall that we chose |Σ| to be polynomial
in the security parameter, so it is possible to enumerate all the elements of Σ). For each symbol
σ ∈ Σ and each bit position i ∈ [l], define W (1)i,σ = [r(1)σ · w(1)i,σ ]v(1)σ and R
(1)
σ = [r
(1)
σ ]v(1)σ
, where r
(1)
σ
is sampled uniformly in R/gR× (and only depends on σ) and
w
(1)
i,σ = (y
(1)
i , σi, ρ
(1)
i,σ) ∈ R1 ×R2 ×R3,
for σi the i-th bit of σ and y
(1)
i and ρ
(1)
i,σ sampled uniformly in R1 and R3 respectively. The level
v
(1)
σ of the encoding will be chosen to prevent mixed-input attacks. We will go into more details
about the levels of the encodings later. These encodings W
(1)
i,σ and R
(1)
σ are made public, for i ∈ [l]
and σ ∈ Σ. Note that y(1)i is the same for all symbols σ, this will be necessary for correctness.
2. Second, we encode the bits of the representation of the circuit C ∈ C. We denote by |C| the size
of the bit representation of C. For each 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|, define W (2)j = [r(2) · w(2)j ]v(2) and R(2) =
[r(2)]v(2) , where r
(2) is sampled uniformly in R/gR× and
w
(2)
j = (y
(2)
j , Cj , ρ
(2)
j ) ∈ R1 ×R2 ×R3,
for Cj the j-th bit of the representation of C and y
(2)
j and ρ
(2)
j sampled uniformly in R1 and R3
respectively. Again, the level v(2) of the encoding will be described later. These encodings W
(2)
j
and R(2) are made public, for 1 ≤ j ≤ |C|.
Once we have encodings for the bits of C and for all the possible input values σ ∈ Σ, as the universal
circuit U only performs additions, subtractions and multiplications, we can homomorphically evaluate
it on the encodings. We can always perform multiplications of encodings, it will only increase the
level of the encodings. However, there is a subtlety for addition and subtraction, as we can only add
and subtract encodings at the same level. To circumvent this difficulty, one can use the encodings
R(2) and R
(1)
σ . During the evaluation of the universal circuit U on the encodings, we will perform
computations so that for all intermediate encodings we compute, we always have encodings of the
form [r · w]v and [r]v, with the same level v. At the beginning, all the encodings described above
have the desired form [r · w]v and [r]v. If we want to multiply [r1 · w1]v1 and [r2 · w2]v2 , we just
compute the product of the encodings to get [r1r2 · w1w2]v1+v2 and we also compute the product of
the r part to obtain [r1r2]v1+v2 . Note that here, the levels v1 + v2 might have coefficients that are
larger than 1. If we want to add [r1 · w1]v1 and [r2 · w2]v2 , then two cases appear. If r1 = r2 and
v1 = v2, then we add both encodings to get [r1 · (w1 + w2)]v1 and keep [r1]v1 . Otherwise, we compute
[r1]v1 · [r2 ·w2]v2 + [r2]v2 · [r1 ·w1]v1 = [r1r2 · (w1 +w2)]v1+v2 and compute the product [r1r2]v1+v2 . We
proceed similarly for subtraction.
With this technique, we can evaluate the circuit U on the encodings provided by the obfuscator,
independently of the levels used to encode them. Assume we evaluate it honestly on the encodings of C
and of some input σ ∈ Σ, we then obtain encodings Wσ = [rσ ·wσ]vσ and Rσ = [rσ]vσ at some level vσ,
for some rσ ∈ R/gR, where
wσ = (y
∗, C(σ), ρσ) ∈ R1 ×R2 ×R3,
for some y∗ ∈ R1 and ρσ ∈ R3. Note that, as the y(1)i ’s do not depend on the input σ, the value y∗ is
the same for all σ’s. We then want to annihilate the values in the extra slots (that is y∗ and ρσ) to
recover the value of C(σ) by zero-testing. To do that, the obfuscator provides two more encodings.
3. To annihilate the value in the third slot, the obfuscator output encodings Ŵσ = [r̂σ · ŵ]v̂σ and
R̂σ = [r̂σ]v̂σ , for all σ ∈ Σ, where r̂σ is sampled uniformly in R/gR× and
ŵ = (ŷ, α̂, 0),
for ŷ and α̂ uniformly chosen in R1 and R
×
2 , respectively.
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Multiplying the encoding of wσ = (y
∗, C(σ), ρσ) obtained above, by this encoding of ŵ = (ŷ, α̂, 0)
enables us to cancel the last slot and to obtain an encoding of ŵσ := (ŷ · y∗, α̂ · C(σ), 0). We also
multiply the r parts, as described above. Note that to cancel this third slot, the obfuscator outputs one
pair of encodings for each symbol σ ∈ Σ. While this may seem useless because each encoding encodes
the same ŵ, this is in fact required to standardise the levels of the encodings. Indeed, after evaluating
the universal circuit on the encodings of C and σ, we obtain an encoding whose level depends on σ.
By multiplying with an encoding at a complementary level at this step, we can then ensure that the
level of the product is independent of σ. This property will be important, because to zero-test the final
encoding, we need it to be at the maximal level v∗, independently of the input σ.
4. Finally, to cancel the first slot, the obfuscator provides two encodings W = [r ·w]v and R = [r]v,
where r is sampled uniformly in R/gR× and
w = (ŷ · y∗, 0, 0).
Note that ŵσ − w = 0 if and only if C(σ) = 0. Hence, it suffices to subtract the corresponding
encodings (using the r part, because the levels of the encodings will not match) and to zero-test the
obtained encoding to determine whether C(σ) = 0 or 1.
This completes the description of the simple circuit obfuscator, together with the correctness proof
of the evaluation of the obfuscated program. Before describing the mixed-input attack, we would like
to insist on some properties of the obfuscator described above.
• The levels of the encodings output by the obfuscator are chosen such that all honest evaluations
of the obfuscated circuit on some input σ ∈ Σ produce encodings with the same level. This level
is then chosen to be the maximal level of the GGH13 map, and will be denoted by v∗. The
obfuscator also provides a zero-test parameter pzt to enable zero-test at level v
∗. In the following,
the only thing that will be interesting for our attack is that a honest evaluation of the obfuscated
circuit on any input σ ∈ Σ outputs an encoding at level v∗, so we do not go into more details
about the levels of the encodings.
• As we already noted, the value y∗ obtained in the first slot after evaluating the universal circuit
on the encodings of C and σ does not depend on σ. This is needed for the last step, where we
subtract ŷ · y∗. As we want this to output 0 for any input (to cancel out the first slot), the value
y∗ has to be independent of σ. This first slot prevents us from mixing the bits of the circuit C,
but does not prevent us from mixing the bits of the input σ (i.e., changing the value of some bit
during the evaluation). Mixing the bits of the input is only prevented by the GGH13 map and
the straddling set system (recall that the levels of the encodings depend on the input σ). This is
the kind on mixed-input attack we will be able to perform after recovering the secret element h
of the GGH13 map.
We observe that the circuit obfuscator described above is a simplification of the circuit obfuscators
of [AB15,Zim15,BD16,DGG+18]. However, it captures the main techniques used by these constructions,
and the attack we describe below is not impacted by the small changes between this simple obfuscator
and the actual constructions.
B.2 The mixed-input attack
As mentioned above, the attack will consist in modifying a bit of the input σ during the computation.
The idea is the same as for the attack of Section 6.3. As previously, we start by constructing a new
zero-testing parameter p′zt at level 2v
∗ (testing whether the numerator of an encoding is a multiple
of g2, and not only g). This step can be performed exactly as in Section 6.3.1 and we do not re-explain
it here. Recall that to perform this step, we need to be able to evaluate the obfuscated circuit on inputs
for which the output is zero.
The second part of the attack (using p′zt to mount a mixed input attack) will differ from the one
for the abstract branching program obfuscator. The first difference is that in the abstract branching
program obfuscator, we only computed products of matrices. So by changing a matrix, we just changed
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the final level of the encodings but all the operations remained possible (products of encodings are always
possible, whatever their levels are). Here, as we evaluate a circuit with additions and multiplications,
we must be careful. Indeed, if we change the level of one encoding of a sum but not the other one,
we will not be able to perform the sum anymore. To circumvent this difficulty, we will use a specific
universal circuit, which terminates with a multiplication. Let U be a universal circuit for the class of
circuit C. We define a new circuit U˜ , which takes as input a concatenation of the description of two
circuits in C and an input σ ∈ Σ and computes the product of the evaluations of the two circuits on
input σ. More formally, we define
U˜(σ,C1 · C2) = U(σ,C1) · U(σ,C2).
The circuit U˜ is a universal circuit for the class C · C. Note that when evaluating the circuit U˜ ,
we finish the evaluation with a multiplication. To perform our mixed input attack, we will evaluate
U(·, C1) and U(·, C2) honestly on different inputs σ1 and σ2. As each partial evaluation is honest, we
can perform all the required operations on the encodings. The dishonest computation will be the last
multiplication only.
Let σ1 and σ2 be two distinct elements of Σ. Let C00 be a circuit that evaluates always to 0 on Σ.
We also let C10 be a circuit that evaluates to 1 on σ1 and to 0 otherwise and C01 be a circuit that
evaluates to 1 on σ2 and to 0 otherwise. The functions computed by C00 ·C00 and by C01 ·C10 are the
same, so these circuits are equivalent. We will now show how to distinguish the obfuscated versions of
C00 · C00 and C01 · C10, when using the universal circuit U˜ . As both circuits are equivalent, this will
result into an attack against the iO security of the obfuscator.
Objective: The obfuscator obfuscates the circuit C1 · C2 ∈ {C00 · C00, C01 · C10}, and we want to
distinguish whether C1 · C2 = C00 · C00 or C1 · C2 = C01 · C10.
1. The obfuscator encodes the bits of C1 and C2 under the GGH13 map, as well as the bits of all
possible inputs σ ∈ Σ. In particular, we have encodings for σ1 and σ2. We homomorphically
evaluate U on the encodings of C1 and σ1, C1 and σ2, C2 and σ1 and C2 and σ2.
1 These are
honest partial evaluations of the circuit U˜ on input σ1 and σ2, so we can perform these evaluations
(in particular, there will not be incompatibilities of encodings levels). We obtain four pairs of
encodings (Rb1b2 = [rb1b2 ]vb1b2 ,Wb1b2 = [rb1b2 · wb1b2 ]vb1b2 ), for b1, b2 ∈ {1, 2}2, where
wb1b2 = (yb1 , Cb1(σb2), ρb1b2).
Recall that the y part of the encoding does not depend on the input σ, so this is independent of
b2 for our notations.
2. A honest evaluator of the obfuscated program would then multiply the encodings W11 and W21 (of
C1(σ1) and C2(σ1)) and the encodings W12 and W22 (of C1(σ2) and C2(σ2)). However, in order
to distinguish which circuit has been obfuscated, we do not perform these honest computations.
Instead, following the idea of the mixed input attack described in Section 6.3.3, we compute
W11 ·W22 and W12 ·W21 (and we do the same for the r part). We then obtain two encodings W˜1
and W˜2 of
w˜1 := (y
∗, C1(σ1) · C2(σ2), ρ11ρ22)
and w˜2 := (y
∗, C1(σ2) · C2(σ1), ρ12ρ21)
at levels v11 +v22 and v12 +v21 respectively. Note that the first slot of the encodings contains y
∗,
as it would for a honest evaluation.
3. We then complete the computation as if W˜1 was an honest evaluation on σ1 and W˜2 was an honest
evaluation on σ2. That is, we first multiply W˜1 by Ŵσ1 and W˜2 by Ŵσ2 to cancel the third slot.
We obtain two encodings Ŵ1 and Ŵ2 of
ŵ1 := (y
∗ · ŷ, α̂ · C1(σ1) · C2(σ2), 0)
and ŵ2 := (y
∗ · ŷ, α̂ · C1(σ2) · C2(σ1), 0)
at levels v11 + v22 + v̂σ1 and v12 + v21 + v̂σ2 , respectively.
1Recall that U(σ,C) = C(σ) and the universal circuit we chose is U˜(σ,C1 · C2) = U(σ,C1) · U(σ,C2).
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4. Finally, we cancel the first slot by subtracting W of the encodings Ŵ1 and Ŵ2 obtained above.
Note that this subtraction is between encodings that are not at the same level (for both honest
and dishonest evaluations), so the resulting level is the union of the levels of both parts of the
subtraction. We obtain two encodings W 1 and W 2 of
w1 := (0, α̂ · C1(σ1) · C2(σ2), 0)
and w2 := (0, α̂ · C1(σ2) · C2(σ1), 0)
at levels v11 + v22 + v̂σ1 + v and v12 + v21 + v̂σ2 + v, respectively.
5. Now, we would like to zero-test the encodings W 1 and W 2 obtained above, but because we
mixed the inputs, the levels of the encodings are unlikely to be v∗ and we are not able to zero-
test. However, we know that v11 + v21 + v̂σ1 + v = v
∗, because the encoding obtained by
honestly evaluating the obfuscated program on σ1 has this level. In the same way, we know that
v12 +v22 + v̂σ2 +v = v
∗. Hence, the level of the product W 1 ·W 2 is 2v∗. Using our p′zt parameter,
we can then test whether its numerator is a multiple of g2 or not.
– In the case where C1 · C2 = C00 · C00, we have w1 = 0 mod g and w2 = 0 mod g. Hence,
their product is a multiple of g2. So the numerator of W 1 ·W 2 is a multiple of g2, and the
zero-test using p′zt answers positively.
– In the case where C1 · C2 = C01 · C10, we have w1 = 0 mod g and w2 6= 0 mod g. So the
product is a multiple of g2 if and only if w1 is a multiple of g
2, which is very unlikely (w1
is obtained by subtracting two values that are equal modulo g1, so this is a multiple of g1
but this is unlikely to be a multiple of g21).
2 Hence, the numerator of W 1 ·W 2 will not be a
multiple of g2 (with high probability), and the zero-test using p′zt will fail.
We can then distinguish between the obfuscated versions of C00 · C00 and C01 · C10 in (classical)
polynomial time, using our new zero-testing parameter p′zt obtained in quantum polynomial time.
This completes our quantum attack against the circuit obfuscators of [AB15,Zim15,BD16,DGG+18].
2Note that even if w1 were a multiple of g2, then, by taking p′zt = (z∗ · g−1)3 mod q, we could mount the same kind
of attack, at level 3v∗ instead of 2v∗.
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